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A Novel Approach for Healthcare Equipments Lifespan Assessment

Mona Aridi, Bassam Hussein, Mohamad Hajj-Hassan, Hassan M. Khachfe
Lebanese International University
Beirut, Lebanon
{mona.aridi@gmail.com}
{bassam.hussein, mohamad.hajjhassan, hassan.khachfe}@liu.edu.lb

Abstract — Medical equipments contribute to the quality of
healthcare services on several levels. They play a key role in
the diagnosis, the treatment, and the rehabilitation of the
medical impairment and diseases. However, as any operating
machine, medical equipments have a definite lifespan that
expires after a period of time. Theoretically, studies specified
ten years as the lifespan of medical equipments. In fact, the
status of the medical equipments defines its age. This status
should be addressed according to a list of criteria that evaluate
the efficiency and the performance of these equipments. The
purpose of this study is to develop a well-designed plan for
evaluating medical equipments. According to this evaluation,
the equipments that should be replaced can be ranked in the
descending order of urgency, taking into account many criteria
and sub-criteria.
Keywords – efficiency;
equipments; performance.

I.

healthcare;

lifespan; medical

LITERATURE REVIEW

Assessment of medical equipment is increasingly
becoming the concern of healthcare institutions [1]. For
several years, great effort has been devoted to the study of
reliability and maintenance of medical technology and the
investigation of their malfunctions. In the early 1990s, the
world raised the attention to the device-related activities and
many regional offices were opened all over Europe, the
Middle East, and Asia Pacific [2]. Moreover, the
International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF)
discussed the future directions in medical device regulatory
harmonization [3]. Furthermore, the International
Organization for Standards (ISO) defined ISO 13485 as a
standard for assessing and maintaining the efficacy of
medical equipments. It deals with the specifications of
medical technology to meet healthcare requirements for
healthier outcomes [4]. In addition, the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) generated a Device Evaluation Intern
Program (DEIP) to monitor the efficiency, safety, and degree
of risk to public health of the medical equipments [5].
Many researchers paid considerable attention to the
criticality of medical devices and the significance of the
stringent environment surrounding them, so they dedicated
their research to the classification of medical equipments and
analyzed their preventive maintenance data using Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [6]. Similar studies

measured maintenance effectiveness with failure codes as an
evidence-based maintenance, where they compared different
maintenance strategies adopted for seven types of medical
equipments [7], [8]. Other studies focused on the importance
of managing the regular maintenance process in hospitals,
and proposed programs to increase the efficiency of the
utilization of the medical equipments through a Medical
Equipment Management Program (MEMP) [9], [10]. Kirisits
and Redekop highlighted the economical evaluation as a
critical key point that stands behind the decision making for
an equipment-upgrading program [11]. Khalaf proposed a
maintenance model for minimizing the risk and optimizing
the cost-effectiveness of medical equipments [12]. Another
study dealt with the problem from another perspective,
where it shed the light on the relationship between the
reliability of critical medical equipment (CME) and the
effectiveness of CME maintenance management in relation
to patient outcomes [13]. The clinical investigation of
medical devices in Europe focuses on outlining the risks that
may threaten both the patient and the staff [14].
All the above studies discussed the importance of
preventive maintenance and its effect on the lifespan of
medical devices. However, the most interesting approach in
this issue has been proposed by a new Canadian systematic
study for preventive maintenance prioritization of medical
equipments. This study classifies the medical equipments
into five levels of prioritization for preventive maintenance.
However, this study is limited to the metering of the risks on
the medical equipments using the quality function
deployment (QFD) as a new concept in preventive
maintenance classification [15]. Nevertheless, among all the
calls regarding the evaluation of medical equipment, a study
done by Sharareh Taghipour in 2011 assigned six main
criteria in which some of them are branched into sub-criteria
[14]. Taghipour focused on the recalls and hazard alerts that
may occur for medical equipments. Moreover, concerning
the risks, a great deal of attention was given to the failure
frequency, the possible redetect of the risk, and the failure
consequences, where we investigated the safety and
environment effect of the device.
On the other hand, Taghipour raised the attention to the
operational and the non-operational consequences of a
failure, to inspect the cost of repair. This inspection covers
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the ‘manpower’ and the ‘spare parts’ costs to fix a defect.
Besides, the Canadian study boosted the attention to the out
of service periods and the number of waiting patients due to
those failures, defined as the downtime of the device.
Here, a new evaluation technique, similar to the
Canadian one, which will be highlighted later in the paper, is
proposed but with less required data. In our model, we tried
to make the investigation simple and direct so we focused on
the function and the age of the medical equipment, as well as
we focused on the mission criticality, the risks, and the
maintenance requirements. Actually, collecting data for each
criterion is very hard and requires a long questionnaire, so
we designed a checklist questionnaire to gather the required
data about each equipment. As a case study, we applied this
model on a Lebanese public hospital and we came back with
a list of equipments that should be replaced after a period of
time as defined by the hospital.
In this paper, we propose the methodology of the study in
Section II. Then, we show the way to derive the weights and
the intensities of the tested criteria in Section III. After that,
we present the missions to accomplish the assessment plan
through Section IV. In Section V, we analyze the obtained
results and make decisions accordingly. This is followed by
a “Case Study” in Section VI to test the validity of the
presented technique. After that, we move to the
professionals’ evaluation in Section VII, where we re-assess
the medical equipments from the professionals’ perspective.
In Section VIII, we go through the budgetary quotation for
the procurement process for purchasing the nominated
medical equipments. Finally, we end up with a conclusion
and our further expectations through Section IX.
II.

PROPOSED METHODOLGY

Medical devices play a significant role in providing
healthcare, as they affect the patient and the care providers
directly. Besides, the design of the medical equipments gives
a share in the safety of the environment [16]. The excessive
use of the medical equipments is directly proportional to its
performance with time, which will shorten its expected
lifespan. The clinical evaluation of medical technology
should be based on a comprehensive analysis that covers
relevant criteria and parameters to appraise the efficiency of
the equipment.
This paper proposes a model to evaluate the medical
equipments according to measurable criteria and quantitative
parameters that identify the time after which this equipment
should be replaced. To start, we are going to identify some
main criteria in which some of them are branched into subcriteria. To make our work measurable, we assigned each
criterion and sub-criterion to a specific weight that defines its
criticality.
Many methods can be used to appraise and weigh
clinical data. In our study, we take into account five main
criteria in which some of them are divided into sub-criteria.
The main criteria are: function, mission criticality, age, risks,
and the maintenance requirements of the medical equipment.

Among those main criteria, mission criticality is evaluated
by two sub-criteria, the utilization of the equipment and the
availability of alternative devices. Besides, the risks on the
equipment are evaluated through three sub-criteria related to
risks: the failure frequency, the detectability of failure, and
the failure consequences. Each criterion has a certain weight
that specifies its weight in the study. Moreover, each
criterion is limited to a certain range of choices, where every
choice is assigned to certain intensity. For a clear top view,
we summarized the main criteria with their sub-criteria in
Table I below.
Table I. OVERVIEW OF THE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT ASSESSMENT
CRITERIA.

Main Criteria

Sub-criteria

Function
Mission criticality

--Utilization
Availability of alternative
devices
--Failure frequency
Detectability
Frequency consequences
---

Age
Risks

Maintenance Requirements

After defining the grades and intensities for all criteria,
the model will be ready for use to assess the devices. To
compute the final score, we need to calculate the total score
that is the summation of the product of intensities and
weights for each criterion. After that, we should calculate the
Normalized Score Value (NSV) that indicates the relative
importance of each device in comparison with other devices,
from which we generated the Transformed Score Value
(TSV). The transformed score value is the value that allows
us to rank the medical device according to its importance. In
order to better understanding the whole process, we
illustrated the main steps in Figure 1 below.
Fill up the required data for each equipment.
Apply the scientific model on the equipment under study.
Arrange the scores in adescending order.
Normalize the obtained scores.
Transform the NSVs into percentages.
Classify the findings of TSVs into categories to be
determined by the hospital.
Figure 1. Flow chart of the scientific evaluation.

The above flow chart summarizes the required steps to
accomplish the scientific evaluation. Going through such
assessment requires a lot of parameters and equations. The
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derivation of all the scientific relations is explained in the
following section.
Before going through the steps of the study in details, we
are going to define some key terms in order not to mix up
between them.
 Missions: the steps taken by our study to apply the
quantitative part of the model. We assigned five
consecutive missions; each mission deals with a
main criterion at a time.
 Criteria: the standards and norms of evaluation. We
considered five main criteria to assess the medical
equipments: function, mission criticality, age, risk,
and maintenance requirements.
 Parameters: the measurable factors used in our
study, such as the weights and the intensities.
III.

For reliable measurements on medical devices, some
grades known as intensities and weights for each criterion
and sub-criterion should be introduced. The grades may
encounter several classes for one criterion. For example, the
maintenance requirements of a device may be high, medium,
or low. The definition of each class differs from one hospital
to another depending on the decision makers at each hospital.
Consequently, the term ‘low’ for maintenance requirements
differs from hospital to another.
If the criterion of a device contributes with its maximum
capacity to the upper-level of this criterion, then its intensity
should record a value of 1.
According to Sharareh, the intensities and the weights
are obtained from a pairwise comparison matrix of
qualitative grades, which is built using expert opinion [16],
[17].
The weight of each grade is obtained in (1):
𝑣𝑖 =

1

(1)

1

5
5
∑5
𝑖=1(∏𝑗=1 𝑎𝑖𝑗 )

where i = 1 to 5 and j = 1 to 5.
The intensity of each grade is obtained in (2):

where i = 1 to 5.

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑣𝑖

(2)

max (𝑣𝑖 )

TABLE II. PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX FOR THE GRADE OF
THE CRITERION 'FUNCTION'.

Life
Therapeutic Diagnostic Analytic Misc.
saving

Life saving
Therapeutic
Diagnostic
Analytic
Misc.

1.00
0.20
0.17
0.13
0.11

5.00
1.00
0.63
0.71
0.56

6.00
1.60
1.00
0.80
0.67

1

b = (∏5𝑗=1 𝑎𝑖𝑗 )5

8.00
1.40
1.25
1.00
0.78

9.00
1.80
1.50
1.29
1.00

(4)

Table III. CALCULATING THE INTENSITIES OF THE CRITERION 'FUNCTION'.

Life saving
Therapeutic
Diagnostic
Analytic
Miscellaneous

𝑎

2160.00
0.81
0.20
0.09
0.03
5

PARAMETERS

5
(∏5
𝑗=1 𝑎𝑖𝑗 )

Table II shows the pairwise comparison matrix for the
grades of the first criterion, ‘Function’, as assigned by expert
opinion. Using the above table and formulas, we can
calculate the intensities and the weight for the criterion
‘Function’. We listed the results in Table III, using (3) and
(4):
(3)
a = (∏5𝑗=1 𝑎𝑖𝑗 )

�

𝑖=1

𝑏

4.64
0.96
0.72
0.62
0.50

𝑣𝑖

0.62
0.13
0.10
0.08
0.07

Intensity

1.00
0.21
0.16
0.13
0.11

𝑏 = 7.45

In our model, we discarded the sixth criterion, which is
“Recalls and Hazards” from the study, as it is not available in
the hospital where the study was done. Hence, we distributed
0.16, the weight of recalls and hazards, equally on the other
criteria by adding 0.032 on each of the five criteria (0.16 ÷
5 = 0.032). For example, the weight of the criterion
“Function” was 0.45. After adding 0.032 it becomes 0.482.
IV.

MISSIONS

Assessment of medical equipments requires five
consecutive missions, where each one deals with a criterion.
In the first mission, we classify the function of the
equipment. In the second mission, we specify the mission
criticality of the equipment through its rate of utilization and
availability of alternative devices. In the third mission, we
identify the age of the equipment. In the fourth mission, we
investigate the risks on the equipment by looking into its
failure frequency, detectability of the failure, and the failure
consequences. Finally, in the fifth mission, which is the last
one, we study the maintenance requirements of the
equipment. The core of each mission is gathering data.
Before going through any of the missions, we made up an
identity card for each equipment by filling up its name, its
serial number, its brand, and its manufacturer. This
information will not affect our study, but the aim is rather to
identify each equipment to make sure that there is no
overlapping in case the equipment
is shared among the
units and departments.
The intensities are obtained from a pair-wise comparison
of grades; experts construct these grades as elaborated by the
work of Taghipour.
First Mission: In the first mission, we classified the
function of each medical equipment into five categories:
lifesaving,
therapeutic,
diagnostic,
analytic,
and
miscellaneous according to the classification developed by
Fennigkoh, Smith, and Dhillion [18]. The weight of the
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TABLE IV. THE INTENSITIES OF THE FUNCTION OF THE
EQUIPMENT.

The weight and the intensities of the availability of
alternatives are shown in Table VI.

Function (0.482)
Life
saving

Therapy

Diagnostic

Analytic

Miscellaneous

1.00

0.21

0.16

0.13

0.11

TABLE VI. THE WEIGHT AND THE INTENSITIES OF THE
ALTERNATIVES.

function and the intensity of each category are shown in
Table IV.
Second Mission: This mission accomplishes the second
criterion; mission criticality of weight (0.132) is divided into
two sub-criteria: the utilization and the availability of
alternative devices, as shown in Figure 2.
Mission Criticality
(0.132)

Alternative devices

(0.7)

(0.3)

Figure 2. Hierarchy for mission criticality.

The usage of the device and its back-up devices identify
the load of work on that device. Moreover, using the
equipment excessively will increase the failure on the
equipment [19]. In the first sub-criterion, utilization of a
device is the total hours the device is used on average in a
hospital (the unit can be defined as hours per day or days per
week or weeks per year). In our proposed model, we
considered the ‘average hours a device is used per week’ for
the utilization criterion divided into three classes as shown in
Table V.
TABLE V. THE WEIGHT AND INTENSITIES OF THE USAGE OF
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT.

24≤

Usage hour/week (0.70)
12≤x<24

<12

0.34

0.15

On the other hand, the availability of alternatives affects
the mission criticality as it represents the number of similar
or backup devices for one equipment. However, as the
number of similar devices at hand becomes fewer because of
lack of backup of the medical equipment, the risks on that
equipment will increase. Furthermore, having several similar
devices with low demand may also harm the device by
affecting its performance from one side, and by costing the
hospital regular preventive maintenance from the other side.

>4
0.20

Third Mission: The third mission deals with the third
criterion, which is the age of the equipment. The age of the
medical device is based on the actual age of a device and its
predictable lifespan. In general, 10 years is the average
lifespan for a medical device. The equipments are divided
into five categories according to the actual age of the
equipment divided by the lifespan as shown in Table VII. As
the ratio approaches 1, the equipment is considered as old;
otherwise, it is considered to be new as the ratio approaches
zero. The age ratio is expressed in equation (5):
𝐴𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

Availability of

Utilization

1.00

Alternatives (0.30)
1< x≤4
0.34

≤1
1.00

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑔𝑒

(5)

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛

TABLE VII. THE WIGHT AND THE INTENSITIES OF THE AGE OF
THE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT.

Age (0.092)

>1

0.75< x≤1

0.5<x≤0.75

0.25<x≤0.5

0≤x≤0.25

1.00

0.67

0.43

0.17

0.12

Fourth Mission: The fourth mission addresses the fourth
criterion, which is the risk of a device (of weight 0.192). In a
patient-centric environment, managing risk is the top priority
that occupies a worthy space under the umbrella of
healthcare [20]. The risk of a device is the summation of all
risks threatening patients. These risks can be estimated from
the actual failures, which have occurred in that device, and
are shown in the figure below.
Risks
(0.192)

Failure
Frequency
(0.3)

Detectability
(0.24)

Failure
Consequences
(0.46)

Figure 3. Hierarchy for risks on the medical equipment

Figure 3 illustrates the three sub-criteria of risks. The
consequences associated with the risks of a device are
assigned by the failure frequency, the detectability, and the
failure consequences.
These should be extracted or
estimated from historical data and device maintenance
archives [21].
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The frequency of failure indicates how often the failure
occurs. In order to capture this dimension, we considered
four levels for the frequency of failure as outlined in Table
VIII. If the failure is frequent, it means that the failure is
likely to occur (several occurrences in 1 year). On the other
hand, if the failure is occasional, it means that it probably
will occur (several occurrences in 1 to 2 years). Then, if it is
uncommon, this means that there is a possibility of
occurrence (one occurrence in 2 to 5 years). Finally, if it is
remote, it means that it is unlikely to occur (one occurrence
in 5 to 10 years).
TABLE VIII. THE WEIGHT AND INTENSITIES OF THE FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE.

Frequent

1.00

Frequency of Failure (0.3)
Uncommon
Occasional
0.33
0.20

TABLE XI. THE WEIGHT AND INTENSITIES OF THE
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS.

Remote

0.15

Maintenance Requirements (0.102)

Failure detectability is the ability to detect a failure when
it occurs. This is the most important criterion to assess harm
[20]. We can detect the failure at many different levels. In
our model, we used four levels of detectability. The failure
maybe detected by error, that is when the equipment stops
working, or by inspection during the regular preventive
maintenance rounds, it might be visible by naked eye or it
can be detected by self-announcement, as summarized below
in Table IX.
TABLE IX. THE WEIGHT AND INTENSITIES OF THE
DETECTABILITY.

Detectability (0.24)
Error

Inspection

Visible

Self-announcement

1.00

0.33

0.20

0.13

The failure consequences, of weight (0.46) deals with the
safety and the environment where we discuss the effect of
the failure on the patient and the staff [22]. The failure of the
medical equipment may harm the patient at different levels.
It may cause death in extreme cases, injury in which it may
disable the patient, inappropriate therapy, misdiagnosis,
which makes the situation worse or failure, which may cause
a delay in the treatment. Finally, in some other situations, it
may cause nothing. The intensities of those failures are
summarized in Table X.
TABLE X.THE WEIGHT AND INTENSITIES OF THE FAILURE
CONSEQUENCES.

Failure Consequences (0.46)
Death

1.00

Injury

0.34

Fifth Mission: The last criterion, which is the fifth one
where we studied the maintenance requirement for every
medical equipment, is covered in the fifth mission. The
availability of the medical equipments should be based on
maintenance history and the maintenance requirements [23].
According to Fennigkoh and Smith [24], equipment that is
predominantly mechanical, pneumatic, or fluidic often
requires the most expensive maintenance. A device is
considered to have an average maintenance requirement if it
requires only performance verification and safety testing.
Equipment that receives only visual inspection, a basic
performance check, and safety testing is classified as having
minimal maintenance requirements. We defined each of
these classes as high, medium, and low with their
corresponding intensities as shown in Table XI.

Inapp. Therapy
or misdiagnosis

Delay in
treatment or
diagnosis

Non

0.21

0.14

0.09

High

Medium

Low

1.00

0.50

0.17

Identifying the main and the sub-criteria of each
equipment allows us to determine their relative importance
according to their goal or their upper level criterion using
Saaty’s eigenvector technique – a mathematical technique
that assigns a total score value for each medical device under
study. This technique is used in multi-criteria decisionmaking missions [25]. This total score is generated from the
weights and the intensities of those medical devices from the
matrix of criteria and sub-criteria observed [26], [27]. Figure
4 shows a schematic diagram of the main and sub criteria of
the evaluation test.
Five Main Criteria

Function
(0.482)

Mission
Criticality
(0.132)

Utilization

Age

Risks

(0.092)

(0.192)

Maintenance
Requirements
(0.102)

Failure
Frequency
(0.3)

(0.7)

Detectabiliy
Availability

(0.24)

of Alternative
Devices (0.3)

Failure
Consequences
(0.46)

The risk value can then be estimated as a function of
frequency, consequence, and detectability for each failure
mode. As a result, the risk of the device is the total risk of all
its failure modes.

Figure 4. Hierarchy for the five main criteria.
EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

V.

After filling the questionnaire for each equipment, we
can compute the scores using the assigned weights and
intensities. The total score of each equipment is the
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summation of the weight × intensity for the five criteria,
which is illustrated in (6) below:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = ∑5𝑗=1 wjsij

(6)

where “w” is the weight of each criterion “j” = 1, 2 … 5 and
“i” is the intensity of each class.
At this stage, the total score for the equipments is listed in
descending order from the highest score to the lowest score.
This rank helps in calculating the normalized score value that
indicates the relative criticality of a device compared to other
devices. Therefore, the Normalized Score Value of each
equipment is expressed in equation (7):
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑇𝑆𝑉 =

Eq
uip.

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 −𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

× 100

(8)

TABLE XII. THE TRANSFORMED SCORE VALUE.
Total
NSV
TSV
Score

(7)

The aim of this study is to prioritize the medical devices
according to their criticality. To do so, we have to calculate
the transformed score value from the above procedure, which
can be used for prioritizing or ranking of devices. The TSV
depends on the NSV of each device involved in the model,
and on the minimum and the maximum scores that could be
achieved. The TSV plays an important role in assessing the
medical equipments according to a percentage. In our
proposed model, devices can have a total score between
(0.1257592, 1.0) where score 1.0 is for a device, which gets
the highest intensity when assessed against every single
criterion, and 0.1257592 is obtained when the device gets
the lowest intensity from all criteria. The calculation is
shown below using (6):
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
= (0.482 × 0.11)
+ 0.132[(0.7 × 0.15) + (0.3 × 0.2)]
+ (0.092 × 0.12)
+ 0.192[(0.3 × 0.15) + (0.24 × 0.13)
+ (0.46 × 0.09) + (0.102 × 0.17)
= 0.1257592
Similarly, we can calculate the maximum value using
equation (6):
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
= (0.482 × 1)
+ 0.132[(0.7 × 1) + (0.3 × 1)]
+ (0.092 × 1)
+ 0.192[(0.3 × 1) + (0.24 × 1) + (0.46
× 1) + (0.102 × 1) = 1
As it was expected to be, the maximum score value
recorded a total score 1. This is because the intensity of each
criterion and sub-criterion is the highest.
However, the total scores of devices can be used as
absolute measurements for classification. The ranking of the
medical devices can be done according to the normalized

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 −𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

The whole process of doing these calculations is
summarized in Table XII.

Descending order

𝑁𝑆𝑉 =

score value, however, for a better reading we can express the
results in percentage, and so the normalized score value can
then be mapped to (0, 100%) Transformed Score Value
using the following equation:

(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒)
𝑚𝑎𝑥. 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚
× 100

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 0.1257592
1.00 − 0.1257592
× 100
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 0.1257592
0.87311
× 100

As an example, let us apply our model on the monitors of
ICU. Starting with the first mission, the monitor is classified
as diagnostic equipment (intensity = 0.16), then the score of
the
function
can
be
calculated
as
follows:
𝑤𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑖𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.482 × 0.16=0.07712
In the second mission, we found that the usage of the
monitor is more than 24 hours per week (intensity = 1).
Besides, our investigation showed that there are more than
four back-up monitors in the ICU (intensity = 0.2) and hence
the score of the mission criticality can be calculated as
follows:
𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 × [𝑤𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 × 𝑖𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘−𝑢𝑝
× 𝑖𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘−𝑢𝑝 ]
[0.7
= 0.132 ×
× 1 + 0.3 × 0.2] = 0.10032
In the third mission, we checked for the age of the
monitor and the result is obtained below:
𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 × 𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.092 × 0.67=0.06164
In the fourth mission, we examined the risks on the
monitor of the ICU through the three sub-criteria of risks;
frequency of failure, detectability, and failure consequences.
The failure on the monitor is frequent so its intensity is high
(intensity = 1), this failure is detected by error (intensity = 1),
and the consequences of that failure results an inappropriate
therapy or misdiagnosis (intensity = 0.21). Hence, the risks
on the ICU monitor scores:
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𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 × [𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 × 𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 +
𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 ×
𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 ]=0.192 × [0.3 × 1 + 0.24 × 1 +
0.46 × 0.21] = 0.1222272

TABLE XIII. THE CRITICALITY OF A DEVICE FROM THE
TRANSFORMED SCORE VALUE.

Finally, coming to the fifth mission, the maintenance
requirements on the monitor of the ICU is low (intensity =
0.17). The score of the maintenance requirements is:

𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞. × 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞.

= 0.102 × 0.17 = 0.01734
Using equation (6), we can substitute the intensities and
weights for the monitor of ICU, as follows:
TSV= 0.07712 + 0.10032 + 0.06164 + 0.1222272 +
0.01734 = 0.3786472
As illustrated in Table XII, in order to determine the
normalized score value of the monitor in the ICU, we should
compute all the total scores of the devices under study to find
the maximum total score.
Similarly, we computed the total score for all the
equipments under study in which we obtained a list of total
scores. Among those scores, the defibrillator scored the
highest value (Total score = 0.470601297). Using the total
score of the defibrillator as the maximum score, we got the
normalized scores for all other equipments. Since the
defibrillator has the maximum total score, its NSV is 1.
NSV (defibrillator) =
NSV
0.3786472

0.49337955

TSV

(ICU

0.49337955
0.49337955

Monitor)

= 0.76745621
(defibrillator)

0.76745621−0.1257592
0.8742408

=

=

0.64169701
0.8742408

=1

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐼𝐶𝑈 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟)

=

𝑁𝑆𝑉(𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐼𝐶𝑈)−0.1257592

=

=

𝑀𝑎𝑥.𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

0.8742408

= 0.734004876

Following the same procedure, we obtained a long list of
medical equipments with their transformed score values
(TSV).
The obtained list of medical equipments can be classified
into many categories according to the prioritizing plan of the
hospital, which is related to the budget assigned by the
decision makers. In our study, the criticality of a device is
classified into three categories in which a transformed score
value should belong. The first category is for those which
should be replaced urgently. The second one for those which
should be replaced after a year and a half (their replacement
can be limited to a deadline defined by the hospital according
to their budget). The third one is for those which are still
functioning normally and can work for several years to
come. Using the transformed score value, we can sort the
medical equipments according to their urgency using Table
XIII.

Criticality
class
High
Medium
Low

Transformed Score
Value
70% <TSV≤ 100%
30% < TSV ≤ 70%
0% ≤ TSV ≤ 30%

Maintenance Strategy
To be changed urgently

To be changed after a
year and a half
To be changed after
three years

Before knowing the final scores of the medical devices
under study, we cannot assign the suitable thresholds for the
evaluation classes. Many factors contribute to the
classification of the evaluation classes. One of these factors
is the result obtained in the TSV list, the load of work in the
hospital, and the rate of in-patient. On the other hand,
thresholds should be adjusted after applying the model of
inventory of a hospital [28] and studying the obtained
transformed score values. The classes in the table below are
suggested by Taghipour[16].
Generally speaking, we can classify equally the
equipments of a hospital in the order of their urgent need for
replacement. If the equipment’s score is between 70% and
100%, it means that the equipment should be replaced
immediately. If its score ranges between 30% and 70%, then
the equipment should be replaced after a while. Finally, if its
score is less than 30%, this means that the replacement of the
equipments does not need to happen in the near future. This
was an example on how to classify the results in a hospital.
Keep in mind that we can consider other intervals to sort the
tested devices according to the hospital’s financial
contribution.
The decision makers at the hospital, where the study was
applied, set the interval of criticality to be between 65% and
100%. Therefore, referring to our example, the monitor in
the ICU scores 73.4%, this belongs to the first class of
criticality and should be replaced immediately.
VI.

CASE STUDY

In this section, we are going to apply the assessment
model on the medical equipments found in some units of a
Lebanese hospital in order to evaluate them for an updating
program.
The professional work hours needed to apply such a
model varies from hospital to another. It depends on the
number of units running in the hospital, which implies the
variety of sections and fields we are dealing with, and the
rate of in-patients in the hospital, which implies the load of
work on the professionals and so their availability to
cooperate with the ongoing study.
In this case, the study was launched in a public university
hospital that includes 430 beds (in-patient treatment), 14
operation rooms, 15 units, and over than 1200 medical items.
Besides, the medical staff was busy all around the clock and
so scheduling appointments was barely possible. Over and
above, because hospitals operate 24 /7 all over the year,
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emergencies might take place at any time forcing us to
reschedule for another appointment with the concerned
doctor. On the other hand, the team was built up of four fulltimers who dedicated four months working six days a week,
six hours a day. This ended up with dedicating about 860
working hours.
All the above factors contribute to the achievement of the
evaluation model in a specific duration. Consequently, we
cannot define a common timeline for the application of this
assessment mission, but we can set definite milestones for
the process of whole project.
The whole process is depicted in Figure 5, where firstly,
it is very important to start the study by getting introduced to
the environment that we are going to work in, to know the
units, the technicians, and most importantly, the medical
equipments – the core of our study. Based on this step, we
can build up our team, and assign the missions for the team
members.
Once this stage is attained, the team should be ready to
launch the investigation officially, by assigning an opening
session that should be held with the presence of the chief of
the Biomedical Engineering Department, the biomedical
engineers, all the people in charge in all units, the
technicians, and every person who work in contact with the
medical equipments. The purpose of this session is to
introduce the medical staff to the aim of our study and the
importance of their cooperation and contribution in every
single information they might offer. After the opening
session, we need to check on the equipments by launching
excessive rounds on floors.

This step lead to start filling up the data for the scientific
evaluation by questioning the end users on floors. After
gathering the required information, we can apply the
scientific model theoretically to end up with a list of TSVs.
With the help of the Biomedical Engineering Department,
the suitable categories for the replacement plan can be
classified. According to the list of results, scheduling
appointments for the professionals’ evaluation can be started.
At this stage, it is extremely important to respect the
nature of work of the professionals that we are dealing with,
as their job might require a lot of emergencies. Considering
that they are on-call workers, rescheduling several times
might occur.
At this level, two results emerge: the match between
these two findings indicates the precision of the work, one
being the user of the equipments and the other being the
calculated total score value (TSV) based on the model.
However, it is normal to highlight some differences in the
ranking of the two results. We can align those expected
differences by applying some modifications with the help of
the chief of Biomedical Engineering Department, so that to
end up with one unified list of equipments nominated for
replacement according the classification defined before.
Finally, the specifications of the ordered equipments
according to the requirements of the professionals can be
addressed. This declares the end of the study, but they went
further, by contacting medical companies for the best of their
offers. Besides, they gathered the received offers and
handled them to the biomedical engineering department and
they took it from there. The whole process is illustrated in
Figure 5.

Get introduced to the facility, staff, and equipment.
Build up a team.
Distribute work and assign the missions for each member
Check on the history of the equipment
Meet persons in charge and end users on the equipment
Apply model (fill up the questionnaire).
Extract results.
Set categories for classifications
Launch the professionals' evaluation.
Start with addressing as much appointment as you can
for the available profesisonals
Compare the results obtained from the two studies.
Apply your modifications on the differences.
Set the specifications of the equipment that should be
replaced according to the requirement
Figure 5. Flow chart showing the steps of the whole study.

In this study, in order to do the scientific evaluation, the
researchers have chosen the Dialysis and the Critical Care
Units as a sample study. These units normally have the
Intensive Care Unit (ICU), which is dedicated to treat
patients, who are seriously ill. Besides, we have the
Coronary Care Unit (CCU), where patients with a
pacemaker, intra-aortic balloon pump, or with cardiac
telemetry are treated. Moreover, there is the Cardiac Surgical
Unit (CSU), where patients having open-heart, lung, or
vascular surgery are recovered. In addition, the Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit (NICU) is the unit that monitors the
neonates, who are facing newborn problems. Finally, the
Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) is the intensive care
specialized for pediatrics.
In these units, the team dealt only with the medical
equipments that are in direct contact with the patient and that
might affect the patients’ safety. The equipments that are
related to the ward medical equipments, housekeeping
equipments, mortuary equipments, general furniture and
accessories, are considered as not urgent at all so they are
kept away from the study with “to be replaced after a
determined period of time” as a general status. The team
gathered the required data for 324 equipments distributed
over 35 different items by questioning 24 of the end users,
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most of them are physicians, nurses, and technicians, and
five biomedical engineers who are responsible for the regular
maintenance of those equipments. After the feedback of the
above professionals, the results listed in Table XIV were
compiled. As one can notice from the obtained results, the
same item may record different grades when used in
different units. For example, the ECG in the ICU records a
grade of 57.35 whereas the ECG in the NICU recorded a
grade of 42.88. These two different grades for the same item
reflect the different mode of use and different urgency of that
equipment at its unit.

1

Defibrillator

51.622536
50.719747

0.56173091

49.80368

0.54855002

48.294032

0.52413795

45.498041

30

0.52413795

45.498041

31

ECG (NICU)

0.50133159

42.885958

Transform
ed Score
(%)

32

0.48090312

40.546222

0.43585151

35.386322

1

100

34

Fetal Doppler
Incubator
(Delivery Unit)
Otoscope

0.39837394

31.093899

35

Bair Hugger

0.24364574

13.372397

Blood Gas system

0.84776143

82.563644

3

Pulse Oximeters
Infusion pump
(CCU)
Monitor (ICU)

0.83167396

80.721096

0.80675075

77.866563

0.76745621

73.400487

Oximeters
Syringe pump
(ICU)
Dialysis

0.76154527

72.689039

0.75121329

71.505686

0.74112659

70.350424

0.69471468

65.034724

0.68912238

64.394221

0.68817904

64.286177

0.68541098

63.969142

5
6
7
8
9

20

Monitor (CCU)
Monitor
(Endoscopy)
Syringe pump
(PICU)
Refrigerator
Pharmacy)
Monitor
(Dialysis)
Incubator(PICU)
Refrigerator
(NICU)
Refrigerator
(PICU)
Incubator
(mobile)
Syringe pump
(floors)
Incubator
(Therapeutic)
ECG (ICU)

21

Fetal Monitor

0.62328606

56.853783

22

x-ray (ICU)

0.60806278

55.110213

23

Ultrasound Unit

0.59212049

53.284293

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

52.412695

0.56972919

2
4

0.58451048
0.57761153

Normalized
Score

Name

25

Reanimation &
warming table
ECG (CCU)
ECG (Dialysis)
Infusion Pump
(NICU)
Infusion Pump
(floors)
Lactina Electric
pulse
CPR

TABLE XIV. SCORES AND GRADES FOR EACH ITEM.

Nb.

24

26 *
27
28
29

33

At this time, the team is able to make an educated
decision. According to the hospital’s budget, and with the
help of head of Biomedical Department, three consecutive
categories were set, each bounded within an interval of
grades that matches the updating strategic plan of the
hospital. In this case study, the three categories were
assigned based on a strategic updating plan set by the
hospital. The decision makers at that hospital were planning
to spend a certain budget after the results of the study, and
another amount after a year and a half and finally another
amount after three years. Consequently, the coming three
missions, as seen in Table XV, were set; the equipments with
grades between 65% and 100% should be replaced directly.
Those with grades between 50% and 65% can be replaced
after a year and a half, and finally, those with grades below
than 50% can be replaced after three years from the first
updating plan.

0.68198543

63.576804

0.67304633

62.552981

0.66928522

62.122209

Criticality
class

0.66928522

62.122209

High

0.66080627

61.151088

Medium

0.65123852

60.055265

Low

0.64902559

59.801811

0.62764624

57.353167

Table XV. THE CRITICALITY OF A DEVICE FROM THE
TRANSFORMED SCORE VALUE - CASE STUDY

Transformed Score
Value
65% <TSV≤ 100%
50% < TSV ≤ 65%
0% ≤ TSV ≤ 50%

Maintenance
Strategy

To
be
changed
urgently
To be changed after
a year and a half
To be changed after
three years

Based on the above three ranges of grades, one can
summarize the three groups of medical equipments as shown
in Table XVI.
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TABLE XVI. RESULTS FOR THE UPDATING PLAN.

To be changed
urgently
High
70% <TSV≤
100%
Defibrillator
Blood
Gas
System
Pulse Oximeter
Infusion pump
Monitor (ICU)
Oximeters
Syringe
(ICU)

pump

Dialysis
Monitor (CCU)

To be changed
after a year and
a half
Medium
50% < TSV
≤ 70%
Monitor
(Endoscopy) *
Syringe
pump
(PICU)
Refrigerator
(Pharmacy)
Monitor
(Dialysis)
Incubator(PICU)
Refrigerator
(NICU)
Refrigerator
(PICU)
Incubator
(mobile)
Syringe
pump
(floors)
Incubator
(Therapeutic)
ECG (ICU)
Fetal Monitor
x-ray (ICU)
Ultrasound Unit
Reanimation &
warming table
ECG (CCU)
ECG (Dialysis)**

To be changed
after three
years
Low
0% ≤ TSV
≤ 50%
Infusion Pump
(NICU) *
Infusion Pump
(floors) *
Lactina Electric
pulse
CPR
ECG (NICU)
Fetal Doppler
Incubator
(Delivery Unit)
Otoscope
Bair Hugger

From the above table, the hospital can conduct a plan of
three phases for upgrading its medical equipments. Each
phase would be set along a period of time, according to the
procurement process and the installation program that should
be launched for each equipment based on its requirements.
VII. PROFESSIONALS’ EVALUATION
To make sure that the obtained results are correct and the
devices that are changed meet the hospital’s requirements, a
survey was designed that questions the physicians, the
technicians, and the nurses, where the questions were about
the equipments that should be replaced directly.
Interestingly, a list that matched the above one, which was
achieved by the scientific study, was obtained.
Since the aim of this evaluation is to check the validity of
the scientific approach used, it was assumed that there would
be some error within a short interval ± 𝜀. Consequently, the
team expected to make some fine-tuning on the results
obtained, especially for the equipments with grades close to

the boundaries chosen. Hence, according to the evaluation of
the professionals and of the persons on charge, one can add
or remove an epsilon (± 𝜀) to the grade of the equipments
whose score is close to the boundaries of the intervals
chosen, where epsilon is the discrepancy between the end
user recommendation and the findings of our model. For
example, the endoscopy monitor recorded 64.39%, so it
should belong to the second category in the updating
program. As we can notice here, even though 64.39% is very
close to 65 but we cannot move it to the first category in the
program. However, if the professionals, who work on the
endoscopy monitor, recommended an urgent replacement for
this monitor for specific reasons to be discussed, we can
move it to the first category and add it to the equipments to
be replaced directly. This will not be considered an error
since the endoscopy monitor is on the boundary so it may
belong to both categories.
On the other hand, this step played an important role on
checking the accuracy of the results obtained. It also served
on checking if the professionals recommend any additional
new equipment that was not available at the hospital, and
consequently not included in the study done.
Moreover, questioning the end user helped in setting out
the desired specifications and requirements of the
equipments to be replaced. To do so, two forms were
designed: the first one is a general form to check if the units
being questioned needed any equipment to be replaced, or if
they recommended any new medical technology that they
saw might raise the level of the medical care at their unit.
The second form is a specific one to highlight the
requirements and specifications of the desired equipments.
1) The General Form:
The aim of this form is to specify the list of equipments
needed in each unit as suggested by the end users. In this
form, the name of the requesting person and his/her position
is identified, to make sure that his/her job description
empowers him/her to suggest the medical technology used in
the unit. The requester should provide his/her extension
number so that the team can refer to him/her any time a
clarification or further information is needed.
The main part of this form contains a table of three
columns, the first column to list the name of the new
equipment, the second column to specify if the named
equipment is replacing an old one already found in the unit,
and the third one to specify some details concerning the old
equipment that is being replaced. The general form is shown
in Appendix A (CED-F-03).
2) The Specific Form:
This form includes detailed information about each
equipment named in the first form. In this form, care is taken
about some other information related to the replacing
decision, such as the clinical application of the named
device, the accessories that should be provided with that
device. Attention is also paid to underline some suggested
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brands and models for that device with some external notes if
required. Identifying a specific brand for each equipment
serves in the purchasing process while making the decision
among many several offers and budgetary quotations.
If the equipment under discussion is replacing an old one,
then the third part of the form titled: “Old Equipment
Identification” will be filled.
Finally, in the last part of this form that has many
sections, some specifications concerning the new equipments
are highlighted. The end user is asked to clarify the status of
the old equipments that should be replaced; whether it is of
old technology, obsolete, out of order, or affects patients’
safety.
The other section of this part is designed to make sure
that the nominated equipment satisfies the suitable
conditions to meet the international standards for medical
equipments. One of these conditions is that the equipment
should comply with the actual clinical standards. Moreover,
the
requester
should
mention
whether
his/her
recommendation is cost effective or not. Besides, some other
specifications will increase the acceptance of the proposal,
such as whether the equipment of the new brand results in a
better patient care.
Following the above section, the frequency of use of the
named equipment as well as we asked for the requirements
of replacing it was probed. In this manner, a check is made
whether this replacement requires new installation or
whether it requires training of the staff.
On the other hand, the professionals have to justify the
choice of the new suggested equipment. At this stage, it is
preferable to list two to three other accredited hospitals using
the proposed technology; this will empower the suggestion
in hand. Finally, the value of each request according to the
emergency status should be specified:
i.
High – so that the equipment should be replaced
immediately without any delay
ii.
Medium – means the replacement is critical but can
be delayed for a short period of time
iii.
Low – means that the equipment has no harm on
patient and the replacement can be postponed for a
longer period of time.
The “Specific Form” is shown in Appendix B (CED-F-04).
3) Experimental Versus Theoretical Evaluation:
The “Professionals’ Evaluation” served in checking the
accuracy of the results obtained from the scientific study.
Although this step made a slight change in the three
categories obtained, it did not induce a fundamental change
in the list of equipments chosen. As discussed in the example
above, the endoscopy machine recorded a score close to the
lower boundary of the first category, and hence can be kept
in the second category, or can be move to the first one based
to the evaluation of the main users of this machine.

After consulting with the chief of the endoscopy unit,
and in the presence of the physician and technician working
there, the above-mentioned two forms were filled. The
results showed that the endoscopy monitor is seriously
facing some technical problems and some unexpected
failures form time to time, and hence needed to be replaced
immediately.
Based on that evaluation, the grade of the endoscopy
machine requires an 𝜀 upward, so that the grade becomes
64.39 + 𝜀, and hence can be included in the first category,
raising the status of the endoscopy to an urgent call. The
same thing is applied on the other equipments with grades
close to the upper and lower boundaries.
At the end of this evaluation, some modifications were
deemed necessary. Actually, these modifications were
expected, as they were related to the medical equipments
with grades close to the upper and lower boundaries of the
three categories.
The endoscopy monitor and the syringe pump recorded
64.39 and 64.28, respectively, so they should belong to the
second category. However, according to the evaluation of the
end users and the technicians working on them, it was found
that they constitute risks and should be replaced directly.
Considering their grades, an 𝜀 can be added to each one and
move them to the most critical category. Similarly, the
professionals recommended a very soon replacement for the
infusion pumps for the floors and the Neonates Intensive
care Unit. Consequently, the infusion pump was moved to
the second category with those medical equipments to be
replaced after a year and a half.
On the other hand, the person in charge of the dialysis
unit found that the ECG at their unit is functioning normally
and there is no load on it, so the replacement of this
equipment can be postponed for a longer period of time.
However, the ECG recorded 50.71, which places it in the
second category, but the recommendation of the second
evaluation moves it to the third category of replacement.
It is worth noting that the questionnaire was filled by
thirteen professionals in charge of the seven units under
study, as shown in table XVII.
Most of those professionals’ suggestions were the same
as those obtained theoretically by the study. However, there
was a slight mismatch between the results obtained by the
Table XVII: NUMBER OF PROFESSIONALS WHO ANSWERED THE
QUESTIONNAIRE.

Unit

Number of professionals

Delivery Unit
Dialysis Unit
ICU
CCU
CSU
NICU
PICU
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model and the recommendation of the persons in charge and
this refers back to the reason that the user tends to
recommend new technologies when it comes to his/her
choice, whereas the quantitative results show reasonable real
values. To better assess the correlation between the scientific
and the professional’s evaluation, let’s denote by R the nonzero ratio of the scientific results to the professional one.
𝑅=

𝑋+1
𝑌+1

(9)

where X is the number of equipments that should be replaced
as obtained from the scientific model, and Y is the number of
equipments that should be replaced as recommended by the
professionals’ evaluation. Getting R=1 means that there is a
match between the equipments obtained by the scientific
evaluation and those nominated by the professionals.
Figure 6 shows the ratio R for the seven units under study
in the three assigned classes. As it is clearly shown in the
graph below, there is a good match between the equipments
ordered upon the scientific evaluation and those ordered by
the professionals’ evaluation and this is the case in the three
critical units, ICU, CCU, and CSU. On the other hand, the
criticality of some medical equipments was increased, as
recommended by the professionals, such as the endoscopy
monitors and the syringe pump for the PICU, which were
classified in middle class by the model, yet were
recommended by the professionals for an urgent
replacement, so their criticality was boosted to the first class.
Similarly, the infusion pump was classified theoretically, as
third class in criticality, however, the professionals
recommended an earlier replacement.
On the contrary, the ECG was moved from the second to
the third class, as the professionals showed an acceptable
satisfaction of its work as compared to other devices.
Referring to Table XIII, one can notice the four medical
equipments that required a +𝜀 to their obtained grades,
marked in bold face. Besides, the ECG that required a − 𝜀 to
its grade is also bolded.
At the end of the evaluation, the four equipments that
required displacement from their category to an upper one
were designated with a single asterisk (*), and those
requiring moving to a lower category with double asterisks
(**), as shown in Table XVI. The professionals’ evaluation
did not fundamentally change the results obtained from the
scientific evaluation done before; yet, it introduced some
little modifications – or fine tuning – to the equipments at the
boundaries of the categories chosen. We cannot consider this
change an error since it was expected to occur.
Consequently, the professionals’ evaluation served as an
experimental tool to test the validity of the theoretical
evaluation.
VIII. BUDGETARY QOUTATIONS
After updating the results, a list of equipments that
should be replaced directly was compiled. At this phase,

1.5
1.6
1.33
1.4
1.2
1.2
1
111
1
0.8 0.66
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Urgently

1.5
111

111

After 1.5 years

1
0.8

1.25
1
0.66

After 3 years

Figure 6. Ratio of the scientific evaluation to the professionals'
evaluation

several companies were contacted asking for a budgetary
quotation for each ordered equipment.
In the request, the specifications of the equipments
needed to be replaced were identified. The description of that
equipment and the unit to which it belongs were mentioned,
as well as the minimal requirements and the quantity needed.
Actually, mentioning the number of the ordered item was
very effective from a budget aspect. Offers streamed
positively with higher quantities of each item.
Besides, the ordered equipment should comply with the
international standards for medical equipments, such as FDA
approval or CE certificate. In addition, the electrical
specifications were matched with the British standards, as
recommended by the hospital. Finally, a budgetary price for
the equipment and all the spare parts that may function with
it were sought, as depicted in Appendix C.
After collecting the budgetary quotations received from
several companies, the team listed them according to the best
specifications and offers provided. Several offers from
different companies were received for each piece of medical
equipment, and that required some excessive meetings for
the decision-taking committee at the hospital to come up
with a verdict. At this level, the list was raised to that
committee to decide on the equipments that best suit their
demand.
Whenever the decision is made, the biomedical
engineering department can launch the procurement process
for purchasing the chosen medical equipments.
IX.

CONCLUSION

Medical equipment is a critical interface between the
patient and the diagnosis, the treatment, or the rehabilitation
process. It provides an opportunity for a better medical
service. Consequently, medical devices are expected to
operate in the required way providing the ultimate results of
accuracy, safety, and reliability for an efficient and healthy
contribution. As such, this study provides a new model for
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assessing the life of medical equipment based on its actual
usage, and not only speculated based on its suppositional
lifespan. This method would result in a more accurate
scheme that would most probably extend the life and usage
of the equipments thus resulting in substantial savings to the
healthcare institution from one side, and would serve as an
assessment tool based on a multi criteria decision-making
approach from the other side.
Using such a model of evaluation, the wheel of change in
the assessment of medical equipments can be turned to
overreach several sectors in the world of machinery.
Moreover, adapting an automated management system to
monitor the evaluation of the medical equipments will be
revolutionary move towards safety and efficiency.
Furthermore, the proposal assessment approach would be
further enhanced by using information technology, where the
lifespan of the equipments may be monitored in real time.
This can be addressed by integrating the equipments with
information technology software and hardware through the
usage of the internet. When done, precise and up-dated
reports may be generated anytime and anywhere, to assess
the present status of the equipments’ lifespan.
X.

APPENDICES

Appendix A:
Here is the general form for listing the medical
equipment that should be replaced.
Evaluation of Medical
Technology Platform And
Updates at RHUH
Medical Equipment
Suggestion Form

CED-F- 03
Edition
1

Page
1/1

This form is to be filled upon suggesting equipments.
Kindly, fill in the details and attach any additional
documents if needed.
Requester Identification
Department/ unit:
Name:
Extension Number:
Position:
Date:
New
Equipments

Replacing
an
Old
Equipment(Yes/No)

Appendix B:
Here is the specific form for interpreting the reason of
replacement and the specifications of the new recommended
medical equipments.
Evaluation of Medical
Technology Platform And
Updates at RHUH

CED-F- 04

Medical Equipment
Edition Page
Suggestion Form
1
1/1
This form is to be filled upon suggesting equipments.
Kindly, fill in the details and attach any additional
documents if needed.
End User Identification
Department/ unit:
Name:
Extension Number:
Position:
Date:
New Equipment Identification
Equipment name:
Quantity Requested:
Clinical Application:
Sample brands and models
suggested:
Accessories:
Notes:
Old Equipment Identification (if replacing)
Brand:
Quantity Available:
Date of Purchase:
Suggestion Justification
The used equip. is of old technology/
obsolete
The used equip. is out of order
The used equip. affects the patient's
safety
The suggested equip. is cost effective
The suggested equip. complies with actual clinical
standards
The suggested equip. is of better quality
The suggested equip. is better for patient care
Other reason:
Frequency of use:

Old
Equipments

Requirements:

Training
New Installation

Name of other hospitals using this new equipment:
________________________________________
Signature: __________________

Who can work on this equipment?
___________________________
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State of request:

urgent

normal

[4]

can be postponed
[5]
Appendix C:
Here is the request as emailed to the companies for a
budgetary quotation.
[6]
Evaluation of Medical
Technology Platform And
Updates at RHUH
Request for Budgetary
Quotation and
Specifications

CED-F-05
[7]
Edition
1

Page
1/1
[8]

Item Identification
Item Number
Needed Item
Description
Department/Unit to be
used in
Minimal Requirement
Quantity Needed
Electrical Standards
B.S.
International Standards
FDA/CE or others to be
specified
Special Requirements
Optional accessories shall
be quoted separately
Remark: The supplier is kindly recommended to provide
us with a budgetary price quotation, in addition to the
technical specifications and details in hard soft copy (when
possible).
Clinical Engineering Department

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
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Abstract—Surgery cancellations are undesirable in hospital
settings as they increase costs, reduce productivity and
efficiency, increase waiting lists, and directly affect patients. The
elective surgery cancellation problem in a northern Norwegian
university hospital is addressed. Based on observations and
interviews conducted at the hospital, lack of information during
pre-operative planning was identified as the main cause for
elective surgery cancellations. The problems with the existing
pre-operative process were identified, and a new process is
proposed. By studying the pre-operative planning at the
hospital, we have determined that part of the information flow
can be moved to the patient at home through electronic
communication. From the work presented herein, we conclude
that the assessment information required during the preoperative planning can be compiled in a personal health
assessment questionnaire, and requested from the patient, at an
earlier stage.

increase waiting lists, and directly affect the patient [4][9][12].
Considerable resources are invested in maintaining operating
theatres, and having surgeons and theatre staff available on an
agreed schedule [2][13]. In spite of this, the cancellation rate
of elective surgeries is high, especially in the public sector
[10][14]. Cancellations can significantly inconvenience
patients and their families [15][16]. It is also reported that
patients may suffer psychological stress, and/or financial
hardships [10]. Accordingly, cancellations are stressful and
costly, with a high level of emotional involvement before
surgery [2].
The causes for elective surgery cancellation are diverse
and may be divided in two major categories: (a) hospital, and
(b) patient related reasons, when considering who took the
underlying decision to cancel. Hospital related reasons are the
most frequent and encompass causes such as the
unavailability of the surgical team [4][8][9], incomplete preoperative
study/preparation
[8][17],
lack
of
surgical/anaesthetic readiness [8][9], and lack of theatre time
due to extended duration of scheduled surgeries [8]. On the
other hand, patient related causes are mostly due to patient noshows and refusal to undergo surgery [8][9][17]. It is argued
that the majority of cancellations are due to information that
existed prior to the day of surgery, but was not available when
required [10][14][18][19][20][21].
In line with what is reported in literature, our site of
research, the University Hospital of North Norway (UNN),
has identified inadequate planning due to lack of information
as a main cause for cancellations (Figure 1). The hospital has
reported that more than 50 % of all cancellations at UNN are

Keywords-elective surgery cancellations; pre-operative
planning; electronic communication; clinical process; contextawareness

I.

INTRODUCTION

Surgical departments are simultaneously the major source
of investment, and the greatest source of revenue for most
hospitals [1][2][3] . However, it is known that between 10 and
40 % of elective surgeries are cancelled [2][4][5][6]. In
western countries, up to 20 % of elective surgeries are
cancelled on the day of surgery [7][8][9]. Furthermore, it has
been reported that 50 % of these cancellations might be
avoided [2][10][11].
Surgery cancellations are undesirable in hospital settings
as they increase costs, reduce productivity and efficiency,
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Figure 1. Causes for day of surgery cancellations distribution at UNN from January to June 2011.

related to inadequate pre-operative planning [18]. It is
anticipated that the pre-operative planning process may be
improved if adequate patient information is gathered at an
earlier stage, before the patient is admitted at the hospital. The
cancellation problem at UNN is addressed by the eTeamSurgery project group. This group consists of an
interdisciplinary research team, who is studying if and how
electronic communication can involve the patient in the preoperative planning process to provide the missing
information.
In this paper, the elective surgery cancellation problem
caused by inadequate pre-operative planning, in a university
hospital in Norway, is addressed. We started by studying and
evaluating the pre-operative planning process at UNN. The
aim was to explore a system for gathering information from
patients on their condition through a personal health
assessment questionnaire. It is suggested an architecture for a
two-way electronic communication tool to support the preoperative planning process.
The paper is divided in six sections. In the first section the
problem object of the study is described and classified
according to its causes. In the second section a brief review of
the state of the art is presented. Data collection methodologies,
with which the results were obtained, are presented and
explained in the third section. The results are disclosed in
section four. In the fifth section, the results are interpreted and
discussed in relation to the context-awareness methodology.
In the last section conclusions about the results are drawn, and
some indicators of future work in the area foreseen.
II.

BACKGROUND

In literature, pre-operative planning is reported to be
approached in several different ways. A brief state-of-the-art
on how information is gathered from the patient prior to
surgery is presented below.

A widely studied approach to the elective surgery
cancellation problem is the establishment of pre-operative
assessment clinics (POACs). The aim of a POAC is to prepare
patients for the administration of anaesthesia and for surgery.
The implementation of POACs may take different
configurations relating to the health worker leading the
appointment. Doctor-led POACs were implemented by
[17][22][23][24] in an attempt to solve elective surgery
cancellations due to lacking information. In this settings,
patients are referred to the POAC either from the ward or the
outpatient clinic. It was concluded that the number of
cancellations was reduced but considered not significant [17].
In nurse-led POACs [25][26][27] the role of the physicians is
transferred to the nurse. Thus, in such environments, the preoperative assessment is undertaken by nurses, with overall
supervision of a consultant anaesthesiologist. Nurse-led preoperative assessment systems POACs do not address the
hypothesis that the pre-operative assessment information may
be collected from the patient at home.
A different, but still similar, approach to improve preoperative planning is to re-evaluate the role of health workers
in the pre-operative process, and create tools that enable the
transfer of responsibilities from physicians to nurses. It is
advocated that the pre-operative assessment of elective
surgical patients may be undertaken by trained nurses
[19][28][29]. Following this hypothesis, nurse-led preoperative assessment systems have been implemented
[19][28][29], using protocols to guide nurses in the decision
making process. Nurse-led pre-operative systems do not
address the hypothesis that the pre-operative assessment
information may be collected from the patient at home.
Searches on the major academic literature databases (i.e.,
PubMed, Web of Science, Inspec, SCOPUS), on pre-operative
planning that use electronic communication with the patient at
home, did not retrieve any relevant result. Following, an
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approach to the problem of elective surgery cancellations by
contacting the patient at home is presented.
Telephone calls are being studied as a solution to reduce
elective surgery cancellations, due to patient no-shows, on the
day-of-surgery [30][31]. Such studies propose a
communication channel between the patient and the provider
to enable the confirmation of the patient’s intention to attend
surgery, or simply address patient’s questions and concerns.
Information exchange between health personnel and patients,
while the patients are still at home, may solve some of today’s
challenges with late pre-operative planning and, consequently,
cancellations of surgical procedures.
In developed countries, like Norway, where the population
is well prepared and able to use ICT (e-readiness), a new
approach is possible [32] to promote patient-centred health
care [33][34]. Many patients [35], including elderly or lesseducated [36], are strongly motivated to use electronic
services [37]. In order to address the potential of electronic
communication in the healthcare sector, a brief state-of-theart on the use of electronic communication in other health care
settings was conducted, and is presented hereafter.
A promising application of health information and
communication technology (ICT) is the facilitation of webbased communication between patients and health workers.
Such tools are expected to improve health care services by
promoting streamlined communication, improving resource
usage, facilitating shared decision-making, and patient selfmanagement [38][39][40][41][42].
A web-based questionnaire of patient symptoms in
primary care has been implemented at the Mayo Clinic, with
a 40 % decrease of office visits [43].
Zhou et al. [44] reported on the use of secure e-mail
between physicians and patients at the Kaiser Permanente, for
a period of two months. The patient portal was integrated with
the EHR, and 35 % of the hospital patients were registered in
the portal. The study focus on patients with diabetes and
hypertension. During the study period, the authors registered
556 339 e-mails with a total of 630 807 messages, and 85 %
of the threads were initiated by the patient. In this study was
shown that the use of secure e-mail between the patients and
physicians was associated with higher performance of quality
measures.
In Rosen and Kwoh's [39] study, a consecutive series of
patients’ families in paediatric care were offered e-mail access
over a 2 years period. The authors reported that 5.7 % of
patients’ e-mails were urgent (i.e., notification of disease flare
or new symptoms) and only 0.002 % of the e-mails required
physicians’ emergent attention. After 1 year of enrolment in
the patient-physician e-mail service, the majority of families
agreed that service increased access to the physician and
improved the quality of care.
A web-based collaborative care management tool was
presented by Ralston et al. [45]. The tool targeted patients
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, and the aim was to support the
patient at home in the management of their disease. Features
such as patient access to the EHR, and secure e-mail with
health workers were included in the tool. During the period
from August 2002 to May 2004, 83 patients were randomized
to receive care through the web-based tool as an addition to
the established care procedures. The authors reported that the
use of secure e-mail between the patient and the physician
improved glycaemic control in type 2 diabetes.

Increased collaboration with patients, as active
participants, through ICT solutions, are also defined as a
priority area, as stated in the Norwegian Ministry of Health
and Care Services’ Coordination Reform [46].
At the same time, an extensive ICT investment is taking
place in the northern health region of Norway, including at the
UNN hospital, our site of research. Helse-Nord, the Northern
Norway Regional Health Authority, is investing €62.5 million
in the FIKS (from the Norwegian Felles innføring kliniske
systemer) project to develop the electronic health record
(EHR) for the future – a fundamental tool for high-quality
patient treatment [47]. The planning tool on the surgical
module in the current EHR system has been recognized as an
unused resource by the FIKS project of the Northern Norway
Regional Health Authority and the Lean Project [47]. The
described health care trends in Norway open new possibilities
to approach the elective surgery cancellation problem.
The aim of our research is to reduce the elective surgery
cancellations at UNN, by studying pre-operative planning and
determine if it may be moved from the hospital to the patient
at home. We will explore if surgical patients and health
personnel can collaborate in a team while the patient is still at
home, through an electronic communication tool, and if this
reduces elective surgery cancellations, by better preparing
hospitals and patients for surgical procedures.
III.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

To develop an efficient and functional web-based tool for
hospital-patient collaboration is not an easy task, and it has not
always been successful. As the development of health ICT
grows, there is also an increasing number of reports on
unsuccessful implementation projects, challenges and
unforeseen consequences of ICT in health care, particularly in
hospitals [48][49][50][51][52][53][54][55][56][57][58][59].
A contributing factor to such results may be found on the focus
of health ICT on improving individual tasks rather than
supporting value added care processes. By supporting
individual tasks, ICT is focusing on the provider. This is a
significant contribution to a lower quality and high cost health
care. On the other hand, process focused care is centred on the
patient. It integrates the team work (e.g., patients, physicians,
nurses, caregivers, managers, and administrative personnel) to
provide high quality and efficient care throughout the full
process. Value added care processes are the goal of the patient
centred health care. However, few health care processes have
been modelled comprehensively enough to provide a basis for
specifying software requirements to health ICT designers.
Thus, health ICT designers have focused on supporting the
work of individual care team members by taking existing
paper-based tools, as their models. The result is that most
health ICT systems do little to support care teams. Hence,
prior to development, eTeam-Surgery carried out an in-depth
study of the pre-operative planning at UNN.
The management at UNN, our site of research, is
determined to reduce the cancellation rate at the hospital.
Resources have been allocated, and a Lean process for elective
surgical patient pathways at the Operation and Intensive care
clinic has been initiated at UNN. Lean projects are commonly
used to transform healthcare organizations for improvements
in patient care through the development of a quality driven
culture [12]. At UNN, Lean is defined to concern the right
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observations and interviews at the hospital. The aim was to
acquire in-depth knowledge on the information flow and
workflow during the pre-operative planning process, and
identify bottlenecks and/or challenges that lead to
cancellations.
IV.

RESULTS

A process model facilitates a systematic description of the
events permitting the identification of decision activities, and
the health workers responsible for each of them. In addition,
it allows us to learn about the information flow, and to identify
the underlying process issues that are causing the patient
assessment information not to be available when required. The
observations and interviews, described in Section III, allowed
the identification of the activities involved in the pre-operative
planning as it is done today at UNN.
The data on elective surgery cancellation, presented in
Figure 1, is categorized according to the causes reported in the
EHR system. The data presented in Table I evidences that the
identified causes for elective surgery cancellation inside the
same category are not all related to the same context. Thus,
these causes required further classification according to the
decision context for the cancellation: management, medical,
or patient. Decisions within the patient context are related to
the patient, as patient no-show and will. Decisions in the
medical context are related to clinical issues and are, therefore,
taken by surgeons and anaesthesiologists. Finally, the
decisions taken in the management context relate to planning
and operational issues and are taken by secretaries, nurses, and
physicians. This allowed us to identify the responsible (e.g.,
health workers) for the activities required for the process
modelling. The mapping of the existing pre-operative process
model is shown in Figure 2.
TABLE I. CATEGORIZATION OF THE CAUSES FOR ELECTIVE SURGERY
CANCELLATION AT UNN, ACCORDING TO WHO TOOK THE UNDERLYING
DECISION TO CANCEL AND THE RELATED ACTOR.

Hospital

Anesthesia nurse
Anestheseologist
Surgeon
Surgery nurse
Intensive care
Recovery
Ward beds

Missing Equipment
Overbooking
Emergency surgery
Higher duration of previous surgery
Insufficient surgery indications
Incomplete study
Other acute medical condition

Management

Lack of capacity

Decision
context

Medical

Cause for elective surgery cancellation

Patient no-show
Patient
Patient will

2016, © Copyright by authors, Published under agreement with IARIA - www.iaria.org

Patient

things at the right place, time and amount, with a minimum of
waste while, at the same time, being flexible and prepared for
changes. The Lean process at UNN is organized as a project
team, including a project manager, a Lean consultant, a Lean
mentor, an economics and an IT-consultant. In addition, the
Lean project has an executive board, a project group and a
focus group. At the start of the Lean Project, the focus group,
which is the actual working group, consisted of; one
anaesthetist nurse, one theatre nurse, two anaesthesiologists,
three surgeons, one member of the staff responsible for
sterilization of surgical equipment, three staff members
responsible for elective surgery planning and waiting lists in
the surgery ward, one paediatric nurse, two ICT consultants
(one of them responsible for the EHR), one employee
representative, and one user (patient).
Two researchers from our research team have followed the
Lean process since the initial group meeting in April 2012.
One has participated solely as a researcher, conducting
observations during Lean meetings, while the other had an
active role and contributed as an anaesthesiologist in the Lean
process. The researchers observed and participated in more
than twenty meetings.
The data on the causes for elective surgery cancellation,
presented in Figure 1, is a result of the work carried out by the
Lean project. In addition to following the Lean process, we
have accomplish three weeks of fieldwork at the Operation
and Intensive care clinic, conducting observations and
unstructured interviews while following an anaesthesiologist
and an anaesthetist nurse in their daily work. We have also
conducted thirteen structured interviews with physicians,
nurses and administrative personnel. Based on the knowledge
from the quantitative and qualitative inquiries, it was
identified the need to proceed with further analysis of the data
on the causes for cancellation provided by the Lean project, as
explained in the results section.
Data collected through observations and interviews was
analysed together with observational data from the Lean
project. Our analytical qualitative approach focuses on the
interaction between technical and social factors that produces
particular outcomes [60]. The preliminary results are limited
to the identification of the information needed for preoperative assessment from the anaesthetists and surgeons’
point of view.
An empirical inquiry of the reported causes for
cancellations in the hospital’s EHR, and on the pre-operative
planning process at the hospital, was conducted. The study
was carried out using mixed methods, involving both a
quantitative and a qualitative approach. A quantitative
approach was used to map the causes for cancellation reported
in the hospital’s EHR, while a quantitative approach was
applied in the study of the current preoperative planning
process at the hospital.
The aim of the quantitative approach was to quantify and
map the different causes for cancellations at the hospital in
order to determine if extended communication between the
patient and the hospital is an adequate initiative to reduce
surgical cancellations. In order to make an analysis on how
such interaction can be organized and integrated in the
existing work practices at the hospital, it was identified the
need for a qualitative study of the preoperative planning at the
hospital. The qualitative approach consisted of an in-depth
study of the current preoperative planning process, including
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Figure 2. Scheme of the surgery process at UNN. Assessment activities after patient arrival (Box with green border), may contribute to late cancellations
(box with red border) while there are many possibilities for hospital-patient interaction at earlier stages (Letters to patient and patient at the hospital).
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At UNN, as seen in Figure 2, the final pre-operative planning
is often done after the patient has arrived at the hospital for the
scheduled surgery. Which means, the final pre-operative
planning might be done the day before, or even on the day of
surgery. During this final planning process, new information
is gathered from patients which may lead to cancellations.
Considering the data collected during the observations and
interviews, and the analysis of the existing pre-operative
process, all the decision activities were identified and
characterized. Based on the information requirements on each
of those activities, a new pre-operative process was proposed.
In the new pre-operative process the assessment information
is requested to the patient at an earlier stage and while the
patient is still at home. The assessment information identified
as required might be included in the personal health
assessment questionnaire which some departments ask the
patients to fill out and bring to the hospital when hospitalized
for surgery.
V.

DISCUSSION

This paper addresses the elective surgery cancellations
problem at UNN. Observations and interviews were
conducted at UNN, and lack of information during the preoperative planning was identified as the main cause of elective
surgery cancellations. The problems with the existing preoperative process were identified and a new process was
proposed. In the new process, the assessment information is
systematized in a personal health assessment questionnaire,
and provided by the patient at an earlier stage, while the
patient is still at home.
The mapping of a generic pre-operative process model
facilitated the identification of the decision activities, and the
health workers responsible. The identification of activities,
and their responsible health worker, allowed us to carry out
semi-structured interviews to determine the information
required to complete the pre-operative assessment.
Surgeons and anaesthesiologists at UNN considered that
the identified information may be provided by the patient.
Some departments ask the patients to fill out a personal health
assessment questionnaire and bring it to the hospital when
hospitalized for surgery. The information classified as
required might be included in this questionnaire. Such
questionnaires can be sent to the patient through the postal
system, and the patient can fill it out at home.
At this stage, the collaboration between surgical patients
and health personnel cannot do much for the elective surgery
cancellations related to management context. These are
mostly due to inadequate planning and should be approached
within the adequate research field. On the other hand, the
causes for elective surgery cancellation related to the
remaining decision contexts, patient and medical, may be
positively influenced by such collaboration, either by
gathering information on the patient health status based in the
afore mentioned personal health assessment questionnaire or,
by improving the dialogue through electronic communication.
The aim of the research project “eTeam-Surgery” is to
reduce the number of elective surgery cancellations at UNN.
In today’s surgical process the information required for
anaesthetic evaluation is gathered after the patient is

hospitalized, as shown in Figure 2. The aim of eTeam-Surgery
is to provide a tool for two-way electronic communication,
Figure 3, between the hospital and the patient prior to hospital
admission. Such tool will enable the hospital to collect the
lacking information at an earlier stage in the pre-operative
planning process, while the patient is still at home. The tool
proposed by the eTeam-Surgery project, will provide two
communication channels: (1) Collect the lacking information
based on the Patient Health Assessment Questionnaire
described in Section I. To guarantee that the information
collected through this channel can be shared by the health
workers involved in the patient episode, it should be structured
data that can be included in the EHR system. However, by
collecting the information while the patient is still at home
means that patients loose the support from health workers
while completing it. Therefore, eTeam-Surgery will support
(2) two-way electronic communication. This part of the tool
will provide an asynchronous messaging service that will
enable the patient to pose questions to the hospital, and viceversa.
eTeam-Surgery
Patient Health Assessment Questionnaire

Structure Data
EHR
Patient

Two-way Electronic Communication

Assynchronous
Messaging

Patient

EHR

Hospital

Figure 3. Ilustration of the eTeam-Surgery solution architecture.

The implementation of such tool implies that the preoperative planning process, described in Figure 2, needs to be
restructured. Which means that some of the identified
activities might be removed from the process, and new ones
be created. It might also involve the re-evaluation of the health
workers responsible for the activities. This knowledge,
combined with the reports in literature that patients often
evidence “selfish” communication practices which could
result in an overload of conversations that would not occur if
the tools were not available [61], leads to the question: “How
to balance the need to gather information from the patient, and
the requirements for electronic communication, with the
reported consequences of communication tools on clinical
processes?”
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A possible solution may be found in the field of contextawareness. Let us first define context. Abowd et al. [62]
defined context as “any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person,
place, or object that is considered relevant for the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and
application themselves”. This definition shows the importance
of which information is relevant or not in a context-aware
system. A context-aware system could, therefore, be defined
as a system allowing interactions between multiple entities
using relevant information. In [62] is state that: “A system is
context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant
information and/or services to the user, where relevancy
depends on the user's task”. This definition shows that a
context-aware system can change its behaviour and send some
relevant information according to the context, which reflects
our view.
The trend in the health IT field has been to push as much
information as possible to the users, in order to provide more
sophisticated and useful services while, at the same time,
making users more available. During a preliminary research
study on the Aware Media system [63], they suggested a
classification that splits the above listed information along
three main axes:
 Social awareness: `where a person is', `activity in
which a person is engaged on', `self-reported status';
 Spatial awareness: 'what kind of operation is taking
place in a ward', 'level of activity', 'status of
operation and people present in the room';
 Temporal awareness: 'past activities', 'present and
future activities' that is significant for a person.
A context-aware system, comprises two main modules:
 Context engine: This module interfaces with other
information systems and devices to collect raw data.
These are then fed to an analyzer to classify raw data
and generate context data;
 Rules engine: This module acts as filter between the
data and the user. By applying a set of pre-defined
conditions that define what, when, and to who the
information must be presented. Such rules can be
defined manual or automatically.
The adoption of context-aware systems based on these
definitions is growing in a variety of domains such as, smart
homes, airports, travel/entertainment/shopping, museum, and
offices, as mentioned in [64].
In the scope of the eTeam-Surgery project, context
information may be used to decide, e.g., who should
communicate with the patient, the urgency level of the
communication, and time frame when the communication
should be available. In this way, it would be possible to
balance the eagerness of the patients to communicate with
hospital with the fact that communication tools make health
care workers “fatally” available.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

By studying the pre-operative planning at UNN, we have
determined that parts of the information flow can be moved to
the patient at home. From the work presented herein, we
conclude that the assessment information required during the
pre-operative planning can be compiled in a personal health
assessment questionnaire, and requested from the patient, at
an earlier stage.
The authors acknowledge that the paper-based preoperative planning process proposed is not in line with the best
practices suggested in literature. When using the postal system
the information flow between the patient and the hospital is
time consuming, and it is not possible for the hospital to
confirm the reception and submission of the personal health
assessment questionnaire. At the same time, due to: (a) the
patient prioritization rules in Norway, (b) waiting list, (c) and
emergency surgeries, surgeries can be delayed and the patient
might be requested to complete the personal health assessment
questionnaire more than once. On the other hand, when asking
the patient to answer a personal health assessment
questionnaire from home, the patient might require support
from health workers when interpreting the questions, and
selecting the relevant information.
The international healthcare trends on paperless and
patient focused clinical processes, combined with the ereadiness in Norwegian society, point to new possibilities on
how to gather assessment information from the patient at
home. To access this information, low-cost communication
with patients and their families has been recommended [13].
Thereby improving pre-operative planning, and reducing the
number of cancelations, due to lack of information. In order
to enable the communication between the patient and the
hospital, the interaction with patients should take place
through a variety of synchronous and asynchronous secure
communication channels, including phone, messaging
systems, email, and web-pages. Considering the impact of
health ICT in clinical processes, the authors suggest the
adoption of the context-aware methodology in the
development of electronic communication tools to reduce
elective surgery cancellations.
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Abstract—Porous silicon has become the gold standard
when it comes to improving biocompatibility and bioactivity.
For this reason, it has become a primary candidate in neural
electrodes research and development. Consequently, the
purpose of this work was to investigate the mechanical
strength of porous silicon neural electrodes. Thus, a finite
element model representing the proposed electrode was
generated. Mechanical simulation was done on porous and
non-porous electrodes using COMSOL® Multiphysics.
Results showed that porosity decreased the mechanical
strength of the neural electrode without risking the
mechanical requirements for neural applications.
Keywords- biocompatiblity; finite element model; failure
analysis; neural microelectrodes; porous silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION
The application of technological advances to cure
neurological diseases has long seized the attention of
researchers in neural engineering. The first acknowledged
use of electrical current in an approach to treat a neural
disease goes back to the year 1757. This has gravely
evolved nowadays due to progresses in neuroscience and
microtechnology, where a wide range of neural electrodes
have been fabricated and used in neuroscience and neural
prosthetic research (brain machine interfaces) [1], [2], [3],
[4].
Neural electrodes, which are micro structures that are
implanted in the brain, serve as a communication channel
between the electro-active neurons in the brain and an
outer electronic circuitry [5], [6], [7].
These electrodes are used in both recording action
potentials from neurons and stimulating specific brain
regions. The electrical stimulation of nerve tissue and
recording of neural electrical activity are the foundation of
evolving prostheses and treatments for spinal cord injury,
stroke, sensory deficits, and neurological disorders such as
seizures, epilepsy, and migraine [7], [8].
As schematized in Figure 1, brain-computer interfaces
(BCIs), which incorporate the use of neural electrodes,
provide a linkage between the brain and the external world
by computer processing the recorded neural signal to
extract the subject’s command to control an external
device. This technology can allow restoring neural
functions of patients with severe neurologic impairment
[9].

Figure 1. Basic components of a Brain-Computer Interface [10].

When it comes to the general characteristics of a neural
electrode, it is notable to mention that the ideal electrode
should have a very small cross section in a way that it
displaces or damages as little tissue as possible during
insertion in order to minimize neural damage. Another
reason that makes the small footprint of the neural
electrode desirable is that the smaller size allows the
selective targeting of the desired neurons, thus improving
the signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded activity or
targeting a very specific region to be stimulated. On the
other hand, the ideal electrode should also be wide enough
to incorporate a large number of electrode sites to be able
to record and reliably separate different neurons.
Regardless of the size, the electrode must be optimized for
long term biocompatibility and should have enough
mechanical strength to survive the various forces to which
it is subjected during insertion and retraction forces while
implantation [11], [12]. Several types of neural electrodes
have been designed and developed until this day (Figure
2). In the 1950s, the initial use of implantable
microelectrodes to record electrical activities in the
extracellular environments was traced [13], [14], [15].
These microelectrodes, also known as microwires (Figure
2-A), have the longest history and the widest use in the
field. Microwires are wires made of a conducting metal,
such as platinum, gold [16], tungsten [17], iridium [18], or
stainless steel [19]. Each microelectrode is composed of a
metal wire entirely insulated except for its tip; it is left
exposed acting as a recording site [20], [21], [22]. Later,
the use of microelectrodes advanced into offering the
ability of provide multiple metal electrode arrays [23].
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Those were constructed by pasting individual
microelectrodes together [24], [25], or by gathering several
metal wires on a ceramic plate [26]. However, the
drawback of this type is that only one recording site is
available, which is located at the exposed tip. Hence, any
attempt to increase the number of recording sites would
include increasing the number of electrodes. This will in
turn increase the total size of the electrode, which is a
feature that is not usually preferred due to the resulting
neural tissue damage it might cause. Furthermore, thought
a metal microelectrode has the advantage of simplicity in
terms of the process of fabrication, this simplicity is the
reason of a major drawback, which is the lack of common
standards and automation. Thus, the characteristics of the
electrode would vary from one institution to another or
from one laboratory to another [11].
This drawback was solved with the introduction of
silicon based neural electrodes that emerged with the
development of microfabrication techniques and the
advancement
in
microelectronics
and
microelectrochemical systems (MEMS) [27], [28], [29]. It
was in the 1970s when Wise and Angell have published a
silicon-based electrode to interface neural tissues [30],
[31]. Generally speaking, silicon electrodes offered a
superiority over the metal microelectrodes since they
allowed an increased number of recording sites without
increasing the whole size of the electrode as well as their
precise and reproducible fabrication [32]. In other words,
by using the photolithography process, the designer would
be able to gain control over the recording site size, shape
and spacing enabling multiple recording sites to be placed
at variable heights on a single electrode shank.
Consequently, it would be possible to introduce an
increased number of recording sites in a small volume,
which is not possible with metal electrode arrays [28]. In
addition, silicon offers well-recognized biocompatibility
and mechanical properties appropriate for neural
electrodes [11]. Well-known examples of silicon neural
electrodes are the Utah [33], [34] and the Michigan [6],
[35], [36], [37] electrodes. The Utah electrode array
(Figure 2-C to the left) is a famous MEMS microelectrode
array, which is a widely used type of implantable interface
in BCI. The fabrication of the Utah electrode array
includes micromachining monocrystalline silicon blocks to
form a shape similar to a bed of nails. As for the Michigan
electrode (Figure 2-C to the right), it is composed of a
boron-diffused silicon substrate, a silicon dioxide and
silicon nitride dielectric stack, polysilicon traces, and
iridium electrode sites [38].
Another type of electrodes is the polymer-based neural
electrode characterized by improved flexibility and
biocompatibility as well as the advantage of a simpler
fabrication process [39], [40], [41], [42], [43].
Traditionally, in the process of fabrication of a neural
silicon electrode, the electrode was usually insulated by a
silicon nitride or silicone dioxide layer. This was swapped
by the use of polymeric materials in neural electrodes [44],
[45], [46]. Serving the purpose of forming a biocompatible

interface between the neural electrode and the brain tissue
where it is implanted, several biocompatible polymers
have been used. These include the use of polyimide and
Parylene-C, which play the role of insulating the metal and
silicon region of the electrode [46], [47], [48]. However, a
significant limitation of this type of electrodes is that they
are not stiff enough to penetrate the brain tissue on their
own. In other words, these electrodes suffer from lack of
rigidity, which leads to less accurate neural targeting due
to the buckling of the electrode during the insertion phase
[11].

Figure 2. Types of neural electrodes [15].

This article covers the simulation of the mechanical
behavior of porous silicon neural electrode. The next
section presents the major limitation of present types of
chronically implanted neural electrodes due to the resultant
brain tissue response. Section III shows how using porous
silicon plays a critical role in solving these limitations.
Section IV introduces the design of the proposed electrode.
Section V discusses the simulation strategy followed.
Section VI details the results yielded.
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II. LIMITATION OF CHRONICALLY IMPLANTED NEURAL
ELECTRODES: THE BRAIN TISSUE RESPONSE
While the previously mentioned systems function well
during acute recordings, they frequently do not succeed to
operate reliably in clinically relevant chronic settings. The
reason why these electrodes fail has been attributed to the
brain tissue reaction against these implants. This brain
tissue response is provoked by the neural injury upon the
implantation of the electrode. Consequently, the resultant
tissue response threatens the long-term functioning of the
neural electrode. This response includes two major stages
known as the acute immune and the chronic immune
responses [20], [49], [50], [51] as illustrated in Figure 3.
The implantation of any neural electrode is always a
traumatic procedure. When a neural electrode is inserted
into the brain, it breaches the vasculature, the extracellular
matrix, and destroys neuronal and glial processes in its
path. This gives rise to the acute immune response.
Forthwith, by misplacing structures along its way, the
electrode would cause an alternation in the pressure status
in that region inducing a high-pressure region around the
electrode. These factors combined cause edema and
hemorrhage near the implant. Accordingly, the wound
healing process will be commenced as a result. Since the
blood vessels are disrupted, this provokes them to
discharge erythrocytes, activates platelets, clotting factors,
and the complement cascade. This process will assist in
macrophage stimulation and the beginning of tissue
reconstruction. One day after implementation, activated
microglia will show up around the implant.

Figure 3. Acute and chronic neural injury caused by the insertion of the
neural electrode into the brain cortex [49].

Soon enough, the acute immune response will start to
deteriorate, which is directly followed by a chronic
immune response. The most influential participants in this
phase are reactive astrocytes and activated microglia [52],

[53]. This response results in the formation of an
encapsulation layer termed the “glial scar” around the
electrode. Activated microglia will be engaged in the
phagocytosis of the foreign matter for eventual
degradation. However, the most significant event that is
notable in the long-term response to the chronically
implanted electrode is the formation of the encapsulation
layer. This glial scar is a reactive glial tissue with reactive
astrocytes being its major element. It isolates the
implanted neural electrode from the surrounding tissue in
a process that resembles fibrotic encapsulation reaction
encountered with non-degradable implants in soft tissues.
This encourages the inhibition of diffusion and increases
the impedance of the tissue-electrode interface. In
addition, this also extends the distance between the
electrode and the nearest desired neurons. Accordingly,
the neurite extensions will find themselves in a nonencouraging environment for growth, the thing that
pushes redeveloping neural processes away from the
recording sites. This leads to signal deterioration [20],
[51], [54], [55], [56].
III. ADVANTAGES OF POROUS SILICON FOR NEURAL
ELECTRODES
As stated earlier, interactions between the brain tissue
and the electrode are critical in determining the functional
performance of the electrode. Various strategies have
been investigated and experimented as an attempt to
minimize the immune response towards the chronically
implanted neural electrode. Some related the degree of the
immune response to the size of the electrode [56]. Others
thought that the severity of the immune response can be
controlled by altering the shape of the electrode [57].
Additionally, it has been proven that tissue response is
highly dependent on the surface topography [58]. In the
latter approach, it has been tested and proved that rough
surfaces are more biocompatible than smooth surfaces
[59]. An alternation in the surface topography so that it
would be transformed from smooth to rough could be by
making the surface porous. In particular, the use of porous
silicon as the material that the implants would be made of
has shown enhanced biocompatibility and bioactivity
[60], [61], [62].
For instance, in a study performed by Hajj-Hassan et
al. [62], the biocompatibility and bioactivity of porous
silicon wafers (Si) was assessed by examining the
survival and replication of mesenchymal stromal cells
(MSC) isolated from the bone marrow of wild type mice.
These results were compared with that of cells growing in
2D culture on tissue culture plastic (TCP) and on smooth
titanium (SmTi), which is well known for its superiority
(gold standard) for the manufacture of implants. In the
first experiment performed, bone marrow derived MSC
were seeded in porous silicon wafers etched to a depth of
20 μm (Si20) in 12 well plates and harvested after 3, 6,
and 9 days of culture. Control cells plated at the same
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density on tissue culture plastic were harvested at 6 days
and stained with toluidine blue to visualize the cells.
Results showed that the Si20 substrate supported the MSC
growth. Additionally, an Alamar Blue metabolic assay
was used to analyze the metabolic activity of cells grown
porous silicon substrates etched to a depth of 20 μm
(Si20) or 30 μm (Si30) and compared with TCP or
smooth titanium, which is a common implant material.
Representative results of the Alamar Blue assay, shown in
Figure 4(A), indicate a small increase in metabolic
activity of the cells grown on Si20 and Si30 samples
compared to smooth titanium and tissue culture plastic
controls. The cell counts indicated a steady increase in
numbers that appeared to be dependent on the substrate
on which they were grown.

mm starts with a width of 150 μm at the base and ends up
with 50 μm at the other end. Following the measuring
region is the piercing region, which has a length of 250 μm
and is designed to be of 10 μm width at the end of the
probe.
The relative dimensions of these regions are indicated
in Figure 5. The electrode was implemented using
COMSOL© Multiphysics 4.3 as depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 5. 2D drawing of the designed electrode with annotations.

Figure 4. Quantitative analysis of MSC grown on porous silicon
etched to a depth of 20 μm (Si20), 30 μm (Si30), commercial grade
smooth titanium (SmTi) and tissue culture plastic (TCP) using the
Alamar Blue assay to assess the metabolic activity [61].
Figure 6. Complete 3D model of electrode.

So, it has been shown that the introduction of the
pores improves the biocompatibility and bioactivity.
However, a fundamental question imposes itself regarding
whether their introduction influences the mechanical
strength of the electrode. In other words, we are interested
in knowing if the implanted porous electrode will still
survive the forces exerted by the brain environment
during and after implantation. The solution to this
question is demonstrated in the sections that follow.
IV. DESIGN
The following section covers the design of the
proposed neural electrode. The developed neural electrode
is constructed using a silicon substrate (Young’s Modulus
= 190 GPa & Poisson’s ratio = 0.17) and is considered to
be ultra-long with a total length of 10.5 mm. Its overall
structure is tapered, which facilitates the penetration. The
geometry of the electrode is sectioned into three main
regions; a base region, a measuring region incorporating
the metal recording sites, and a piercing region. The base
region measures 250 μm in length with a width of 350 μm
at the base that rapidly reduces to a width of 150 μm. This
design aids in diminishing brain tissue damage and
displacement. The measuring region that has a length of 10

In the selection of the criteria to develop the pores, we
chose the various dimensions of the pores according to the
limitations imposed by the standard fabrication processes
followed. In other words, our selection should be similar to
what is available and applicable in the fabrication world.
The medium in which the probe is to be inserted contains
features that exhibit micro and nano dimensions. In an
attempt to mimic this medium, we select the radius of the
pores in the low micro-level and the pore depth was
constant at 0.6 μm due to fabrication standards. Our
approach included pores with a cylindrical geometry with
a radius of 1.5 μm (Figure 7).

Figure 7. 3D pore geometry with annotated dimensions.
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The distance separating the pores in both the x and y
directions is approximately 3 μm. As mentioned earlier,
each pore had a depth of 0.6 μm. The pores distributed
along the entire geometry of the probe except at the
regions were the metal sites and connecting wires are
placed. This is depicted in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

compared to the yielding stress of the material. The
yielding stress of Silicon is approximately equal to 1GPa
[63]. It is essential to mention that the maximum critical
stress in both strategies followed is determined using the
“Maximum Distortion Energy Theory”, also known as the
“R. von Mises Theory”, which is demonstrated in
equation (1) below [64], where σe is the effective stress
or von Mises stress and σ1,2 are the principal stresses.
2

2 1/2

σe=(σ1 +σ1σ2+σ2 )

Figure 8. 3D model of porous electrode in COMSOL® Multiphysics.

Figure 9. A close up of the arrays of pores.

(1)

The maximum distortion energy theory is one of the
famous failure theories for ductile material. This theory
states that failure is predicted to occur in the multiaxial
state of stress when the distortion energy per unit volume
becomes equal to or exceeds the distortion energy per unit
volume at the time of failure in a simple uniaxial stress
test using a specimen of the same material [65]. In other
words, a given structural material is safe as long as the
maximum value of the distortion energy per unit volume
in that material remains smaller than the maximum
distortion energy per unit volume required for causing
yield in a tensile test specified of the same material. The
simulated effective stress is then compared to the yielding
stress of the material.
Regarding the Finite Element Model (FEM) strategy
increasing forces were gradually applied on both the
porous and the non-porous electrodes until the yield stress
of the material is reached. These forces were applied on
the front face of the piercing tip while fixing the back face
of the support base region as illustrated in Figure 10.

V. SIMULATION STRATEGY
As an attempt to predict the mechanical behavior of
the proposed probe, both a finite element model
simulation approach and an analytical calculation
approach were performed for both a non-porous and
porous electrode. This is targeted to approximate the
differences between the two approaches.
The aim is to mimic the forces applied to the electrode
during and after insertion into the brain. The naturally
imposed forces can be classified into three different cases;
case one includes the application of two axial forces,
which are imposed during the penetration phase, case two
includes the application of a single axial force, which
occurs directly after penetration and may cause the
buckling of the probe, and case three includes the
application of a vertical force, which occurs after the
probe implementation and may result in the bending of
the probe. Out of plane forces rarely happen because
when the probe is implanted it is mounted on a motion
controller, which goes in one direction towards the brain
(x-axis). Hence, the force along x-axis will be focused
upon throughout this paper in the different strategies
followed.
Most importantly, in both strategies, the maximum
critical stress was to be yielded and this stress was to be

Figure 10. Marked in green is (a) Area on which the stress is applied,
(b) area which is a fixed constraint.

It is notable to mention that during the simulation of
the porous electrode, pores were restricted to the weakest
regions of the electrode as seen in Figure 11.
This was done to reduce the computational
complexity. These regions are the middle of the electrode
(during axial loads), and the base region of the electrode
(during vertical loads) [66].
As for the analytical strategy, the internal forces that
generated in the porous and the non-porous probes upon
the application of the different combination of loads in the
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However, before starting with the FEM strategy, and
in order to study the stability of the FEM with respect to
the results obtained, we tried different element sizes until
the results started converging to the same average values.
As it will be shown in Table I in the results, the element
size is changed, the probe is meshed, and the number of
elements is measured.
VI. RESULTS

Figure 11. (a) Porous region on the middle of the probe, (b) porous
region on the base.

three cases were calculated. These internal forces were
used to calculate the resulting principal stresses according
to equation (2) below, where σx and σy are the induced
stresses and τxy is the induced shear stress.
σx +σy
σ −σy 
2
σ 1,2 =
±  x
 + τ xy
2



2

(2)



These principal stresses were then employed either to
calculate the maximum distortion energy or the von Mises
stress in case 1 (x-axis and y-axis axial forces) and case
three (z-axis vertical force) or to compare with the critical
stress and the elastic stress in case 2 (x-axis axial force).
The calculation of the von Mises stresses is done by the
previously mentioned equation. Meanwhile, the
calculation of the critical stress is done by the calculation
of the critical buckling load, which is yielded by the
extended Euler’s Formula stated below [67] .

𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

𝜋2 ×𝐸×𝐼
(𝐾𝐿)2

𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙
𝐴

(3)
(4)

where A is the cross-sectional area upon which the load is
applied, Pcritical is the critical load, E is the Young’s
Modulus of the material, I is the moment of inertia of the
cross-section, KL is the effective length of the electrode.
In the case of a column fixed at its base K is equal to 2
[67].
Solving the equations will give us an idea about how
far the finite element model is from the analytical
equations. As mentioned earlier, out of plane forces rarely
happen because when the probe is implanted it is mounted
on a motion controller, which goes in one direction
towards the brain (x-axis). Hence, the force along x-axis
will be focused upon in the analytical strategy.

The following section elaborates on the results
obtained from the study done to assess the stability of the
FEM and the simulation of both the porous and nonporous electrodes in the FEM strategy and the analytical
strategy. For each simulation, a plot of the induced
principal stress in MPa versus the length of the electrode
in µm as a result of applying the loads is obtained.
Subsection 1 will cover the results yielded in from the
FEM stability study, subsection 2 will demonstrate the
results yielded from the analytical strategy, subsections 3,
4, and 5 will cover the results yielded from the FEM
simulation strategy in the three different cases. Subsection
6 will show a comparison between the analytical and the
FEM strategies.
1) Results of the FEM Stability Study
As mentioned earlier, different element sizes were
chosen until the results starting converging to the same
average values. As shown in Table I, the element size is
changed, the probe is meshed, and the number of
elements is measured.
TABLE I. ELEMENT SIZE VERSUS THE NUMBER OF
ELEMENTS FOR THE MODELLED NEURAL PROBE

Element Size (µm)
2000
1000
500
250
125
72
36
18
9
4

Number of Elements
265
311
426
532
961
2041
13712
133688
1158561
13900199

The results obtained are also plotted in a curve as
illustrated in Figure 12. One can notice the exponential
increase in the number of elements when the element size
decreased.
The results were also calculated for different
element size. Element size was decreased until the finite
element model started converging to a range of close
values as shown in Table II.
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Figure 12. A plot showing the element size versus the number of
elements.

The results obtained are plotted on a curve as
shown in Figure 13. It is important to note that the y-axis
starts from 1000 MPa. Starting from 0 MPa the result was
a straight horizontal line, hence it was changed to start
from 1000 MPa to shown the fluctuations before the
results converged.

TABLE II. ELEMENT SIZE VERSUS VON-MISES STRESS

Element Size (µm)
2000
1000
500
250
125
72
36
18
9
4

Result ( MPa- VonMises)
1053.1
1076.45
1066.91
1081.88
1077.49
1082.47
1064.15
1063.12
1064.29
1064.76

Figure 13. A plot showing the element size versus the number of
elements.

2) Results of the Analytical Strategy
It is beneficial to reiterate that the results presented in
this section are yielded by performing calculations upon
the application of the axial force since is it the most
significant.
For the non-porous electrode, upon the application of
the maximum force of 527.5 mN the internal stress
induced was found to be equal to 1055 MPa. Meanwhile,
upon the application of the minimum force of 2.42 mN
[68], the internal stress induced was found to be 4.94
MPa. Additionally, the critical force and critical stress
that are required for comparison were also calculated
according to the previously mentioned equations and were
found to be equal to 4.4 mN and 8.8 MPa, respectively.
Regarding the porous electrode, two main parameters
must be obtained in order to characterize the mechanical
behavior analytically. The parameters are the young’s
modulus of silicon at the specific porosity and the yield
stress at which the material will fail at this porosity. The
porosity was calculated by taking into consideration the
number of pores and their cylindrical volume with respect
to the total volume of the electrode. This is demonstrated
in equations (5) and (6).
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =

𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒

=

8.396×10−14
5.35×10−11

= 1.56

(5)

% 𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 × 100 = 1.569 × 10−3 ×
100 ≅ 0.16%
(6)

In order to obtain the young’s modulus of porous
silicon at our porosity, different studies were researched.
These studies are illustrated in Figure 14. The closest
study for the change in young’s modulus relative to the
percentage of porosity is the one done by Al-Douri et al.
[69]. As for the yield stress of our porous silicon material,
there are no previous studies in the literature so far. Since
the geometry of the porous electrode is the same as the
non-porous one, and since both are of the same material
we will do the following assumption. We will assume that
both will have the same yield strain that will to failure.
Having this yield strain and knowing the young’s
modulus we are able to calculate the yield stress of our
porous silicon according to Hook’s law given in the
equation below.
(7)
𝜎 = 𝐸 × 𝜀𝑦
Since in the selected literature the closest young’s
modulus to ours, which is 190 GPa, is 185, we will redo
the FEM simulation at 185 GPa in order to compare it to
the analytical solution. After repeating the simulation for
case 2 only at 185 GPa, result showed that in the porous
probe a stress of 970 MPa induced the yield stress of
961.67 MPa. The color map of this FEM simulation is
displayed below in Figure 15 only to confirm the yielded
result.
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Figure 14. Different Studies on the Effect of Porosity on the Young's
Modulus of Porous Silicon. The three curves are extracted from three
different studies (In green [70], in blue [69], and in red [71]).

Figure 16. Von Mises stress induced upon applying an axial force along
the negative x-axis versus the electrode length (non-porous).

Figure 15. 3D plot of the surface stress on the electrode due to –ve xaxis axial stress at E= 185 (Porous).

That being said, the new young’s modulus at our
porosity (0.16%) is 184.2 GPa and the yield stress is
969.47 MPa. According to the new E, the new critical
stress and force are to be calculated. The critical stress for
the porous electrode was found to be equal to 8.5 MPa,
and the critical force equal to 4.26 mN.
3) Results of the Application of a Compression
Force Along X-axis During Penetration (Case 2)
This section demonstrates the result of the application
of a single axial force that occurs directly after
penetration. For the non-porous electrode, an axial stress
of 1055 MPa that is equivalent to a force of 527.5 mN
along the negative x-axis induced stress of around 1GPa
at a length of around 10.5 mm, which corresponds to the
tip of the electrode. This is depicted in Figure 16. The
concentration of the induced stresses is illustrated in
Figure 17.
As for the porous electrode, a force of 522.5 mN
induced a similar response at a similar location as shown
in Figure 19 and illustrated in Figure 18. It is worth noting
that the high stress is concentrated at the tip of the
electrode that is in direct contact with the brain. This
contact induces the most significant stress that may cause
the failure of the probe.

Figure 17. 3D plot of the surface stress on the electrode due to –ve xaxis axial stress (non-porous).

Figure 18. 3D plot of the surface stress on the electrode due to –ve xaxis axial stress (Porous).
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Figure 19. Von Mises stress induced upon applying an axial force along
the negative x-axis versus the electrode length (porous).

4) Results of the Application of the Force Induced
Due to Slipping Upon Insertion (Case 1)
This section covers the application of two axial forces
(along negative x and y axes), which are imposed during
the penetration phase. For the non-porous electrode, a
force of 378 mN (x: 375, y: 47.5) induced a stress of ~ 1
GPa at two locations in the electrode; at a distance of ~
5800 μm corresponding to the middle region (the blue
curve in Figure 20), and at a distance of ~ 10.5 mm
corresponding to the tip of the electrode (the green curve
in Figure 20). The resulting surface stresses are
demonstrated in Figure 21.

Figure 20. Von Mises stress induced upon applying an axial force along
the negative y-axis versus the electrode length (non-porous).

Meanwhile, in the porous electrode, a force of 378
mN (x: 375, y: 47.5) induced a stress of ~ 1 GPa at two
locations in the electrode; at a distance of ~ 5800 μm
corresponding to the middle porous region (the blue curve
in Figure 22), and at a distance of ~ 10.5mm
corresponding to the tip of the electrode (the green curve
in Figure 22). The resulting surface stresses are
demonstrated in Figure 23.

Figure 21. 3D plot of the surface stress on the electrode due a
combination of axial stresses on –ve x & y axes (Non-Porous).

Figure 22. Von Mises stress induced upon applying an axial force along
the negative y-axis versus the electrode length (porous).

Figure 23. 3D plot of the surface stress on the electrode due a
combination of axial stresses on –ve x & y axes (Porous).

5) Results of the Application of the Force Induced
Upon Brain Movement After Implantation (Case
3)
Finally, this section covers the application of a vertical
force that occurs after the probe implementation. For the
non-porous electrode, a stress of 36.5 MPa (18.25m N)
applied along the –ve z-axis induced a stress of ~ 1000
MPa (Figure 24) at a length of around 400 μm, which
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corresponds to the fixed bottom region of the electrode as
depicted in Figure 25.

Figure 27. 3D plot of the surface stress on the electrode due to –ve zaxis vertical stress (Porous).

Figure 24. Von Mises stress induced upon applying a vertical force
along the negative z-axis versus the electrode length (non-porous).

6) Discussion
After the mechanical behavior of the electrodes was
analyzed using two different approaches, a FEM and an
analytical approach, we were able to estimate the
difference between the FEM model simulation and the
analytical solution by a comparison of both results (Table
III). This comparison showed that the similarity between
the two approaches was equal to 96.76%. The minimal
difference is possibly due to that FEM is a physical model
and the equations cannot fully represent the model.
TABLE III. COMPARISON BETWEEN RESULTS OF POROUS
AND NON-POROUS PROBES
Load
σx (MPa)
Load
σx (MPa)
along
Nonalong
Porous
–ve
x porous
–ve
x
(mN)
(mN)
527.5

Figure 25. 3D plot of the surface stress on the electrode due to –ve
z-axis vertical stress (non-porous).

On the other hand, in the porous electrode, a stress of
23 MPa (11.5 mN) applied along the –ve z-axis induced a
stress of ~ 1000 MPa (Figure 26) at a length of around
750 μm, which corresponds to the weakest porous fixed
bottom region of the electrode as depicted in Figure 27.

Figure 26. Von Mises stress induced upon applying a vertical force
along the negative z-axis versus the electrode length (porous).

2.42

1055
4.94
σcr=8.8

<

485

961

2.42

4.94
σ’cr=8.5

<

On the other hand, regarding the FEM strategy
performed on the three different cases, due to the
comparison of the forces that induced the maximum yield
stress in the three different cases for the non-porous probe
(Case 1: 378 mN (x: 375, y: 47.5); Case 2: 527.5 mN;
Case 3: 18.25 mN) and the ones for the porous probe
(Case 1: 376.8 mN (x: 375, y: 37.5); Case 2: 522.5 mN;
Case 3: 11.5 mN), one can notice the mechanical
weakening of the porous silicon probe. This is true due to
the fact that the values of the forces that induced the
maximum yield stress in the porous probe are less than
those in the non-porous probe. The weakening was 0.3 %,
0.1%, 37% in case 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Nonetheless, this weakening will not risk the
mechanical integrity of the neural probe used in brain
applications. The reason is that the force that induced the
maximum yield stress of the porous probe (522.5mN
along the x-axis) is still much higher than the minimum
force that the probe must withstand during the penetration
of the brain tissue (2.42±0.77 mN along the x-axis [66]).
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VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented the novel idea of the mechanical
simulation of a porous neural electrode. Even though the
introduction of the pores relatively weakened the neural
electrode, the electrode was found still capable of
surviving the brain environment. Nevertheless, certain
limitations were present especially related to the finite
element model. The full arrays of pores could not be
simulated due to computational complexity and they were
restricted to the weakest areas. Moreover, different radii
of pores and volume porosity percentages should be
tested. The porous electrode is superior to the non-porous
electrode due to the improved biocompatibility and
bioactivity it offers. Furthermore, the presence of the
pores gives an additional advantage where they can
behave as scaffolds for entrapping neural growth factors
that encourage the re-growth of neurons. This alteration to
the electrode’s design is able to advance the healthcare
services provided to neural diseases’ patients all around
the world.
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Abstract—Are hospitals and surgical patients ready for electronic communication prior to surgery? This paper discusses
the readiness for electronic communication between surgical patients and a university hospital in Norway. The first step in our
study approach was to map the main actors involved in pre-operative planning and electronic communication. This work
mapped six diverse main actors and revealed the need for multiple approaches to address the e-readiness of the different actors. The study approach consists of the following: (1) a study of
the most recent health reforms in Norway, focusing on e-readiness from political and policy perspectives; (2) an in-depth empirical observation and interview study of the pre-operative
planning process at a university hospital, focusing on the readiness for two-way electronic communication prior to surgery; (3)
a qualitative interview study of patients’ experiences with surgical cancellations, focusing on the patients’ readiness for electronic communication; (4) an inquiry into the readiness of the
hospitals’ electronic health record to integrate two-way communication and (5) a study of the readiness for electronic patient–
hospital communication from the perspective of the regional
health authority’s ICT operational unit. The results are reported in six analytical categories based on the identification of
the main actors in the field. The authors’ conclusion is that Norwegian health policy strongly promotes electronic collaboration
and that patients and healthcare workers are ready to use new
electronic tools. However, the hospital as an entity, together with
the electronic health record system and the authority’s ICT operational unit—all of which are important actors in the field—
are currently not ready for electronic communication between
patients and the hospital.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to discuss the readiness for electronic communication between surgical patients and a university hospital in Norway. The interest in the subject, e-readiness, stems from recent work in a research and development
project, ‘eTeam-surgery’ [1]. The overarching goal of the
eTeam-surgery project was to develop a tool for electronic
communication between surgical patients and the University
Hospital of North Norway (UNN). The idea of the project was
to actively involve the patient in the pre-operative planning
process prior to hospitalisation in order to reduce the number
of surgery cancellations at the hospital.
For many patients, undergoing surgery is a major life
event which involves a high level of anxiety before admission
to the hospital [2][3][4][5]. In most hospitals, surgical departments are both a major area of investment and the greatest
source of revenue [1][6][7]. Nonetheless, elective surgeries
are regularly cancelled, and cancellation rates of 10–40 %
have been reported [7][8][9]. In Western countries, up to 20
% of elective surgeries are cancelled on the day of the surgery,
and this percentage increases if cancellations within the week
of the scheduled surgery are included. Despite the waste of
hospital resources, the anxiety and emotional stress placed on
patients and the frustrations among healthcare workers, surgical cancellations seem to be commonplace in public hospitals.
The reasons for elective surgery cancellations vary. In the
literature, the causes of cancellation are often divided into the
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following two major categories: (a) hospital-related and (b)
patient-related. Hospital-related reasons encompass such issues as the unavailability of the surgical team [10][11][12],
incomplete pre-operative study/preparation [13][14], lack of
surgical/anaesthetic readiness [11][13] and lack of theatre
time due to the extended duration of scheduled surgeries [13].
On the other hand, patient-related causes are mostly due to patient no-shows or to a patient’s need to reschedule the assigned
surgical date [11][13].
At our research site, 50 % of all surgery cancellations were
identified as avoidable [15], which corresponds with the literature [7][8][9]. Avoidable cancellations refer to, among other
things, those involving a lack of information; hence, these are
cancellations where information existed prior to surgery, but
was not available when required [9][15][16][17][18][19]. For
further information on the rate of elective surgery cancellations at the research site and the reasons reported for these
cancellations, refer to [20].
The eTeam-surgery project group consists of an interdisciplinary research team which is studying if and how electronic communication, prior to hospitalisation, can actively
involve the patient in the pre-operative planning process, provide the missing information and thereby reduce cancellations (Figure 1). For further information on the eTeam-surgery project, refer to [21]. A central goal for the eTeam-surgery project was to develop and test a two-way communication tool that would enable patients to communicate with the
surgical department by storing the patient’s input in the UNN
hospital electronic health record (EHR). In this way, patients
could inform the surgical department about changes in their
health status or other factors that could potentially affect their
forthcoming surgery. The eTeam-surgery intervention can be
seen as part of what Gale and Sultan [22] label ‘a wider trend
to move medical technologies from the hospital to home’.

Patient Health Assessment Questionnaire

Developing a tool for electronic collaboration between
the patient and the hospital is not straightforward. Several
health information and communication technology (ICT)
projects have failed to fulfil their expected outcomes. A substantial amount of the literature in the field of health ICT,
particularly from the social sciences, covers unsuccessful implementation projects, challenges and unforeseen consequences[23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32][33][34][3
5][36][37][38].
In an attempt to avoid adding to the list of health ICT developments that are either not used or used differently than
expected, the eTeam-surgery project addressed the readiness
for electronic communication between surgical patients and
UNN prior to developing and testing the tool. In this paper,
we address the readiness for electronic communication as a
means to improve the quality and effectiveness of the preoperative process.
The paper is divided into five sections. In the first section,
the problem of surgical cancellations is introduced and the
aim of the study is described. In the second section, the background of the study is presented. It briefly introduces the existing knowledge on e-readiness and the challenges of ICT in
healthcare. As will be evident in section three, Materials and
Methods, our approach to the study of e-readiness consists of
a broad spectrum of qualitative methods. In this section, a
brief introduction to the methodology (actor-network theory
[ANT]) used to map the main actors regarding electronic patient–hospital communication in pre-operative planning is
described. The diverse methods of data collection used to
study e-readiness among the identified actors are also presented and explained in the third section. The results are disclosed and interpreted in the fourth section. In the last section,
Discussion and Conclusions, the authors elaborate on the
readiness to use electronic communication among the different actors involved in pre-operative planning, and in
healthcare more generally.
II.

Structure Data

EHR

Patient

Two-way Communication

EHR
Messages
Patient

Hospital

Figure 1. Illustration of the eTeam-Surgery architecture.

BACKGROUND

Telecare technologies are advocated by European governments and industries as innovations of great promise for improving care [39]. In the last decade, the healthcare sector has
witnessed the introduction of an increased number of telemedicine applications, i.e., devices that can monitor, diagnose or
treat people at a distance from the clinicians through the use
of ICT [40]. Regardless of whether it is labelled ‘telemedicine’, ‘telecare’ or ‘tele-monitoring’, it has been reported that
Norwegian patients are well prepared and able to use ICT for
health purposes [41]. Patients, including the elderly and less
educated [41][42], are using electronic healthcare services
[43][44]. In addition to the patients’ readiness for electronic
communication, a tendency among healthcare workers to use
personal electronic devices to support their clinical work
[31][45][46] and communicate with patients [44][47][48] has
also been reported.
At the same time, substantial evidence exists in the field
of health ICT of less successful project implementations
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[23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][33][34][36][37][38].
Challenges with implementation, slow diffusion and unforeseen consequences of ICT in healthcare, particularly in hospitals, have been extensively described. This knowledge, or
what we have called the ‘e-readiness paradox’ in the field of
health informatics, shaped the research question of this paper:
If patients and healthcare workers are ready for ICT in
healthcare, but yet at the same time the new digital technologies are not used as expected, are Norwegian hospitals ready
for electronic communication during pre-operative planning?
III.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The e-readiness paradox—which refers to the reported ereadiness among patients and healthcare workers related to
studies of slow diffusion and unforeseen consequences of
health ICT—illustrates the complexity in the field. It also
points to the need for a broad approach to the research question, ‘Are Norwegian hospitals ready for electronic communication during pre-operative planning?’
Knowledge from the field of qualitative research on health
ICT, notably ANT [49] and science technology studies (STS)
[50], was used as a first step in our study. The methodology

employed an open, empirical approach to determine the actors
in technology development, and was also used as a first step
in our study to map the different actors involved in electronic
communication in relation to pre-operative planning.
ANT is also called a material-semiotic method, where the
concept of ‘actor’ is used similarly to the semiotic concept of
‘actant’, which means that materiality, i.e., hospitals and EHR
systems, are seen as non-human actors and treated equally as
human actors. An actor can be any entity that holds a position
in a discourse [51]. Thus, the methodology is associated with
the equal treatment of human and non-human actors, and assumes that all entities in a network can and should be described in the same terms. This is called the ‘principle of generalised symmetry’.
Although it is called a ‘theory’, ANT does not usually explain ‘why’ or ‘how’ a network takes the form that it does [50].
ANT is a way of thoroughly exploring the relational ties
within a network. The methodology is empirical and descriptive, rather than theoretical and explanatory in its approach. It
consists of following the actors and mapping their actions
[50]. In practical terms, this means that the first step of our
study of e-readiness was to map the main actors involved in
electronic communication during pre-operative planning.

I want you to talk to each
other, electronically!

Norwegian health politics and policy
Am I ready?

Am I ready?

ICT operational unit
Are we ready?
e-Communication

Patients

H

Am I ready?

Am I ready?

Hospital
as an entity

Healthcare workers
EHR
Electronic Health
Record

Figure 2. Actors involved in the electronic hospital–patient communication during pre-operative planning at UNN.
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The process of mapping the actors identified six main human and non-human actors in need of further inquiry. The
main actors, as illustrated in Figure 2, were as follows: a) Norwegian health politics and policy; b) healthcare workers; c)
the hospital as an entity; d) patients; e) the EHR system and f)
the ICT operational unit. Mapping actors is an extensive exercise. This paper does not reflect the entire nuanced process of
mapping; however, it emphasises the need to carefully consider who the actors are in the field, as it can be much more
complex than originally anticipated. For analytical reasons,
the rest of the paper is organised according to the main actors.
The process of mapping the main actors created a picture
of the broad network of actors involved in electronic communication in pre-operative planning. Hence, the second step of
our research approach consists of five different study designs
for approaching the e-readiness of the six main actors. The
five study designs in step two are described below.
Health politics and policy
Norwegian health and social care are based on the classical
Scandinavian welfare model, which combines financing and
the provision of universally accessible services mainly within
the public sector [52]. An important political goal in Norway
is to provide healthcare on equal terms for all citizens, meaning that local healthcare services should be easily accessible,
meet clients’ needs and be provided in accordance with political priorities. The Norwegian health and social care sectors
are mainly run by public institutions, which accounted for
more than 95 % of the health expenses paid by governmental
institutions in 1996 [53]. Despite a minor increase in private
health services during the last two decades, governmental ICT
strategies for the future are an important actor when studying
e-readiness.
In order to gain knowledge on the governmental readiness
for digitised patient–hospital communication, we conducted a
study of one of the largest public sector reforms in Norway,
the Coordination Reform [54]. Enhancing coordination between primary and secondary healthcare has been central in
Norwegian healthcare policymaking in the last decade. In
2008, a new Minister of Health and Care worked out plans
under the key term ‘Coordination Reform’, and the government has been implementing these administrative, structural
and economic reforms since 2012 [52]. The Coordination Reform was identified as an important actor regarding e-readiness in Norwegian healthcare.
In Norway, the healthcare services are divided into four
health regions, each with their own authorities aimed at planning, organising and promoting patient care [55]. One way to
approach the policy implementation of the Coordination reform is to look into the regional health authority’s recent strategies and investments in ICT. This study focuses on the northern region, represented by the Northern Norway Regional
Health Authority (Helse-Nord RHF). In order to gain
knowledge on the northern health regional ICT policy, we
studied their website [56]. The ICT strategy of the northern
health region was identified as one important actor in our
study of e-readiness.

Since the national vision and the regional health authority’s strategy for ICT in healthcare correspond, in this paper
they are considered as one actor in the study of e-readiness.
Healthcare workers and the Hospital as an organisation
The UNN hospital and the healthcare workers involved in
pre-operative planning are main actors in relation to e-readiness. A new communication tool must be implemented in the
daily practices at the hospital and taken into use by health professionals during the pre-operative planning process. To study
readiness for electronic communication between surgery patients and the hospital, we conducted an in-depth empirical
observation and interview study of the pre-operative planning
process at UNN. This approach consists of three phases. The
empirical methodology will be described briefly; for further
information, refer to [57].
Stage 1: Gather data on the hospital’s representation of
the elective surgery cancellation problem. Inspired by Bacchi
[58], the aim was to gather knowledge on how the hospital
represented the elective surgical cancellation problem. One
internal report from 2008, which contained information on the
use of resources involved in surgery at the hospital, was identified and studied [15]. In addition to the report, in 2012, the
hospital had initiated a Lean Project (which was established
by the management at UNN as an internal project to reduce
the cancellation rate) to optimise the elective surgical process.
Two researchers from the eTeam-surgery group followed this
project. For further reference on the Lean Project, see [57].
Stage 2: Gather data on the pre-operative planning process at the hospital. In Stage 2, the pre-operative planning process in different departments at UNN was investigated. This
comprised three weeks of fieldwork and interviews at the surgery and intensive care clinic while following an anaesthesiologist and an anaesthetic nurse. In addition, 13 interviews
with physicians, nurses and administrative personnel were
conducted in six different departments. The interviews were
semi-structured, done at the workplace and lasted from 30
minutes to two hours. During the first two stages, two departments were described as more efficient. However, these departments still had a number of cancellations. One of the departments was chosen for an in-depth study in Stage 3.
Stage 3. Individual, in-depth interviews with professionals
from all groups involved in pre-operative planning in a specific department. The chosen department is not revealed due
to ethical reasons. In Stage 3, representatives from all the professional groups involved in the pre-operative planning process at UNN were addressed. In this specific department, extensive knowledge on the pre-operative planning process was
collected. The department-specific interviews were semistructured, done at the workplace and lasted between one to
two hours.
The ANT-inspired approach helped us to map the main actors and their network of relationships. Not unexpectedly, the
hospital and the involved healthcare workers were identified
as main actors. Nonetheless, the approach exposed the need to
treat and describe the hospital as an institution, or as an organisational entity, and the healthcare workers involved in preoperative planning at UNN as two separate, equally important
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actors in the field of e-readiness. Hospital and health personnel will from now on be considered two important actors in
this study of e-readiness.
Patiens
Patients are, of course, important actors in patient–hospital
communication. To investigate the patients’ readiness for
electronic communication, we interviewed patients who had
recently cancelled an elective surgery. The category was strategically chosen due to the patients’ recent experience with
surgical cancellations and their current incentive to communicate with the hospital on the issue. The relevant patients were
identified from the hospital’s EHR system. The study of the
patients’ readiness is part of a larger qualitative phone inquiry
where a researcher from the eTeam-surgery project interviewed 16 patients who had recently cancelled elective surgery. The interviews were semi-structured, and patients were
asked about their experiences with elective surgery at the hospital, patient–hospital communication and cancellations of
surgery. The 16 phone interviews lasted between 15 to 60
minutes and were recorded and transcribed. In this paper, we
report on one question from the phone interviews. As a follow-up to the main questions related to how the patients experienced the communication with the hospital regarding their
surgical cancellations, the patients were asked, ‘Do you have
any thoughts on how it [the communication] could be done
differently?’
Despite variations and differences among patients, the exercise of mapping actors showed that the surgery patient can
be considered a main actor in our study field of e-readiness.
EHR system
The hospitals’ ICT systems are obvious actors in patient–
hospital communication. This paper focuses on the EHR system since it is the system that healthcare workers mainly interact with during the pre-operative planning process.
In the northern health region, the EHR systems in use are
provided by DIPS ASA [51]. DIPS ASA is the leading supplier of electronic health records in Norwegian hospitals, and
is a supplier of systems for the health sector with a special
focus on the Scandinavian market [51]. DIPS ASA provides
EHR systems to three of the four health regions in Norway.
Currently, DIPS ASA, in collaboration with FIKS, an implementation project initiated by the Northern Regional Health
Authority, is developing a new EHR system for the region,
including a new surgery module.
In the literature, usability, integration and interoperability
are identified as key topics in the development of ICT for the
healthcare environment. Usability refers to the adequacy of
the system for the users’ needs. This is mainly reflected by the
impact that the system has on the productivity of the process,
e.g., efficiency, fulfilling work content, time required for data
entry and interference with the physician/patient relationship.
The topics, integration and interoperability, generally go hand
in hand.
It was the aim of the eTeam-surgery project to combine
the eTeam system with the EHR to form one system, ensuring
that they function together efficiently by fulfilling the required

integration. However, to do so, interoperability is required between both systems, meaning that they must be able to communicate with each other and exchange information. The use
of data standards ensures that the collected patient health data
can be integrated in the EHR system and shared among health
entities.
In order to study the readiness for a two-way communication system between patients and the hospital integrated in the
EHR system, the three aforementioned topics were investigated. Our approach was to study how the EHR was described
by health personnel and by the EHR vendor. These groups
were involved in separate interviews and meetings, as well as
joint workshops focusing on the visions for the future, the limitations and the characteristics of the system.
ICT operational unit
The Northern Norway Regional Health Authority has established an operational unit (in Norwegian, Helse-Nord IKT)
to manage, operate and develop ICT systems for the health
region, which comprises a total of 11 hospitals [59]. Hence,
all ICT projects involving any of the hospitals in the health
region must be approved and accounted for by the ICT operational unit. The ICT operational unit was identified as one important actor regarding readiness for electronic patient–hospital communication.
In order to establish a secure online solution for electronic
communication between surgical patients and UNN, a researcher from the eTeam-surgery project attended meetings
and workshops over a two-year period from 2014 to 2015.
During this period, the Norwegian Centre for Integrated Care
and Telemedicine (NST), today called the Norwegian Centre
for eHealth Research (NSE), i.e., the authors’ research institution, coordinated the efforts to meet the needs and requirements set by the ICT operational unit for electronic communication. A researcher from the eTeam-surgery project attended
between 13 meetings. Knowledge gained during the meetings
was used to address the ICT operational unit’s readiness for
two-way electronic communication between the patient and
UNN.
IV.

RESULTS

Six main actors were identified in order to explore the
readiness for two-way electronic communication between the
patient and UNN within pre-operative planning. The main actors are categorised as follows:
a) Norwegian health politics and policy: National and
regional health authorities’ visions and strategies for
the future of electronic communication within public
healthcare;
b) Healthcare workers: Readiness among the professionals involved in pre-operative planning to use ICT
to communicate with patients;
c) Hospital as an entity: Readiness within UNN as an
organisation to use two-way electronic communication with patients;
d) Patients: Readiness among surgical patients to communicate electronically with the hospital;
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e)
f)

EHR system: Readiness of the EHR to support twoway electronic communication with patients;
ICT operational unit: Ranking of priorities and allocation of resources regarding two-way electronic patient–hospital communication.

Norwegian health politics and policy
In the preface of the Coordination Reform, the Minister of
Health and Care Services states, ‘In public health spending per
capita, Norway ranks among the highest of all OECD nations—but we have not achieved a correspondingly high level
of health in return’ [54]. However, ‘With smart solutions, patients will receive proper treatment at the right place and right
time. We will achieve this through the Coordination Reform’.
[54]. A well-defined goal in the reform (p. 135) is that ‘electronic communication should be the standard way of communicating’ [54].
In line with the national ambition, an extensive ICT investment is currently being made in the northern health region,
including at the UNN hospital, our site of research. The Northern Norway Regional Health Authority is investing €62.5 million in the FIKS project (from the Norwegian Felles innføring
kliniske systemer) [60]. On their webpage, the regional health
authority describes the FIKS project as the largest and most
interesting ICT investment in northern Norway [56].
Healthcare workers
During our observations and interviews at the hospital, we
did not experience any resistance from the healthcare workers
towards electronic communication. On the contrary, aside
from what can be described as mixed enthusiasm for ‘quick
IT-fixes’ for complicated clinical issues, most healthcare
workers expressed frustration over the current cancellation situation at the hospital. Several stressed the need for new communication tools.
A theatre nurse linked the need for new ways of communication to the current ‘quick in, quick out’ trend in Norwegian hospitals. The nurse emphasised that this trend requires
new ways of communicating with patients prior to hospital admission in order to prepare them for surgery while they are
still at home. Before the quick in, quick out movement, nurses
were responsible for nursing and preparing the patient for surgery after the patient arrived at the hospital. Such preparation
included, for example, cleaning, shaving and nail trimming,
according to the hygienic standards required for surgery. Today, many patients are responsible for doing these tasks themselves, and they must follow the hygiene instructions provided
by the hospital at home. The nurse’s main concern was related
to infections. In this context, an electronic communication tool
between the patient and the hospital was suggested to help patients prepare for surgery.
Some of the secretaries were also very much in favour of
electronic communication with patients. Secretaries are on the
front line in terms of everyday communication with patients.
Almost all of them expressed frustration or resignation over
the current cancellation situation at the hospital, and stressed
the need for better tools to book, rebook or cancel scheduled
appointments.

As a professional group, with some exceptions, physicians
were less troubled than nurses and secretaries by the established hospital communication procedures for patients. Physicians were deeply concerned by the cancellation rate at the
hospital, but did not necessarily link it to communication issues. Some emphasised that they used the phone to contact
patients if they needed additional information prior to surgery.
Hospital as an entity
During the inquiry into UNN’s position on the elective
surgery cancellation problem, one internal report [15] was
identified and studied, and the Lean project at the surgery and
intensive care ward was followed and observed. The internal
report [15] acknowledges the challenges with the continuity
of patient care in the region, and relates them to poor interaction between the different professional groups involved in surgical practices. The aims of the internal report [15], along with
those of the Lean project, were to promote the continuity of
patient care and efficient use of resources in surgery and to
reduce elective surgery cancellations. Regarding e-readiness
at the hospital, it is important to note that electronic collaboration as a strategy to improve the continuity of care during
the pre-operative planning process is not suggested in any of
the hospital initiatives.
In addition, the fieldwork at the hospital revealed internal
variations between the different departments in terms of how
and by whom surgeries were planned and when the planning
was done. At the UNN hospital, the different departments had
developed their own local practices. In some departments,
senior surgeons did the pre-operative planning. In other departments, this planning involved interdisciplinary teamwork
between junior and senior physicians, nurses and secretaries.
Based on the empirical findings, a homogeneous structure for
the pre-operative planning process at UNN could not be identified, nor was it possible to describe a standard pre-operative
planning structure at the selected department. It is the authors’
understanding that in order to complete the daily schedule,
healthcare workers depend on personal and empirical
knowledge.
The main findings from the empirical inquiry into the ereadiness at the hospital were as follows: a) the two identified
hospital initiatives to reduce surgery cancellations and improve the continuity of care during the pre-operative planning
process did not include two-way electronic communication;
and b) heterogeneity was identified in how departments and
individual professionals carry out the pre-operative planning
process.
Patients
The respondents to the telephone inquiries were patients
scheduled for elective surgery who had taken the initiative to
call the hospital to reschedule the appointed date for surgery.
Some of these patients were pleased with the existing communication with the hospital (i.e., letters and phone calls) and
articulated their gratitude towards UNN. It is relevant to note
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that many of the grateful patients named specific health workers who had been particularly helpful during the pre-operative planning process.
A majority of the patients that participated in the telephone inquiry had experienced difficulties with patient–hospital communication and expressed readiness for new ways
of communicating with the hospital. Most patients did not
come up with any concrete recommendations in response to
the question, ‘Do you have any thoughts on how it [the communication] could be done differently?’ Rather, the responses
can be categorised as vague suggestions regarding the potential for online communication in modern society. One patient
explicitly suggested an electronic communication system
where patients could inform the hospital about specific dates
when surgery was inconvenient, e.g. vacations, attending
family events. It is the authors’ interpretation that the patients
expected some sort of interactive communication tool which
they could use to participate in the planning of the surgery
date. With respect to readiness for electronic communication,
we did not identify any differences among patients regarding
age, gender or level of education.
EHR system
During workshops and meetings with professionals from
DIPS and FIKS, the EHR system was described as a central
working tool for elective surgery planning. Nevertheless, the
phrase ‘poor functionally’ was used to describe the current
version of the surgery module in the EHR. This is in line with
the findings from the observations and interviews at the hospital, which revealed that different individuals use this module differently in their workflow, and that different departments also use it in different ways to support the information
flow. Nevertheless, the EHR system was often referred to as
the future spine of the hospitals’ ICT services, and huge investments were made in the development of the EHR system.
The next step in our study was to approach the EHR vendor in relation to the integration requirements and interoperability of the EHR system. The study revealed that, despite
implementation and research initiatives, the lack of structured
data within the EHR system hinders integration with other
health ICT. Furthermore, the lack of structured data, combined with the non-use of communication standards, limits
the availability of interoperability interfaces. This creates a
barrier to achieve the degree of interoperability required to
establish patient–hospital communication. The implementation of a communication tool is also restricted by either the
inexistence or low maturity of the required platforms. However, tools for electronic communication within the EHR system are being tested at UNN, e.g., the Innsyn project [54].
Such a scenario demonstrates why the EHR system vendor,
DIPS ASA, collaborates with the health authority’s FIKS
project to develop a new EHR system, including a new surgery module.

Professionals working for FIKS and DIPS, including
nurses, physicians and engineers, as well as health personnel
in general, promoted one singular system that health personnel would learn how to operate and which would provide
them with relevant information and services easily and without additional log on. Quite a few professionals expressed interest and enthusiasm for the implementation of the new and
future surgery module under development. Some health personnel were enthusiastic and impatient for the new version of
the EHR. Still, they questioned the possibilities for integration with other ICT systems in the region, e.g., tools for electronic patient–provider interactions. The success or failure of
the huge ICT investments was tied to a functional EHR system.
The ICT operational unit
In meetings and workshops with the Northern Norway
Regional Health Authority’s ICT operational unit, electronic
communication between patients and hospitals was described
as an aim for future health care. A secure system for two-way
communication between patients and hospitals is a clear vision for the northern health region.
However, the ICT operational unit had several unsolved
tasks on their agenda due to many large ongoing ICT projects
and the lack of human resources. Furthermore, they lacked a
secure platform for testing new functionalities. We also found
the ambition for contributing to two-way electronic communication differed at different management levels within the
ICT operation unit. The policy and willingness varied between individuals and from meeting to meeting. Neither the
eTeam-surgery project nor NST were successful in reaching
an agreement with the ICT operational unit on one solution
for solving secure two-way electronic communication.
To this day, the ICT operational unit has not implemented
a platform to support secure two-way electronic communication, nor do they have a foundation for pursuing the issue.
However, the unit is supporting and testing a platform to provide patients access to their own electronic health record in
an ongoing project in the health region [54].
Summing up the results, see Table I, the strong governmental vision that ‘Electronic communication should be the
standard way of communicating’ [54] is evident in our findings from the study of e-readiness among healthcare workers
at the hospital. Apart from what can be described as mixed
enthusiasm for quick IT-fixes for complicated clinical issues,
several healthcare workers expressed frustration with the current cancellation situation at the hospital and stressed the
need for new communication tools. Similarly, and in line with
the governmental vision, the patients in our study requested
some sort of interactive communication tool, where they had
access and could participate in the planning and decision
making of the date of their forthcoming elective surgery.
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TABLE I.

Type of study

SUMMARY OF THE TYPE OF STUDY AND RESULTS HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE IDENTIFIED ACTORS.

Health politics
and policy
Documentary
study of the Coordination Reform
[54]

Healthcare
Hospital
workers
as an entity
Identification of UNN’s representation of
the elective surgery cancellation problem
In-depth empirical observation of the preoperative planning process at UNN

Patients

EHR system

Phone interviews
with patients that
recently had an
elective
surgery
cancelled

Interviews, meetings and workshops with vendors
and users

Requested some
sort of interactive
communication
tool

Lack of structured
data within the
EHR system hindered the integration with other
health ICT solutions

ICT Operational
unit
Meetings with the
ICT
operational
unit
concerning
two-way electronic
communication

Interviews with professionals from all
groups involved in the pre-operative planning process
Results highlights

Electronic communication should be
the standard way
of communicating

Stressed the need
for new communication tools

None of the identified hospital initiatives included twoway
electronic
communication
Heterogeneity in
how departments
and
individuals
carry out the preoperative planning
process

Regarding e-readiness, electronic communication, as a
strategy to improve the continuity of care during the pre-operative planning process, was not suggested in any of the hospital initiatives identified in this study. In addition, the main
finding from the empirical inquiry at the hospital was heterogeneity in how departments and individual professionals carried out the pre-operative planning process. The study has also
exposed that, despite implementation and research initiatives,
the lack of structured data within the EHR system hinders the
integration with other health ICT solutions. This creates a barrier to achieve the degree of interoperability required to establish two-way electronic communication. At this point, the regional health authority’s ICT operational unit is not ready to
open up for two-way electronic communication.
V.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Are Norwegian hospitals ready for two-way electronic
communication between the patient and hospital during preoperative planning?
Six main actors were mapped and identified as requiring
further investigation in order to study readiness for two-way
electronic communication within pre-operative planning at
UNN. The main actors were as follows: (a) Norwegian health
politics and policy; (b) healthcare workers; (c) hospital as an
entity; (d) patients; (e) the EHR system and (f) the ICT operational unit.
It is the authors’ conclusion that the Norwegian government states a strong wish for electronic communication in the
Coordination Reform. This conclusion is in line with Tjora
and Melby’s [61] analysis of the reform, demonstrating the
government’s attention to the importance of ICT in order to
succeed in healthcare coordination.
The empirical study conducted at the UNN revealed that
nurses and secretaries involved in the pre-operative planning

Two-way
electronic communication was not presented as a priority
in their ICT strategy

are ready for electronic communication. Even though physicians, as a professional group, reported less need for an electronic communication system than nurses and secretaries, it is
the authors’ interpretation that they are ready for electronic
communication. The relative absence of interest is most likely
linked to work tasks, such as scheduling, traveling logistics,
general pre-operative information and support, which are the
responsibility of nurses or secretaries. These are the ones who
communicate with patients prior to surgery, not the physicians. It is also important to note that some physicians were
enthusiastic about the possibility of electronic communication
with patients.
The nurse’s proposal of an electronic tool to help patients
prepare for surgery at home illustrates how a nurse pictures
the future of healthcare. The nurse’s proposal includes the
need for electronic communication and online care for patients while they are still at home. The shift from care towards
telecare is also evident in the literature. Wyatt and Sullivan
[62] state, ‘In the future, health professionals may move towards spending some of their working lives as telecarers. A
telecarer is a health professional who delivers responsive,
high-quality information, services and support to remote patients or clients using the most appropriate communication,
such as telephone, email or instant messaging’.
The study of patients’ readiness identified that surgical patients expect some sort of interactive communication with the
hospital. Today, hospital–patient communication is based on
letters exchanged by post and/or telephone calls between patients and hospitals. This system does not allow patients to
participate in the process of scheduling their forthcoming elective surgery. It is the authors’ interpretation that there is a
strong wish among surgery patients to coordinate minor surgery with their everyday lives, e.g., the ability to inform the
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hospital about the dates or weeks they are unavailable to undergo surgery. This reveals their readiness for new ways to
communicate with the hospital. These findings are in line with
existing literature that demonstrates how patients, including
the elderly or less educated, are ready for electronic communication [41][42][43].
Regarding e-readiness at the hospital, electronic communication as a strategy to reduce surgery cancellations is not
suggested in any of the identified hospital initiatives to improve planning and reduce cancellations. Further, the empirical study of the pre-operative planning process at UNN
demonstrates heterogeneity in how departments and individuals carried out the planning process. It is the authors’ understanding that in order to complete the daily schedule, the hospital depends on the healthcare workers’ personal and empirical knowledge, proactivity and workarounds. The heterogeneity and lack of standards in the pre-operative planning processes reveal that the hospital, at this stage, lacks the organisational structure required for two-way electronic communication. Hence, the hospital is not yet prepared for two-way
electronic communication with patients during pre-operative
planning.
The surgery module in the EHR is an unused resource at
the hospital. At present, money and resources are being invested by FIKS and DIPS ASA, the EHR vendor, to develop
a new surgical module. However, two-way communication
with patients is not prioritised by either of them. On the other
hand, the northern health region has supported initiatives to
provide patient–hospital communication within the EHR;
however, to date, this is limited to one project which focuses
on the patients’ access to their own electronic health record.
Despite this initiative, it is the authors’ understanding that the
current EHR is a barrier for two-way electronic communication between patients and the hospital.
The governmental vision for electronic communication
has not materialised in technological solutions or in the priorities of the regional authority’s ICT operational unit. Despite
massive ICT investments in the region, it is the authors’ understanding that the ICT operational unit, at this stage, is not
ready for two-way electronic communication between patients and UNN.
This analysis is based on the recognition that in order to
avoid the e-readiness paradox and to develop and implement
sustainable electronic communication systems, computer scientists need to identify patterns of information and work flow.
The authors conclude that Norwegian health policy strongly
promotes electronic communication, and that healthcare
workers and patients are ready to use new electronic tools,
while the hospital as an entity, the current EHR system and
the ICT operational unit are not yet ready for two-way electronic communication between patients and UNN.
While the analysis, and particularly the conclusions, might
be debated, they are still relevant on multiple levels. For the
eTeam-surgery project, the study of e-readiness have a great
impact on future work. Should resources be spent on the development and implementation of new technology or should
they be spent primarily on gathering knowledge on the organ-

isation and how to prepare the hospital for electronic communication? A relevant question for future work is as follows: Is
heterogeneity in pre-operative planning processes exclusive to
our site of research, or are local practices and differences
among individuals and between departments common in Norwegian hospitals? What about the regional ICT operational
units? Are they powerful actors in all Norwegian hospitals, or
are our findings related to local issues, such as lack of resources and bad timing?
In an applied context, the analysis has relevance for policy
makers, managers and stakeholder in the healthcare sector,
e.g., health authorities, vendors and large ICT projects. Are
the findings applicable to other hospitals in Norway? What if
today’s hospitals, as organisational entities, are not ready for
electronic communication with patients? Will a new EHR, additional resources and different priorities in the ICT operational unit solve the barriers for two-way electronic communication, or do the reported findings illustrate how work is organised and done in healthcare today?
In the scientific field of health informatics, the debate on
e-readiness requires that the concepts of ‘user involvement’
and ‘user centred’, as well as the users’ role, need to be revisited. As demonstrated in this paper, the health policy, the hospital and the EHR system are important non-human actors that
need to be studied, analysed and accounted for in relation to
the question of e-readiness. A methodology that practices the
equal treatment of human and non-human actors, and assumes
that all entities in a network can and should be described in
the same terms, is useful to map important actors. As we have
demonstrated, readiness for electronic communication is not
exclusively about the interaction between patients and health
personnel. This multi-method approach revealed that some actors are ready for electronic communication while others are
not.
We argue that in order to avoid the e-readiness paradox
and develop and implement sustainable electronic communication systems, it is not only human actors—patients and
healthcare professionals—who need to be ready for electronic
communication.
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Abstract—Science centres and museums struggle to measure
how engaging specific installations are for visitors. We present
a framework for assessing visitor engagement by using nonintrusive technologies. We present a profile for mapping out an
installation over eight dimensions and how we created it. We also
present techniques for performing assessments using the facial
expressions of visitors and asking short, targeted questions to
visitors. Combining these together results in a fast assessment
that happens as a visitor interacts with an installation. We have
performed evaluations of three different installations in three
science centres: one looked at the role of competition in exhibits,
one at ways to automate the assessment, and another at how
altering components like narrative in an installation affects the
assessment’s result. The assessment framework and classification
method work in multiple installations and form the basis for
a new tool for measuring engagement in a visitor centres and
museums.
Keywords—assessment; installations; science centres; museums;
visitor engagement.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Science centres and museums present exhibitions, installations, and educational programmes that should engage visitors
for self-education on a subject and to inspire the visitors
to learn more. There is little data showing how well these
installations perform in transferring knowledge to the visitors.
Similarly, there is little data to determine whether modifying
an installation increases a visitor’s engagement. Previously, we
proposed a concept for a system that can give evidence to these
questions in real-time [1]. This concept was supported by a
further study [2], and the current paper builds on this work.
Our objective is to measure the performance of installations,
but we assume we cannot measure this directly. Instead,
we assess the engagement of visitors while they use the
installation and retrieve parameters and objective data from the
installation and its context. We intend to avoid time-consuming
observations by the museum staff and keep intrusive methodologies, such as questionnaires, to a minimum.
We argue that we can assess dimensions of engagement
in an installation using subjective assessment and automated
observations of technical data from the installations, physiological data of the visitor, camera data, behaviour, etc. These
data are used to estimate the performance of the installation,
and whether adjusting these installations contribute to a better
engagement and experience.
Observations by museum personnel tend to focus on the visitor instead of the installation. Common methods for collecting
data from visitors include interviews and questionnaires. But
long interviews or questionnaires might be intrusive for the

visitor, and the answers are given in retrospect, i.e., not in situ.
Our approach is to use observations from sensors to retrieve
data about a visitor’s engagement. Electronic questionnaires
will be tailored so that only relevant questions will appear.
Thus, the visitor will not be bothered more than absolutely
necessary.
First, we present an overview of related work, showing
the installation-centric and visitor-centric view of studies
(Section II). Then, we show the approach of our proposed
framework for assessing engagement (Section III). We present
the Visitor Engagement Installation (VEI) profile to characterise installations using eight dimensions (Section IV).
An assessment of selected installations follows (Section V).
Finally, we present our conclusion (Section VI).
II. R ELATED W ORK
It is well-documented that science centres and museums
perform visitor studies. While demographic data about visitors
and information on their enjoyment is assessed, the impact
of these data is more difficult to grasp [3, p.169]. Many
science centres have performed visitor studies to varying
degrees. These studies include statistical data from ticket sales,
questionnaires, feedback from visitors, observations, and larger
studies [4] [5] [6]. Several studies focus on the learning
aspect. Other studies evaluated whether the visitors enjoyed
their visit, whether an installation works as intended, and how
installations could be changed for a better presentation of the
contents.
Science centres are informal learning environments [7] that
are distinct from classrooms because they offer free-choice
learning [8][9], i.e., visitors can choose which activities to
participate in and they can leave at any time. Visitor studies
have been performed since the late nineteenth century. In 1884,
Higgins [10] mentions that observations of visitors and asking
them for remarks might lead to valuable information.
Lindauer [11] presents a historical perspective of methodologies and philosophies of exhibit evaluations. Lindauer lists
only a few methods that perform measurements using simple
metrics of counting or measuring time. In the literature,
the majority of evaluations in science centres deal with the
assessment of learning, often using a longitudinal approach
[12], i.e., observing a subject or installation over time. Šuldová
and Cimler [13] suggest that engagement can be assessed more
instantaneously and be used as a part of learning assessment,
supporting Sanford’s [14] claim that “some compelling evidence links visitor engagement to learning”.
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theory of sense-making [33][34]) are in the foreground. But
we are interested in concrete measurements and quantitative
and descriptive data based on machine-retrievable data and
questionnaires that allow us to get an instant result.

instantaneous
our work

visitor

learning
behaviour
[13] [20]

exhibit
visitor
studies [21]
studies
[23] [24]
[17] [18]
[15]
meaning making,
e.g., [12] [26]

installation

longitudinal
Figure 1: Classification of selected work in visitor studies

We align the literature along two axes, as illustrated in
Figure 1: the vertical axis denotes the span between longitudinal and instantaneous assessment; the horizontal axis
denotes whether the assessment is visitor or installationcentric. In general, assessing an installation also needs to take
an assessment of the visitor into account.
A. Visitor-Centric View
According to McManus [15], the visitor instead of the
artefact has been the focus in visitor studies since the 1980s.
These visitor studies include demographic characteristics and
segmentation, behavioural and knowledge gain studies, and
visitor focused studies. Yalowitz and Bronnenkant [27] give
a review of methodologies for timing and tracking visitors in
exhibitions, also giving advice on how to perform assessments
of visitor behaviour. Various methodologies have been developed to examine the behaviour of visitors in museums in detail
[28] [29] [30] [31].
Dierking and Falk [16] present the Interactive Experience
Model, which is a visitor-centric model. They define the
interactive experience influenced by three contexts: 1) the
personal context, 2) the physical context, and 3) the social
context. Falk and Storksdieck [17] use the principle of identityrelated motivation to place visitors into five identity types:
1) the explorer; 2) the facilitator; 3) the professional and
hobbyist; 4) the experience seeker; and 5) the spiritual pilgrim.
Variables, such as prior knowledge, experience, interest, visitor
agenda, and social group are encapsulated in these identity
types. This line of research has been further studied [18][19].
Barriault and Pearson [20] present frameworks that analyse
the learning experience near instantaneously by identifying
learning-specific behaviour observed by cameras and microphones installed within an installation. Šuldová and Cimler
[13] refine these methods, but still depend on manual analysis.
Recently, Pierroux and Steier [32] presented the Visitracker,
a tablet-based system for registering the visitors’ behaviours.
The graphical interface replaces the manual note-making, but
a human observer is still needed to register the events.
In longitudinal visitor studies, observations and sensemaking [26] are often used. In sense-making, qualitative
mental models, understanding events, and an iterative approach for interpretation of situations (e.g., the data/frame

B. Installation-Centric View
In the installation-centric view, the science centre assesses
installations rather than the visitors. The developers of installations need to consider the aspects of attractiveness, usability,
being educational, etc.
Shettel et al. [21] present a more installation-centric approach where they evaluate exhibits by means of visitor
observations and questionnaires using the technology available
at the time, such as video tape recordings. They observe how
visitors behave toward installations to determine how effective
an exhibit is.
Alt and Shaw [22] present a study where visitors characterise installations using a list of phrases, both positively and
negatively loaded. The phrases mentioned most often are then
compared with the goals of the museum to identify where the
installations can be improved.
Spegel [23] presents the Expogon, a graphical classification
used as a mind map for exhibit planners when going through a
museum. Note that the purpose of the Expogon is to stimulate
and inspire on a subjective (qualitative) basis rather than to
measure. The Expogon breaks down the exhibition medium
into six elements: 1) narrative, 2) space, 3) visitor, 4) objects,
5) time, and 6) sender. Each element consists of fifteen
hexagons representing categories, ten pre-filled and five empty
for additional categories. The researcher wanders through an
exhibition and notes observations on the Expogon. Thus, it is
a qualitative tool that allows brainstorming when evaluating an
exhibition. The Expogon gives hints to an evaluator on what
to improve in an exhibition. However, it does not reflect to
what degree the six elements are fulfilled. To rectify that, we
developed a different approach with the VEI profile [1] that
we extended in the current paper.
Young [24] suggests that developers need to advocate for the
visitors and think as a visitor; Young recommends a cyclical
development process. Allen [25] presents a study of three
different versions of an exhibit for the purpose of studying
dimensions of interactivity.
C. Observation Methodology
Traditionally, visitor studies use assessments where observers are placed near the installations. These observers
make notes of the visitors’ actions related to their use of
the installations. Methods include counting and making notes.
The visitors are often asked to fill out questionnaires related
to their visit. However, such methods are often perceived as
being intrusive and, thus, can reduce the visitor’s experience.
Tröndle et al. [35] show an innovative possibility of combining movement tracking, physiological data (heart rate, skin
conductivity, etc.), and psychological data. Any single senor
for measuring has weaknesses and limitations when used in
visitor studies [14]. However, when using multiple sensors
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concurrently the result will become better, provided that the
method and the weight factors in an estimation model are
calibrated correctly. Oppermann [36, p.145] posits that “a
multi-method approach allows researchers to be more confident about their results”.
We found few examples where physiological data for studies
in science centres were used [35, 37]. Other data sources are
mimics from video- and image data, prosody in sound data
(e.g., intonation, pitch, strength), gesture recognition, or other
bio-physiological sensor data.
For semi-automatic data assessment of visitor engagement,
some components, such as face recognition and emotion
recognition, are already available [38, 39]. Others have studied
how to assess visitors’ physical reaction using galvanic skin
response in art exhibitions [37]. It is known that observations, e.g., visual or auditive recordings, and physiologic data
measured with sensors are correlated with visitor experience;
however, there is no unambiguous correlation.
Our assessment methodology is inspired by the model
described by Russell [40], which shows a relation between
psycho-physiological reactions and emotions. O’Brien [41]
posits that engagement has been defined as to involve the
user emotionally when interacting with a system. Engagement
can be quantified by focused attention [42], measured, e.g.,
by using questionnaires after a museum visit or after the
use of an installation. A modified version of the Menorah
Park Engagement Scale together with the observation tool
by Šuldová and Cimler [13] can be used for observing and
classifying into categories [42]. See also the work by Barriault
and Pearson [20], Griffin [43], and Griffin and Paroissien [44].
Wilhelm and Grossmann [45] and Nacke and Lindley [46]
have shown the connection between emotions and psychophysiological reactions, such as skin conductance, breath
(strength, frequency), ECG, and EEG. These reactions has
been used systematically in quality assessment studies [47].
Picard [48] coined the term affective computing to describe
using computers and sensors to interpret emotions. Hoque
et al. [49] show examples where facial expressions in camera
images are used to interpret emotions. Ben Ammar et al. [50]
have shown adaptive systems, e.g., within learning. Emotion
recognition is a field where expressions can be interpreted
(e.g., facial expressions, gestures, movements, voice) or physiological reactions (e.g., skin conductance or changes in the
face colour [51]). A recent research challenge is the interpretation of multi-modal expressions.
Witchel et al. [52, 53] posit that non-instrumental movement
inhibition can be used as a manifestation and proxy for
engagement. According to them, cognitive engagement is an
embodied phenomenon that can attenuate certain types of
non-instrumental movements, such as larger postural movements and self-adaptors. They also found that non-instrumental
movement disinhibition can be an indicator of engagement,
e.g., during breaks, or disengagement, e.g., when occurring
during active parts of a presentation. Their experiments were
performed for screen-based visual stimuli. Research is needed
to evaluate whether their arguments apply to visitors in science

centres and museums interacting with installations.
D. Engagement and Gamification
Gamification is the application of game-design elements and
game principles in non-game contexts [54, 55] to improve
user engagement, productivity, learning, flow, etc. Kapp [56]
presents gamification in the context of learning. We argue
there are similar opportunities for using installations and
gamification elements when it comes to learning.
Dixon [57] gives a brief history of the concept of player
types, starting with Bartle’s [58] concept of four player types.
Marczewski [59] presents user types for game players, comparable to the classification by Falk and Storksdieck [17] for
installations. Marczewski classifies users into philanthropists,
achievers, free spirits, socialisers, disruptors, and players; he
explains their roles and preferences.
Legault [60] presents twelve gamification elements that
apply to e-learning. These elements are: 1) narrative (story,
protagonist, antagonist, plot), 2) rules, 3) player control,
4) discovery and exploration possibilities, 5) interactivity,
6) feedback (provide a cue to player about progress), 7) time
constraints (create a sense of urgency), 8) loss aversion (humans prefer avoiding losses; loss is twice as powerful as
a gain), 9) continuous play (after interruption), 10) reward,
11) levels (achieving different levels, goals, or challenges),
and 12) competition.
Hamari et al. [61] presents a literature review of empirical
studies on gamification. In this context, they classify literature
that refers to motivational affordances into ten categories:
1) points, 2) leaderboards, 3) achievements and badges, 4) levels, 5) story and theme, 6) clear goals, 7) feedback, 8) rewards,
9) progress, and 10) challenge. Weiser et al. [62] present a
taxonomy of motivational affordances for meaningful gamified
and persuasive technologies. Their taxonomy comprises of
elements (including assignments, achievements, leaderboards,
reminders, points, virtual goods, friends), mechanics (including feedback, rewards, education, competition, challenges,
cooperation), and general design principles (including personalise experiences, offer meaningful suggestions, support user
choice, respect stages of behaviour change, and provide user
guidance). In our current paper, we will consider suitable
gamification elements to extend our previous work.
III. A PPROACH
Museums and science centres are places where visitors learn
and gain knowledge through encountering and engaging with
installations. These installations are complex systems that need
to perform in their context together with the visitors. We take
an installation-centric approach over a visitor-centric approach
since we are interested in how the installations and potential
changes of installations will perform. Also in the installationcentric view, it is important to observe visitors, study what they
do, and determine whether the installations work as intended.
Our methodology is illustrated in Figure 2. We start by
selecting the characteristics of installations. Currently, we use
the VEI profile (Section IV) to identify potential characteristics
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Figure 2: Method applied in our research to evaluate properties of installations

along eight dimensions that could be altered to achieve a
design goal for the installation. The success of these changes
can be evaluated, and the results can be compared.
Whether a goal is achieved can be assessed using the assessment framework presented in Section III-A. Additionally,
the visitor characteristics, e.g., the characteristics described by
Falk and Storksdieck [17], are used for the selection of visitors
that act as respondents in the assessment.
The evaluation process for an installation, shown on the
right side of Figure 2, consists of a modelling phase and
an assessment phase. In the modelling phase, we establish
an estimation model that allows us to estimate values and
parameters from only few available data. If we succeed with
this, it will be sufficient in the assessment phase to retrieve
few data and use only a few questions to the visitor to extract
a rich body of information about the installation.
We use all available data about the installation and the
visitor in the modelling phase to establish the estimation model
(stippled lines in Figure 2). In current work, we use statistics
and regression analysis to establish correlations between data,
but we intend to use a machine learning approach [63] to
establish more complex models later.
In the assessment phase, we use the previously established
estimation model. We gather information about visitors’ interaction with the installation using diverse data, observation,
and responses from selected questions to estimate a goal (e.g.,
how satisfied or engaged a visitor is during a visit).
When performing the assessment we need to find the
minimum number of sources to provide a valid score. The
goal is to make the assessment as non-intrusive as possible.
Questionnaires may be used, but the questions that are asked
are targeted and will only be about the installation or an aspect
of the installation. Using this methodology, museums can then
change the installation, run a new assessment and see the
effects of the change in the installation’s VEI profile.
A. Assessment Framework
We propose an assessment framework that uses objective
assessment, physiological responses, and estimation models to
derive evidence of how a visit is perceived for individuals and
groups of subjects. A generalised version of this assessment
framework is presented by Leister [64].

An important requirement is that the assessment methods
are not perceived as being intrusive. Intrusive assessment
methods are usually only applicable in a lab setting, as they
reduce the quality of experience (QoE) and, thus, impact the
result of an assessment negatively.
Engagement and visitor experience cannot be measured
directly. They are latent constructs. From measurable data and
an estimation model trained by our machine learning approach
we intend to derive a measure of experience of the visitors
using an installation. It is similar to a satisfaction index and
can be used to evaluate an installation.
Our assessment framework (Figure 3) consists of four
layers: Layer I: the Scenario Layer presents the artefact, the
subject, the action or interaction of the subject, other subjects,
and, to some extent, observers; Layer II: the Data Collection
and Observer Layer describes which data are collected from
the elements of the scenario. Layer III: the Assessment Layer
describes the types of assessment performed; and Layer IV: the
Assessment Process Layer describes how the assessed data are
processed further for the evaluated properties.
B. The Data Collection and Observer Layer
From a technical perspective, we classify whether these
data in the Data Collection and Observer Layer (Layer II) as
1) data automatically retrieved and processed, e.g., log files,
technical parameters, event lists, sensor data, or physiological
data; 2) data from surveys and questionnaires; these data are
often coded and analysed after the visitors have left the site,
and the answering process might be intrusive; 3) data from
observations by an external observer; or 4) static data stored,
available, or known, e.g., from databases, or historical data.
C. The Assessment Layer
For defining the categories used in the Assessment Layer
(Layer III), we adapt the assessment categories presented by
Leister and Tjøstheim [65] into the following components:
a) subjective assessment based on questionnaires and ratings,
b) objective assessment based on measurements of the artefact,
c) physiological assessment based on sensor data from a
subject, d) behaviour and interaction assessment based on
observations of the subject and the subject’s behaviour and
interaction with both the object and other subjects, e) observation of the subject and interaction with other visitors, and
f ) objective and subjective context information – including
visitor type.
D. The Assessment Process Layer
The Assessment Process Layer (Layer IV) describes how
the data from the Assessment Layer are processed. In Figure 3, the impact of these data is shown with bold arrows.
Additionally, values with dashed lines could be taken into
consideration. Data that are visualised with dotted lines are
used in the calibration process when creating the estimation
model or for evaluation purposes. Most of these data cannot
be automatically processed and need human intervention of
some kind.
Layer IV contains the following elements:
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Figure 3: Four-layer assessment framework for engagement of visitors using installations in science centres and museums.
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Figure 4: The VEI profile for selected installations in three science centres.

1) Estimation Model: The estimation model is a mathematical model that takes measurable assessment data as input
and returns estimated values expressed in suitable metrics. The
estimation model usually returns an estimated value for one
subject at a time since personal data specific to the subject are
involved in the calculation. Machine learning approaches [63]
can be used to implement the estimation model.
2) Collective Assessment: Collective assessment presents
the rating for one installation based on the individual assessments by many subjects.
3) Measures for evaluated properties: The result of the
assessment process consists of measures for the evaluated
properties. This can be a vector of values that will be used
in the process that requires such assessment data.
IV. C HARACTERISING I NSTALLATIONS
Installations can have a variety of qualities and characteristics. The design of these installations is important for the
engagement and experience outcome for visitors. However, the
assessment of the installation design is often unstructured. To
develop a more structured way of quantifying the characteristics in an installation, we developed the Visitor Engagement
Installation (VEI) profile that can assess properties of instal-

lations and give hints for the designers on how to improve the
experience.
To characterise installations, we developed the original
VEI profile [1] in an iterative process with three sciences
centres: the Engineerium (ENG), the Norwegian Museum of
Science and Technology (NTM), and the Norwegian Maritime
Museum (NMM).
The VEI profile was developed from a set of requirements
for a well-working installation given by the participating
science centres. From these requirements, we selected a set
of dimensions that we considered sufficiently orthogonal and
tried these on a set of fourteen selected installations (see Figure 4). These installations range from simple vitrine exhibits to
complex games or simulations where several visitors compete.
We performed several iterations of the finding process for
the set of dimensions until the requirements for common
science centre installations were covered.
Most studies that evaluate installations in science centres
evaluate the impact of one dimension, such as interactivity, on
the visitor. For this, observations of visitors are performed with
various degrees of the dimension in question. However, we did
not find a profile that characterises installations in multiple
dimensions directly from an objective perspective, i.e., from
only evaluating the installation.
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A. The current Visitor Engagement Installation (VEI) Profile
The VEI profile characterises installations. The original
defined by Leister et al. [1] had six dimensions, but we saw
a need to extend the profile to make it more relevant for
installations. We made adjustments to some of the definitions,
e.g., the narrative has been adapted from its previous definition
to findings from the literature [66]. We retrieved candidate
dimensions from the gamification literature [56] [60] [61] [62].
This list is shown in TABLE I. We excluded dimensions that
are related to already existing dimensions. This results in our
current version with eight dimensions:
1) Competition (C): the degree of competition in an installation. It ranges from no competitive elements, to competition
as a single player with high scores, to competing concurrently with other players.
2) Narrative (N): the degree the installation’s narrative impacts the visitor. It ranges from no narrative (simply observing an object) to a fully developed, dramatic narrative
with a story arc and characters.
3) Interaction (I): the degree of interaction between the visitor
and the installation. It ranges from no interaction, to
making choices that have consequences, to visitors creating
their own content.
4) Physical (P): the degree of physical activity the visitor
must perform when using the installation. It ranges from
observing, i.e., no significant physical activity, to full body
motion over time in realistic settings.
5) Visitor (user) control (U): the degree a visitor can control
the use of the installation. It is also characterised by the
size of the possibility space of user interactions. It ranges
from no control over the installation (e.g., you can only
read things in one order) to the ability to control the flow
of the installation and add to its possibility space.
6) Social (S): the degree of social interaction between visitors.
It ranges from a design for one visitor only, to groups of
visitors interacting by themselves, to visitors that need to
cooperate together to use the installation.
7) Achievements (A): the degree a visitor needs to be aware of
achievements when using an installation. It is also characterised by the degree of feedback from the system. It ranges
from no achievements to having a visitors achievements
made concrete and the choices and their consequences
displayed.
8) Explore (E): the degree of exploration or discovery for
visitors in the installation. Exploration often can be done
by trying out things with the possibility of failing, and
thus learning from the failures. It ranges from predefined
experiences to to exploring timeliness and possibilities
spaces without penalty.
The new dimensions are achievements and explore. We
also considered the dimensions such as time constraints,
cooperation, reminders, and challenges, but did not find these
most relevant for installations. The VEI profile is flexible
and dimensions could be exchanged or more could be added
depending on the purpose of a study.

TABLE I: Gamification elements and motivational affordances used to extend
the VEI profile
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Element
competition
narrative
interactivity
physical
user control
social
achievements
explore, discover
time constraints
assignments, goals
challenges
feedback
rules
loss aversion
continuous play
rewards
levels
chance
points
leaderboards
feedback
rewards
progress
reminders
virtual goods
friends, teams
cooperation

VEI
C
N
I
P
U
S
A
E
T
(N)
(N)
(A)
(U)
(C,S)
–
(A)
(A)
(U)
(A,C)
(A,C)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(N)
(A)
S
(S)

References
[1] [60] [62]
[1] [60] [61]
[1] [60]
[1]
[1] [60]
[1]
[67] [61] [62]
[60]
[60]
[62] [61]
[61] [62]
[60] [62]
[60]
[60]
[60]
[60] [62]
[60] [61] [62]
[56]
[61] [62]
[61] [62]
[60] [61]
[61]
[61]
[62]
[62]
[62]
[62]

Comment
adjusted
adjusted
new
new
considered

External influences are not taken into account in the VEI
profile since these are not properties of the installation. Thus,
physical factors, such as noise, light or smell need to be
handled separately. We also exclude properties that belong
to the context, such as social factors, institutional factors, or
recent incidents personally or globally.
Each dimension has a value from 0 to 5; the higher the
value, the more that dimension is present in an installation.
TABLE II presents the description of the values for each
dimension.
We posit that increasing each of these dimensions will
potentially increase the visitor’s engagement up to a point.
At some point, the installation becomes too demanding or
complex and the engagement will likely drop. There are
implicit dependencies between dimensions for any installation,
i.e., a change in one dimension may affect others. Where these
points and dependencies are will depend on the installation.
B. Using the VEI profile to measure changes in engagement
We applied the VEI profile to installations from the three
science centres: five at ENG, five at NTM, and four at NMM.
The VEI profiles of these installations are shown in Figure 4.
We assessed installations with visitors. We wanted to determine whether a change in one dimension of the VEI profile
would result in a change of the visitor’s engagement. For
example, the assumption that a change in an installation
with a C-factor (competition) of 3 to 4 would increase the
visitor engagement could be tested by measuring the visitor
engagement with the originally designed installation, make
changes in the installation to increase the C-factor (e.g.,
making the competition with other visitors happen in real-
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TABLE II: E XPLANATION OF THE VALUES USED IN THE VEI PROFILE .
0
C

N

I

P

U

visitor
observes
only; no competition
element.
no
narrative
elements
added;
object can only be
observed.
no interaction with
object; observe only.

no physical activity;
observation only.

controlled; visitor
is observer; linear
structure.

single visitor.
S

A

E

no specific achievements possible with
installation.
installation
pre-defined
only.
0

allows
views

1
inst. has several
components; result
must be achieved to
proceed or succeed.
non-dramatised
story;
explaining
text only.

primarily no interaction; visitor can do
something with the
installation.
push buttons; touch
screen; hold or touch
object.
controlled;
linear
structure
or
chronological
succession
of
events.
single visitor, others
observe.
immediate feedback
on
failure
or
success; countdown
timer.
view from several
perspectives.
1

2
visitor receives a
score; competition
with the installation
(machine).
narrative structure
with limited use
of
narrative
or
scenographic
elements.
some
interaction,
such as “continue”,
“stop”,
“yes/no”;
installation reacts.
visitor moves betw.
parts of installation;
enter
installation;
guided tour.
installation is built
up in sequences;
conditions must be
met to proceed to
next phase.
several installations
used independently
from each other.
achievement
collected,
only
shown at the end.

3
competition
with
other
visitors
asynchroneously.

4
competition
with
other visitors in
real-time.

5
challenge in team;
influence on other
players’ result.

narrative structure
with rich use of
narrative elements
in a scenographic
setting.
moderate degree of
interaction; choices
influence outcome.

a developed dramatised story with a
narrative universe in
a scenographic setting.
high degree of interaction; choices have
consequences; content is stored.
full
body-motion;
longer
physical
activity.

a visual, immersive
environment with a
strong dramatised
narrative story.

some activity, e.g.,
operating
pumps;
throwing balls.

explore
while
progress is stopped.

visitor can make
choices, but the
choices have no
effect on the flow of
the installation.
single visitor while
others observe and
engage and cheer.
current status represents achievements;
progress bar; graphical visualisation.
explore
while
progress is ongoing.

2

3

time), and then measure the visitor engagement for the altered
installation. We are interested in the relative changes of the
assessed engagement-related values when testing installations
with modified versions that have a different VEI profile. For
some installations, a change in one dimension of the VEI
profile might be too small to result in a significant change
in engagement.
C. Characterising Exhibitions Using the VEI profile
Besides single installations, the VEI profile can be used
to characterise exhibitions or groups of installations. For
example, the graphical representation of the VEI profile for
selected installations in Figure 4 suggests that physical activity
is characterised as low for these installations, as is the Adimension. Also, the N-dimension seems to be low, with the
exception of two recently developed installations that are based
on longer narratives. We also observe differences between the
three sites regarding their overall profile characterised by mean
values and variance of the respective VEI profiles.
Assuming that installations in an evaluation form one ensemble, we can visualise this ensemble’s characteristics as a
whole. In the above example, we recognise that the physical
(P) dimension has rather low values for these installations.
An exhibition designer could consider to increase the P-value
by making changes to the installation for the sake of giving
visitors a better experience or to decrease values, e.g., the U-

visitor controls flow,
but installation limits choices; multiple
parallel narratives.
installation intended
for several simultaneous visitors.
achievements
are
shown;
points,
lists, gadgets are
displayed.
can dissect installation with recoverfunctionality.
4

visitor creates some
of the content or develops narrative.
full body motion
over
time;
performing physical
task in real setting.
visitor has high degree of control; creative process.

multi-visitor installation; visitors must
cooperate.
achievements
are
shown; choices and
their consequences
are displayed.
can follow timelines or branches in
possibility space.
5

C

N

I

P

U

S

A

E

dimension in the above example. In other cases, a good mix
of characteristics could be the objective of an exhibition.
When an installation designer decides to make changes on
the basis of the VEI profile, both the original and the modified
installation need to be assessed with regard to how engaging
these installations are. In the field of visitor studies several
approaches are possible, such as observations, questionnaires,
or assessment using diverse sensors. In the ideal case, the
assessment is minimally intrusive, does not bother the visitor,
and can be performed in a short time.
V. A SSESSMENT OF S ELECTED I NSTALLATIONS
We performed assessments to analyse the correlations between the various data and layers in our assessment framework. We did not aim at creating the complete estimation
function, but to find evidence that it is feasible to create a
function using properties and correlations.
We performed three assessments. In the first assessment,
we assume that competition, i.e., the C-dimension of the VEI
profile, has an impact on the visitor’s engagement. Using a
quiz game, we compared subjective data of winners, losers,
and single players of a quiz game. When analysing the data, we
received unexpected results with the interpretation of observed
smiles: in a competition situation, visitors that answer wrong
to an quiz question tended to smile more often than when
answering correctly.
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ENG-12 2-player
VEI
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ENG-12 1-player

P

S
U

Figure 5: VEI profiles of the ENG-12 installation when two players compete
(solid line) and a single player version (dashed line); the single player version
has lower values for C and S.

In the second, still ongoing assessment, we evaluated the
impact of the C-dimension in a more complex game that lasts
fifteen to twenty minutes. From the experiences of the first
assessment, we tried to automate the assessment using events
from the installation and using a Kinect to retrieve the players’
emotions.
The third assessment looks at the influence of the narrative.
For this, we used a type of installations where visitors toss
balls on a wall without many explanations. After changing the
narrative, we make similar evaluations with a different group
of visitors and compare the results.
A. The Influence of Competition to Experience
The installation Footprint eQuiz at the Engineerium, here
denoted as ENG-12, shall challenge the visitors with questions
about different environmental perspectives, show how the oil
and gas industry takes responsibility, and how they work
to minimise the negative impact on the environment. The
installation provides an understanding of different ways we
can lower our energy consumption to reduce the environmental
impact.
ENG-12 is a game where up to two players compete by
answering questions related to energy and the environment.
There are two levels available, beginner and expert. The
installation consists of two stations with two large buttons
each, an orange one and a blue one. ENG-12 starts with a short
introduction before ten questions are shown on the screen in
sequence. As a question is shown, a timer starts counting down
to zero. Players answer by pressing either button before the
timer reaches zero. Players receive points for a correct answer
and bonus points based on how quickly they answered. Players
lose points when answering incorrectly but the score cannot
go below zero. After the ten questions, a summary with the
number of points scored for each player is presented.
1) Experiment Setup: Figure 5 shows the VEI profile of
ENG-12 with the solid line. We also show a version where
only one player answers questions with the dotted line. This
change lowers the values of both the C-dimension and the
S-dimension.

Figure 6: The installation ENG-12 at the Engineerium during the assessment.

Figure 6 shows the installation ENG-12 during the assessment. In addition to the installation, we have installed two
cameras that observe each of the players, one camera that
observes the scene from behind, and, for each player, a human
observer makes notes. The video footage is used both for
manual analysis and automated analysis of facial expressions
using the Face Reader software by Noldus [68][69]. We also
made changes to the installation’s software to record all events
(e.g., which button is pressed, points awarded, and player
scores).
The observers note visitor’s mood using a simplified valence tracker [70], i.e., whether the visitor is excited-positive,
excited-negative, or calm-neutral for each quiz question. These
values are compared with the outcome of the Face Reader
software. The self-reported data by the visitors consist of
a self-developed questionnaire for ENG-12 and a 20-item
PANAS scale [71]. Since we are interested in the the positive
affect (i.e., the PA of the PANAS), we omitted factors that
express negative emotions (e.g., guilty or scared) that hardly
can be an impact from the use of the installation.
We performed tests to ensure that the preliminary technical
setup is in place and working. This includes logging the
events from the installation (objective data), interpretation
of the video footage and light conditions, usefulness of the
questionnaires and valence tracker, and conformance with
the Norwegian privacy laws. Still, challenges needed to be
addressed, such as lighting problems or adjustments in the
questionnaires (some items of the PANAS adjectives seem not
to be understood by the target group; as a consequence, we
did not use these items).
2) Results: We asked students from school classes that
visit the Engineerium to use ENG-12 with our assessment
equipment and observed them as described above. In five
sessions between October 2014 and March 2015 we assessed
data from 33 winners, 34 losers, and 20 single players. All
participants were between the ages of 14 to 16. The data from
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Figure 7: Response scores on a Likert scale for winners (n = 33, mean game
score: 2009), losers (n = 34, mean game score: 1391), and single players
(n = 20, mean game score: 1790) for the subjective constructs A1 , C2 , F3 ,
D2 , C3 , and R3 .
TABLE III: PANAS SCORES FROM THE EXPERIMENT.
PANAS
winners (n = 33)
losers (n = 34)
single players (n = 20)
all (n = 87)
std. dev. (n = 87)

Pos.
34.0
31.5
33.0
32.3
6.1

Neg.
16.5
18.5
18.6
17.4
6.1

one of the winners was discarded due to an irregularity (he
played the game twice). We are aware that the number of
single players is too low to give a significant result, and one
of the single player responses is an outlier. So, we refrain from
interpretations of the single player data.
We show results from the subjective answers the players
gave after having played ENG-12 with six selected questions
in Figure 7. In TABLE III, we show the mean values of
the positive and negative PANAS scores for the three groups
and the mean value. We note that the standard deviation is
in a similar range as published by Watson et al. [71] for
assessments in the moment.
Figure 8 shows that we registered significantly more smiles
when an incorrect answer was given than when a correct
answer was given, independent of whether they ended up
the winner or loser of the game after 10 questions. These
smiles occur before the players know they win or lose the
competition. We also observe that the number of smiles is
significantly reduced for the single player games. We interpret
this as a smile does not necessarily expresses happiness about
answering correctly, as we first assumed. Instead, we need to
re-interpret the smile to have a different function, e.g., a social
function; this fact is supported from the field of psychology
[72][73]. Yet the high number of smiles, specifically when
answering incorrectly, show that the visitors are engaged and
show emotions; they are not indifferent. This also shows that
it is feasible to register engagement automatically.
The questions from the questionnaires is given in TABLE IV. The interpretation of the assessed data from these

incorrect
loser

sgl. player

PP
winner

PN
loser

sgl. player

Figure 8: Smiles for correct answers and incorrect answers (left) and PANAS
Positive and Negative values (right) for the three player categories winner,
loser, and single player. While the differences for PANAS are small, there
are significant differences for the number of smiles: visitors smile more often
when answering incorrect.
TABLE IV: F ORMULATION OF THE QUESTIONS FOR THE VARIABLES Fi ,
Ci , Ai , Ri , Li , Di , AND E, TAILORED FOR THE INSTALLATION ENG-12.
A LL QUESTIONS ARE ON A SCALE FROM 1 ( LOW ) TO 7 ( HIGH ).
F1
F2
F3
C1
C2
C3
A1
A2
A3
R1
R2
R3
L1
L2
L3
D1
D2
E

Did you have fun using the installation and answering the
questions?
How much did you like the installation?
The installation was entertaining.
I concentrated so that I could answer as fast as possible.
I read the question. If I did not remember the text, I read it
once more.
I was focused and carefully read the question. Then I made
my judgement before I answered.
Do you want to use the installation one more time?
Do you want to use the installation a second time to improve
your score?
At your next visit to the science centre, do you think you will
use this installation?
Would you recommend the installation to others who are with
you today?
I would like to recommend the installation to someone I know.
I will recommend the installation to other visitors to the
science centre.
After reading a question, but unsure about the answer, was
topic something that I would like learn more about.
After you had answered, did your interest in the subject
increase or decrease?
The installation triggered my interest to learn more about
energy and the environment.
How easy or difficult was it to answer the questions?
I thought the questions were too difficult.
How engaging was the installation?

questionnaires show small differences between winners and
losers. However, a trend is visible: losers find the quiz
questions somewhat more difficult (D2 ). While they show
lower engagement (R3 ), their intention to answer again (A1 )
and to learn more (C3 ) is higher. They also report less fun
(F3 ) and less concentration (C2 ). The PANAS scores show a
similar trend, i.e., winners have a higher positive score while
losers have a higher negative score. Note, however, that the
differences are rather small. We also note that the trends in
these responses are as expected between winners and losers.
The data for the single players are not as expected, but due to
low data quality we refrain from an interpretation.
We cannot say for certain that VEI profile’s C-dimension
has an impact on the QoE because we do not have sufficient
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data yet. We need more data for single player games. Yet
the fact that winners and losers have different values in the
questionnaire and PANAS in the expected manner (that is
winners have higher values than losers), shows that the Cdimension has an impact on two-player games. If it did not,
the data from these two groups would be the same.
3) Automating the Value Tracker: In our experiments, we
used both a valence tracker operated by observers and the
FaceReader software by Noldus [68][69]. Both assessment
methods have advantages and disadvantages. The valence
tracker is a manual method performed by an observer where
the opinion of the observer plays a role. But in the experiment
settings, it is quite easy to make mistakes when registering
emotions, e.g., having to focus on both players can make it
difficult to capture the emotion from both before the start of
a new question since the players normally are indifferent as
they read a question. Thus, two observers were used in the
experiments for ENG-12. The video footage can be used in the
case of doubts, but this is time consuming. A human observer
is visible for the visitors. Thus, for the experiment unwanted
communication between visitor and observer can occur that
might influence the result, also referred to as the Hawthorne
effect [74]. In our studies, we have not taken this effect into
account.
In our experiments, the automated face expression recognition fails in about half of the cases. The reasons for these
failures include lighting problems (the light settings in science
centres are often problematic for such analysis) and positioning of the cameras (these should be installed so that they do
not obstruct essential parts of the installation). Other problems
occur when visitors temporarily turn their heads away or make
hand movements that partially obstruct their face.
We discussed some of these issues with the developers
of the FaceReader software. We found out that we ideally
should have the camera at the same height as the head of the
visitor rather than filming from a lower position. However,
having the observation cameras at the ideal height might
obstruct important parts of the installation. When placing
cameras in future installations, the camera placement needs
to be planned carefully; we also intend to evaluate whether
competing technologies suffer from similar impacts.
4) Optimising Questionnaires: When assessing engagement and other properties, questionnaires are still necessary.
However, to reduce intrusiveness of such questionnaires, we
integrate the questionnaire into the natural flow of the visit and
reduce the number of questions. To find out which questions
are representative, we combined the positive-negative affectinstrument (PANAS) with a survey-instrument that captures
the subjective experience of the player [2].
For this study, the evaluation used a within subject design,
i.e., all students used eQuiz as a competition between two
players. For the analysis, we used partial least squares (PLS),
which is a structural equation modelling technique [75] that
can simultaneously estimate measurement components and
structural components (i.e., the relationships among these
constructs). The PLS algorithm is a sequence of regressions

TABLE V: Summary of measurement scales for Research Model 1.
Measurementa

Construct
Concentration
composite reliability: 0.74
Enjoyment and engaging
composite reliability: 0.88
Intention to use again
composite reliability: 0.88

Positive Affect
composite reliability: 0.84

Negative Affect
composite reliability: 0.83

C1
C2
C3
F1
F2
F3
E
A1
A2
A3
Active
Excited
Enthusiastic
Inspired
Attentive
Nervous
Afraid
Frustrated
Scared
Upset

Factor
Loading
0.81
0.42
0.83
0.68
0.86
0.87
0.81
0.85
0.77
0.89
0.72
0.64
0.77
0.67
0.78
0.77
0.77
0.60
0.69
0.67

a The formulation of the measures for the questionnaires are presented in
TABLE IV

PANAS Negative
β0.14
∗∗
Fun & engaging β0.68 Intention to use
R2 = 0.42
R2 = 0.47

β0.37∗∗
PANAS Positive

β0.35∗∗

Concentration

Figure 9: Research Model 1: PLS to predict the intention of use for all
visitors. Independent variables: PANAS Negative (PN) and PANAS Positive
(PP) are emotional factors; concentration is a cognitive factor; fun & engaging
is a hedonic factor. ∗∗ = significant; n = 67

in terms of weight vectors.
PLS does not require a large sample size [76], and it
is not a pre-requisite that the research models are based
on comprehensive theories [77][78]. Still, a research model
should have a theoretical foundation, although it might contain
exploratory aspects.
We used statistical modelling with smartPLS version 2.0
M3 [79] to analyse the data and to compare the three models.
TABLE V shows the composite reliability of the constructs
and the factor loading for each item that need to meet the
evaluation criteria for partial least square modelling [75]. We
updated these results from Tjøstheim et al. [2] by increasing
the number of respondents (n = 67). In TABLE V, note
that C2 has low factor loading. This is caused by winners
answering differently from losers (winners tend not to read
questions more than once).
We created a dependent variable intention to use the eQuiz
again. The R2 variable is a measure of the proportion a
dependent variable is explained by the independent variables
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PANAS Negative
β0.13∗∗
∗∗
Fun & engaging β0.74
Intention to use
R2 = 0.54
R2 = 0.55

β0.41∗∗
PANAS Positive

β0.37∗∗

Concentration

Figure 10: Research Model 2: PLS to predict the intention of use for losers.
∗∗ = significant; n = 34
PANAS Negative
β − 0.01
∗∗
Fun & engaging β0.64
Intention to use
R2 = 0.36
R2 = 0.41

β0.36∗∗
PANAS Positive

β0.35∗∗

Concentration

Figure 11: Research Model 3: PLS to predict the intention of use for winners.
∗∗ = significant; n = 33

in the model. For the winners and the losers of the game, the
factors fun and engaging explain the new variable at 41% and
55%, respectively; combining them together the value is 47%.
We updated the graphs to include data from more participants.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show graphical representations of these
dependencies for all participants, losers, and winners.
For someone managing a science centre, it seems like a
good choice to ask visitors if they enjoyed playing eQuiz. It
is valuable to know the answer to this question, and it might
give the science centre an indication of whether the visitors
are interested in using the installation again.
B. Automating the Assessment Process
The installation The Motorway of the Ocean in the exhibition At Sea at the Norwegian Maritime Museum (NMM), here
denoted as NMM-01, is a game that teaches players the roles
of people employed in shipping and tasks related to shipping
from the perspective of a ship owner.
In NMM-01, up to four players compete against each as ship
owners. Each player controls one vessel. Through the course
of the game, players make informed decisions as the ships
travel across the ocean to its destination. These decisions can
be the speed of the vessel, whether or not to take on extra
cargo, bunker oil, deal with weather or pirates, and so on.
Each player is placed behind a console where the player can
control the game while the current progress for all ships is
shown on a projection wall, visible for all.
For NMM-01, we used a similar setup as in the previous
case, i.e., we used camera observation, observation by human

observers using a simplified valence tracker, and questionnaires including PANAS, a questionnaire about emotions, and
a questionnaire containing knowledge questions. The visitors
answered this questionnaire both before and after the game
was played. This questionnaire was developed to assess the
impact of the game on visitor’s knowledge.
We used Kinect II devices to create the video footage for
the analysis. Additionally, we analysed whether emotions can
be assessed using the Kinect-API that allows to retrieve the
parameters smile and engaged. Currently, the software for this
type of assessment is under development. The first tests show
that smiles in the faces of the visitors can be recognised, but
engaged currently only means that the visitor is facing the
Kinect. Some technical issues with the API and a low number
of test subjects has resulted in insufficient data so far.
The idea is to compare the results from the valence tracker,
the face reader using the video-footage from the Kinect II, and
the results from the Kinect-API. We noted that the nature of
NMM-01 is not making people smile much; thus, the retrieved
data are not sufficient to come to a conclusive answer.
Results from the questionnaires show that NMM-01 shows
the highest values in terms of engagement, as can be seen for
the value E in Figure 12.
C. The Influence of the Narrative to Experience
The installation Solar Cell, here denoted as NTM-01, is
part of the exhibition Energy Tivoli at the Norwegian Museum
for Science and Technology. The installation presents a wall
where an atom and its electrons are drawn. The goal is to
visualise how energy is created from colliding protons and
election. The visitor throws balls representing photons at the
four outer electrons on the wall during a given time. The
original installation only instructed visitors to hit the outer
electrons. For our experiment, the first half of the participants
(n = 39) use the installation unchanged. The second half of the
participants (n = 36) received more information. We extended
the installation with an additional board explaining the role
of electrons and photons before participants started throwing
balls. We compute this as a change in VEI profile for the
N-dimension from Level 2 to Level 3.
In our evaluation, we asked visitors to use NTM-01, either
the original or modified version, and fill out the questionnaires
as described for the other evaluations. The evaluation shows
that the engagement increases slightly for the modified version,
but this increase is not statistically significant with the number
of participants that took part in the study. This result is
expected since the changes to the narrative are small. We also
noted that the participants were focused on throwing as many
balls as possible within the time-limit of twenty seconds.
We observed that the unmodified NTM-01 shows a low
score for the intention to learn (Li ); after the modification,
this score increases by about one point on the Likert scale. We
refer to Figure 12 explained in Section V-D for more details.
NTM-01 was included in our study because it is an example
of a common type of installations in science centres that
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score values on Likert scale

6.5
6
5.5
5
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F3
At Sea (20)

C1

C2

C3

eQuiz loser (33)

A1

A2

A3

eQuiz winner (34)

R1

R2

R3

solar cell unmodified (39)

L1

L2

L3

E

solar cell modified (36)

Figure 12: Response scores for five tests on a Likert scale for the independent variables for fun Fi and concentrate Ci and the dependent variables for play
again Ai , recommend Ri , and intention to learn Li . Each variable occurs in three different questions. We also show the results for the variable engaging E.

emphasise user’s physical activity, the time use is rather short,
and little written information is presented.
D. Comparing the installations
In Figure 12, we show the results from the questionnaires
for the installations NMM-01, ENG-12 (separate results for
winners and losers), and NTM-01 (modified and unmodified)
in a graph for several dimensions of engagement. The graphs
show the results for the independent variables Fun (F) and
Concentrate (C), and the dependent variables Play Again (A),
Recommend (R), Intention to Learn (L), and Engaging (E).
The trend in these data is clear: NMM-01 has the highest
engagement factor, followed by ENG-12, while both versions
of NTM-01 score significantly lower.
For each of the variables F, C, A, R, and L, three different
questions were asked; this was done to combat possible effects
from the way the questions were presented. One question
was asked for variable E. The formulation of the questions
is shown in TABLE IV for ENG-12. For the installations
NMM-01 and NTM-01, similar questions were asked with
some modifications due to the nature of the installation.
As Figure 12 shows, there are some differences between the
responses in one category, but most of these follow the same
pattern; with the exception of R2 score.
Our goal was to find a suitable proxy question for engagement. The analysis shows that the values for Fi are most
structurally similar to the variable E. This result suggests
that studies in science centres can use one of the questions
about fun as a proxy for engagement instead of asking several
questions to the visitors. It is straightforward to implement
these shorter questionnaires in an application on a mobile
device or another part of a system that facilitates studies in
science centres and museums.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Science centres and museums are interested in having
engaging exhibits to attract visitors. Our methodology to assess
and analyse visitors’ engagement can be a new instrument in
finding these exhibits. Our assessments at three science centres
used installations with different properties to find evidence

that we can use measured values from installations, sensors,
and cameras to estimate visitor engagement. We can use this
evidence to reduce the size of questionnaires down to a few
questions. Using the evidence and the short questionnaires
gives us a good way to find and assess engagement.
This shows that our methodology can work in different
kinds of science centres with different subject matter and ways
of interacting with an exhibit. We have explored different
methods for gathering data. We focused on emotions visible
on the visitor’s face combined with data from the installation,
and short questionnaires, but other methods could also work
such as skin conductivity or heart rate. There are few limits
to data sources, but each source could add to complexity.
The science centres and those creating exhibits benefit from
this research. They can use our tools in the design phase and in
maintenance to find what engages visitors and how a change
affects engagement. The tools described in the article, like the
VEI profile, is actively used in the design phase of exhibitions.
The results of the assessments have been integrated into an
exhibition management system to give science centres a better
means to perform visitor studies.
There are several research paths forward. Further refinement
and validation of our work so far needs to be performed. This
includes a comparison with results from researchers who use
qualitative analysis methods, such as sense-making.
When extending our methodology to use more sensors and
collecting all available data using the Internet of Things (IoT)
[80], several challenges occur. The sensors of the IoT can
produce large amounts of data that need to be analysed.
This amount of data is much larger than being processed in
traditional visitor studies. Methods described in the research
field of big data [81] need to be applied, including statistical
methods and machine learning. Collecting large amounts of
data will result in challenges for the visitor’s privacy that
are beyond the usual privacy consent agreements in museums
when visitor studies are performed. Analysing ample sensor
data using big data technology could potentially identify visitors through their behaviour in situations when they should be
able to experiment unobserved. Both legal and technological
measures must be considered to find a balance between all-
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encompassing visitor studies and privacy.
Finally, our current work does not take into account the
visitor’s identity type, as defined by Falk and Storksdieck
[17], nor the visitor’s expectation to a science centre visit. Our
studies were performed with students who are a homogeneous
group. But we suspect that the visitor’s engagement will vary
for the different identity types. Thus, an integration of the VEI
profile with visitor type and the subjective context of a visitor
needs to be considered.
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Abstract—Multiscale cancer modelling is a complex process,
which requires interdisciplinary effort. Simulation of tumor
progression across multiple scales by computer models is a
challenge for scientists, and determining applicable legal
protection is a challenge for lawyers. Insofar as a computer
model is defined as a computer program, software copyright
comes into play. At this stage several questions arise: What
elements in computer modelling are copyrightable? Is the
modelling work protected? What about copyright in a hypermodel design? The intellectual effort and investment deployed
into the modelling have been tested against the requirements of
copyright. In fact, various elements in cancer modelling, which
express original creative input, qualify as copyright works and
are protected as such.
Keywords-computer models; software copyright; copyright in
compilations; non-literal expression; program expression.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computational modelling is one of the IT tools applied in
support of the oncology of today. Simulation of cancer
progression by computer models allows predicting variations
more efficiently, saving time, money, and materials. The
potential of computer modelling is that the models can be
used as clinical decision support systems in future. For this, a
decision based on prediction of a model must prove better
than a decision based on the clinical standards of today.
Apart from scientific and technological issues raised by
computer modelling, a number of legal issues need to be
solved before the cancer models are released into practice.
One of the legal issues relates to protectability of cancer
models by copyright [1]. Who is entitled to do what with
existing models and data sets? What elements are
copyrightable and what elements are void of copyright?
How to deal with the risk that cancer models could be
regarded as mere ideas and not protected as such? Before we
approach and suggest answers to these questions, let us
explore the substance of cancer modelling first.
Cancer is a complex disease. Heterogeneous types of
tumor cells, uncontrolled behavior and invasion of tumor
into the healthy tissue, interplay among the cells themselves
and the microenvironment make cancer a challenging object
for research and treatment [2]. The oncology of today
requires an interdisciplinary approach and is increasingly
supported by specialized software solutions. In silico cancer
modelling is one of the IT solutions in this field. In silico
oncology aims to improve cancer knowledge and treatment
by creating reliable computer predictions.

Simulation of cancer progression in space and time
requires the use of multiscale cancer modelling.
Multiscaling is realized in silico by constructing elementary
models (the ones, which correspond to elementary biological
processes) and relation models (the ones, which reflect
relations across them) into multiscale hyper-models [3]. “A
model is considered to be “multiscale” if it spans two or
more different spatial scales and/or includes processes that
occur at two or more temporal scales.” [2]. The four main
biological scales, which are being modelled are the atomic,
molecular, microscopic and macroscopic scales [2].
Processes, which occur at the atomic level, are linked to the
processes at a higher level. The composite multiscale
constructs of models (hyper-models or integrative models)
are then able to synthesize and imitate the biological
processes at several temporal and spatial levels (molecular,
cellular, etc.) at once.
Research on multiscale cancer modelling is ongoing. In
particular, the ICT research project CHIC, full title
“Computational Horizons In Cancer (CHIC): Developing
Meta- and Hyper-Multiscale Models and Repositories for In
Silico Oncology”, conducts research on multiscale cancer
modelling [3]. The CHIC project “proposes the development
of clinical trial driven tools, services and secure
infrastructure that will support the creation of multiscale
cancer hyper-models (integrative models).” [3]. The research
groups from the different project partner institutions
contribute single-scale models (from molecular to
compartment models), which are then combined into
integrated multiscale hyper-models. Linking and interplay
between the models in CHIC is shown in Figure 1[4].
In general, the process of multiscale cancer modelling
can be divided into three main stages:
(a) Scientific modelling: at this stage, modelers study
the tumor types and biological processes, selected for
simulation, investigate the types of cells and interactions
among them, define algorithms and modelling techniques,
which are capable to capture such processes best.
(b) Coding: at this stage, the tumor models are
transformed into executable form. In this process, either the
already developed tumor models are broken down into
simpler models or computer codes of elementary biological
processes (biomechanics) are developed anew.
(c) Hyper-modelling: in this step, the elementary
models, each of which represents a biological process at a
single scale, are combined with the other models into
multiscale hyper-models. In this course, spatiotemporal
simulation of tumor types, addressed by the CHIC project,
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i.e., Wilms tumor, glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and non
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), is achieved [3].

Figure 1. Schematic of the planned modelling framework for the
CHIC project with the angiogenesis/vascular component highlighted.

The research on cancer modelling is of clinical relevance
and is motivated by the perspective of using multiscale
cancer models as a clinical decision support tool [4].
Meanwhile, the legal research in the project is concerned
with the legal implications surrounding amalgamation of
models. In terms of Intellectual Property (IP) law, this
includes identifying the type of protection applicable to
cancer models and hyper-models, the limits of such
protection, and the conditions that protectable elements of
the models must fulfill in order to be protected.
The cancer models, encoded into computer programs,
constitute subject matter protectable by copyright [5].
However, these are not only the codes of computer models
themselves, which may enjoy such protection. Also, the
scientific modelling work as well as designing models into
hyper-models may be copyrightable.
In this paper, we explore copyright, as a type of
protection applicable to the cancer modelling, investigate in
how far the scope of copyright reaches to protect the
intellectual input and investment, deployed in the cancer
modelling. We start with the overview of general principles
of copyright in Section II, look at how it may apply in turn to
three main aspects of modelling: coding models (Section III),
structuring of the hyper-models (Section IV), and scientific
modelling (Section V). Conclusions finalize the paper in
Section VI.
II.

WHAT COPYRIGHT PROTECTS

The law of copyright has its requirements, which all
copyrighted works must fulfill in order to be protected.
These criteria are examined below.

A. Protection of Computer Programs by Copyright
Copyright is a traditional type of protection, which both
European and International law grant to computer programs.
Article 4 WIPO Copyright Treaty [6] and Article 10 TRIPS
Agreement [5] protect computer programs as literary works
within the meaning of the Berne Convention (1886) [7]. The
same principle is followed by European copyright law.
Article 1 of Directive 2009/24/EC on the legal protection of
computer programs (Software Directive) [8] recognizes
computer programs as an object of copyright protection in
the EU.
B. What Copyright Protects
The Software Directive protects programs, which are
“original in the sense that it is the author's own intellectual
creation.” [8]. Original intellectual creation is a basic
requirement for copyright protection. It is equally applicable
to the other copyright works, be it software, writings,
photographic works, or other works protectable by copyright
[7]. No other criteria, such as whether a program is
functional, or how many lines of code it has, etc. are relevant
for copyright. However, the requirement of originality has its
own interpretation in terms of copyright.
As interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European
Union (CJEU), which dealt with copyrightability of text
extracts from articles in the case Infopaq International A/S,
“it is only through the choice, sequence and combination of
those words that the author may express his creativity in an
original manner and achieve a result which is an intellectual
creation.” [9].
In the case SAS Institute Inc. [10], which concerned
copyright in a manual to a computer program, the court
applied the same interpretative criteria in relation to
copyrightability of elements, which appear in the manual
and/or are implemented by a computer program. In doing so,
the court reached the conclusion that “the keywords, syntax,
commands and combinations of commands, options, defaults
and iterations …, figures or mathematical concepts …,
considered in isolation” are not an intellectual creation of
the author of a computer program and are not protected by
copyright. In this context, the keywords, syntax, commands,
and other items in a computer program, considered in
isolation, refer to the elements of a programming language,
in which computer programs are normally written. By
contrast, where the programmer “by the choice, sequence
and combination of those words, figures or mathematical
concepts” in his program succeeds in expressing his
creativity in an original manner, this intellectual creation
justifies the protection by copyright [10].
C. Program Expression for the Purposes of Copyright
Another important issue for copyright protection
concerns the need for ‘expression’. Thus, a characteristic
feature of copyright is that the scope of protection is limited
to the expression of a work, and not the underlying idea. (In
contrast, “a valid patent does not protect the expression of
an idea but the underlying substance of it” [11]; patent
protection for cancer models is outside the scope of this
paper).
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As noted earlier, it has been established by EU and
International copyright law, that the program object code
and the source code constitute the object of protection of
software by copyright. In this regard, the Software Directive
in Article 1 (2) grants copyright protection to “the
expression in any form of a computer program” [8]. What
counts as a program expression for the purposes of the
Directive has been established by the CJEU in its case law.
In particular, the CJEU considered this issue in the case
Bezpečnostní softwarová asociace – Svaz softwarové
ochrany (BSA) [12]. The main question raised was whether
the graphic user interface (GUI) of a computer program
counts as a form of a program expression within the
meaning of Article 1(2) of the Directive and is thus
protected. The court, in consideration of the international
copyright law, and Article 10 TRIPS Agreement, held that
the source code and the object code of a computer program
constitute forms of expression entitled to be protected by
copyright. Indeed, the court took the view that this applies
to any expression of a program, which permits reproduction
in different computer languages. As it stated, “the object of
the protection conferred by that directive is the expression in
any form of a computer program which permits
reproduction in different computer languages, such as the
source code and the object code.” [12]. The source code of
a program usually constitutes a script, written in a human
readable form. The source code, compiled into a binary
executable, constitutes the object code, which gives the final
instructions to the computer [13].
What can be drawn from this decision is that only such
expression of a program, which permits reproduction or recreation of a program into other computer languages, counts
as a program expression for the purposes of software
copyright in the EU.
Usually, such reproduction or translation of a program
into other programming languages is possible from the
source code. The source code for a program is normally
written in one or another programming language. The
programming languages, which are mostly used in computer
programming now, are Java, C++, Python, etc. The choice of
a language is mostly dictated by a system, upon which a
program is intended to run. The reason is that some
computers operate and can read only certain languages [13].
However, in contrast to the code itself, which because of
its creative substance, is considered as a copyright work, the
programming languages, which, in principle, “comprise
ideas and principles”, on which the programs operate and
which do not expose creative substance, are not protected by
copyright.
A programming language itself, be it C or Java, is
normally composed of keywords and other symbols and may
include a set of pre-written programs to carry out various
operations, such as displaying something on the screen or
retrieving the cosine of an angle [14]. According to the
CJEU SAS Institute decision [10], the programming
language, which comprises ideas and principles, both as
isolated symbols, figures, keywords, mathematical concepts,
etc., which constitute the material of that programming
language, are not copyrightable.

Subsequently, in its decision SAS Institute [10], the
CJEU considered the copyrightability of various other
elements, which appear or are implemented by a computer
program. The following elements were concerned:
“(a) the selection of statistical operations which have
been implemented in the First Program;
(b) the mathematical formulae used in the Manual to
describe those operations;
(c) the particular commands or combinations of
commands by which those operations may be invoked;
(d) the options which the author of the First Program has
provided in respect of various commands;
(e) the keywords and syntax recognised by the First
Program;
(f) the defaults which the author of the First Program has
chosen to implement in the event that a particular command
or option is not specified by the user;
(g) the number of iterations which the First Program will
perform in certain circumstances?” [10].
On the basis of the previous case law, and rules
established in the Infopaq and BSA decisions, the court
concluded that “neither the functionality of a computer
program nor the programming language and the format of
data files used in a computer program in order to exploit
certain of its functions constitute a form of expression of
that program for the purposes of Article 1(2) of Directive
91/250.” [10]. The CJEU supported its decision by the
argument that “… to accept that the functionality of a
computer program can be protected by copyright would
amount to making it possible to monopolise ideas, to the
detriment of technological progress and industrial
development.” [10]. Such decision may also be interpreted
the following way: that the elements, which express rather
general principles than original creativity, belong to the
domain of science and should not be monopolized, even if
included into a copyright work. On the other hand,
computer programs, which implement functions of a
particular programming language, both as original
structuring of such functions for being accessible via
language application programming interfaces (API), may
qualify as copyrightable expression and be protected as such.
Apart from the program source code and the object code,
which are recognized as a literal expression of a program,
there are also other hidden elements, which define
perception of a program by a user. Such elements constitute
a non-literal expression. And the question on protection of
non-literal expression of a program by software copyright
has been raised for consideration and, indeed, answered by
the courts.
D. Non-Literal Program Expression
The courts in common law countries, such as the UK
and US, tend to extend the scope of software copyright
beyond the literal code to a program non-literal expression.
The UK courts approach copyrightability of non-literal
expression as follows: “Consideration is not restricted to the
text of the code… That must be right: most literal copyright
works involve both literal matter (the exact words of a novel
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or computer program) and varying levels of abstraction
(plot, more or less detailed of a novel, general structure of a
computer program).” [15].
The elements of a non-literal expression may include a
program structure, sequence and organization, a program
“look and feel”, input and output routines [16]. It is often the
case that structure of one program is imitated or reproduced
by another program. This is a typical case when copyright
protection for a program structure is sought. The legal issue
raised before the courts here is: “whether the structure (or
sequence and organization) of a computer program is
protectable by copyright, or whether the protection of the
copyright law extends only as far as the literal computer
code.” [14].
The reason why protection of the program structure by
copyright is important is that structuring a program often
takes more time and intellectual effort than writing the code.
And the UK copyright law gives much importance to
protecting the skill and labor, which the authors deployed in
their works, be it programmers or writers [16]. Let us
consider why such protection is justified.
The code of a program itself consists of a set of
instructions to the computer and is an end product of a
complex software development process [17]. The latter
process often occurs in several steps. First, the problem that
needs to be solved by a computer is identified. In the next
step, the outline for the solution follows. In the outline, the
programmer breaks down the solution into smaller units
called ‘subroutines’ or ‘modules’, each of which handles
elements of a problem. The outline can be laid down in the
form of a flowchart [13]. The next step is organizing the
modules and subroutines into a program structure. A
program structure is dictated by “the functions of the
modules in a program together with each module's
relationships to other modules” [14]. Usually, modules are
arranged in such a way that a problem is solved in a more
efficient way. As interpreted by the court in the case Whelan
Associates Inc. v. Jaslow Dental Laboratory [13], “Although
two programs could produce the same result, one might be
more efficient because of different internal arrangements of
modules and subroutines. Because efficiency is a prime
concern in computer programs (an efficient program being
obviously more valuable than a comparatively inefficient
one), the arrangement of modules and subroutines is a
critical factor for any programmer.” [13].
After defining the structure, a programmer decides about
what data is needed, where and how the data should be
introduced and how it should be combined with the other
data. It is when the data is arranged into data files [13].
Once the program design is ready, the coding begins. The
coding is a comparatively small part of programming. “By
far the larger portion of the expense and difficulty in
creating computer programs is attributable to the
development of the structure and logic of the program, and
to debugging, documentation and maintenance, rather than
to the coding.” [13].
Against this technical background, it becomes clear why
the structuring of a program and arranging its modules in an

efficient way takes a large amount of skill and work, is often
copied and deserves protection on its own.
E. Idea-Expression Dichotomy
One of the tricky legal questions, which needs to be
solved when copyright in non-literal expression of a
program is sought, is separation of copyrightable expression
from principles and ideas, which are non-copyrightable as
such.
One of the general principles of copyright is that
“Copyright protection shall extend to expressions and not
to ideas” [5]. “Procedures, methods of operation” are not
copyrightable as such [5]. This principle applies to
copyright in computer programs as well. The Software
Directive says: “For the avoidance of doubt, it has to be
made clear that only the expression of a computer program
is protected and that ideas and principles which underlie
any element of a program, including those which underlie
its interfaces, are not protected by copyright under this
Directive. In accordance with this principle of copyright, to
the extent that logic, algorithms and programming
languages comprise ideas and principles, those ideas and
principles are not protected under this Directive. In
accordance with the legislation and case-law of the Member
States and the international copyright conventions, the
expression of those ideas and principles is to be protected
by copyright.” [8].
Therefore, in order to grant copyright to non-literal
program expression and, what is more important, to justify
such decision, courts need to separate copyrightable
expression from non-protectable ideas. Different criteria to
address copyrightability of non-literal program expression
have been elaborated.
F.
Abstraction-Filtration-Comparison Test
One of the tests in this regard, which is widely applied
both in the US [14] and in the UK [15], is the “abstractfiltration-comparison” test. The test has been established in
the US case Computer Associates International, Inc. v. Altai,
Inc. [18]. The idea behind the test is to reward programmers
with copyright protection for creating “innovative utilitarian
works containing expressions” and to leave non-protectable
technical expressions in the public domain for further use
[16].
The test comprises three steps. First, an original
copyright program is broken down into its structural
components according to the levels of abstraction. The
second step extracts certain non-copyrightable structures
(discussed below) until the copyrightable substance remains.
In the third step, the portion of copying is compared with
the copyrightable expression, left in the structure of the
original program. Finally, it is estimated in how far such
copying is substantial to justify infringement of copyright in
a software program [18].
The three types of structures, identified as precluded
from copyright, comprise: (a) elements dictated by
efficiency, (b) elements required by external factors, (c)
elements taken from the public domain.
1) Elements Dictated by Efficiency
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First, copyright does not extend to structures dictated by
efficiency (the doctrine of merger). Accordingly, copyright
will not subsist in the expression, which is “necessarily
incidental to the idea being expressed.” In this step, it is
determined “whether the use of this particular set of
modules is necessary efficiently to implement that part of the
program’s process” being implemented.” [18]. If efficiency
dictates that the choice of modules is limited to just a few
workable solutions (such as one or two options), such
selection of modules may not be protectable as such.
2) Elements Dictated by External Factors
Secondly, copyright does not extend to structures
dictated by external factors. External factors in software
programming may include: compatibility requirements,
mechanical specifications, computer manufacturer design
standards, industry demands, and common programming
practices. In US copyright law, this is known as the ‘scenes
a faire’ doctrine [18]. In consequence, a particular set of
modules, which need to be present as an integral part in all
programs of the same category are non-copyrightable.
3) Elements Taken from the Public Domain
Thirdly, copyright does not protect structures that are
found in the public domain. The rationale here is that such
material, which is included as an element in a copyrightable
work, may itself not be appropriated as it should remain free
for use by the community [18].
G. Abstraction-Filtration-Comparison Test in Practice
The application of the test in practice may be illustrated
by reference to the case Oracle America, Inc. v. Google Inc.,
C 10-03561 WHA, which dealt with copyrightability and
copyright infringement in interfaces of the programming
language Java. The central question related to the “extent to
which if at all, certain replicated elements of the structure,
sequence and organization of the Java application
programming interface are protected by copyright” [14].
Java is a powerful object oriented programming
language, developed by Sun Microsystems, first released in
1996, and acquired by Oracle in 2010. Java has a number of
pre-written programs, called “methods”, which invoke
different functions, such as retrieving the cosine of an angle.
These methods are grouped into “classes” and organised
into “packages”. Software developers get access to those
classes through the Java APIs [19]. In 2008 Java APIs had
166 “packages”, split into more than six hundred “classes”,
all divided into six thousand “methods”.
Google built its Android platform for the smartphones
using the Java language and, according to Oracle, “utilized
the same 37 sets of functionalities in the new Android system
callable by the same names as used in Java” [14]. By doing
that, Google wrote its own implementations of the methods
and classes, which it needed. The only one substantial
element, which Google copied from Java into Android was
the names and headers of 37 API packages in question. Such
copying of the headers amounted to replication of the
structure, sequence and organisation of Java APIs. Oracle
claimed copyright infringement, and Google defended with
fair use, arguing that Java is an open solution (which Oracle

did not dispute) and there was no literal copying of the Java
code.
The court of first instance trying the case qualified the
headers and method names in Java APIs as noncopyrightable, referring to the interpretation criteria of the
US Copyright Office: “Even if a name, title, or short phrase
is novel or distinctive or lends itself to a play on words, it
cannot be protected by copyright.” [20]. This lends support
to non-protectability of isolated code items by copyright, as
similarly recognized by the CJEU [10].
As regards copying of the declarations and duplicating
the command structure of Java APIs, the judge found that
the command structure of Java APIs amounts to a method of
operation – a material not subject to copyright in the US
[20].
In Java programming, the specific declarations in the
Java APIs designate a method. A method can be
implemented in different ways, but is invoked by that
specific declaration only. The command format, used to call
the methods in Java, reads:
“java.package.Class.method().”
Here, a formula “a = java.package.Class.method()” sets
the field “a”, which is equal to the return of the method
called. For example, the following call would call the
method from Java:
“int a = java.lang.Math.max (2, 3)”
This command line would instruct the computer to fetch
“the max method under the Math class in the java.lang
package, input “2” and “3” as arguments, and then return
a “3,” which would then be set as the value of “a.” [14].
As interpreted by the judge, in Java, each symbol in a
command structure is more than a simple name - each
symbol carries a task to invoke a pre-assigned function.
Considering that for using Java class methods software
developers need to replicate the Java declarations, the judge
qualified the command structure of Java APIs as a method
of operation – a functional element essential for
interoperability, not subject to the US Copyright Act. This
position was based on the merger doctrine and noncopyrightability of structures dictated by efficiency: “...
When there is only one way to express an idea or function,
then everyone is free to do so and no one can monopolize
that expression.” [14]. However, on appeal, the Federal
Circuit Court reversed that ruling [21]. The appellate court
found the declaring code and the structure, sequence and
organization of packages in Java APIs were entitled to be
protected by copyright.
The appellate court supported its decision by the
argument that Java programmers were not limited in a way
how they could arrange the 37 Java API packages at issue
and had a choice to organize these API packages in other
ways. For instance, instead of using the command format
“java.package.Class.method()”: language – package – class
– method, the same method could be called by the format:
method – class – package – language. By making a decision
to arrange the declarations in Java in this way and by having
also other choices, the programmers were not prevented by
the factor of efficiency, which would preclude copyright. By
that, the programmers had a scope to exercise their creation,
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which they, in view of the court, exercised, indeed. This
creation, realized in sequencing the Java APIs, amounted to
a copyrightable expression. Against these considerations,
the court concluded that, “the structure, sequence, and
organization of the 37 Java API packages at issue are
entitled to copyright protection.” [21].
Google argued fair use and petitioned the US Supreme
Court to hear the case. The US Supreme Court, referring to
the opinion of the US Solicitor General, denied the petition.
In the result, a new district court trial began. On 26 of May
2016 the district court jury found that Google´s Android
does not infringe Oracle copyrights, because Google´s reimplementation of 37 Java APIs in question amounted and
was protected by fair use. According to a Google
spokesperson, "Today's verdict that Android makes fair use
of Java APIs represents a win for the Android ecosystem, for
the Java programming community, and for software
developers who rely on open and free programming
languages to build innovative consumer products." [22].
These cases deal with challenging questions of copyright
law: free use of programming language APIs,
copyrightability of APIs and an attempt “to control APIs
with copyright law” and counter-balance between
copyrights and "fair use" [22]. As established, the APIs,
although elements necessary for interaction between
computer programs, but which amount to intellectual
creation, can be protected by copyright, at least in the
opinion of one court of appeals. At the same time, as the
jury found, the APIs, although protected by copyright, may
be reused in other software systems, if such re-use is
covered by fair use of open and free programming
languages, like Java.
III.

CANCER MODELS IN TERMS OF COPYRIGHT

In this section, we return to the cancer modeling. We
explore the substance of cancer models and look into
transformation of scientific models into computer models.
First of all, the two types of models need to be
differentiated here: scientific models, which represent the
biological processes, and computer models, which
implement these biological processes in silico.
In the context of the CHIC project, scientific models are
defined as: “finalized cognitive constructs of finite
complexity that idealize an infinitely complex portion of
reality through idealizations that contribute to the
achievement of knowledge on that portion of reality that is
objective, shareable, reliable and verifiable.” [23]. These
scientific models correspond to the biological processes,
being simulated. The scientific models are then implemented
in silico via computer models. Computer models represent an
executable form of scientific models, these being encoded
into computer programs.
A computer model is defined as: “a computer program
that implements a scientific model, so that when executed
according to a given set of control instructions (control
inputs) computes certain quantities (data outputs) on the
basis of a set of initial quantities (data inputs), and a set of
execution logs (control outputs).” [24].

As noted above, computer programs constitute subject
matter protectable by copyright [5]. Cancer models, written
in computer programs, may also enjoy such protection, if
they stand the requirements for protection. Such
requirements would be fulfilled, if a model amounts to a
copyrightable expression and is expressed in a form, which
counts as a program expression for the purposes of software
copyright.
According to the case law of the CJEU, a model would
constitute a copyrightable expression, when the modeller
“through the choice, sequence and combination” of
commands in the model code succeeds to “express his
creativity in an original manner and achieve a result which
is an intellectual creation” [9]. On the other hand, if the
code is generated automatically, for example by automatic
translation into another programming language, or compiled
from bits of code collected from the public domain,
copyright protection in such code is most likely to be denied.
As regards the form of expression recognized by the
software copyright, so it is the “source or object code”,
which constitute the object of copyright protection [5]. In
relation to cancer models it means that models, which are
exposed either in the source code or provided as binary
executables shall be protected by copyright.
Models, as computer programs, are written in one or
another programming language. In the context of the CHIC
project, the models, embodied in source code, are mostly
written for interpreted languages, such as Python, Perl or
MATLAB; models provided in object code are usually
binary C or C++ compiled executables [25]. Hence, it is the
code, in which a model is embodied, be it the source code
written in Python or the code compiled in C++, which is
protected by copyright. The programming language itself,
the biological process implemented by the model, the
general process of its implementation, both as formats of
data files, used by exchange of data between the models
remain outside the scope of copyright subsisting in the
model.
Once we established that computer models are
protectable by copyright as computer programs and defined
the scope of copyright protection, we can proceed to the
next step, namely copyright issues in the hyper-modelling.
At this stage it is necessary to state that copyright in the
models, arranged into a hyper-model, remains by the models
and does not extend to protecting the hyper-model as a
copyright work on its own [5].
IV.

COPYRIGHT IN HYPER-MODELS

In this section, we continue the analysis on the scope of
copyright in relation to cancer modeling. We proceed to a
higher stage, namely coupling singe models into multiscale
integrative hyper-models and explore the protection of
hyper-models by copyright.
A. Substance of Hyper-Models
As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, multiscale
cancer modelling is achieved by combining simple models
into hyper-models.
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In the context of the CHIC project, hyper-models
comprise “choreographies of component models, each one
describing a biological process at a characteristic
spatiotemporal scale, and of relation models/metamodels
defining the relations across scales.” [3]. The aim thereby
is that in a given instance (e.g., when populated with the
data for a given patient) the hyper-model is able to
reproduce biological processes of tumor progression,
involving multiple phenomena, which are respectively
captured in single models. A hyper-model “emerges from the
composition and orchestration of multiple hypomodels, each
one of which is capable of simulating a specific entity or
phenomenon… and can simulate an entity or phenomenon
that may be more complex than the ones simulated by each
separate simpler model.” [24].
The term hyper-model first appeared in 2008 in relation
to Virtual Physiological Human (VPH) [26]. In 2011, the
notion of a hyper-model was used in the context of computer
science. Here, it was defined as “a concrete instance of an
integrative model, built as the orchestration of multiple
computer models that might run on different computers at
different locations using different simulation stacks.” [27].
The first implementation, based on web services, was tested
on biochemical models [28].
An inter-play between single-scale models in a
multiscale hyper-model is illustrated in Figure 1 [4].
Processes at lower levels occur faster, and processes at
higher levels last longer. Above all it is the accurate
correlation of these multiscale processes that makes
multiscaling such a tricky task and requires the greatest
intellectual effort. The scales are correlated to one another
by the exchange of data where the output of one model
serves as an input into another. The relevant interaction may
be demonstrated by the example of a model of tumor growth
where a cellular bio-model is coupled to biomechanical
simulations [29].
Here the model of tumor growth is composed from a
macroscopic mechanical model, which provides directions
of least pressure in the tissue, and the cellular level model,
which simulates concentration of cells inside the element.
The microscopic cell-level model requires the direction of
cells proliferation by tumor growth as an input. This
information is provided by the mechanical model. In its turn,
the biomechanical model requires the number of cells inside
the element. This information is calculated by the biological
cell-level model and fed to the biomechanical model. This
model of tumor growth is structured via interplay and
exchange of information between the models. The flowchart
of the diffusion/mass effect coupling simulation used to
simulate tumor growth is represented in Figure 2 [29].
The hyper-modelling execution process, such as the one
just illustrated, is to a large extent facilitated and semiautomated by the underlying technical infrastructure. For
example, in CHIC, the process of hyper-modelling is
managed by VPH-Hypermodelling Framework [25].

Figure 2. Flowchart of the diffusion/mass effect coupling
simulation used to simulate tumor growth. Since the cellular effects occur
at a different time scale than the mechanical reaction, the biomechanical
calculations occur only after a larger number of cycles of the cell simulator
biomodel.

However, at the earlier stage of hyper-model
construction, human input into the hyper-model design is
indispensable. Particularly where the intention is to use
hyper-models for decision support in the clinical setting, the
automatic linking of hypo-models is unjustifiably risky and
thus not acceptable [30]. The hypermodelling strategy, the
hypomodel linking, the hypomodel integration are instead
normally designed by the modelling party, who has
substantial expertise in the field of bioinformatics. Moreover,
it is this intellectual input, deployed in designing a hypermodel, which may render a hyper-model copyrightable.
B. Hyper-Models in Terms of Copyright
The appropriate concept for qualifying hyper-models in
terms of copyright is arguably that of a “compilation”.
Compilations, as works protectable by copyright, are
introduced by Article 5 WIPO Copyright Treaty [6], Article
10 (2) TRIPS Agreement [5]. The TRIPS Agreement
provides: “Compilations, whether in machine readable or
other form, which by reason of the selection or arrangement
of their contents constitute intellectual creations shall be
protected as such.” [5].
The crucial aspect in a compilation, which attracts
copyright, is the intellectual creation represented by “the
selection or arrangement” of its contents. In the case of
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CHIC hyper-models, such intellectual creation may reside in
the innovative “composition and orchestration of multiple
hypomodels”, thereby making a hyper-model a
copyrightable expression.
C. Requirements for Protection
By applying the criteria of the Infopaq decision [9],
which defined the meaning of the “author´s own intellectual
creation” in the context of copyright, we can conclude that
a hyper-model would constitute a copyrightable expression
if the modeller “through the choice, sequence and
combination” of models in a hyper-model “may express his
creativity in an original manner and achieve a result which
is an intellectual creation.” [9].
In the CJEU case law, the cases on infringement of
copyright in compilations are mostly tried in relation to
database rights. The reason is that the Directive 96/9/EC on
the legal protection of database (Database Directive) [31]
also uses the term “compilation”, referring to collections of
works, data or other materials. In this case, copyright is a
reward for the intellectual effort, which the author deployed
in the selection or arrangement of the database contents [31].
The criteria for measuring originality in a database
structure have been established by the CJEU in the case
Football Dataco Ltd. and Others v Yahoo! UK Ltd. and
Others [32]. Accordingly, the originality is measured by the
creativity, which the database maker expressed in making
free and creative choices, thereby stamping his work with a
personal touch. On the other hand, if the technical
constraints leave no space for creativity, the element of
originality in structuring a database will be lacking and
copyright protection unjustified [32].
If we compare the criteria for measuring creativity in a
program structure, considered above, with the criteria of
originality in the compilation, we can see that these criteria
inter-relate with each other. Thus, if the author (either a
programmer or a compiler of a database) had some scope to
express his creativity in arranging the modules in a program
(or contents into a database) by making free and creative
choices, such a structure may show originality and qualify
as an intellectual expression in terms of copyright. On the
other hand, if creativity may not be realized because of
some technical considerations, then further analysis is
needed to decide if and how far copyright in the structure
may still arise. In particular, the abstraction-filtrationcomparison test and criteria, defined by the courts, when
they dealt with protection of a program structure by
copyright, may be a helpful pointer.
D. Abstraction-Filtration-Comparison Test in Relation to
Hyper-Models
By way of providing a concrete illustration, let us return
to the hyper-model of tumor growth that we described above.
This hyper-model consists of two component models: a
microscopic cellular bio-model, which shows the
concentration of cells in the invaded tissue, and a
macroscopic biomechanical model, which provides
directions of least pressure in the tissue. The overall

function of the hyper-model is to simulate the “geometrical
evolution of the tumor predicted at the cellular level.” [29].
First, according to the test, we dissect a hyper-model
into its structural components, i.e., component models. The
hyper-model structure is dictated by the two component
models and a relationship, in which they stand to each other.
1) Elements Dictated by Efficiency
In this step we look whether the choice and combination
of component models is “necessary efficiently to implement”
the function of this hyper-model [18].
If a bio-model of cell concentration and biomechanical
model of tissue are the only models and the combination of
these models by exchange of output/input data is the only
way, in which the geometrical evolution of the tumor
predicted at the cellular level can be simulated, then it may
mean that this hyper-model is designed in this way for
reasons of efficiency. In such a case, the modeler´s choice of
component models and their combination has merged with
the underlying idea and according to the merger doctrine
may not be appropriated by copyright.
Otherwise, where the “evolution of the tumor predicted
at the cellular level” may be represented by the selection of
other models and/or the combination of these or other
models in another way, then the hyper-model structure may
qualify as copyrightable expression.
2) Elements Dictated by External Factors
According to the “scenes a faire” doctrine, copyright
does not extend to structures dictated by external factors. In
the context of programming, such external factors may be
the compatibility requirements, computational constraints,
demands of the industry being served, widely accepted
programming practices, etc.
For example, elements or methods, which are
“indispensable or at least standard” in the computer
modelling community, would be non-copyrightable. Such
elements may include: computational demands (especially
for models, which work on higher spatial and temporal
resolutions), or requirements of Digital Model Repository
(an innovative platform for exchange of cancer models), or
criteria of Heterogenous Multiscale Method (HMM) etc. [2].
3) Elements Taken from the Public Domain
The other group of elements, which may not be
copyrighted, are elements taken from the public domain.
Copyright may not be claimed in “an expression which, if
not standard, then commonplace in the computer software
industry.” [18].
For example, if the component models, selected for a
hyper-model in question, and/or the method of combining
them have been borrowed from the public domain, the same
models and/or a method of coupling them should remain
outside the scope of copyright, residing in the hyper-model.
Admittedly, the above analysis is somewhat schematic,
and rather hypothetical. Its main purpose is to outline some
general guidance and describe some general cases when
certain elements and structures may be protectable by
copyright or not.
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V.

COPYRIGHT IN PREPARATORY DESIGN MATERIAL

Another major element in cancer modelling, which also
consumes much of intellectual effort and may well deserve
copyright protection, is the scientific modelling. In fact, the
modelling work, which precedes the development of
computer codes for the cancer models, may qualify as a
preparatory design material to a program and fall under the
scope of software copyright [8].
Scientific modelling comprises the works, performed in
the course of transforming scientific models, which
represent biological processes, into computer models, which
are encoded into computer programs. Such modelling work
comprises various stages. These include identification of
elementary processes for simulation (e.g., cell cycling, the
angiogenesis process, declination of a cell to apoptosis after
a particular treatment, etc.), the definition of modelling
techniques - discrete, continuum, or hybrid, and
development of computer codes for the cancer models,
which would simulate those biological processes in silico
[2]. These modelling steps follow in many aspects the stages
of software development. First, the problem to be solved by
a computer is analyzed, then methods of solving the
problem are adopted and stages of running the program are
identified. Subsequently, detailed instructions for a
computer to perform operations necessary for the execution
of those stages are developed [17].
As noted earlier, both as a computer program stands at
the end of a long development process [17], the model code,
embodied in the computer program, results from the
foregoing modelling work. A code of a program may be
compared with the top of the iceberg, which reaches out
above the water, where 90% percent is hidden under the
surface. And the same may be said in relation to the earlier
scientific modelling (which precedes the computer
modelling).
In view of the skill, time and labour, which a
programmer invests in studying a problem, elaborating a
solution for it and making the solution executable by a
computer, a justifiable legal question arises whether this
pre-programming work is protectable by software copyright.
In fact, in contrast to some of the other issues considered in
this paper, here the Software Directive gives a reasonably
clear affirmative answer. It does so by extending the scope
of software copyright to the preparatory design work that
preceded the creation of a computer program.
In particular, Article 1 (1) of the Directive, when
defining the object of protection, provides: “the term
‘computer programs’ shall include their preparatory design
material.” [8]. What is meant by the “preparatory design
material” is explained in Recital 7. A preparatory design
work must be of a kind “such that a computer program can
result from it at a later stage.” [8]. As further interpreted by
the CJEU, the preparatory design work counts as protectable
by the directive along with a program, if it is “capable of
leading, respectively, to the reproduction or the subsequent
creation of such a program” [12].

In contrast to the form of program expression,
protectable by copyright, there are no specific requirements
to the form or mode, in which the preparatory design work
must be expressed. According to one decision of the Federal
Court of Justice of Germany, which dealt with protection of
preparatory design work by copyright, it will be sufficient
that the development documentation was recorded in writing,
such as: data flow plans, designs of commands and
information cycles, exhibits of scientific or technical art,
expressed in any form, including mathematical, or technical
or graphic symbols [33].
It follows, in relation to copyright in the kind of work
occurring in CHIC, that modelling work (a) documented in
writing, such as laid down in flow charts, exhibits, etc., and
(b) attributable to a specific model, which if necessary may
be rewritten from these materials, has a good chance of
being protected by software copyright along with the model
code.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

From the above observations it follows that various
elements in cancer modelling, which express original
creative input, may be protectable by copyright. If
protection is not achievable by software copyright, then
protection under the ordinary law of copyright may be
another option.
First, the models may enjoy copyright protection as
computer programs. Second, copyright in the model may
extend to the modelling work, underlying the model code.
Third, hyper-models, structured in an innovative and
original way, may count as compilations in terms of
copyright and be protected as such.
Dealing with the computer models first. Where the
models are encoded into computer programs and exposed
either in source code or as compiled executables, they shall
be protectable by software copyright. Apart from the code,
also the modelling documentation can be copyrightable
along with the model code, provided it records the steps,
conducted in the course of developing a model and may be
used as a basis for reproducing the model concerned.
Whereas, the model code, the outline of a model, the
flowcharts and exhibits, produced by the modelling, are
protectable by copyright, the programming language, in
which models are written, the processes and functionality,
which cancer models implement, the data files and
algorithms, utilized by the models in performing their
functions, may not be covered by copyright subsisting in the
model.
Hyper-models, which are composed of single models,
arranged in specific relations to each other, may also be
protectable by copyright as compilations. For this, a hypermodel must show an original and creative structure.
Copyrightability of a hyper-model as a compilation is to a
large extent dictated and can be measured by the degree of
originality and creativity, deployed in a hyper-model
structure. Thus, in cases where a hyper-model is structured
in a particular way because there have been no other ways
of arranging models into it (such as when the model
arrangement is pre-determined by technical requirements), it
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will not attract copyright. The same goes for cases where the
structure relies on elements taken from the public domain.
In contrast, if the modeler was not so restricted and
expressed creativity stamping a hyper-model structure “with
his personal touch”, such investment shall not remain
unrewarded and copyright in his work will likely be
recognized.
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Abstract—Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) is a medical treatment
whose exact underlying biological mechanism is unknown. Yet,
DBS is an established therapy in a number of neurological
and mental disorders. Mathematical models aiming at a better
understanding of DBS through the simulation of the electrical
field in the brain have been developed in the past years. This
study covers in silico optimization of the electrical stimuli
delivered to the brain by means of a Finite Element model
individualized through medical imaging data. The goal is to
cover a given target volume with stimulation for full therapeutic
effect while limiting the spread of the stimuli beyond the target
border, to avoid undesirable side effects. The fraction of the
activated tissue volume within the target and the fraction of
the stimulation field that spreads beyond it are computed in
order to quantify the performance of the stimuli. Two readily
available leads are treated: a state-of-the-art lead using single
active contact and a field-steering one in multiple active contact
stimulation. Further, in order to obtain insights into lead design,
hypothetical leads with different geometric characteristics are
as well considered. The obtained results suggest that simplified
models give a reasonably good approximation to optimal contact
selection when compared to clinical data. Configurations with
multiple active contacts might improve stimulation in some cases,
although there is no general tendency. The lead design study
suggests that row segmentation with three or four contacts per
row is a good option. In addition, the stimulation performance
was generally better for the designs where the contacts were
closer to each other. This study thus confirms the importance of
mathematical modeling in DBS as an inexpensive way of obtaining
optimal stimulation settings and lead designs.
Keywords–Deep Brain Stimulation; Optimization; Lead Design;
Convex optimization; Field Steering; Parkinson Disease.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) is a surgical procedure that
consists of delivering electrical stimuli, usually rectangular
biphasic pulses, to a certain target in the brain by using
one or several surgically implanted leads. Initially DBS was
considered a purely medical problem. However, nowadays
there is a lot of interest in the engineering community, e.g.,
by suggesting alternative set ups based on modeling [1].
The goal of the therapy is the alleviation of symptoms of
various neurological diseases, such as Parkinson’s Disease
(PD) [2], epilepsy [3], dystonia [4], and others. DBS has
mostly replaced surgical lesioning and ablation procedures
because of its reversibility, flexibility, and individualization
potential [5]. The interest in DBS has spread to other areas
of medicine and applied to treatment of psychiatric diseases,

such as e.g., schizophrenia [6] or Tourette Syndrome [7]. In the
case of PD, since the implantation and programming procedure
is quite complicated and costly compared to pharmacotherapy
[8], [9], physicians usually choose advanced patients for this
procedure, when drugs such as levodopa have lost effectiveness
or have severe side effects [2] such as fluctuations, dyskinesias
or toxicity [10]. Some studies suggest in fact that an earlier
implantation could be beneficial [11].
The principle of DBS is in delivering mild electrical pulses
via a chronically implanted lead, whose active contacts are
positioned in the subcortical area, where a stimulation target
is usually defined. Prior to the operation, patients undergo an
extensive clinical examination as well as medical imaging.
Based on the images, the physician pinpoints a target area,
which is in PD usually located in the basal ganglia, with the
subthalamic nucleus (STN) being of particular interest. A few
weeks after the surgery, the patients undergo a lengthy trialand-error programming period to properly tune the stimuli.
Since the underlying physiological mechanism of DBS and
its long-term effects on the brain still remain unknown, the
therapeutical outcome is difficult to predict. Furthermore, because of uncertainties in the position of the lead or suboptimal
stimulation settings, the stimulated volume might go beyond
the target causing undesirable side effects [12]. Shaping the
stimuli so that the stimulated volume covers the intended
target and does not spill outside of it is thus important for
maximization of the therapeutical benefits and minimization
of the side effects.
Currently used lead designs (see Fig. 1(a)) were originally
adopted from cardiac pacing technology [13] and have not
evolved much since then. Meanwhile, further insights into
neuromodulation obtained in recent years by using computer
modeling based in Finite Element Method (FEM), multiphysics
simulation and neuron models, along with the exponential
improvement of computational capabilities, open up for more
sophisticated and individualized solutions. The aim of these is
to shorten the programming time and to better understand the
underlying mechanisms [14].
Addressing the shortcomings of the currently used designs,
novel DBS electrodes have been developed by such companies
as Boston Scientific (USA), St. Jude (USA) and Sapiens
(The Netherlands, now part of Medtronic). These leads could
be configured in more versatile spacial settings and take
advantage of field steering techniques to shape the stimuli.
As seen from the geometry of the lead contacts in Fig. 1,
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This study focuses on stimuli optimization using the aforementioned leads, i.e., how to choose a configuration such
that a target volume, given by the STN or other volumes, is
stimulated. Due to the possible side effects, the stimulation
should be kept low outside the target. Within this framework,
the objectives of the present study are:
•

•
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Lead configurations for the conventional lead (a), field-steering
Diamond-4 (b), X-5 (c) and X-8 (d). Active contacts are marked in red.

while the conventional state-of-the-art lead delivers a radially
symmetric stimulation over the whole cylindrical contact, the
field steering one is capable of asymmetrical stimulation that
can be tailored to the target area anatomy [15].
Apart from the existing electrodes, hypothetical ones can
be tested inexpensively by using realistic computer models.
Analysis of design degrees of freedom in novel leads can be
performed as well, going beyond the ones already in clinical
usage or in development. Segmentation schemes were analyzed
in [16] while row separation as a design degree of freedom was
treated in [17] and [18]. This study compares the performance
of different lead schemes with respect to row segmentation and
the separation between the rows, see Fig. 2. At the moment, it
is a topic receiving close review, with some of the companies
mentioned above already developing schemes with optimized
geometry.

•

To compare the optimization results for a state-of-theart lead to the active contact and to the stimulation amplitude in clinical data, which are assumed to provide
good outcome. Both single contact and multicontact
approaches are evaluated.
To optimize a field steering lead over a set of contact
configurations and compare to the state-of-the-art lead,
in order to assess possible advantages of the former.
To suggest design guidelines for several proposed
leads. Apart from the overspill, stimulation amplitudes
are also analyzed to address potential issues with
safety and battery life.

Results obtained in this paper suggest that a simplified DBS
model can reasonably well predict which contact or contacts
are used for stimulation by medical personnel according to
clinical data, at least for the analyzed lead population. Further,
the described optimization algorithm obtains a significant
improvement in the overspill with field steering asymmetrical
stimulation compared to symmetrical stimulation provided by
a state-of-the-art lead. In addition, the proposed approach
makes a useful design tool for new leads, although given
the variability of clinical data drawing reliable conclusions is
difficult.
The rest of the paper is composed as follows. In Section II,
an overview of the FEM mathematical model is given, along
with different neuronal stimulation quantification schemes.
Afterwards, the core optimization technique used is presented.
The state-of-the-art lead is analyzed in Section III with one
or two contacts used for stimulation. The field steering lead
is analyzed and compared with the state-of-the-art one in
Section IV. In Section V, hypothetical electrode designs are
analyzed and the results obtained summarized. Conclusions
and limitations are discussed in Section VI.
II. M ODELS AND M ETHODS
In this section, the FEM model, the neuronal stimulation
quantification scheme and the optimization procedure used for
this study are described in detail.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Examples of proposed lead designs: 3 contacts per row (a,b) and 6
contacts per row (c,d). Examples of active contacts are marked in red.

Another possibility for electrode performance improvement
is offered by a multicontact stimulation approach, i.e., manipulating the stimuli simultaneously at two or more active
contacts. It allows further shaping of the activated tissue
volume, thus providing more flexibility.

A. Electric Field Model
The first step to compute optimized stimuli is to obtain the
electric field distribution given the lead geometry. The electric
potential is evaluated by solving the equation of steady currents
in the brain tissue:
∇ · (σ ∇u) = 0,

(1)

where u is the electric potential, σ the electric conductivity,
and ∇ is the gradient operator. The electric field E is obtained
by taking the negative gradient of u:
E = −∇u.
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An analytical solution to the model given by (1) does not
exist in most cases, but it can be integrated numerically using,
e.g., a FEM solver. The model considered in this study consists
of three main components: the bulk brain tissue, the lead, and
an encapsulation layer surrounding the lead.
The bulk tissue is represented as a cube with a side of
0.4 m centered at the tip of the lead that is grounded on
the outer surfaces to simulate the ground in the implanted
pulse generator. Although the brain tissue is heterogeneous
and anisotropic in reality, these effects are beyond the scope
of this paper, see [14] and [19] for details. Although the brain
tissue is made of several components, e.g., white matter, gray
matter, cerebrospinal fluid and blood vessels, its conductivity
is approximated for this study as homogeneous with σ = 0.1
S/m [20].
In addition to the former two components, an encapsulation
layer is formed around a lead implanted in the brain due to
the reaction of the body to foreign objects [21]. However, the
thickness and conductivity of it are still open to debate and
might be patient specific. Following [14], a 0.5 mm thick layer
with a conductivity of 0.18 S/m is introduced.
Several lead designs are considered in this study:
•

•

•

A widely used state-of-the-art lead (Fig. 1(a)) with
cylindrical contacts, a height of 1.5 mm, and a separation between contacts of 0.5 mm. Its diameter is
1.27 mm.
A field-steering lead with elliptical contacts. To facilitate field steering, the rows are rotated 45◦ to
each other with respect to the lead axis, as shown in
Fig. 1(b),1(c), and 1(d). Its diameter is 1.27 mm as
well.
Hypothetical leads derived from the state-of-the-art
one. Two design degrees of freedom are considered:
◦ Row segmentation: As seen in Fig. 2, one
possibility is to split each row in a number
of contacts. For this study, rows with 2, 3, 4
and 6 contacts are considered.
◦ Row separation: Different separation schemes
are simulated to investigate the influence of
other contacts’ proximity on the shape of the
electric field. In this study, contact row separations are in the range 0.25-1.5 mm. For
comparison, depending on the lead model, the
state-of-the-art leads have separations of 0.5 or
1.5 mm between contacts.

The stimulation signal is modeled as a Dirichlet boundary
condition at the active contacts surface while the non-active
contacts are left floating. It should be noted that model (1)
is a linear partial differential equation, and thus, it is enough
to compute the field distribution for a unit stimulus and then
scale it accordingly, which transformation will simplify the
computations.
The model has been implemented in COMSOL 4.3b (Comsol AB, Sweden). The solutions obtained by the FEM solver
were then equidistantly gridded on a 70×70×60 grid centered
at the lead tip and expanding 16 mm in the axes perpendicular
to the lead and 20 mm in the lead axis, in order to be exported
for further processing.
Several field distributions were computed:

•

State-of-the-art lead: Distributions with one active
contact and the rest floating were evaluated at first. In
addition to that, field distributions with the grounded
inactive contacts were computed. This was done to enable summing up them for the multicontact approach,
since the effect of one active contact on the others
when they are left floating can be computed.

•

Field steering lead: Distributions for the considered
configurations (Diamond-4, X-5, X-8, shown in Fig. 1)
were obtained for each row of contacts.

•

Hypothetical leads: Similarly to the computations for
the state-of-the-art leads, field distributions for one
active contact with the rest floating were computed
at first and, in addition, distributions with grounded
inactive contacts were computed for the multicontact
approach. It is useful in particular when considering
two rows stimulating with different amplitudes.

B. Quantification of activated volumes
Volumes of activated tissue can be quantified by using
axon models [22]. While axon models yield precise results,
the procedure is computationally expensive and the topology
and connectivity of the neuron network must be known to some
degree. Other approaches involve functions that approximate
the activated volume without taking into account the anatomy
of the neurons, such as Rattay’s activation function [23] or
the electric field [24]. These have the advantage of requiring
less computations and only stationary analysis. However, using
second derivatives might result in numerical issues, in particular in the area near the lead. Furthermore, it was shown that
the electric field provides more robust means of quantifying
neuronal stimulation [24]. Thus, the electric field will be used
in this study. The activated neurons are distinguished from
the rest by applying a threshold to the electric field, with
the threshold value depending on the neuron anatomy and the
characteristics of the stimulation pulse itself [24].
To place the electric field pre-computed by the FEM solver
at the proper position, conventional translation-rotation algebra
is utilized. Assuming that the tip of the lead is at the origin,
the set of operations is given by:
Eeval = Rrot Rz E + xlead ,

(3)

where E and Eeval are the original and positioned electric field
vectors respectively, Rrot is a rotation matrix that aligns the
field with the given lead vector, Rz is a rotation matrix with
respect to the Z axis (used for field steering), and xlead is the
lead position.
Once the field is properly positioned and filtered with the
aforementioned threshold, intersection volumes are computed
under a methodology similar to [25]. Two of them are of
particular interest with respect to the clinical applications: the
activated volume of the target area and the activated volume
outside the target area. The topology of the target area is taken
from an atlas of potential regions for therapeutical stimulation
and can be assumed to be convex. Whether the electric field
points are inside of the convex hull of the target area or not is
checked by an additional function [26].
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C. Optimization scheme
In order to optimize the stimuli, the following minimization
problem is defined:
(4)
min J(ui ),
ui

where ui are the optimization variables (in this case, the electric
potential or potentials of the stimuli) and J(ui ) is a cost
function to be defined that should ideally be a convex function.
The following cost function is proposed:


Act (ui )
J(ui ) = pSpill (ui ) 100−p
pAct ≤ pTh ,
100−pTh
J(ui ) = pSpill (ui )
pAct > pTh ,

(5)

where pSpill is the fraction of the activated volume that lies
outside the target, pAct is the fraction of the target that is
activated, and pTh is the minimum activation required for the
target. All of them are given in percent for illustration. For
this study, pTh is set at 95%. It should be noted that, if several
amplitudes were to be optimized, the cost function would be
multi-dimensional.
The motivation behind the cost function above is that
it is continuous and convex, since both pAct and pSpill are
monotonically non-decreasing with the amplitude of the stimulus. However, there is no clear relationship between the
functions pAct , pSpill and the stimulus amplitudes ui . Therefore,
a numerical optimization algorithm estimating the gradient of
J(ui ) from the computed values of pAct and pSpill has to be
used.
An example illustrating the dependence of cost function
(5) on the stimuli amplitude is given in Fig. 3.
Cost as a function of the stimulus amplitude
600

500

III. S TATE - OF - THE - ART LEAD
In this section, approaches to stimulation with the state-ofthe-art lead are analyzed and compared.
A. Single Contact
To optimize stimulation with only one active contact, two
approaches can be considered. First, the active contact position
can be fixed and only the stimulus amplitude is optimized.
Second, the active contact is left as an additional optimization
variable, restricted to taking a single value in the set of possible
positions Cs = {0, 1, 2, 3}, where contact 0 is the most distal
and 3 is the most proximal. Due to the possibility of choosing
the active contact at will and to illustrate the efficiency of the
optimization method, the second approach is selected further.
Keeping the active contact free makes the optimization
problem equivalent to four such with fixed contacts. In order to
speed up the computations, best active contact could be chosen
without optimization. By examining J(ui ) given by (5), it can
be easily seen that as long as there is an intersection between
the activated volume and the target for at least one of the
contacts, the cost function will be lower in general for the
optimal contact no matter how large ui is. So, it is enough to
do a single evaluation of the cost function for a given value of
ui to choose the contact. Said value cannot be too low, since
it might yield empty intersections, or too high, since it will
take too much time to calculate due to the number of points
involved. Thus, the evaluation is performed with low ui and
then, if the intersection is empty, ui is set to a higher value.
Optimization was performed for 65 lead positions whose
clinical data stated a single contact stimulation with an activation threshold of 175 and 200 V /m. Comparing the optimized
results to the clinical settings is of great interest, so the fraction
of configurations estimated successfully by the optimization
algorithm with respect to the clinical settings was computed
as well.
uopt−uclinic (175 V/m)
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Figure 3. Example of cost function J as a function of the stimulus amplitude.

4

4

2

2

The small peaks in Fig. 3 occur because of issues with
the volume computation, namely since the geometry used for
both the activation volume and the target is defined in convex
hulls of a discrete cloud of points. The computed volumes
are thus not smooth as u changes. Although this makes the
function non-convex in practice, the peaks are small enough
to be skipped by increasing the step size of the optimization
algorithm. A minimum step size of 0.002 V was taken.
When considering several stimulation amplitudes, extra
care should be exercised then in choosing the initial guess in
the optimization algorithm. It was found that the optimization
gets stuck in local minima more easily than in the onedimensional case.

0
−50
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50
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0
−50

uopt−uclinic (%)

0

50

100
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uopt−uclinic (%)

Figure 4. Discrepancy in amplitude for the optimized and clinical setting
with the threshold values of 175 and 200 V /m.

As seen from Tab. I, the mathematical model predicts the
clinically used contact for the defined target in roughly a half of
the cases. In addition, in almost all of the cases, the predicted
optimal contact is an immediate neighbor of the one specified
in the clinical data. In some cases, there is no significant
difference in the values of the cost function and either contact
can be utilized, according to the calculated values.
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activated volume with less overspill. The results are in principle dependent on the position of the target with respect to the
active contact in the single contact approach. If the target is
located next to the active contact, then it would be probably
reasonable to consider just a single contact stimulation. However, if the target is located in between two contacts, shaping
the stimulation with these two contacts might be beneficial.

TABLE I. S INGLE CONTACT OPTIMIZATION
Threshold: 200 V /m
Correct contact (%):
1 contact error (%):
Discrepancy in amplitude (%, mean±σ ):
Threshold: 175 V /m
Correct contact (%):
1 contact error (%):
Discrepancy in amplitude (%, mean±σ ):

53.8
35.4
9 ± 41
50.7
38.4
−4 ± 35

In addition, the predicted optimized stimuli amplitude is
fairly close to the clinical one. The plots in Fig. 4 suggest that
in most cases a threshold between 175 and 200 V/m might
be sufficient. It comes though with a high standard deviation
thus revealing a high variability between patients. This is to be
expected, since the position of the lead has a very significant
impact on the predicted optimal stimuli amplitude.

E2cont (r) = u1 E0,1 + u2 E0,2 +
+(u1 α31 + u2 α32 )E0,3 + (u1 α41 + u2 α42 )E0,4

(6)

It should be noted that the numbering of the contacts above
was arbitrary, and it could be any combination of them.

Figure 6. Example of considered multicontact configurations, with Contact 1
as the optimal (in red) and Contacts 0 (left) and 2 (right) as secondary (in
green).

To speed up computations, only the configurations which
involve neighboring contacts to the ones obtained in the
single contact approach are considered. So, for example, if
the predicted optimal contact is contact 1, only combinations
involving contacts 1 and 0 and 1 and 2 are considered, see
Fig. 6.
Multiple contacts improvement (175 V/m) Multiple contacts improvement (200 V/m)
30

30

25

25

20

20

Count

Count

B. Multiple Contacts
Another approach to improve target coverage would be to
allow for multiple active contact configurations. To facilitate
the field modeling, the linearity of (1) is exploited. In particular, the field distribution for each contact stimulating with a
unit stimulus while the others are grounded is computed first
and denoted as E0,i for the i-th contact. Then the interaction
between active contacts and the rest in floating configuration is
calculated. It follows a linear relationship and is expressed by
the coefficient αki , representing the effect the i-th contact has
on the k-th contact when the k-th contact is floating. This is
used to transform from an active-grounded to an active-floating
configuration, when the contributions are being summed.
The electric field distributions result from a sum of four
contacts, with the stimuli given by the active contacts, denoted
by ui and representing the degrees of freedom and the nonactive (floating) contacts contributing with the terms characterized by the corresponding αki . For instance, for a 2-contact
scheme, one gets
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Figure 7. Improvement of overspill for 175 and 200 V /m for the
multicontact approach.

TABLE II. D UAL - CONTACT OPTIMIZATION

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Isolevels for E = 200 V /m for a single active contact (a) and two
active contacts (b).

As Fig. 5(b) suggests, multiple active contacts might be
useful to tailor the stimulation so that it achieves a similar

Threshold: 200 V /m
Improvement cases (%):
Overspill improvement (percentage points, mean±σ ):
Threshold: 175 V /m
Improvement cases (%):
Overspill improvement (percentage points, mean±σ ):

38.7
2.00 ± 2.28
37.5
2.67 ± 2.83

The results are summarized in Fig. 7 and Tab. II. As
expected, the improvement is situational, and appears only in a
part of the cases. However, the improvement can be significant,
with a decrease of up to 5 − 6% in the absolute value of
the overspill compared to the single contact approach. Note
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that the state-of-the-art lead considered here features a fixed
distance between contacts. The effects of uneven separation
between contact rows will be analyzed later in this study.

Table IV. X-5 configuration improvement
Threshold:
Improvement cases (%):
Overspill improvement (percentage
Threshold:
Improvement cases (%):
Overspill improvement (percentage

IV. F IELD S TEERING ELECTRODE
As was investigated in [25], [27], field steering yields
better results regarding overspill than the state-of-the-art radial
stimulation. In this study, optimization is used in order to in
silico confirm those findings.
Three configurations llustrated in Fig. 1 were tested. For
each configuration, the parameters to optimize are the rows
where the active contacts are located and the orientation of
the lead with respect to its axis. To speed up computations,
the optimization followed a similar scheme to that applied with
multiple contacts, taking as a baseline the results obtained with
single contacts and the state-of-the-art lead. As shapes of the
contacts are different, the rows at roughly the same height are
considered, together with their neighbors.
Diamond−4 improvement (175 V/m)
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Figure 8. Improvement distribution using the Diamond 4 configuration.

TABLE III. D IAMOND 4 CONFIGURATION IMPROVEMENT.
Threshold: 200 V /m
Improvement cases (%):
Overspill improvement (percentage points, mean±σ ):
Threshold: 175 V /m
Improvement cases (%):
Overspill improvement (percentage points, mean±σ ):

25
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20
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Improvement

20

87.5
10.37 ± 10.52
91.25
11.48 ± 11.63
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The results are summarized in Fig. 8 - Fig. 10 and Tab. III
- Tab. V. In almost all cases, there is an improvement in
the overspill with respect to the single contact approach.
The improvement is largest in average with the Diamond-4
configuration, Fig. 8. The high standard deviation comes from
the variety of geometries considered, making the improvement
heavily dependent on the lead position with respect of the
target. Some cases were observed where the X-5 or X-8 configurations achieved better results for a specific lead location.
H YPOTHETICAL L EADS

Leads that have not been implemented in hardware are
analyzed in this section by computing field distributions with
one or several active contacts, similarly to what has been done
above for the state-of-the-art and field steering lead. This part
of the study is organized in three sections:
•

Row separation comparison, where the influence of
row separation on the stimulation field is evaluated,
cf. Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b).

•

Row segmentation comparison, in order to understand how many contacts per row are enough to
achieve good selectivity, cf. Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c).

•

Configuration comparison, to compare active contact
schemes. For each lead, three active contact configurations are considered: single contact, multiple contacts

X−5 improvement (200 V/m)
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Count

X−5 improvement (175 V/m)
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9.76 ± 10.37
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Figure 10. Improvement distribution using the X-8 configuration.
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Table V. X-8 configuration improvement
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Figure 9. Improvement distribution using the X-5 configuration.

Threshold: 200 V /m
Improvement cases (%):
Overspill improvement (percentage points, mean±σ ):
Threshold: 175 V /m
Improvement cases (%):
Overspill improvement (percentage points, mean±σ ):
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Figure 14. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for two active contacts in different rows with 1 contact
per row lead configuration.
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Figure 12. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for a single contact with 1 contact per row lead
configuration.
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When analyzing dual contact configurations, however, the
trend is usually that the overspill is larger the more separated
the contacts are, as seen in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
A plausible explanation for this is that the geometry of
the electric field isolevels is quite different in case when the
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A. Row separation comparison
The first question to look into is how the separation
between rows affects the predicted stimuli amplitude, together
with the overspill percentage. For the state-of-the-art lead
considered in the present manuscript, the separation between
the rows is 0.5 mm. Separations between rows equal to
0.25 mm, 0.75 mm, 1 mm and 1.5 mm are analyzed further.
Considering only one active contact, two trends were
observed, as illustrated in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. In some cases,
increasing the distance between the contacts decreases the
overspill, while in some other cases the effect is the opposite
one.

1.4

Inter-row distance (mm)
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Due to the amount of combinations needed, this part is
limited to a population of 6 leads, with only the illustrative
cases being described.
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Figure 11. 200 V/m isolevels for a hypothetical lead with 3 contacts per row
and separation between rows of 0.25 mm (a) and 1.5 mm (b). A lead of 1
contact per row and separation of 1.5 mm is depicted for comparison (c).

1

Figure 13. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for a single contact with 1 contact per row lead
configuration.
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Figure 15. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for two active contacts in different rows with 1 contact
per row lead configuration.
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contacts are close to each other compared to when they are
more separated. Indeed, it can be seen in Fig. 16 that the
considered isolevel when contacts are close to each other is
not so different from that when only one contact is active.
However, when contact rows become more and more separated, the field will stretch along the lead axis. Together with
the target morphology, this might explain why the overspill is
larger the more separated the contacts are.
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Figure 16. 200 V/m isolevels for a hypothetical lead with 1 contact per row
and separation between rows of 0.25 mm (a) and 1.5 mm (b).
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Figure 17. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for one active contact and different number of contacts
per row. Distance between rows of 0.5 mm.
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B. Row Segmentation
Another possibility to look into is segmented contact rows
that also offer field steering, but for a lead shape different from
that analyzed in Section IV. For this part of the study, field
distributions were optimized for 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 contacts per
row, see Fig. 2. From the results obtained above for the fieldsteering electrode, it is expected that the overspill will decrease
to some extent for the segmented state-of-the-art lead, as the
segmentation increases.
In the population considered, an overspill reduction is
achieved in most cases when the contacts are segmented, as
illustrated in Fig. 17. However, in some other cases, probably
due to the location of the lead, segmentation can actually lower
the predicted performance, as shown in Fig. 18. However, these
cases are less frequent.
It can be seen as well that the optimal stimulation amplitude
increases as the rows become more segmented. In the population considered, the lower values of overspill with a moderate
amplitude are usually obtained at three or four contacts per
row at most. Going beyond that implies a large stimulation
amplitude that could be potentially harmful to the patient and
will consume more energy in a battery-driven device, while the
benefits could be minimal or non-existent. In addition, more
complex hardware could be needed in order to achieve it, thus
making the product more costly and difficult to handle in the
clinic.
It is worth mentioning that even in cases when segmentation does not improve the overspill, multiple contacts could
be active in the same row yielding something similar to a
symmetric stimulation in the state-of-the-art lead. Indeed, as
can be seen in Fig. 19, there is no significant difference
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It can be concluded that having a large separation between
contacts does not facilitate achieving a good stimulation performance although it might be benefitial in some cases when
considering only one active row.
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Figure 18. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for one active contact and different number of contacts
per row. Distance between rows of 0.5 mm.

between them. Thus, even in cases when field steering does
not produce an improvement, a good stimulation result can
still be achieved with these hypothetical leads by making all
the contacts in a given row active.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Contour plots taken at the middle point of a contact for a 1
contact per row lead (a) and a 6 contacts per row lead (b) for levels of
electric field of 150 (blue), 200 (green) and 300 (magenta) V/m.

C. Contact configurations
Contact configurations can be analyzed, in pursuit for an
improvement over the single contact ones. A more thorough
analysis than in Section III is conducted here, taking into
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Figure 21. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for two active contacts (same amplitude) and different
number of contacts per row. Distance between rows of 0.5 mm.

different rows, the predicted amplitude is much lower, which
property translates into less power consumption and higher
patient safety.
2) Different amplitude, different rows: As with the state-ofthe-art lead, different stimulation amplitudes can be considered
as well under the same methodology as in Section III. Different
segmentation schemes will be considered as well.
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Significantly reduced amplitude in all cases, with the
effect being more pronounced the more segmented the
contacts are.
When considering overspill, there is an improvement
in some cases. Said improvement varies however significantly between leads: in some cases the improvement is larger with a very segmented lead and vice
versa in others. As mentioned before, this is not an
issue since segmented electrodes can behave as nonsegmented ones, see Fig. 19.
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consideration row segmentation and separation as well, since
it was previously done only with the state-of-the-art lead
specifications.
Dealing with active contact settings, the first issue to consider is the number of independent electrical sources present in
the pulse generator. If only one is present, the same amplitude
must be used for all active contacts. With several sources,
different amplitudes can be assigned to the active contacts,
making the setting more versatile. However, having several
sources makes the hardware more complex and expensive.
Further, the number of active contacts should be considered,
along with their location that can be in the same row or in
different rows.
For this study, configurations with both the same amplitude
and different amplitudes are considered. In all cases, the active
contacts neighbor each other.
1) Same amplitude: When considering active contacts with
the same amplitude, two options can be analyzed: when the
active contacts are in the same row or when they are in
different rows. The former however is not interesting since it
should yield the same stimulation as an electrode with contacts
per row and one active contact. For example, if a six contacts
per row lead is considered, having two active contacts in the
same row means that the stimulation will be the same as with
three contacts per row. Thus, only different rows are considered
in this part of the study.
Some results are depicted in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21. The
observed trends included the following:

Predicted Optimal Amplitude (V)

84
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•
Figure 20. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for two active contacts (same amplitude) and different
number of contacts per row. Distance between rows of 0.5 mm.

Although in some situations the overspill difference is
not significant and it could be even worse when considering

The predicted amplitudes when different amplitudes
are allowed are similar to the ones obtained with the
same amplitude at all active contacts.
Compared to the case of two contacts with the same
amplitude, taking different amplitudes improves in
some cases the overspill.
In all considered cases, the amplitudes are lower than
the ones obtained with only one active contact.

Thus, as expected from the results in Section III, it could
be relevant in some cases to consider different amplitudes
assigned to two different contacts. However, in principle, the
gains might not justify the extra costs in hardware and in
programming time.
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3) Different amplitude, same row: It could be interesting to
see how using different stimulation amplitudes can help when
the active contacts are taken in the same row. For this part,
only the lead with six contacts per row is considered since it
makes the most illustrative case. Configurations of three and
five active contacts positioned are considered, as in Fig. 24.
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Figure 23. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for one and two active contacts and different number of
contacts per row. Distance between rows of 0.5 mm.
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Figure 24. Configurations considered in the different amplitude, same row
case. Active contacts are depicted in red and blue, with the red contacts
having different amplitude than the blue contacts. Non-active contacts are
depicted in black.

The results obtained show that there is indeed a possibility
of using these configurations, as can be seen in Fig. 25 and
Fig. 26. Surprisingly, with five active contacts, the predicted
amplitudes are mostly the same for all contacts, which does
not happen when three active contacts are considered. However, the results exhibit large variability and can make this
alternative not worth the effort. Nevertheless, it could clearly
improve the performance in some cases.
VI. D ISCUSSION
Using optimization schemes in order to scale the stimulus
amplitude of the active contact or contacts could yield an
activation volume that better covers a given target while
limiting, as much as possible, stimulation beyond the target.
This study has compared two available leads: a state-of-the-art
lead and a field steering lead. In addition, several hypothetical
leads have been tested in order to gain an insight into lead
design. Different contact configurations have been tested as
well.
Selecting the active contact freely for a given target with
the state-of-the-art lead while using the single-contact approach, a simple model predicts the clinically used contact in
roughly a half of the times in the considered lead population.

Figure 26. Predicted amplitudes, overspill percentage and activated and
overspilled volumes for different active contacts. Distance between rows of
0.5 mm.

Furthermore, in some cases, there is no significant difference
between the amplitudes or performance of the clinical and the
optimal configurations. Extending the stimulation to multiple
contacts allowed for an improvement of the overspill in around
38% of the cases.
The obtained results were compared to field steering configurations. A significant improvement of the overspill with a
decrease of 10 percentage points on average was found in all
cases, with an average decrease of 18 percentage points for
the Diamond 4 configuration.
The analysis was then extended to hypothetical leads with a
significant variability in results observed. Even so, some trends
have been discerned: higher vertical separation between the
contacts usually leads to a higher overspill, in particular when
multiple active contacts are considered. Segmentation yields
good results in most of the analyzed leads, with the best performance achieved with three or four contacts per row. Even if no
improvement is present, it is still possible to stimulate in a way
similar to the state-of-the-art lead by making all contacts in the
same row active. Care should be exercised however, since the
amplitudes needed to achieve satisfactory coverage are higher
than in the non-segmented leads, an effect that becomes more
profound the more segmented the leads are. When stimulating
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with several contacts, the amplitude is significantly lower but a
higher overspill could occur. Nevertheless, variability among
patients makes it difficult to achieve general conclusions in
many cases.
The results obtained in this study apply under some limitations. First, the brain tissue was assumed to be homogeneous,
when this is not the case and significant (patient specific)
differences may arise [14]. Furthermore, the encapsulation
layer surrounding the lead has uncertain physical properties,
such as the conductivity and the thickness, both of which
might be time varying [28]. In addition, considering the electric
field as a predictor of whether a neuron is stimulated or
not is an approximation. A more thorough analysis would
need a complete neuron population model. Finally, the results
obtained assume a certain target structure, which may be
patient specific as well. Results should be verified against
therapeutic outcomes, but the latter were not available for this
study.
Despite the mentioned limitations, this study highlights
the use of optimization schemes and geometric arguments
to choose optimal DBS stimuli and facilitate the comparison
between different lead designs and contract configurations.
These optimization schemes could be used as a benchmark
for other optimization algorithms such as in [29] and the
intersection algorithms can be used in order to assess a set
of stimulation settings as in [25].
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Abstract— Professions are governed by ethical frameworks of
moral standards each within its own professional boundaries.
So often boundaries intersect and present ethical challenges
that should be dealt with from the point of view of more than
one professional ethical standard; such as in the case of
engineering and medicine. As the medical profession depends
more and more on medical equipment for treatment and
diagnosis, medical decisions present ethical dilemmas to the
clinical engineer responsible for the purchase and maintenance
of medical equipment. One of these challenges is related to
paternalism, which is the act of interfering with a person’s
autonomy by making decisions for them claiming that it is “for
their own good”. This problem is universal, but more
prevalent in countries where education and awareness are
limited. In Lebanon for example, ethical challenges are widely
spread in the field of medicine, though they are not being
discussed in the literature. Throughout time, paternalism has
found its way to turn into a new form, termed and defined for
as reverse paternalism. Reverse paternalism refers to the act of
sacrificing one’s autonomy and self-determination and giving
another person or group the right for making decisions on
their behalf. Some people, as moral agents, are giving up their
autonomy and rights for making decisions to medical
practitioners because “they know better”. The main focus of
this paper is therefore on reverse paternalism that will be
investigated as an ethical dilemma. What exactly is Reverse
Paternalism? What might be possible causations that led to its
emergence? Are there regulations that restrict such kind of
paternalism? Are medical practitioners to blame in such cases?
And to what extent is there auditing over what happens in
hospitals, private clinics, medical centers and institutions? We
focus on Lebanon and try to compare it to other countries.
Our aim is to shed light on this ethical dilemma and highlight
how serious and wide spread it has become, by providing
statistical data we have collected.
Keywords – professionalism; medical ethics; engineering
ethics; medicine; paternalism; reverse paternalism.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This study builds on a previous study identifying reverse
paternalism in engineering and medicine as an emerging
dilemma in developing countries such as the case of Lebanon
[1]. This paper introduces more information about the issue.
Different occupations and professions exist within
different societies across the globe. People get educated to
major in their fields of interest and decide to become
professionals or not, because not all occupations are
professions. A profession is a group of individuals in the
same occupation voluntarily organized to earn a living by
openly serving a moral idea in the most morally permissible
way [2]. Lawyers, professors, scientists, doctors, engineers,
etc., are all considered to constantly find themselves in
positions of taking decisions that most probably will have
impact on many people’s lives. They are said to be the ones
that ‘know better’, because people tend to turn to them when
it comes to life-dependant decisions. Consideration of
professional or non-professional occupations differ from
country to country. In Lebanon, they are considered
professionals, and to govern their behavior, moralities or
moral standards have been arisen as guidelines for those
professionals throughout their career. In general, we find
three types of ethics, common morality, personal morality,
and professional ethics. Common morality is the set of
standards that is shared by almost everyone, personal ethics
are those that contribute to moral beliefs that each person
hold, whereas professional ethics are the set of standards
adopted by professionals with certain characteristics [2].
These characteristics include formal codes, focus on
important profession’s issues, can have negative/positive
dimensions, and most importantly, they take precendence
over personal morality [2]. Each profession should include a
basic methodology for deciding what is morally right and
what is morally wrong in one’s professional conduct to
qualify whether an action is right or wrong. This normative
ethics and principles lead to the codes of ethics that
demonstrate the accountabilities and duties of each
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profession and when these codes are followed, the field
flourishes and brings changes to the field and the world as
well. Unfortunately, there is no existence of an ideal society,
despite the presence of ethical codes and rules, society will
face deviations from the proper standards that are stated.
What would be even more challenging is the normalization
of deviance from what is allowed. Normative ethics and
standards are ought to be embedded in societies, so that
professions are built on an ethical base. An ethical base is
important in order to practice the profession in all legal,
ethical and safe ways possible. As mentioned previously,
there is a difference between personal ethics and professional
ethics. What might be ethical in a person’s opinion must not
be allowable at one’s workplace. Therefore, it is very
important to differentiate and control one’s ability to have
both. Ethical codes of standards are thus an obligation to
protect workers, and society as a whole, as well as keep them
as safe as possible. As a professional, one has the duty to
keep their society prioritized. Deviations from those
standards are proportional to risk and inversely proportional
to safety. The increase of deviation from proper standards
increases safety risks. Whenever one is in a position of doing
harm, normalizing this act by doing it numerously, there is
automatically an increase of risk on themselves, as well as
the ones surrounding them. This increase compromises
safety mandated by the codes of ethics and standards. In
other words, ethical challenges are based on deviation from
ethical norms and codes. First of all, one has to identify a
profession, then categorize each occupation as a profession
or not, which is normally dependent on the country. In some
countries, engineering counts as a profession and therefore
has specific norms of codes of ethics governing this
profession, and in other countries such as in the USA,
engineering is not a profession. We mainly find two models
of professionalism, the business model, and the
professionalism model. Priorities of the business model are
mainly monetary, making profit within the boundaries set by
law, gain monopoly over certain services to increase profit,
and persuade governmental regulators that a great deal of
autonomy is granted in the workplace [2]. The professional
model includes an implicit trust relationship with the public
known as the Social Contract, which will be focused on
thoroughly throughout our study regarding the field of
engineering and medicine. The model focuses on holding
paramount the public’s safety, health and welfare, and might
only seek monopoly if it is to protect the public from
incompetent providers for example [2].
In countries where engineering and medicine are
professions governed by codes of ethics, it is important to
shed light on what is known as a “Social Contract”. This
contract is conducted between a professional such as an
engineer, and between the public. It is a contract that ensures
trust between them, maintaining the public’s health, safety
and welfare prioritized, and guaranteeing that those
professionals will do what is possible to keep that trust built
up. “What does an engineer do when no one is looking?”
Everyone in the society that has the ability of rational
decision-making is a moral agent. Moral agency leads to acts
of responsibility, and a moral agent is therefore responsible

for their actions. An engineer, furthermore, is ethically
responsible for the decisions that are taken concerning the
society. The social contract is of high importance because it
includes the engineer and the people they work with. This
does not only apply to engineers, but also to the individuals
in society. They are moral agents as soon as they take
rational decisions and take responsibility for them. Engineers
are concerned with accountability for what they have done in
the past, present and will do in the future. They are not only
obliged to adhere to regulatory norms and standard practices
of engineering, but also to satisfy the standard of reasonable
care. Since there are two types of responsibility, professional
responsibility and liability [2]. Any intentionally, recklessly
or negligently caused harm will have consequences, and they
will be held accountable or legally responsible for them. The
standard of care is a demanding norm that goes beyond what
is asked to be done by professional engineers. Safety,
competency, efficiency, quality and responsibility are all
examples included in the standards that need to be applied by
professionals. What might hold engineers back from acting
responsible can be attributed to self-interest, self-deception
or ignorance. Engineers should not have egocentric
tendencies, a microscopic vision or an uncritical acceptance
of authority, that decreases the engineer’s sense of personal
accountability for consequences for the public. Engineers are
expected to respect professional confidentiality and honesty
at work, and any form of dishonesty is an impediment to
being professionally trustworthy as they should be according
to the social contract. Engineers have responsibilities and
duties of providing what is best and beneficial for the public.
In any case of harm, they are obliged to announce and make
sure everyone is aware of that harm. They are in charge of
alerting, informing and advising the public and avoid any
conflict of interest, because health and safety of the public
always comes first.
This brings us to a point where we realize how much of
unethical behavior occurs in our societies. Every field faces
ethical challenges, and in fields like engineering or more
precisely, clinical engineering, where technology and
medicine merge, ethical challenges are more likely to be
encountered because of the implications that are present.
Implications might be personal, such as the impediments we
have mentioned previously, meaning that engineers or
doctors are causing these challenges. On the other side, there
can be cultural and religious factors, depending on the type
of society and the traditions or religious rules they are used
to or abide by, meaning that ethical challenges arise from the
public itself. Despite the fact that both parties might be
causing ethical dilemmas, there is no excuse of not trying to
solve these dilemmas, by finding at least middle-way
solutions. This means that we must first identify the problem
we are addressing. The interaction of clinical engineers
heads towards patients as well as doctors, and their duties
regard their responsibility to the safety of both by gaining
more insight of the nature of the doctor-patient relationship.
A doctor-patient relationship is said to have certain
characteristics governed by ethical guidelines. These
guidelines are important in order to prevent ethical dilemmas
that might turn into legal problems. When mentioning this
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kind of relationship, paternalism is often an obvious
challenge noticed in many societies, areas and fields.
Paternalism, the act of interfering with a person’s autonomy
by making decisions for them, claiming for them to be “for
their own good” [2]. Paternalism can be defined but is very
difficult to be outlined, as it not only depends on medical
facts, but also needs to take patient’s views and judgements
into consideration. This is why one should pay attention to
where the patients come from, what culture or religion they
follow, what beliefs and traditions they have. Doctors are
ought to have more knowledge about the medical conditions
of their patients, but this does not imply for them to act as if
“they know better” when it comes to decision-making,
especially life decisions. Paternalism is therefore an act that
makes doctors take decisions for their patients regardless of
the reasons. Ideally speaking, doctors would make decisions
for their patients in order to save their lives, but in a
materialistic world reality, there is a high chance of finding
people that are more self-centered and aim for their own
benefits. Instead of looking out for what is best for their
patients, they search for a way of benefiting from each case.
Patients who put trust in their doctors, believe in the fact that
they know better and are afraid of not doing as they have
been told to do. This gives rise to a phenomenon that has
barely being addressed and has never been identified as an
ethical challenge. Reverse paternalism, is when a patient
sacrifices their autonomy and self-determination by giving
another person (most probably their doctor) the right for
making decisions for them. There are many reasons that
might make patients act that way, and it is very important to
shed light on it and categorize it as being something ethically
wrong. Even though physicians might have wider knowledge
about the medical status, it is not for sure that their priority is
always the patient. Medicine, in general, is a field that is
subject to ethical complications and this makes it more
vulnerable to ethical dilemmas. Reverse paternalism is
another way of saying that patients are encouraging
paternalism and making it easier for physicians to act that
way, without even considering the possible consequences.
Sometimes it is done intentionally, and very often it is done
unintentionally, without noticing that one is actually
compromising his or her moral agency.
A study performed in Lebanon, a rather developing
country, has shown substantial proof of the presence of
reverse paternalism [1]. It is of high interest, to study the
phenomena in other areas as well, including developed,
developing, and underdeveloped countries. It is also
important to focus on the fact that engineers have
responsibility towards the awareness of the public of such
dilemmas, especially when related to medical fields, such as
the doctor-patient relationship.
In Section II of this paper, an overview of the diversities
in ethics from around the world is presented. There are
differences in the background and history of the way ethical
regulations have been made in Africa, Asia or the Western
countries. In Section III, the main types of professional
ethics are identified, starting from Bioethics, to Medical
ethics, and Engineering ethics, and of course the definition
and duties of the Bioethical Engineer. It provides an

explanation of the responsibilities of engineers in general,
and clinical engineers in specific. Section IV defines
paternalism and explains the extent of it in our society, by
giving examples of a specific topic (the increase of Csections in Lebanon). It shows how paternalism is
encouraged by the patients themselves and triggered clinical
engineers to identify a new ethical dilemma named reverse
paternalism. It also explains the decision-making process and
how it should be applied. Section V comprises the
importance of informed consents in the fields of medicine
and engineering. The survey we have done is represented in
part B of that section, which shows the quantification of
reverse paternalism in Lebanon. Section VI finally closes the
article with a conclusion we have made about this issue
concerning Lebanon. We also gave recommendations and
mentioned what our aim as future work will be considering
this subject in other societies.
II.

DIVERSITY OF ETHICS WORLDWIDE

Ethics can be classified into a variety of categories, either
as professional and non-professional, or with respect to
cultural, religious, or even moral interpretation. It is a group
of principles, values, rules and regulations, beliefs, morals
and rules of conduct [2]; a group that organizes either the
goals, or the actions that need to be implemented for certain
achievements. Ethics can also be described as a system of
moral principles that differentiate between what is right and
wrong, a norm of conducts that recommends concepts of
acceptable and unacceptable behavior [1].
When analyzing ethics one must take into consideration
that it has diverse perspectives depending on each area of
interest, because ethics are local. There are countries that
have their ethical norms of conduct affected by their culture
rather than the main religion governing their area. Then there
is western and non-western ethics, each having different
ethical expectations. Studies that compare ethics in countries
with different cultural dimensions, show that these
dimensions could serve as predictors of the ethical standards
desired in a specific society [3]. National culture plays a
fundamental role in forming cultural values [3]. Ethics is the
discipline that examines one’s moral standards as well as the
moral standards of a society. Whenever a subject is to be
analyzed based on ethical standards or rules in any society,
one has to take into account on what these rules are based on.
As mentioned before, each society has their ethics embedded
in different ideas or beliefs.
In most of Africa, a group of societies has evolved ethical
systems to guide social and moral behavior. African
philosophers have been evolving their values for the last
three decades in order to make some contribution to the
understanding of African ethical thinking. So, through their
critical analyses and arguments, philosophers try to explain,
sharpen, clarify or even enlarge the understanding of the
concepts and issues of morality. In order to do so, one has to
approach this subject by an inquiry into African moral
language and search for the word ‘ethics’ in the different
African languages. It is interesting to mention that most of
the languages in Africa do not have a direct equivalent of the
word ‘ethics’ or ‘morality’ [4]. But what is even more
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interesting and relevant to our study, is that, the African
religion is traditionally characterized to be a mystic religion
[4]. This indicates that African ethics is independent of
religion and makes it an autonomous moral system. It is
correct to regard African religion as ethical, instead of
regarding African ethics as religious.
Moral personhood is attained in the later years by
carrying out the obligations that transform one from the itstatus of early childhood into the ethical mature personhood.
Thus, one can say that the concept of a person in African
thought embodies ethical presuppositions.
Different
societies in Africa have various definitions for the word
“person”. A central notion would be that an individual can be
a human being without being a person. Even though, it must
be noted that not being a person does not withdraw any right
as a human being. Not being a person simply implies not
having a good character, if used normatively. But how is a
good character defined? How do African ethics define and
differentiate between right and wrong? According to
traditional thinkers, a good character is built up by deeds,
habits, and behavior patterns considered by the society as
worthwhile because of their consequences for human welfare
[4]. Generosity, truthfulness, faithfulness, respect, justice,
honesty, hospitality, etc., are examples of the goods that give
a person a good character in the African society. This again
implies that African ethics is humanist, thus a moral system
that is preoccupied with human welfare. According to
Monica Wilson, “The basis of morality was fulfillment of
obligation to kinsmen and neighbors, and living in amity
with them” [5]. An important statement was made by Edwin
Smith claiming that the norm of right and wrong is custom;
that is, the good is that which receives the community’s
approval; the bad is that which is disapproved. The right
builds up society; the wrong tears it down. One is social; the
other is anti-social [6].
Criteria for ethics vary from culture to culture and field to
field. The south Asian culture is a conglomeration of many
religions such as Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam and
Christianity [7]. Thus, ethical principles are mainly
influenced by the culture of the south Asian countries. In
terms of medical ethics, these civilizations have been
influenced lately by the Western medicine during the
colonial period [7]. When mentioning the field of medical
ethics, the Hippocratic Oath is what comes first to the mind
as well as the tenets of the early religious healing traditions
of the West. There are also several Asian traditions of ethical
tenets governing the physician-patient relationship [8]. In the
field of contemporary medical ethics, the first codes of ethics
were developed by the doctors in the USA in the first
meeting of the American Medical Association (AMA) in
1846. The impact of science and technology increased and
traditional ethics have changed into an interdisciplinary field
involving lawyers, historians, theologians, social scientists,
physicians and other health professionals [9]. Every culture
is ought to have an ordered moral system or set of norms to
guide the behavior of their citizens. These are most of the
times a reflection of both the nature of morality and the
culture’s own moral repertoire, mostly religion and theology.
They have also played an active role in the enterprise of the

early Greek approaches and trajectories for the ethical life
and vice versa [10]. Certain movements in recent times have
sought to return to the ancient Greek insights (from Aristotle
to the Stoics) to avert the crisis that some writers, such as
Foucault following Nietzsche, argument has been
precipitated by the codes of Christian moralism and
rationalism of the (European) Enlightenment [10].
When intellectuals in India come together to talk about
ethics in Indian tradition they ask one very important
question: “Has there ever been ethics in India?” [10]. Indian
thinkers recognized morality's pervasiveness throughout
human life and culture, and did not shy away from inquiry
into the nature of morality of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ or ‘good’
and ‘bad’. In Indian philosophy, one begins with the
practices that are embedded in all human cognitive and
aesthetic forms [10]. Thus, we can assign India as a
civilization whose roots recede into antiquity, and expected
to have a variety of ethical systems within the Indian
tradition. The notion of ethics in India has undergone
significant shifts in meaning and emphasis over the long
history of Indian philosophical speculation [10]. This is also
true with respect to Western ethics where classical and
modern moral philosophy is sharply distinguished by the
work of Henry Sidwick in his Method of Ethics [10].
As a conclusion, ethics can be identified as well as
defined in many ways, but what Western, Asian, African and
most of the countries agree on, is that ethics serves as
guidance for their societies to distinguish between ‘good’
and ‘bad’. Differences lie in the extent of how much of
culture and religion influences these ethical regulations.
III.

THE MAIN TYPES OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

This study’s main objective concerns ethics in the field of
biomedical/clinical engineering, the intersection of bioethics,
medical ethics and engineering ethics (Figure 1). In order to
understand bioethics from an engineering perspective, the
three will be defined, as well as a description of the
relationship and contribution to one another, will be
provided. An explanation of the ethical frame of each field
will be given by demonstrating their standards and codes of
ethics, in addition to their ethical relation in a clinical
engineering context. Most importantly, there will be a
detailed description of the applications, principles, and
ethical requirements of clinical engineering, leading to the
profession of bioethical engineering. A principle is a basic
truth that is used as a basis for ethical reasoning by guiding a
specific action or behavior, also helping in assisting moral
agents in making moral decisions where its guidance is more
general than that of laws [2].
A. Bioethics, Medical Ethics, and Engineering Ethics
Bioethics is an activity; it is a shared, reflective
examination of ethical issues in health care, health science,
and health policy [1]. It is a discussion and a relatively new
field that emerged due to new medical technologies and legal
cases that have thrown up ethical issues. Bioethics is a
multidisciplinary, where bioethicists are clinically, legally
and philosophically ‘informed’, by learning from doctors and
other scientists that work in clinical and research areas of
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biomedicine. It is a discussion that is often sparked with new
developments due to the enhancements of clinical scientific
technologies, but also raises new questions about old issues.
Medical ethics is a system of morals and principles
being applied to situations that are specific to the medical
world and the practice of medicine. It formally considers the
morality of medical decision-making and addresses thereby
the wide ethical principles that impact not only physicians
and healthcare providers, but also the patients [11]. It also
concerns the code of ethics of healthcare providers. Ethics in
general can be seen as systemic rules or principles that point
out the right and wrong of actions, in addition to the good
and bad of the motives and ends of these actions. Another
definition would be that it is a moral construct focused on the
medical issues of medical practitioners, stating the principles
of proper professional conduct concerning the rights as well
as the duties of physicians, patients, and fellow practitioners,
in addition to the care of patients and in relation to their
families [12]. What is important to notice, is that the history
of medical ethics goes far beyond that of bioethics, since it
began with the Hippocratic Oath. “To treat the ill to the best
of one’s ability, to preserve a patient’s privacy, to teach the
secrets of medicine to the next generation, etc…” [13].
Medical ethics has four commonly accepted principles
excerpted from Beauchamp and Childress [14]:
1. Principle of respect for autonomy
2. Principle of non-maleficence
3. Principle of beneficence
4. Principle of justice
Engineering ethics stands for the set of ethical standards
and principles ruling the behavior of engineers in their title
role as professionals. The term profession has been presented
in the introduction and will be explained later on in relation
to bioethical engineers. A profession is motivated by either
economic self-interest (business model) that makes the social
practice or occupation concerned with making profits, or by
ethical commitment (professional model), which makes
professionals agree to regulate their practice in accordance to
promoting the public good [2]. In the engineering profession,
the ethical commitment of an engineer must overshadow the
business and profit model because they agree to regulate
themselves by high standards of technical competence and
ethical practice so that their main goal remains in the area of
the decent and fair of the public. The professional codes of
ethics have been documented by several professional
engineering societies, such as the National Society of
Professional Engineers (NSPE), the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the American Society
of Biomedical Engineers (ASBME). The idea of ethical
codes is rather uniform. A code can be general “Using their
knowledge and skill for the enhancement of human welfare”,
or specific “Engineers shall hold paramount the safety,
health, and welfare of the public” [2]. According to the
preamble stated in the National Society for Professional
Engineers (NSPE) [2]:
Engineering is an important and learned profession. As
members of this profession, engineers are expected to exhibit
the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Engineering

has a direct and vital impact on the quality of life for all
people. Accordingly, the services provided by engineers
require honesty, impartiality, fairness, and equity, and must
be dedicated to the protection of the public health, safety,
and welfare. Engineers must perform under a standard of
professional behavior that requires adherence to the highest
principles of ethical conduct.
All of which brings us back to the point that an engineer
should always be devoted to the protection of public health,
safety and well-being; even if it takes going beyond what an
engineer is expected to do.
B. Biomedical Engineering Ethics
Biomedical Engineering is the application of
engineering principles and techniques on medicine and
biology [1]. It comprises design and problem solving skills
of engineering with medical and biological sciences to
enhance the quality of people’s life, by evolving medical
health care and technology. Clinical Engineering is a subspecialty of Biomedical Engineering concerned with
healthcare delivery. Each profession is ought to include a
basic methodology for deciding what is morally right and
what is morally wrong in one’s professional conduct [1].
Ethics is therefore a central concept and not a peripheral
one, because its principles guide biomedical engineers to
recognize ethical problems and attempt to solve them. This
is why there is a code of ethics that emphasizes the major
canons for biomedical engineers, helping them to recognize,
think critically and engulf the ethical problems they might
face. One important thing is the responsibility they have
towards their profession as well as them being fully
attentive of the potential for their professional knowledge
and skills to affect health and human life. Public health,
safety, and well-being are paramount considerations, and
ethical responsibilities incorporate those of engineers and
medical practitioners. Thus, the moral obligations of
medicine and biomedical engineering diverge due to the
specialized nature of both practices. It should be noted that
biomedical engineers are considered as indirect
practitioners; the technologies and techniques they advance
co-determine medical practice and affect the medical field
as well [15]. Three types of ethics are manifested in
biomedical engineering: Professional ethics, Patient ethics,
and Natural & Human ethics [14]. Honesty, fairness, and
not publishing false data comprise professional ethics.
Honesty and confidentiality are necessary to allow engineers
to conduct research with patients comprising patient ethics.
Preserving the standards of nature and not crossing the line
between enhancing one’s quality of life and changing their
traits comprise natural and human ethics. Again, Respect for
autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice, are
the most widely used frameworks and provide an extensive
consideration for biomedical engineering ethics while
analyzing bioethical issues.
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C. The Bioethical Engineer
Since the professional does profess, he asks that he
trusted. The client is not a true judge of the value of the
service he receives; furthermore, the problems and affairs
of men are such that the best of professional advice and
action will not always solve them ... The client is to trust the
professional; he must tell him all secrets which bear upon
the affairs in hand. He must trust his judgement and skill.
[16]
Everett C. Hughes
All kinds of professions are somehow related to
bioethics, especially engineers and physicians who work to
enhance the quality of life, care for the public’s health and
safety. There is a need for bioethical sensibilities in the
engineering codes of ethics such as those just mentioned.
What is always expected from any professional in any field,
is trust and reliability. Honesty, confidentiality and many
other forms of honesty are of high importance in engineers.
Society demands and puts trust in the professionals they
deal with, from medical to engineering to legal and other
professionals. Not only are they expected to be current and
capable, but also honest, especially when undergoing
medical treatment and dealing with healthcare providers,
such as physicians, nurses, emergency personnel and others.
Society cedes a substantial amount of trust to a relatively
small group of experts; the professionals in increasingly
complex and complicated disciplines that have grown out of
the technological advances that began in the middle of the
twentieth century and grew exponentially in its waning
decades [16].
There is a contiuum among science,
engineering and technology, becase many health problems
require interrelated harmony among doctors, clinical
engineers, and technicians [16]. Ethics related to these
fields, are bioethics that govern what is clearly wrong and
clearly right.
All engineering projects are commnal; there would be no
computers, there would be no airplanes, there would not
even be civilization, if engineering were a solitary activity.
What follows? It follows that we must be able to rely on
other engineers; we must be able to trust their work. That is,
it follows that there is a principle which binds engineering
together, because without it the individal engineer would be
helpless. This principle is truthflulness. [16]
Joseph Bronowski
In order to gain the trust of a whole society, an engineer
should first be able to meet the trustworthiness of the
engineering community, which is articulated by the
engineering profession through the codes of ethics. We have
mentioned before that a good engineer is an engineer that
has the traits of a professional character. A character that
might go beyond what is asked from, in order to posses
pride in technical excellence, social awareness and
environmental consciousness [2]. Since there must be

professional harmony between engineers, such as clinical
engineers, medical practitioners, and physicians, the
relationship should be based on honesty, trust and
reliability, towards themselves and the society. In order to
be trustworthy, engineers also have to be professionally
responsible as well as legally. Engineers should be held
accountable for not only what has been done in the past, but
what will happen in the future. “What does an engineer do
when no one is looking?” a social contract of professional
intrinsic ethics controls this kind of contract between an
engineer and society as a whole. A good clinical engineer
knows that he is accountable for what is happening with
patients when undergoing any kind of medical procedure.
They satisfy a norm called the standard of care, which goes
beyond basic job resposnibilites as defined by employment
terms. According to the preamble of the code of ethics of
the National Society for Professional Engineers (NSPE):
Engineering is an important and learned profession. As
members of this profession, engineers are expected to
exhibit the highest standards of honesty and integrity.
Engineering has a direct and vital impact on the quality of
life for all people. Accordingly, the services provided by
engineers require honesty, impartiality, fairness, and equity,
and must be dedicated to the protection of the public health,
safety, and welfare. Engineers must perform under a
standard of professional behavior that requires adherence
to the highest principles of ethical conduct.
IV.

FROM PATERNALISM TO REVERSE PATERNALISM

Professionals possess the knowledge that qualifies them
to be superior in the field they work in. For example,
medical doctors have more scientific and medical
information, which might be a reason for them to act
paternalistically. Paternalism is by definition, the
interference of a state or a person with another person’s
autonomy. This is motivated by the claim that this
interference will provide benefit or protect from harm.
Paternalism can take place in different areas of our personal
and public life. It can be reasonable, when being protective
and it can be unacceptable, when being beneficial for the
wrong party. What we will focus on is medical paternalism,
because as clinical engineers it is of our concern to provide
safety and health for patients that undergo medical
procedures, since there is always contact with any kind of
medical equipment. In addition to that, biomedical/clinical
engineers are in interaction not only with doctors, nurses,
clinical research departments, etc., but also patients (Figure
1). Moreover, as professional engineers, it is of our
responsibility to protect and provide safety for these patients.
This is why we have to make sure that paternalism does not
completely incapacitate patients’ ability to make decisions.
There lies an even bigger problem in the fact that paternalism
is being asked for. For reasons, we are trying to find out,
patients are giving physicians the opportunity to make
decisions for them and thereby give up their moral agency.
They do not realize that in some cases physicians might take
advantage of those patients who leave their choices to the
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doctors they trust, blindly. Even though paternalism can
sometimes be the correct way of handling patients, it is
ethically unacceptable to not involve them in the decisionmaking process.

Figure 1. Diagram Illustration of the interaction of a Clinical Engineer [17].

A. Paternalism in our society
Every moral agent can reason, make rational decisions
and form self-interested judgments based on concepts of
right and wrong conduct, being therefore responsible for
their actions [2]. Moral responsibility for one’s actions is
based on the concept of autonomy, that refers to the aptitude
of a balanced individual to make an educated an un-coerced
decision. In ethics, autonomy refers to a person’s capacity
for self-determination and decision-making in the context of
moral choices and making decisions based on a course of
action out of respect for moral duty [14]. Paternalistic
interventions are categorized into legitimate and illegitimate.
They are legitimate when the patient is incapable of making
an autonomous and voluntary decision. This implies that
being or acting paternalistically needs certain conditions and
is not always acceptable or even allowable.
Medicine is facing a transformation for relocating the
authority of decision making from physicians to patients.
This is noted by a comparison of the ethical codes of the
American Medical Association (AMA) in the last two
centuries. In article II of the 1847 AMA ethical code entitled
“Obligations of patients to their physicians”, the following
statement was found in Section 6 [13]:
“The obedience of a patient to the prescriptions of his
physician should be prompt and implicit. He should never
permit his own crude opinions as to their fitness, to influence
his attention to them. A failure in one particular case may
render an otherwise judicious treatment dangerous, and even
fatal.”
In contrast, AMA’s opinion in 1990 on “Fundamental
Elements of the Patient-Physician Relationship” now states a
radically different position [18]:
“The patient has the right to make decisions regarding the
health care that is recommended by his or her physician.

Accordingly, patients may accept or refuse any
recommended medical treatment.”
Today, the principle of patient autonomy and selfdetermination has emerged as the dominant ethos in health
care, threatening in many instances to totally eclipse the
principle of medical beneficence [18]. Sometimes, doctors
act paternalistically by not explaining in a detailed manner
why a patient needs to undergo certain treatments, because in
their opinion “they know better” and patients most often will
not understand. A pregnant woman sees her doctor regularly
and begins to trust her, so when that doctor tells her that she
needs to undergo caesarean operation instead of giving birth
naturally, she would believe her. What matters to her is the
safety and health of her child. But what is so dangerous
about this issue, is that many women do not ask why. They
do not pay attention to the fact that many doctors have so
much self-interest that they only care for how much money
they can make out of this operation. Women do not ask for
all the information they deserve to know in order to
understand the advantages and disadvantages or side effects
of any treatment or surgery. This kind of “marketing” is very
common in Lebanon and the rate of C-section (CS) patients
is rising unbelievably, most of which are performed for
nonmedical reasons. C-sections were introduced in clinical
practice as a life saving procedure for the mother and the
baby. In 1985, the World Health Organization (WHO)
stated: “There is no justification for any region to have CS
rates higher than 10-15%” [19]. According to a study done in
2010, about the global numbers and costs of additionally
needed and unnecessary Caesarean Sections performed per
year, Lebanon is among the countries that have a rate of
above 15% of C-sections with a percentage of 23.3% [20].
The rate of CSs in Lebanon is the highest in the Arab region,
and the rates are still rising. In 2013, the Ministry of Public
Health (MoPH) covered a rate of 44-45% CSs of total
deliveries. Along with the Syrian crisis, the women
delivering their babies in Lebanon by CSs is 35%, according
to the UNHCR (collected data from the hospitals Syrian
women were admitted to) which is higher than the rate in
Syria (23%) [21]. Again showing an increase in comparison
to the acceptable rate given by WHO (15%). WHO stated
that they do not recommend achieving a specific rate at
population level anymore, but urges focusing on the medical
needs of women and the indications that necessitate the
procedure [22]. In order to reduce the rate of unnecessary or
repeated CSs, Vaginal Birth after CSs (VBAC) is rising in
developing countries, whereas in Lebanon this rate is only of
7%. Which is relatively low and indicates that women who
undergo CSs are more likely to undergo repeated CSs due to
the refusal of most physicians to perform VBAC [23].
What we are addressing, is the right of patients to decide
and gain full knowledge about their medical conditions. In
this case, women must gain full knowledge about the risks
they will have to handle when the CSs are unnecessary. They
can result in major health risks and various complications for
mothers and newborns, which might lead to significant
burdens on health care systems [24]. Multiple systematic
reviews indicated increase in adverse health consequences
such as the need for antibiotic treatment [25]; neonatal
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intensive care unit admission [26]; blood transfusion [27];
hysterectomy [28]; and sometimes death [29], in addition to
many others. Thus, acting paternalistically as a physician in
such cases is not always beneficial for the patient. Factors
that might lead to doctors advising women to go through CSs
are the absence of national guidelines, diversity in medical
schools (diversified practices and absence of unified medical
standards in the field of maternal healthcare [30]), opposition
of powerful stakeholders (opposing standardized regulations
that aim to reduce the rate of CSs in the country [31]),
absence of law, need for strengthened primary healthcare,
unregulated medical practice, presence of medical insurance
(women with medical insurance are more likely to have CSs
than others [32]), higher hospitalization costs and benefits
[33] as well as higher procedural costs and revenues [34].
Which implies that CSs ensure excessive profits for hospitals
as they require higher bed occupancy and longer hospital
stays that subsequently result from programmed births,
which in turn increases the benefits of the hospital and leads
to an increase in CSs rate. In Lebanon, the coverage of CSs
by the MoPH and the National Social Security Fund (NSSF)
insurance schemes and physician reimbursement are higher
than those of vaginal or normal deliveries, which is of course
associated with the preference of health providers to do more
CSs [29]. This is evidence of practiced paternalism in
Lebanon by medical physicians towards their pregnant
patients of performing unnecessary CSs for the benefits of
their own.
Paternalism is a pure realm of applied ethics,
and raises many ethical and theoretical questions. How
should we think about individual autonomy and its limits?
What is the trade-off, if any, between regard for the welfare
of another and respect for their right to make their own
decisions? When does a physician have the right to be
paternalistic? We have started our study in Lebanon, which
seems to be one of the countries that suffer from medical
paternalism. Traditional cultures across the world empower
family members and doctors alike to “protect” patients from
knowing the truth of their medical condition or by ruling
their medical decisions as well. In countries like Japan, Iran,
Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Lebanon, these views are
strongly tied to social norms and traditions that topple the
western conception. Ethics does shed light on the concept of
paternalism, in particularly medical paternalism, but what we
have noticed is that there has been a reverse of paternalism
coming from the patients themselves.
B. Reverse paternalism
As we have made clear, about the long practiced medical
paternalism that doctors tend to make decisions for their
patients. This is how they take advantage of their position as
specialists having the power to reach personal achievements.
We have identified an emerging ethical dilemma concerning
the doctor-patient relationship that shows how patients
themselves are encouraging the act of medical paternalism.
This ethical issue is commonly present in the field of
medicine in a developing country like Lebanon and termed
it for the first time as reverse paternalism. Reverse
paternalism refers to the act of sacrificing one’s autonomy
and self-determination and giving another person or group

the right for making decisions on their behalf [1]. Whenever
a patient refuses to choose a treatment procedure among
other procedures and trusts the doctor to choose for them, we
have a case of reverse paternalism. People have not
acknowledged the severity of the presence of such an ethical
issue yet. One of the reasons is the absence of regulations
that specific to reverse paternalism that restrict physicians’
unethical behavior towards their patients. There is a lack of
auditing and supervision over what happens in hospitals or
clinics. What was also been noticed is that patients are not
usually advised to seek second opinions about certain
medical treatments or procedures. Many patients show too
much dependence on their doctors, others are ignorant and
do not seek information about their medical situation other
than what their doctors tell them, some do not have the
courage to question their doctors. Most of the time patients
trust their physicians too much. Patients’ educational level,
medical experiences, financial status and psychological
states can play a huge role in enhancing this kind of
paternalism. Paternalism induces power imbalance between
health professionals and patients. Doctors have the medical
knowledge that makes them superior to patients in making
decisions as mentioned before. A decision-making process is
a process of selecting a belief or a course of action among
various alternative choices. There are seven main steps that
highlight the importance of patients’ moral agency. These
steps also include the principle of an informed consent of
which we will provide a detailed explanation in the
following section. Patients are advised to surrender to an
epistemic authority. It is the process of selecting a belief or a
course of action among various alternative choices. It is very
important for patients to be aware of how this can be done.
The main steps are:
1. Identify decision to be made
2. Gather relevant information
3. Identify alternatives
4. Weigh evidence
5. Choose among alternatives
6. Take action
7. Review decision and consequences
Table I, as shown in the Appendix, illustrates a
comparison between how decision-making should occur and
how it is done in Lebanon [1]. The description of how it is
happening in Lebanon is only generalized and points out
how important it is to solve this issue and search for
recommendations. Reasons are numerous and most of them
might be of cultural sources. There is a strong relationship of
dominance and affection between the way decisions are
made and the cultural perceptions. Each culture brings its
own views and values to the health care system, which alters
health care beliefs, health practices and the nature of doctorpatient relationships [1]. Mutual respect and appreciation of
roles is the basic guideline on which a healthy relationship
should be based on. Professionals should not abuse their
position by manipulating or coercing patients against their
will, so patients must not coerce professionals to go against
their fundamental ethical convictions and professional values
[35].
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C. Clinical Engineers and Reverse Paternalism
Biomedical/Clinical engineers have a range of
interactions in which they might be required to engage in a
hospital setting (Figure 1). In cooperation with doctors, they
share duties towards patients. They are involved in medical
operations and accepted medical practices between the
doctor and the patient to ensure efficacy and safety. Thus,
clinical engineers must act in a patient-centered manner and
apply engineering principles in managing medical systems
and devices in the patient setting. Since engineers are
responsible for decisions taken about particular designs that
will affect the lives of patients and financial well-being of
many people, give professional advice, they are obliged to
regard responsibility towards the health and safety of
patients. As biomedical engineers, the current doctor-patient
relationship presented in our society, has triggered our sense
of responsibility. Reverse paternalism is an ethical dilemma
that interferes with decisions taken by engineers working in
the medical field. It is of our duty to alert and inform the
public so their moral agency keeps protected. We have
therefore, for the first time, identified, quantified and
discussed this issue by assigning it as a problem in various
fields such as medical diagnosis and treatment in Lebanon.
So if someone asks if engineers really do have patients, in
order to be concerned for an issue such as reverse
paternalism, the answer is clearly yes. In the fourth canon of
the National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) it is
stated that [16]:
Engineers shall act for each employer or client as faithful
agents or trustees.
Furthermore, the preamble to the NSPE code affirms:
Engineering has a direct and vital impact on the quality
of life for all people. Biomedical engineers design and test
devices to be used to treat diseases and to ameliorate the
quality of life of individual patients [16]. Thus, the real
clients of clinical engineers are physicians, but being the
trustee of the public, the devices and systems must hold
paramount health, safety, and welfare. This makes patients
indirect clients of engineers. At a minimum, engineers are
part of the team that supports the physician, who in turn
treats the patient. Which implies that the clinical engineer is
held responsible to both, the client (physician) and patient
(recipient of the engineered system) [16].
V.

INFORMED CONSENTS IN MEDICINE AND
ENGINEERING

We will take a closer look at the concept of informed
consents. The principle of autonomy implies that a patient
has the capacity to act intentionally, with understanding and
without controlling influences that would influence a free
and voluntary act. Which is the basis for the practice of
informed consents. It is important to shed light on this
process after noticing that this is still unknown to a large
portion of the public.
A. The importance of informed consents
Informed consents can be defined as the process that gets
a patient’s permission before being subjected to healthcare

interventions. The patient is requested to consent before
receiving therapy, or a clinical researcher asks a research
applicant before signing them up into clinical trial. It
comprises a clear appreciation and understanding of the
facts, implications and consequences of the specific therapy,
surgery or trial as well as providing all relevant facts. A
physician is obliged to give a detailed explanation of every
step of a treatment, the reason and possible side effects to the
patient, and thereby get their permission. This is done by
providing them with a document that contains all the
information the patient has to be aware of in order to
accurately go through the decision-making process we have
explained previously. Certainly, no information should be
kept from the patient so that they are able to form a rational
decision and avoid severe ethical issues arising from the lack
of sufficient data. Informed consents are another way of
respecting moral agents’ autonomy and right of taking
decisions related to their health. Mental disability, sleep
deprivation, Alzheimer’s disease or being in a coma, or
immaturity are cases of limited moral agency, implying that
other individuals are certified to give consent on their behalf,
such as parents, siblings, or legal guardians of a child.
Informed consents can be divided into two parts, one
containing the information specific to what type of medical
intervention, and the second one comprising the consent. The
information component refers to disclosure of information
and comprehension of what is disclosed giving the patient
the chance to consider its contents in their decision-making
process. The consent component refers to that the decision
about to be made is voluntary and permission is given to
proceed. Note that informed consents are collected according
to guidelines from the fields of medical and research ethics
[1]. We have found out by a survey we will provide in the
next section, that many patients have never received neither
heard of informed consents. Which is ethically unacceptable
especially in cases of surgeries and medical interventions
with probable side effects. Permission is often taken verbally
if not paternalistically, and what we are concerned about is
the fact that many of those cases are results of reverse
paternalistic cases.
Informed consents should be seen as protection not only
for the patients, but physicians as well. It is evidence that
patients are aware of all the possible outcomes and have fully
understood what and why is going to happen, and what
might happen if this intervention is not taking place.
However, many practitioners believe that patients may thus
be better served if efforts are directed instead of finding ways
of minimizing hard paternalism without too great of
compromise on patient’s freedom [18]. This argument is yet
to be validated from an ethical perspective.
B. Survey
The purpose of this survey is to examine the presence of
the suggested phenomenon in Lebanon and to assess to what
extent it is present in the field of medicine. Based on the
results we may indicate if it is spread out in the Lebanese
society. If yes, the next step would be to alert the public and
suggest some regulations to restrict this kind of paternalism.
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The following hypothesis is formulated to achieve the
objectives of the present study: A new kind of paternalism is
emerging in the field of medicine in Lebanon, termed as
reverse paternalism.
The study was conducted on a representative sample of
85 patients in the region of Beirut. The patients are a
selection of males and females with diversity in age and
education (Table II, as shown in the Appendix, represents a
sample of the questionnaire). The questionnaire consists of
20 items each with five alternative responses: strongly
disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree. The
items are related to the following concepts:
1. Patient’s autonomy
2. Decision making process
The questionnaire comprises a variety of questions that
refer to a paradigm of reverse paternalism or the absence of
reverse paternalism, as well as a neutral point of view.
Figures 2-a, b, c and d give an illustration of the age, gender,
marital status, employment status, and educational level. A
total of 85 patients have answered 20 questions. Each
question was analyzed in order to categorize it. Questions 1,
4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 15 are direct questions referring to
reverse paternalism. The questions can be separated into two
types, 10 positive questions and 10 inversed questions
(meaning the opposite of the positive ones). As Figure 3
shows, 85% ask their doctors about suggested treatments or
procedures. 70% disagree with their doctors not involving
them in decisions about their treatments (Figure 4). Only
53% do not allow their doctors to choose on their behalf,
19% have a neutral opinion, which means that 28% allow
their doctors to take decisions for them (Figure 5). Figure 6
illustrates how 38% agree that it is ethically permissible for
doctors to act paternalistically with their patients. When
asked if they refuse to let their doctors take decisions for
them, 44% disagreed (Figure 7).
As most of the results indicate the existence of weak
reverse paternalism, we took a closer look at the age and
educational level of those who showed tendency towards
reverse paternalism. Some of the patients that are in the age
of 40-60 years have a lower educational level, due to the
complications of war Lebanon has faced, also showing
tendency towards reversing paternalism. We chose a patient
to ask about his last visit to a doctor. This patient is a married
employed male of age between 40-60 years with an
elementary educational level. He was asked about how much
he trusts his doctor and how much he believes in what he
prescribes as treatments. He agreed on telling us what his
problem was and what was prescribed, and when we asked
him if he knows what each drug is for he said no: “He is a
very good doctor and I am sure he knows what is best for me
to get better.” Again, we took a closer look at the
questionnaire this patient has filled and noticed that they do
not quite match the way he really acts.

Figure 2. An overview of the personal information and diversity of
surveyed patients, in terms of (a) age, (b) gender, (c) marital status, and (d)
employment status.
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Figure 3. Illustration of how many patients ask for information.

Figure 4. Patients' disagreement on not being involved in decisionmaking processes.

Figure 5. Patients that say that they have a successful shared-decision
making process with their doctors.

Figure 6. Patients that want their doctor to choose and decide on their
behalf.

Figure 7. The percentage of patients who find it ethically permissible for
doctors to act
paternalistically.

Figure 8. The patients that refuse to let their doctors choose on their
behalf.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Living in a society where professionals are considered
trustees most of the public believe in, it is important to pay
attention to the ethical issues that may be encountered.
Patients trust their doctors sometimes too much, which can
lead to the emergence of new phenomena in ethics.
Paternalism is a long-known dilemma that is widely present
in our society, but what we have noticed is that paternalism
is not as hard to be achieved as it once was. By encouraging
it by patients, doctors find it much easier nowadays. This
refers to a new ethical dilemma termed as reverse
paternalism. When we first started to gather information we
had to look at it from different perspectives. Is paternalism a
bad thing to do? Can reverse paternalism have positive
aspects? So, we started interviewing people and with time
had a clearer view at what is really happening in our society.
We already knew that culture and religion play major roles in
the decision-making processes patients undergo, and knew
that there are many other factors that make patients tend to
trust their doctors sometimes blindly. Though the outcome of
the survey showed weak reverse paternalism according to the
collected and compiled data, but the fact that it is present is a
problem itself. The absence of regulations specific to reverse
paternalism that can restrict the physicians’ unethical
behavior towards patients is one of the most difficult
problems to solve. It is difficult in a society where doctors
take advantage of their patients, thus a society that is losing
faith in humanity. In Lebanon, medical practitioners lack the
sense of responsibility due to the lack of auditing and
supervision over what happens in hospitals/clinics. Who is to
blame? The doctors or the patients themselves? A good test
for their responsibility is the question “Do physicians
commit to ethical or legal standards when there is no
supervision?” and it seems that most doctors fail this test! It
is the same question that must trigger the consciousness of
engineers when asking “What does an engineer do when no
one is looking?” we must always remember that there is a
social contract between the public and us, promising health,
safety and welfare.
As we have mentioned, some of the questions were
answered in ways patients only “wish” to act in real life. But
what is important is that it started to raise awareness and
open the eyes of those who were involved in our study. As
engineers it is our responsibility to alert people, inform them
about the challenges they might face and advise in order to
help. We have started in Lebanon and wish to reach other
countries where this might be happening too.
Thus, recommendations must be provided to control this
ethical dilemma. Ethical guidance that governs the behavior
of doctors and patients in cases of reverse paternalism should
be developed. Highlighting the importance of consent before
any medical intervention is another recommendation. This
can be done by the organization of seminars for patients to
raise their awareness of having the right to get all the
information they need as moral agents. This is an ethical
issue that should not only be acknowledged in Lebanon, but
in all societies that suffer from reverse paternalism.
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APPENDIX
Table I. The Decision Making Process.
Process steps

Description of each step

Go through an internal process of trying to define clearly the
nature of the decision you must make.

Identify decision to be made

Gather relevant information

Identify alternatives

Most decisions require collecting pertinent information. The
real trick in this step is to know what information is needed
the best sources of this information, and how to go about
getting it. Some information must be sought from within you
through a process of self-assessment; other information must
be sought from outside yourself-from books, people, and a
variety of other sources. This step, therefore, involves both
internal and external “work”.

Many people do now know
where to look for information or
whom to ask. Others try to get
information from people with
similar experiences instead of
researching
properly.
The
process of self-assessment is
sometimes not clear to certain
patients.

Through the process of collecting information you will
probably identify several possible paths of action, or
alternatives. You may also use your imagination and
information to construct new alternatives. In this step of the
decision-making process, you will list all possible and
desirable alternatives.

Many
patients
ask
their
physicians for alternatives, but
do not know where to look for
information other than their
healthcare practitioners, which
is the same problem found in
step 2.

You draw on your information and emotions to imagine
what it would be like if you carried out each of the
alternatives to the end. You must evaluate whether the need
identified in Step 1 would be helped or solved through the
use of each alternative. In going through this difficult
internal process, you begin to favor certain alternatives,
which appear to have higher potential for reaching your goal.
Eventually you are able to place the alternatives in priority
order, based upon your own value system.

Weigh evidence

Once you have weighed all the evidence, you are ready to
select the alternative, which seems to be best suited to you.
You may even choose a combination of alternatives.

Choose among alternatives

You now take some positive action, which begins to
implement the alternative you chose in Step 5.

Take action

Review
decisions
consequences

and

Application of each step in
Lebanon
Patients realize that there is a
decision to be made but instead
of going through an internal
process, they immediately ask
their physicians for advices and
what to do.

In the last step you experience the results of your decision
and evaluate whether or not it has “solved” the need you
identified in Step 1. If it has, you may stay with this decision
for some period of time. If the decision has not resolved the
identified need, you may repeat certain steps of the process
in order to make a new decision. You may, for example,
gather more detailed or somewhat different information or
discover additional alternatives on which to base your
decision.

The challenge in this step is that
many patients do not even reach
this step. But helping them
reach this point would make it
easier for them to be able to
imagine themselves in certain
situations.
What is done here, is that most
patients only take into account
the alternatives their physicians
have told them, so when left
with a number of alternatives
they are lost when confronting
decisions on their own. (Only if
physicians
haven’t
been
paternalistic when implying
what alternative to choose).
This is where patients return to
reverse paternalism and let their
health care practitioners choose
what alternative to choose and
implement.
This depends on what type of
decision was made. If the
decision has not resolved the
identified need, if a surgery has
not been successful, patients
often blame their physicians.
These physicians however, have
been told to decide for them,
which is why shared-decision
making
is
of
highest
importance.
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Table II Patient Questionnaire

Answer questions as they relate to you.
Check the box(es) that are most applicable to you.
8) About You
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9) Doctor-patient Relationship
Please complete the following questionnaire by circling the appropriate answer.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I never ask my doctors for information about a suggested
treatment/procedure

1

2

3

4

5

I seek multiple opinions before selecting a surgery/treatment

1

2

3

4

5

I am confident that my doctors provides me the best treatment

1

2

3

4

5

I don’t want my doctor to involve me in decisions about my
treatment

1

2

3

4

5

I have a successful shared-decision making relationship with my
doctor
I want my doctor to choose on my behalf

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Doctors know best for patients and they have to decide for them

1

2

3

4

5

It is ethically permissible for patients to allow doctors to act
paternalistically

1

2

3

4

5

In critical cases I prefer my doctor to choose on my behalf

1

2

3

4

5

I trust my doctor in everything he/she says because he/she is
well-known to be the best in his/her field

1

2

3

4

5

I always ask my doctor for information about a suggested
treatment/procedure

1

2

3

4

5

It is not necessary to seek multiple opinions before selecting a
surgery/treatment

1

2

3

4

5

I don’t trust my doctor’s ability to provide the best treatment for
me

1

2

3

4

5

I want my doctor to involve me in decisions about my treatment

1

2

3

4

5

My doctor-patient relationship lacks a successful shared-decision
making process

1

2

3

4

5

I refuse to let my doctor choose on my behalf

1

2

3

4

5

Even though doctors know better, they don’t have the right to
choose for patients

1

2

3

4

5

It is not ethically permissible for patients to allow doctors to act
paternalistically

1

2

3

4

5

I prefer to take all my medical decisions by myself

1

2

3

4

5

I don’t trust my doctor completely just because he/she is known
to be the best in his/her field

1

2

3

4

5
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Abstract— Hand movement tracking devices are important for
monitoring impaired hand function during daily life activities.
The study presented the design of a finger movement
evaluation device to record hand movement in daily life
activities. It also investigates the feasibility of using such a
device for rehabilitative purposes. Finger Movement
Evaluation Device (FMED) was developed for these purposes
and was tested on six stroke subjects who used it at home for
two days. Based on the results of the feasibility study and
subjects’ request to use the device for a longer period of time, a
home-based therapy pilot study on one stroke survivor was
done. Results show a high patient acceptance of using FMED,
with an ability to use acquired data to extract quantitative
information about finger movement. However, the clinical
training trial shows that the first version of the device is not
practical for intensive use and its performance is not stable.
These preliminary findings lead to designing a new version of
the device using different hardware and setup.
Keywords- data glove; finger movement impairment; stroke;
home-based therapy

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper extends the paper [1] that was presented at the
4th International Conference on Global Health Challenges.
In the field of stroke rehabilitation, evaluating the use of
impaired hand during daily life requires the use of motiontracking devices like the Finger Movement Evaluation
Device [1]. Stroke is the major cause of neurological
disability all over the world [2]. However, upper extremity
(UE) motor impairment, specifically hand paresis, is the
most disabling and persisting residual impairment after this
event [3] and it is evident that it limits basic activities of
daily living [4]. For this reason, the role of stroke
rehabilitation is to promote independence in daily life
activities [5]. Moreover, the use of outcome measures (OMs)
in neurological physical therapy is essential to evaluate the
improvement of function during rehabilitation [6]. Therefore,
an essential issue in the assessment after stroke is to
determine how much of the impairment of upper extremity is
the source of loss of function, and if the selected
rehabilitation intervention improves the daily activities of
stroke survivors.

Numerous standardized clinical measures are available
for clinicians to evaluate UE function after stroke. However,
these measures are rarely used in clinical practice because of
time constraints, high level of difficulty, lack of equipment,
and lack of knowledge regarding OMs [7]. Besides, most of
these measures do not collect information about the use of
UE in the Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and do not
provide clinicians with quantitative and objective
information about patients' use of impaired limb during the
day [8]; thus, they do not reflect how patients function in
their daily life and real world [9]. The use of assessment
tools at home and community is essential for evaluating UE
function during daily activities in order to improve
therapeutic intervention and avoid having patients stop using
the impaired limb due to pain or absence of confidence and
eventually lose the ability to use it due to the learned non-use
phenomena [10].
Wearable measurement devices and home monitoring
devices provide clinicians with additional assessment
opportunities such as collecting hand posture and movement
data when individuals perform daily activities outside the
clinic [11]. Despite their importance in measuring the
fingers' range of motion during dynamic tasks [12], different
limitations exist; they are expensive, heavy and
uncomfortable to be worn in daily life outside the clinic [13,
14] and do not provide long-term monitoring [13].
Preliminary research in the area of hand glove devices
has focused primarily on testing protocols that evaluated the
characteristics of glove devices [11-13, 15-18]. None of them
has explored the use of these devices to monitor the impaired
UE function during daily life.
This article describes the design, development, and
testing of a low-cost device for the assessment of finger
movement during daily activities. Section II provides a
review of evaluation measures of hand function after stroke.
Section III describes the device design and implementation.
Section IV describes the methodology of feasibility studies.
Sections V elaborates on the results and discussion, followed
by conclusions provided in Section VI.
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II.

EVALUATION MEASURES OF HAND FUNCTION
AFTER STROKE

A. Clinical Measures
Numerous clinical measures are disposable to clinicians
to use in clinic for the evaluation of upper extremity
functions after stroke, that either measures self-report or
performance. Performance measures include different
clinical tests, frequently the Action Research Arm Test
(ARAT) [20], Box and Blocks Test (BB) [21], Chedokee
Arm and Hand Activity Inventory (CAHAI), Jebsen-Taylor
Hand Function Test (JTT), [22] Nine- Hole Peg Test [23],
and the Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) [24]. The most
cited self-report measures include the Stroke Impact Scale
(SIS) and the Motor Activity Log (MAL) [25]. However, all
of these clinical measures of motor function do not provide
data about how the person functions in their daily life [19].
B. Quantitative Tools
Probably the most commonly used evaluation procedure
is the measurement of joint range of motion (ROM) [26]
using mechanical or electronic goniometers [12]. The range
of motion (ROM) is defined by the ability to move the
joint(s), and can be evaluated as active and passive ROM
[27].
The complex structure of the hand negatively affects the
accuracy of any hand ROM measurement [12]. Moreover,
goniometry is related to static ROM measurement, but the
hands are used principally in complex and dynamic tasks.
Hence, ROM measurements using goniometry cannot predict
the effective ability of the hand to perform functional tasks
[28].
C. Hand Movement Data Gloves
In order to overcome the limitations of clinical measures
and traditional goniometry and understand how individuals
interact in the real world, there is a need for quantitative
measures of finger joint motion over longer periods of time
at home [15]. In principle, the use of glove devices
establishes an objective procedure to measure hand function
independent of examiner subjective interpretation [29].
Examples of data gloves in the market include the Cyber
glove (Immersion Corporation, San Jose, CA), the DataGlove Family (Fifth Dimension Technologies (5DT), Irvine,
CA), the SIGMA Glove [16], the Human Glove [12], the
shadow monitor [28, 30, and 15], the Wü glove [31], the
Smart Glove [17], and the Neuro-Assess Glove [18].
Some of these systems are commercially available but
are not feasible for use on individuals with severe hand and
finger impairments and/or neurological disorders. This is due
to the fact that these devices are too complex (some require
specific software and extra accessories) and unaffordable to
be owned by individuals for personal use [15].
D. Home-Based Therapy and Visual Feedback
Home-based upper limb therapy can be more beneficial
than conventional therapy used in rehabilitation centers.
Theoretically, home-based rehabilitation permits a repeated
practice of occupationally embedded tasks in the individual’s

own environment [35]. This is perhaps more advantageous
than hospital-based or outpatient treatment in accordance
with the “specificity of learning” principle [36], which
predicts that the learning of a new skill is improved when
conditions of practice match those of the task in real life
[35]. The FMED can be used in home-based upper extremity
rehabilitation therapy as it is low-cost, lightweight, and easy
to use. Furthermore, it is equipped with LEDs, which
provide visual feedback, and can track the use of the
subjects’ upper extremities during daily life and supervise
the exercises of home-based therapy to ensure that patients
are following the instructions of their clinicians at home. The
FMED’s entity with visual feedback makes it suitable for
home rehabilitation in that it engages and motivates patients
during their exercises at home. Thus, an evaluation of the
efficacy of the use of this device in the home-based stroke
rehabilitation is essential. In addition, there are indications
that integration of augmented feedback and exercises can
stimulate the learning process in rehabilitation therapy by
making patients more conscious of their performance [37];
hence, the use of FMED in therapy programs can add an
important value to the rehabilitation efficacy.
III.

THE FMED : AN OVERVIEW

A. Finger Movement Evaluation Device (FMED)
Figure 1 represents the first prototype of the Finger
Movement Evaluation Device worn by a volunteer. FMED
was designed to act as an offline electronic goniometer that
measures the angle of finger flexion of two joints
simultaneously. The device includes two bending sensors
(SpectraSymbol®, UT, USA) that can be placed on two
fingers' MCP joints (for example, index and middle fingers)
at a time using VelcroTM. Only two joints can be tracked with
this prototype in order to reduce the cost of the device and
allow the user to focus on two fingers at a time with the
freedom of choosing which joints to track. Figure 2
illustrates the main parts of the device. A voltage regulator
circuit was implemented to downregulate the power from a
12V (6500 mAh) rechargeable battery to 5V. A dc-dc
converter was implemented before the voltage regulator to
convert 12V to 7V in order to avoid too much heat
dissipation in case the voltage regulator downregulates from
12V to 5V. A charged battery (12V, 6500 mAh) was used to
power the device for more than 48 hours.
The microcontroller (ATmega2560) reads input from the
bending sensors through a voltage divider signal
conditioning circuit. This is a low-power complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) 8-bit microcontroller
that supports a real Read-While-Write Programming
mechanism. The microcontroller processes the data and
saves the values of each joint on an SD card in real time. The
raw data is saved on the SD (Secured Digital) card in
addition to the fractionation angle (difference in angle
between the two joints). This device also gives patients a
real-time feedback of their movement using a set of lightemitting diodes (LEDs) indicating the level of finger flexion
in increments of 10º (10º, 20º, 30º, 40º, 50º, 60º, 70º, 80º,
90º) and fractionation in increments of 5º (5º, 10º, 15º, 20º,
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25º). The main electronics of the device were chosen to be
surface-mounted in order to reduce the size and weight of the
device.

holder, and a protractor. The stepper motor uses a 12V input
and allows rotation with increments of 2 degrees. The
stepper motor driver is a driver board that includes three
main electronic chips: the NE555 precision timer, L297
stepper motor controller, and L298 dual full-bridge driver.

Figure 1.
Prototype 1 of FMED. A. Glove worn by a volunteer. B.
Device Hardware showing the set of LEDs for real-time visual feedback

Figure 2.

Main components of FMED

B. Characterization of the Sensor
Two procedures were used to characterize the linear
relationship between sensor resistance and bending angle.
Test 1: A healthy volunteer who bends his index finger 0
degrees, 45 degrees, and 90 degrees wore the glove. Data
was collected 4 times at each angle to check the
repeatability of resistance at these fixed positions. The
results show instability in the performance of the sensor on
the mid-angle, which is around 450 (See Figure 3).
Test 2: A customized hardware was developed to read the
accuracy and repeatability of the bending sensors. The
device specifically mimics the actions of a finger joint. A
stepper motor, a protractor, and flex sensor holder were
assembled to work as a hinge. Materials needed for this
testing device (Flex Sensor Testing Device, FSTD) are
stepper motor, stepper motor driver, sensor and motor

Figure 3.
Top. Testing the sensor values at three angles, 0, 45, and 90
degrees. Bottom. Results of one trial, the sensor's values are not stable at 45
degrees.

The device was used to test the relationship between
collected data (based on sensor impedance) and bending
angles from 0 to 90 degrees (by increments of 2 degrees).
Five trials were collected for the two used sensors. The
results with the best and worst linear relationship between
recorded value and protractor angle are shown in Figure 4.
C. Collected Data
As mentioned in the last section, the device saves the
values of the variation of angles for sensors 1 and 2 (for
example, index and middle finger flexion angles) and the
individuation (difference between angles recorded by sensor
1 and sensor 2) versus time. A customized Matlab®
algorithm was written to process this data. The first
processing step was to calculate differences between
adjacent elements of the dataset in order to detect movement
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episodes (change in flexion and individual angles). A
threshold of 2º was used to count the episodes of movement
(flexion angle exceeding a 2º predefined threshold). The ratio
of counted samples over the whole dataset provided the
Ratio of Movement (RaOM) values of each finger.
The other parameter that was calculated is related to the
mean of difference in the angle between the two fingers
(individual finger movement). Episodes or consecutive
samples where there was a difference in flexion between
index and middle fingers were reported. These episodes were
counted to derive the Integral of Individuated Movement
(IIM) episodes value. This value indicates how much the
subject was moving the index finger independent of the
middle finger and vice versa. IIM reflects how much the
patient is capable of controlling one finger independent of
the other during executing a functional task. The parameters
(RaOM and IIM) calculated based on the recorded data were
used as the main outcomes of FMED to effectively quantify
the amount of movement during the day.
IV.

USING FMED IN HOME-BASED THERAPY

A. Feasibility Study
1) Subjects
Subjects with stroke were recruited from multiple
rehabilitation centers in Beirut, Lebanon. Six individuals
with a clinical diagnosis of stroke in the chronic phase (three
males and three females, mean age 49.33±8.1 > 6 months
post-stroke) participated in the study.
Subjects were included because they had residual upper
extremity impairments (Upper extremity Fugl-Meyer [FM]
scores, with a range of (45-56)/66; and with mean flexion
fingers ROM ± 1 standard deviation: 73.3 ±7.4 degrees).
Table I presents the patient’s demographic and clinical
characteristics.
Inclusion criteria were chosen to give a nearly
homogenous group of subjects between 40-60 years, with a
similar representation of both sexes, and approximately same
degree of hand function deficit. The participants signed
informed consents approved by the Lebanese University,
school of health ethical review board.
2) Protocol of the Feasibility Study
Subjects were trained for a few minutes on how to wear
the device at home and turn it on or off. Subjects wore the
glove at home for two days. In the first day, they were
instructed to wear the glove in the impaired hand and use it
like they usually do during daily activities and remove it
before sleeping. In the second day, they received a call in the
morning from the study personnel and were instructed to do
specific activities using their impaired hand during the day in
addition to their daily routine.

Figure 4.
Upper two panels show the customized device and the
setup to record sensor value at a range of 0 to 90 degrees. Lower two
panels show the results of two trials.
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TABLE I. SUBJECTS’ DEMOGRAPHICS AND CLINICAL INFORMATION

Subject

Age

S1

40

S2

60

S3

SD

FM UL
section (0-66)

Months since CVA

Fingers' Average ROM

CVA side

M

8

70

L

49

F

8

60

L

50

45

F

12

80

L

56

S4

53

M

48

70

L

50

S5

58

F

6

80

L

45

S6

40

M

24

80

R

Average

Gender

52

49.33

73.3

50.33

8.12

7.45

3.61

SD: standard deviation. CVA: cerebrovascular accident. ROM: Range of Motion. FM: Fugl Meyer.

The list of activities is as follows:
• Stacking cups and dishes on shelves, organizing
the laundry, and other different household tasks
with the impaired hand (especially if subject
usually does such tasks normally)
• Trying to write using the impaired hand
• Using a remote control with the impaired hand
when watching TV
• Getting dressed with the use of the impaired
hand like zipping and buttoning
• Combing his/her hair using the impaired hand
• Working on the PC using the impaired hand
• Tying shoes using the impaired hand
• Using the impaired hand while using the phone
• At night, removing the glove before sleeping.
The research team did not supervise the patient at home;
however, the device recorded the data from the subject’s
movement on the SD card. After collecting the FMED
device from the subjects on the following day, they
completed a user feedback questionnaire, and the data was
saved on the SD card were collected for offline analysis.
User acceptance of the device and patient feedback were
evaluated based on a user feedback questionnaire [13]
presented in Table III and an open-ended discussion,
performed after using the device for two days. The
participants were supposed to answer a list of 11 questions
on a scale of 1 to 7; 1 meaning strongly disagree, 7 meaning
strongly agree, and 4 meaning neutral. The study personnel
was mainly interested in knowing whether the device was
comfortable or not and if it was effective in engaging the
subjects and motivating them to do more home daily
activities. The recorded data was inspected for quality and
movement quality parameters. The RaOM and IIM
parameters were calculated in order to inspect if these
parameters changed in the second day after the study
personnel had asked the participants to do extra exercises.
B. Two Weeks Home-Based Therapy
The feasibility study shows the subjects’ interest to use
FMED for an extended period of time. Hence, the device

was used in a two-week therapeutic intervention for a stroke
survivor suffering from hand movement impairment and
limited range of motion.
The training protocol is summarized in Table II. The
participant was instructed to practice a set of exercises at
home and use the device during exercise to receive real-time
visual feedback of index and middle finger range of motion
and individuation angle between the two joints. Wolf Motor
Function Test (WMFT) [24] was used to evaluate functional
movement before and after the training.

TABLE II. LIST OF EXERCISES TO DO AT HOME
Day

Training Type

Monday

Finger movement flexion/ extension
exercising

Tuesday

Drawing, connecting dots

Thursday

Mirror training

Friday

Weight lifting
Functional exercises (door
unlocking brushing teeth, tying shoes, etc)

Saturday

V.

RESULTS

A. Feasibility Study
This section presents the results of the user feedback
questionnaire and the recorded data. Table III lists the
questionnaire questions and mean responses to each
question, the results of the t-test performed between the
mean responses to each question, and a hypothesized mean
of 4 [neutral score]. Results show a significant difference
from the neutral score (p<0.001). In the open-ended
discussion, subjects expressed high satisfaction and reported
that the visual feedback by the LEDs was engaging and
motivating in moving the impaired hand more than usual.
They also expressed their willingness to use FMED at home
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TABLE III. USER FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Question

Average

SD

t-value

6.33

0.82

7.0

6.33

1.21

4.7

I felt any restriction to movement with this glove is similar to other gloves I have worn

6.67

0.52

12.6

I would feel comfortable wearing this glove in public

6.67

0.52

12.6

I felt comfortable performing the activities in this study

6.50

0.84

7.3

I feel I can do most of my daily activities (except those involving water) while wearing this glove

6.67

0.52

12.6

The glove did not feel too tight (it did not make my hands or fingers tingle)

6.83

0.41

17.0

I feel like I can bend my fingers just like I can without wearing the glove

6.83

0.41

17.0

The glove did not feel too hot or too cold

6.50

1.22

5.0

I did not feel like my fingers were put into any uncomfortable position as the glove was removed

6.33

1.03

5.5

I felt comfortable as the glove was removed

6.33

0.82

7.0

6.55

0.20

I felt comfortable as the glove was put on
I did not feel like my fingers were put into any uncomfortable position as the glove was put on

Average

for a therapeutic intervention because of their desire to
intensify their hand use during daily activities.
Figure 3 shows the results of data collected from the
device during the two days. The subjects were doing a
minimal impaired hand finger flexion activity around 60% of
the time while using the device (RaOM range 0.55 – 0.61
over the two days). It should be noted that the activity
initially reported on day 1 might not accurately reflect the
regular activity of the participants without using the device;
while wearing FMED, subjects might be moving more than
they usually do, knowing that they are being watched. This is
known as the Hawthorne effect [32]. However, the
participants are stroke survivors and have movement
impairments; thus, the Hawthorne effect will not increase the
movement score beyond a subject's true functional
capability, although it might increase the amount of his or
her movement in comparison to regular days. This brings us
back to another argument: it is helpful if these individuals
with movement impairments feel they are being watched so
that they move more according to their functional capability.
In addition, by being watched and getting positive visual
feedback of their movement (like the feedback by the LEDs
in FMED), the subjects become more engaged in daily life
functional activities, more than they averagely do. This is
believed to be helpful in avoiding the learned non-use
phenomena in stroke survivors in which the less the
individuals use their impaired limbs, the harder it gets for
them to recover their motor skills due to brain remodeling
over time [9]. These results are promising due to their effect
in validating the use of the FMED and other similar devices
in patients with an impaired hand. This study demonstrates
that the FMED can be a useful tool to track and monitor the
use of paretic hand during daily activities in home
environment. It was demonstrated that it is feasible as well as
accepted by patients with stroke. Additionally, it was shown
that this device could be used to motivate patients to improve

p-value

	
  
	
  
<	
  0.001	
  

their hand movements in daily life and more importantly, do
exercises at home (home-based therapy).

Figure 5.
A. Average value of range of motion angle for each joint
during the two days, B. Integral of Individuated Movement for the two
days of testing the device

B. Two Weeks Home Based Therapy Study
This section discusses the results of a two-week clinical
intervention on one stroke subject. The subject was given a
set of exercises to do at home based therapy on pre-assigned
schedule and she was asked to use FMED while performing
the exercises.
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1) Clinical Assessment
The WMFT clinical score for the set of 17 timed
exercises was 174 seconds before the two-week training and
106 seconds after training, showing a 61% improvement in
clinical score.
2) Movement Kinematics Assessment
The data shown in Figure 4 was collected in 1 week of
using the device during the home-based therapy. The
collected data corresponds to 12326 seconds of device use,
which is equivalent to around 205 minutes (3.4 hours). This
concludes that the subject complied with therapist’s
instructions to do 30 minutes of exercising, 5 days a week.
RaOM values were 0.89 and 0.87 for index and middle
fingers respectively, implying that the subject was exercising
while using the device. Values 0.89 and 0.87 imply that
during exercising, the subject was performing a minimal
impaired hand index finger and middle finger flexion during
89% and 87% of the exercising time, respectively.
Visual observation of the data also shows that the subject
was active during the recording time. The average flexion
angle of the recorded data was 61.5 degrees for the index
finger and 60.5 degrees for the middle finger. However, in
the first half of the dataset, the sensors’ values ranged from
50 to 100 degrees while in the second half, the sensor’s
values were between 0 and 50. This indicates that the linear
relationship between bending angle and recorded voltage
changed during the experiment, either due to a change in the
setup or location of the sensor on the finger joint, or damage
to the sensor’s material due to excessive use for hundreds of
repetitions. In this design of the device, a routine calibration
was not required, which was a major limitation that leads to
corruption in the data collection during the experiment.
At the end of 2nd week of training, the subject reported
that the LEDs were not always flashing. Inspection of the
data shows improper functioning of the device during
training. Similar to week 1 data, the sensors’ values were
abnormally high due to an error in calibration. However, the
device did not record all episodes of movement. The total
recorded time was less than 30 minutes so the conclusion
was that this set of data was corrupted and was discarded
from further analysis. Another conclusion was that the flex
sensor is not useful for this application; monitoring the use of
an impaired hand in a home-based therapy protocol, due to
the uncertainty in the performance of the sensor after an
excessive number of repetitions. This conclusion led to
recommendations for the creation of a new design of FMED
and the termination of the clinical study to avoid wasting
time and resources.
Based on the results of the feasibility and clinical study, a
new vision for the device was deduced. Accordingly, a new
prototype of the device was designed using customized
stretch sensors, 5 of which were used to track the 5 MCP
joints of the hand in addition to a 6th sensor used to track
thumb abduction/adduction movement. The sensors were
designed by Dr. Ali Hage-Diab at LIU using graphite
powder as conductive material soaked in alcohol and
laminated with oil.

!

!
Figure 6.
. A. Data recorded by FMED during the first week of
training. B. Segment of data shown in A. scaled out to show details of
finger flexion.

The sensor was named GO (Graphite Oil) sensor.
Detailed description of its design is published in [33]. Sensor
performance was tested and results show a linear relationship
with bending angle (see Figure 7A). Testing also shows
sharp step response of the sensor with bending (see Figure
5B) and repeatability that is better than the flex sensor used
in the first prototype (see Figure 8). In this version of FMED,
Atmega2560 microcontroller was replaced with Atmega328.
In addition, the real-time visual feedback circuitry was
replaced with an LED bar that displays the average of wholehand finger flexion angle during movement. A calibration
procedure was designed so that every time a user would wear
the device, he or she had to keep the hand in a flat position
for 5 seconds and then switch it to a fist position for another
5 seconds. FMED saves the numbers (for each finger) that
are acquired during flat position as minimum input values
corresponding to 0 degrees bending angle. Similarly, the
values recorded during the fist position are assigned to 90
degrees bending angle. Input data between the minimum
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(during flat) and maximum (during fist) values are mapped
to a range of angles between 0 and 90 degrees.

Figure 7.
Repeatability test of the sensors. A. Results of the GO
sensor. B. Results of the Flex sensor used in the 1st prototype of FMED

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

FMED allows clinicians to evaluate the improvement of
hand function in the context of home environments. It can be
a useful tool to complement the role of standardized outcome
measures by assessing hand use in real life so that clinicians
are not limited to the clinical setting. The high rate of
acceptance of FMED by the participants in this study and
high enthusiasm of patients to continue using it for therapy
due to the presence of visual feedback, suggested the need to
test the usability of FMED in a home-based rehabilitation
therapy intervention so that it can be produced with a very
low cost (~$100).
Home-based therapy study on one stroke survivor
showed high competency; however, it revealed issues in the
initial design of FMED, specifically weakness in the
performance of the flex sensors. An important modification
on FMED, as stated previously in this study, involves
replacing the flex sensors with the stretch (GO) sensor and
increasing the number of sensors to 6 to measure all five
finger flexion angles and thumb abduction/adduction
movement. The new prototype of the FMED is under
development and testing.
Low cost, user-friendly, and low weight are the main
advantages of FMED in comparison to other hand motion
tracking gloves that are available in the market. The presence
of visual feedback setup also allows FMED to be useful as a
therapeutic tool and not just as a movement recording device.
In the future, the second version of the device will be used in
a clinical study to evaluate FMED as both an assistive tool
during home-based therapy of impaired hand function and as
a research tool that captures significant data of stroke
survivors’ use of their impaired hands during daily life
activities.
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Abstract— A prescription and medication service that is
optimised to protect against unnecessary harm is an essential
component of a safer healthcare system. To this means, the
Nordic countries have put considerable efforts in digitizing
their prescription and dispensing processes and making
medication related eHealth services available for clinicians,
pharmacists and patients. As these e-services are being
established and applied, there is a need to monitor and learn
from their use. This paper reports from a sub-study of a larger
activity on developing indicators for monitoring eHealth
services in the Nordic countries. We describe different
medication eHealth services and compare their availability to
professionals and patients in the Nordic countries and the

usage rates. We found that an ePrescription service is available
for clinicians and patients in all Nordic countries, but services
that enable renewal or viewing of prescriptions by patients are
not commonly available yet. The usage rate of the e-services
was not systematically registered in all the Nordic countries at
the time of the study, so a comparison between the countries
was impossible. A major challenge when comparing
medication eHealth services is the fact that definitions of the
service itself as well as the indicators used to monitor it vary
between countries. The main output is a knowledge-based
discussion from the Nordic context on indicators for
monitoring eHealth services, evaluated by the potential
outcome in terms of comparability and benchmarking.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Elaborating on the paper “Challenges of Comparing
Medication eHealth Services in the Nordic Countries” [1]
from the IARIA conference “GLOBAL HEALTH 2015,
The Fourth International Conference on Global Health
Challenges”, this paper offers a discussion on the
availability and use of medication related eHealth services
in the Nordic countries.

in healthcare as well as the development of existing and
new eHealth services.
The data referred to in this paper are based on the study
Nordic eHealth Benchmarking - Status 2014 [12] conducted
by NeRN and reported to the eHealth Group of the Nordic
Council of Ministers. The focus is on the comparability of
indicators across different healthcare systems.
This paper addresses the issue of availability and use of
ePrescription related eHealth services and offers a
comparison of the availability and use for patients and
healthcare professionals in the Nordic countries. The
following research question guides the work presented in
this paper:

Most nations now devote large resources in digitizing
their healthcare systems and in building eHealth services for
healthcare professionals and patients. These technological
solutions allow better quality and exchange of information
between health professionals as well as between health
professionals and patients. The assumption is that a better
flow of information will consequently lead to better health
outcome. As such services have been built and taken into
use, there is a need for monitoring and assessing the use of
these services for mutual learning and improvement [2].

What are the availability and usage rates of ePrescription
and eMedication list services in the Nordic countries?

Although it is acknowledged that eHealth solutions are
key measures to handle the challenges in modern healthcare
[3][4][5][6][7]
acquisition,
implementation
and
development of eHealth has not been systematically based
on evaluations and monitoring of the everyday ehealth
communication practices in the healthcare services or the
health communication of the citizens. Assessments of
existing eHealth services’ availability, use and usability can
contribute to improve healthcare services. In a meta-review
of eHealth implementation studies, Mair et al. [8] showed
that while some eHealth evaluation studies are used to
influence utilization and future eHealth implementations,
other studies deal with patient safety and efforts made to
avoid clinical errors. Sound eHealth evaluation studies can
inform strategic planning and improve eHealth activities and
communication for different stakeholders [3][9][10].
What characterizes eHealth services that are available at a
national level in the Nordic countries and how are these
being used? These are some of the questions that the Nordic
eHealth Research Network (NeRN) has posed in an interNordic collaboration on developing indicators for
monitoring eHealth. NeRN is a research group [11]
reporting to the eHealth group of the Nordic Council of
Ministers, and is working with development, testing and
assessment of a common set of indicators for monitoring
eHealth in the Nordic countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Iceland and Denmark), plus Greenland, the Faroe Islands
and Åland. The focus has been on developing and
subsequently testing indicators for monitoring eHealth, and
the test results have been evaluated by potential outcome in
terms of comparability and benchmarking. This kind of
benchmarking work can support political decision-making

The research question is seperated into the following
sub-questions:

The research question encompasses information from
indicators identified by NeRN. The indicators relevant for
this paper are: 1) Availability of a national ePrescription
service, 2) Availability of a national electronic medication
list of prescribed and dispensed medication, 3) Availability
of electronic medication renewal, 4) Availability of
electronic viewing of patient’s own medication data.

•

Is an ePrescription service available?

•

Is a national electronic medication list comprising
prescribed and dispensed medication available?

•

Is it possible for patients to renew
prescriptions electronically?

their

•

Is it possible
ePrescriptions?

their

•

Given that the eHealth service is available, what is
the usage rate?

for

patients

to

view

The subsequent part of Section I discusses notions
concerning Medication eHealth Services. Section II
describes the methods used in the project. Section III offers
a presentation of the results, and Section IV includes the
discussion. Section V comprises concluding remarks.
Medication eHealth Services
Medication eHealth services include a variety of
different systems and e-services related to medication
management for patients, pharmacists and healthcare
professionals. In this paper we cover the national
ePrescription service. We have not included the closed-loop
for medication management processes in hospitals. Access
to information about medication is crucial for high quality
healthcare and patient safety [13]. Viewing an up-to-date list
of current medications is a prerequisite when prescribing a
new drug, administering medications or assessing potential
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side effects, decreasing errors when dispensing medications,
for preventing medication errors and adverse drug events in
the healthcare system [14], as well as for control of financial
aspects for prescription products. From the patient’s
perspective, having an updated list of their medications is an
effective means of ensuring that the healthcare professionals
they encounter on their path through the health system are
kept aware of some of the most important aspects of their
health.
A central element of medication eHealth services is the
electronic recording of prescriptions. The representations of
prescriptions can be described as involving four different
characteristics: Prescription as the decision to medicate,
Prescription as assigning a right to collect a medication
(Prescribe), Prescription as a collection action (Dispensing
of a medication) and Prescription as an administered action.
Administering medication includes several actions: The
doctor decides whether the medication should be injections
(i.e., intramuscular, depot etc), tablets, etc., and the nurse or
the patient (if self-care) administers in line with the
prescribed instruction. For health professionals the
administering also comprises the task of documentation. As
such, the decision to medicate, prescribing, dispensing and
administering medicine, are different aspects of a

Medication eHealth service in form of an ePrescription
service, as suggested in Figure 1.
The decision to medicate is the first step, where the
healthcare professional decides when and how the patient
should be medicated. ePrescribing is the electronic
prescribing of medicine by a healthcare professional to a
patient and making it electronically available to a pharmacy,
where the medicine can be dispensed and picked up by the
patient. The prescription is a signed artifact (document) that
describes the medication and how it shall be taken. It gives
the patient the right to pick up the medication at the
pharmacy and use it according to the description. In a
hospital, the healthcare professional does not need to send
the prescription to an external server and can proceed
directly from deciding to medicate to dispensing of the
medicine, thus passing by one step shown in the general
process in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the process of a prescription from decision to medicate to administration of the medicine and local and national
repositories where the data is stored during different phases of the project.
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Dispensing is the retrieval of a prescription and the
dispensing of the medicine to the patient. The patient
consequently administers the medication, when consuming
it, or in the case of intravenous medication being
administered by healthcare professionals, the administration
lies upon the healthcare professional. A prescription list is
an overview of the prescription artefacts (the right to collect
the medication) of the patient, whereas the medication list is
the overview of the medications that are prescribed and
dispensed to the patient. An eMedication list service allows
for both patients and professionals to access it. However, the
medication list is not a complete list of all medications of
the patient since over the counter medication will not be
included in this list. The medication list completeness is one
indicator, and only when over-the-counter and herbal
medications are included, can it be said to be complete.
Figure 1 illustrates worktasks related to medication, and
the storage of data related to each task. The decision of
medication is noted by the healthcare professional in a
Medication Management System (MMS), which is the
Medication section in the EPR-system. In most Nordic
countries, the vast majority are sent as an electronic order.
Outside hospitals a prescription can be issued on a sheet of
paper, telephoned to a pharmacy or sent as an electronic
order to a prescription server, where it can be accessed by
pharmacies. When a drug is dispensed at a hospital it will be
documented in the MMS, if it is dispensed at a pharmacy it
will be documented in a pharmacy system – in some
countries at a national level. Health care professionals at
hospitals, in clinics and long term care facilities store
information about the administration of drugs in a MMS,
where the system has been implemented. Information on
administration performed by the patient himself outside the
clinical setting is not recorded in any official health
information system in the Nordic countries. Only health care
administered (or observed administered) medication will be
noted, whereas self-administered medication outside
hospitals, clinics etc. are usually not noted anywhere.
Although there are some recent emerging mHealth tools,
which can follow the act of self-administration [15], it is not
possible to register systematically whether dispensed
medications are actually administered at home.
II.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The indicators used in “The Nordic eHealth
Benchmarking. Status 2014.”- study [12] were derived from
a rating survey performed in 2013, constructed on the basis
of national survey questionnaires in the Nordic countries, an
OECD model survey developed in 2012 [16], eHealth policy
analysis performed in 2013 and variables presented in the
eHealth evaluation literature [17].
Data about the indicators for ePrescription and
eMedication list services arose from discussions in a series
of workshops with participants from all the Nordic countries

arranged by the NeRN and a summary of the national
survey questionnaires in the Nordic countries performed
from 2010-2014 [12]. The results are presented as
proportion of public healthcare organisations having the
functionality within each of the Nordic countries.
The study was conducted through four main tasks:
Task 1: Prioritizing functionalities, for which common
indicators are needed, and defining measures for
availability, usage rate and usability (Responsibility:
National Institute for Health and Welfare (THL), Finland,
main authors Hannele Hyppönen and Sabine Koch).
Task 2: Collection and reporting of results of eHealth
functionality availability, usability and benefit-‐variables
from national surveys (Responsibility: University
of
Oulu, Finland, main authors Maarit Kangas and Jarmo
Reponen).
Task 3: Defining the availability of common usage rate
variables from log
files (Responsibility: University
of
Aalborg, Denmark, main authors Christian Nøhr
and Sidsel Villumsen).
Task 4: Reporting of results of Nordic eHealth access,
usage rate, usability and benefits (Responsibility: THL,
Finland).
In the first task, three methodological approaches were
applied: 1) content analysis of the existing national eHealth
monitoring surveys for listing of existing measures
(variables), 2) quantitative and qualitative analysis of rating
survey results for key stakeholders to prioritize the measures
and 3) analysis of the Nordic eHealth policies. The second
task was based on the rated list of variables from the first
task and survey data in each of the countries. The methods
for harvesting log data for task 3 were different in the
various countries due to different systems and practices.
The study has methodological limitations that should be
identified. There were some differences in the data
collection methods of the Nordic national surveys, sampling
and response rates. National surveys were targeted to
different professional groups (either availability or usability
and experienced benefits of services). Some included
private practice while other did not. For example, the
proportion of public health organizations where electronic
prescription renewal was available for patients was either
based on expert knowledge (Denmark, Iceland, Norway,
Sweden) or data colleted from the organizational national
survey where the Chief Medical Officers (CMO) and Chief
Intelligence Officers (CIO´s) were the target population
(Finland). Furthermore, there is a limitation in the
comparability of usage rate as the availability and
granularity of log data varied between the countries. The
variation in methods limits comparison of the results.
However, the availability of an ePrescription service was a
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national functionality within all the Nordic countries, and
therefore comparability was not an issue for that indicator.
III.

RESULTS

When presenting the results, the sub-questions are
addressed separately. Each Section shows the results of the
availability and the usage rate from the 2014 status of
Nordic eHealth benchmarking [12]. The overall results
indicate that the availability of electronic medication
services varies, and there are differences between the
countries in how systematic they are in registering usage
rate.
A. Availability and use of a national ePrescription service
This Nordic indicator is identical to an OECD indicator
(Availability of making prescriptions electronically
available to pharmacies outside of own organization –
answer option “Yes, any pharmacy outside of my
organization”), but measured at a national level.

prescriptions (paper based, telephone based or electronic
prescriptions) made per year (denominator). This included
both national and available regional data on electronic and
paper-based prescriptions outside own organisation. In the
study, there were differences in the availability of data, as
the Nordic countries have different practices for how to log
data. In Denmark, there is 100% viewing, in Finland 37%,
in Iceland 6%, in Sweden 0.3%. At the time of the study
there was no data available from Norway on this indicator.
When looking at the proportion of viewings by
professionals by electronic prescriptions made per year
(denominator), we see that the results are similar. In
Denmark, the number is 100%, in Finland 60%, in Iceland
9%, in Sweden 0.3%. There was no data available from
Norway on the nominator.
The results above demonstrate that although the
ePrescription service is available in all the Nordic countries,
the knowledge and systematic collection about the usage
rate vary. One needs to keep in mind that in Iceland the
viewing of prescriptions by doctors across healthcare
institutions was in a pilot phase at the time of the study.
Hence, only a small portion of physicians within Iceland
had access to this service. In Finland the national
ePrescription had just become available for many
organisations in the public sector and was not available for
private practitioners. Lower availability as well as
requirement to change work practices in order to view the
prescriptions from the national database may account for
lower usage rates in Finland. Denmark has had this
functionality available on a national level to healthcare
professionals since 2010 – excluding professionals in the
municipalities who were fully implemented by 2014.
B. Availability of a national electronic list of prescribed
and dispensed medication

Figure 2. Availability of an ePrescription service.

Figure 2 shows that by the end of May 2014, all the
Nordic countries had a national ePrescription service in
place. In Finland, Denmark, Iceland and Sweden,
ePrescription is available at a national level, i.e., at all
public hospitals within the country, for all GP´s, and at
every pharmacy in the country. In Finland, the roll-out of
ePrescription to the private sector health care providers is
currently almost complete (including dentists), but at the
time of the data collection in 2014, only public sector
physicians and dentists had access to the service. In
Norway, all pharmacies, general practitioners, private
specialists, dentists and emergency doctors, and all (nonhospital) doctors allowed to prescribe drugs have access to
ePrescription.
The professional usage of electronic list of patient
prescriptions was measured as a proportion of viewings of
prescriptions by professionals (nominator) by all

The indicator is identical to the OECD indicator
(Availability of information on dispensing status by the
pharmacist, answer option “Yes, for most or all of my
patients”). It measures the availability of information about
medication that has been previously prescribed and
dispensed (including prescriptions from other institutions).
However, the contents of this indicator vary in the
Nordic countries. A national list of prescribed and dispensed
medication is not necessarily the same as the patient´s
current medication list, since for example, the medication
dispensed while admitted to a hospital or purchased without
a prescription may not be included.
Figure 3 shows the availability of national electronic
lists of prescriptions and dispensings in the Nordic
countries. In Denmark, the medication list has been 100%
available since 2010, including all types of prescriptions
made outside hospitals as well as all medications prescribed
on discharge from the hospital.
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been dispensed are stored in the “Kjernejournal” for three
years.
In Sweden, the list of medications that have been
dispensed to the patient has been available since 2012. The
patient decides if the doctor is allowed to see the
information in the database. A consent is needed from the
patient. Very few patients i.e., 3-4.000 patients out of 9
million actually choose to hide their information.

Figure 3. Availability of a national level list of prescrptions and
dispensings in public sector.

In Finland, the national prescription database shows
prescribed and dispensed medication, which in public sector
was 100% in 2014, but not those administered during
hospital stay. Patients can preclude health professionals
from accessing the data. The national list of prescriptions
does not include prescriptions on paper or prescriptions that
have been made by phone, nor prescriptions related to social
care. From 2015, the national KANTA-system generates a
comprehensive list of current medication for the patient
from the prescription database and data from individual
electronic patient record (EPR) systems, including
medication administered during hospital stay and all types
of prescriptions.
In Iceland, the availability of the national list of
prescribed and dispensed medicine is 100%, since 2014, and
includes all ePrescriptions, both prescribed and dispensed,
as well as some paper and telephone prescriptions. All paper
and telephone prescriptions are available in 2015. As in
Finland, the medication list does not include the medication
administered during hospital stay. By law the medication is
made viewable for the past three years within the national
pharmaceutical database. Patients cannot opt out of this
service, meaning that the doctor treating the patient does not
need the patient´s permission to access his/her medical
history.
In Norway, the availability of list of prescriptions and
dispensings in primary care is 100 %.
A national
medication list is to be found in the “Kjernejournal”
(Summary care record), and it may also be accessed via the
national portal “helsenorge.no”. “Kjernejournal” is running
as (in 2014) a pilot implementation in two regions.
“Kjernejournal” contains a list of the medicines the patient
has been prescribed (both ePrescriptions and paper
prescriptions) in Norwegian pharmacies. Medicines the
patient purchased without a prescription, received at an
emergency department, hospital / nursing home or
purchased abroad will not appear. Prescriptions that have

In the NeRN Status Report, the frequency of use of
electronic prescriptions is not monitored. However, NeRN
suggests that the indicators “proportion of dispensed
prescriptions of electronic prescriptions made” and
“proportion of dispensing list viewings by professionals
(excluding pharmacists) of electronic prescriptions made”
could be additional indicators for monitoring usage rate of
electronic prescriptions.
C. Availability of electronic medication renewal
This indicator shows the availability of services that
enable electronic medication renewal for patients at the
national level. The indicator is identical to the OECD
indicator. Some countries have data for local functionality
while other countries have data for the national
functionality.

Figure 4. Availability of electronic medication renewal.

Figure 4 shows the availability of electronic
medication renewal services in the Nordic countries. In
Denmark, there is 100% availability of electronic
medication renewal in primary care at a national level.
In Finland, this was an organizational activity in 2014,
but currently this functionality is available for citizens via
the national patient portal. In 2014, the patient needed to
contact the pharmacy or primary health care centre to ask
for a renewal, although some organizations provide an
electronic web portal to mediate the request as depicted in
Figure 4.
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In Iceland, only a few healthcare institutions offered
this service in 2014. The functionality was in the form of
patients sending an e-mail from the healthcare
organization´s web site that offered these services for their
patients and requesting the medication renewal. However,
this is currently being implemented via a national patient
portal and is expected to be at a national level before end of
2015.

Figure 5 shows the availability of patients` viewing
electronically of own medication (prescriptions and
dispensings, where available) data. In Denmark, patients
have had the opportunity to view their own medication data
covering the past two years since 2009. In the beginning, it
only enabled viewing of prescriptions made outside
hospitals. Since 2013, viewings of prescriptions made by
hospital personnel have been included.

In Norway, this service has not been established at the
national level. General practitioners can offer service
functionalities for patients depending on what portal
provider they have chosen.

In Finland, all patients have since 2013 had access to all
prescriptions that are in the prescription database. This
service did not exist in Iceland until October 2014 via the
national patient portal. Currently in Iceland, it only includes
ePrescribed medications. However, plans are already
underway to enhance these services to include also paperand telephone prescribed medication.

In Sweden, electronic medication renewal has been
available since 2012 in the national service "My healthcare
contacts (MVK)". MVK is a citizen web portal that enables
secure communication between patient/ consumer/ customer
and healthcare and long-term care. The patient can book and
rebook appointments, renew prescriptions, order a copy of
his patient record and in some county councils also access it.
The usage rate of electronic medication renewal is based
on the OECD variable “frequency of use of electronic
prescription renewal requests by patients”. The results show
that none of the Nordic countries have a systematic
overview, in log data, of electronic renewal requests made
by patients.
D. Availability of electronic viewing of patient’s own
prescription
This indicator concerns electronic services that enable
patients to view their own medication data. We present data
for services at a national level. The indicator is not
completely identical to the OECD indicator (Availability for
patients to remotely access the Medication lists from their
provider-maintained electronic record): The OECD
indicator focuses on local level availability of a medication
list, the Nordic indicator on a national level availability of a
list of prescriptions and dispensed medication.

Figure 5. Availability of patients’ viewing electronically of own
medication data

Norway established this service in 2012-2013 via “My
prescriptions” in helsenorge.no [18]. The service currently
enables viewing of the most recent prescriptions made by
general practitioners.
In Sweden, this service has been available since 2012 as
a national service through “My healthcare contacts” (MVK).
Availability for patients viewing of medication data that
(public/private sector) professionals have prescribed is a
feature of national health information systems in the Nordic
countries.
The usage rate of electronic viewing of patients own
prescriptions, i.e., active list of patients current medication
via the national information system, was not benchmarked
within the Nordic countires. However, OECD covers this in
the model survey (“Availability for patients to remotely
access the Medication lists from their provider-maintained
electronic record – usage rate”).
IV.

DISCUSSION

The Nordic countries seem relatively homogeneous and
comparable in terms of political systems, infrastructure,
culture, and educational, social- and healthcare systems;
however providing comparable eHealth indicators from
surveys across the Nordic countries involves a number of
challenges. The eHealth functionalities, albeit spoken of in
same terms (e.g., ePrescription service), were not identical
in different Nordic countries. The samples of the survey
varied: in Denmark, a representative sample of clinical end
users participated whereas in the other countries leaders in
health care institutions were approached. The survey
questions were formulated in the language of the respective
countries, and the time and frequency of the surveys varied.
Detailed discussions of these differences settled most of the
variance they introduced, and the results obtained on the
medication issues were quite comparable.
Comparable e-services regarding the ePrescription
include availability of the prescriptions for pharmacies and
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patients on national level, and availability of the list of
medicines prescribed to the patient on national level, i.e., the
proportion of public and/or private organizations where
prescribed medicine outside their own organization, are
available in all the Nordic countries. Although ePrescription
is available, it is still possible to issue prescriptions on paper
or by telephoning the pharmacy. This proportion has not
been measured, but it is assumed that it is neglectable given
the high number of prescriptions made electronically.
The ePrescription services are well established and
mature in all of the Nordic countries. However, the
availability of viewing the prescriptions on a national level
is still in a pilot phase in some of the countries.
The availability of a national list of prescribed and
dispensed medication has also, by 2014, reached a level of
saturation. In Denmark, this service has been available for
some years. Although the service is available in all the
countries, the architecture of the systems behind the services
differ significantly, but a detailed analysis of these
differences has not been targeted in this study. A special
feature for patients to hide specific medications is available
in all countries for similar ethical reasons.
An e-service to renew medication is not available in all of
the Nordic countries. In Denmark and Sweden the service
has been available for some years; however it is
implemented in different ways. In Denmark, this service
was implemented for all patients to use as part of the
agreement between the general practitioners and the regions
who pay them fee for service. In Sweden, the service is
available to all citizens through a national portal. In other
countries this service was available only through dedicated
organizations.
The service that enables patients to view their own
prescriptions has been implemented in all of the Nordic
countries.
However, when going into detail about the content of the
indicators, the NeRN group realized that characteristics of
the eHealth functionalities as well as the monitoring data
provided in national surveys and logs varied somewhat
between the respective countries.
The availability of a national ePrescription service was
saturated, but the content measured was different between
the Nordic countries. In the definitions of the indicators, the
fact whether the medication was prescribed, dispensed or
administered was not clearly specified, or the data were not
available because the question was not asked specifically in
the surveys. It became apparent that the content of
ePrescriptions and the measurements of them varied
between the countries making detailed explanation in the
presentation of the results necessary for each indicator and
each country.

Another point, which makes comparison difficult, is the
fact that ePrescription does not cover paper-based
prescriptions per se, which are regulated in another way
than electronic prescriptions. It has different consequences
in the respective countries. In Denmark, for instance the
paper-based prescriptions will be synchronized with the
electronic overview of the patient’s own prescriptions once
the medicine has been dispensed in a pharmacy. A related
issue is that while ePrescriptions are 1-1 prescribed and
dispensed medication, where the paper based prescription
can hold prescriptions of several different medicines on the
same piece of paper.
The e-services in this paper more specifically referred to
as the medication eHealth service, may have different
scopes, i.e., intended coverage area. While some e-services
are accessible at a national level, others are either limited
geographically to a regional level, administratively to the
hospitals or the organizations, or to specific roles, for
example to healthcare professionals and not to patients. The
focus in this study was the availability of medication
eHealth services at a national level and availability at a
more granular level was therefore not presented.
The study also showed that there are different practices in
the Nordic countries whether they are systematically
logging usage rate of the electronic medication services. It
was possible to retrieve log data about use of ePrescription
viewing in Denmark, Finland, and Iceland but due to
different systems in the countries, the definitions of the
denominators varied slightly. Furthermore, as this service
was in a pilot phase in Iceland at the time of the study,
comparability was an issue. There were no systematic log
data available on the usage of the other e-medication
services discussed here, i.e., viewing by patients and
electronic renewal requests by patients.
V.

CONCLUSION

The study showed that the availability of patients’
prescription information and ePrescriptions made available
to any pharmacy is acknowledged via the national
ePrescription systems in each Nordic country. Moreover, the
availability of medication renewal requests as well as the
availability of electronic viewing of patients’ own
prescriptions is comprehensive on national level in some
countries (Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Iceland).
Patients’ access to view their prescription data electronically
is also broad. However, the NeRN findings demonstrated
that the services are carried out differently in the respective
countries and also definitions of indicators vary between
countries hampering comparison. The implementation of
eHealth services within healthcare is expected to enhance
patient safety and quality of healthcare delivery.
Prerequisites to access this goal are that the complete list of
patient’s current medication is available and systematically
used to inform clinical decision-making. The results of this
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study provide valuable information to guide decision
making at the healthcare and eHealth policy level with
regard to development, acquisition, implementation and
assessment of eHealth services. Furthermore, it highlights
the need for implementation of standardized, accessible
systems for monitoring and benchmarking eHealth services.
Benchmarking is important in order to detect possible
benefits in use of the eHealth service and to identify best
practise in the respective countries that consequently could
inform the development in other countries. Benchmarking is
also important for detecting possible problems and risks.
Despite of the limitations of the work, NERN succeeded in
benchmarking availability and use of several Health
Information Exchange (HIE) and Patient Health Record
(PHR) functionalities, including the eHealth services related
to medication. The results show that the Nordic countries
advances in eHealth services for healthcare professionals
and for citizens. The results and the experiences from the
study generate the following recommendations [12]:
1)
The Nordic countries should agree on common
indicators, in order to monitor the same aspects and
consequently exchange knowledge and “best practise” in
eHealth service provision; 2) The Nordic countries should
provide access to log data for monitoring and research (and
not only key numbers or forecasts); 3) Since there are great
differences in the national architectures, there is a need for
more detailed comparison of the data retrieval processes and
outcomes in the respective countries; 4) As the utilities
health record systems in Iceland shows, usability and
expected utility is not just about high eHealth budgets, but
about wise practices; 5) One anticipated impact of
ePrescription /comprehensive medication list is the
reduction of medication errors. Although the results from
Denmark showed the opposite (the patient safety reporting
system is more comprehensive than in the other countries,
and is thus detecting more medication errors and nearmisses), it is assumed that if a systematic and coordinated
practice with registration of prescriptions and medication
lists is introduced, the proportion of medication errors will
fall.
The data in this paper are based on the results from the
Nordic eHealth Benchmarking status 2014. It must be noted
that the eHealth services are continuously under
development in the Nordic countries. This study would
assumingly have different results if conducted in 2016.
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Abstract — To enable and validate their effectiveness, many ehealth applications track how they are used by patients. While
online monitoring can improve the accuracy and quality of ehealth applications, there is the potential of serious privacy
violations. As e-health applications use online monitoring
services, sensitive health data could be exposed to not only the
healthcare providers but also the monitoring service providers
and third-parties such as advertisement companies against
wishes of a user. To prevent privacy loss during online
monitoring, as a preliminary work, we came up with the idea
of a privacy-preserving online monitoring framework, in short
PPoM, that helps both of e-health providers and users specify
their own policies and enforce user privacy policies during
monitoring in systematic manner. In this paper, we extend the
idea of the PPoM framework by describing a motivating
example of privacy violation during online monitoring and
specifying each component in the framework, and
demonstrating a prototype of the secure user browser, called
PPoM browser.
Keywords - e-health application; online monitoring; privacy
protection; framework; secure monitoring service; secure
browser; toolkit.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Online monitoring and analytics are essential techniques
to evaluate and enhance the performance of online
applications. They help the online service providers improve
the usability of online applications by collecting user/usage
data and analyzing the performance of applications [1][2][3].
In general, there are three different approaches to online user
monitoring: 1) log file analysis on the server side, 2) proxybased monitoring, and 3) use of monitoring scripts provided
by online monitoring/analytics services on the client side [4].
Among those approaches, we focus on the third approach
because it is widely used and requires less time and effort to
collect, analyze, and visualize user/usage data.
Online monitoring and analytics services, such as Google
Analytics [5] and Adobe Analytics [6] have been extensively
used in a variety of online application areas, such as e-health
[7], e-commerce [8], information retrieval [9], and so on.
These monitoring/analytics services enable the tracking and
recording of user actions and characteristics, such as mouse
clicks, frequency of use of an application, time spent in a
particular page, media viewed, page navigation sequences,
content entered into a textbox, location information, whether
a mobile device is being used, and so on.

As e-health applications are becoming ingrained into the
everyday life of many people, we focus on the healthcare and
wellness domains among various application areas.
According to Eysenbach, e-health is an umbrella term that
includes a variety of online healthcare applications and
systems that use information technologies, such as eLearning for healthcare, e-Diagnosis, e-Prescribing and
online health interventions [10]. It is an emerging field at the
intersection of medical informatics, public health and
business, referring to health services and information
delivered or enhanced through the Internet and related
technologies. By using advanced information technologies,
including electronic data management and rich interaction
skills, e-health applications are capable of 1) providing
personalized services, 2) reducing healthcare cost, 3)
ensuring easy access regardless of time and place, 4)
ensuring consistent quality of services over time, 5) enabling
automated data collection/analysis, and 6) demonstrating the
potential for having more honest self-reporting by patients.
Many e-health applications have been used for online
healthcare education [11], healthcare research [12] and
recruitment of its participants [13], collecting healthcare data
for research or national healthcare purposes, and conducting
healthcare interventions to facilitate disease prevention,
disease self-management, and health promotion [14].
To accomplish the purposes of e-health applications,
most e-health applications provide several of the following
functionalities: 1) self-assessment or self-profiling to
recognize individuals’ health-related status and in turn
provide personalized messages and/or healthcare services, 2)
continuous communication with patients/users using
interactive tools such as online trackers, and 3) wide
dissemination of information related to health and safety,
presented in text and/or multimedia format. To provide the
required functionalities, on one hand, detailed monitoring is
critical to confirm that e-health applications are correctly
used and to validate their efficacy. In order to do so, e-health
applications must collect detailed, and often identifiable, user
data including health information. On the other hand, the
protection of user privacy is however critical since e-health
applications often deal with very sensitive private data,
including health status, medical records, and family health
histories. Control over the sharing of such information is of
the utmost importance and urgency because indiscriminate
monitoring, if inconsiderate of user privacy, may result in
private health data being used for unwanted purposes and/or
shared with unknown people [2][15][16]. In case of e-health
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applications, even generic usage data can violate privacy if
disclosed. For example, disclosure of the login frequency
into an online treatment application for substance abuse can
unintentionally reveal a user’s medical status. Consequently,
it is urgent and critical for research to examine how we can
simultaneously achieve these two important yet opposing
goals -- monitoring identifiable user data while protecting
user privacy.
To enable e-health applications to conduct trustworthy
user monitoring without concern for loss of privacy, in this
paper, we enhance the Privacy-Preserving online Monitoring
(PPoM) framework [1]. In the PPoM framework, online
monitoring services collect user/usage data based on users’
policies. In addition, users can verify user/usage data being
monitored in real-time and strictly enforce user policies on
the client side by controlling outgoing messages set from
users’ browsers. To support non-IT medical staff who do not
have enough knowledge and skills on Information
Technologies (IT), the PPOM framework provides intuitive
and semi-automatic tools that enable them to generate
privacy policies and insert monitoring code into their ehealth applications. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, the limitations of existing online
monitoring approaches and the necessity for a secure
monitoring in e-health applications are identified with an
example scenario. In Section III, the overall architecture of
the PPoM framework is described and the detailed
functionalities and methods for each component are
specified. In Section IV, how the PPoM framework mitigates
the privacy vulnerabilities described in Section II from the
perspective of e-health service providers. In Section V, we
present a prototype of the privacy-preserving browser as a
first step in the development of the PPoM framework. The
evaluation plans is described in Section VI and related work
are introduced in Section VII. The conclusions and future
work are presented in Section VIII.
II.

MOTIVATION

A. Limitations
Existing online monitoring approaches on e-health
applications have two major problems, as follows:
1) Lack of systemactic methods to verify and enforce
privacy policies mutually agreed by users and providers:
To protect user privacy during online monitoring, a user
needs to specify his/her preference in data disclosure while
the administrators of an e-health application specify their
privacy policy describing what kinds of user data might be
monitored, what those data are used for, who those data will
be shared with, and how user data are maintained. Users and
administrators can specify their policies using policy
languages such as P3P [20] and WS-XACML [21]. Once a
user agrees to an application’s policies, the enforcement of
agreed policies has been primarily relied on the honor
system [17] within the application without any external
verification process. To ensure user privacy, the federal
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

(HIPAA) [18] stipulates that a healthcare component must
not disclose protected health information to another
component (HIPAA 164.105.(a)(ii)) with only a few
exceptions (HIPAA 164.512). However, it is difficult to
expose violations of HIPAA regulations within e-health
applications in existing approach. If a provider embeds
monitoring code and/or third-party data-collecting ads in its
webpages, private data can easily be released regardless of
users’ wishes. Although this is an obvious violation of
HIPAA rules, there are no solutions to systematically detect
the application’s fraud and prevent user data from
undesirable use and disclosure.
To protect user privacy from undesirable use, some
online applications anonymize/de-identify user data by
deleting identifiers in original data but such anonymized data
can often be re-identified/de-anonymized [19]. It is hence not
enough to hide user identifiers and we need a new method
not to share critical information based on user preferences. In
addition, anonymization might not be applicable to some ehealth applications that require identifiable user data for
personalized services. Without a strong enforcement method,
many users are unlikely to consent to online monitoring.
2) Need for professional IT knowledge and skills: At
present, professional IT knowledge is needed for developing
monitoring-enabled e-health applications with a privacy
policy. For example, to specify privacy policies of an ehealth application, an application administrator must
understand privacy policy languages, such as P3P [20] or
WS-XACML [21] and be able to precisely specify the
application’s policy in that language. In addition, to use an
online monitoring service, the administrator must
understand the client-side monitoring code (e.g., in
JavaScript), and be able to manually insert privacypreserving code into the original source code (possibly
using different languages) for each web object or webpage
being monitored. Hence, administrators of e-health
applications need to understand at least one language to
integrate privacy-preserving monitoring into applications.
This is however an impractical expectation for many non-IT
administrators, such as doctors, nurses, health educators and
communicators. Not only for non-IT clinical staff who
manage e-health applications but also for average users who
use e-health applications, it is difficult to exactly specify
privacy policies and enable their applications/browsers to
protect user privacy. The lack of IT knowledge of
administrators and users of e-health applications
significantly increases the need for easy-to-use tools for a
privacy-preserving framework.
In Figure 1, an example scenario shows us the existing
monitoring approaches may not be able to prevent privacy
leakage. The privacy vulnerabilities in the scenario is as
below:
1) Users and/or administrators have to create their own
policies manually. To do so, they must first learn
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2)

3)

4)
5)

policy languages, such as P3P, APPEL, XPref, or
WS-XACML, prior to online monitoring.
An administrator needs to manually insert monitoring
code to conduct online monitoring/analytics but the
task requires IT knowledge about monitoring code
and web programming languages.
Both users and e-health applications should have their
own privacy policies written in existing policy
languages. Due to the lack of a standard data schema
to specify health data, however, they are unable to
define their privacy using a single schema that is
shared by the user and the application to express
privacy policies in a consistent manner. (In Figure 1,
AP¯ and UP¯ represent the application policies and the
user policies in the absence of a standard health data
schema.)
User preferences regarding data sharing with thirdparties might be ignored during online monitoring.
There is no way to detect applications’ mistakes or
fraud. For example, untrusted policies are represented
as APf in Figure 1, but it is not possible to enforce the
mutually agreed privacy policies systematically.
Currently, policy “enforcement” amounts to trusting
the application.

B. Requirements
Towards trustworthy and highly usable online monitoring
in e-health applications, the following requirements should
be satisfied:
1) For strict enforcement of user privacy policies
x Online monitoring services that are aware of user
privacy policies rather than application policies.
x Verification methods to ensure that an application
complies with policies mutually agreed by providers
and users on user side.
x Enforcement methods to protect user privacy on user
side in case of privacy violation during online
monitoring.
2) For practical use by non-IT users and staff
x User-friendly interfaces to intuitively specify privacy
policies and monitoring objects.
x Automatic generation of privacy policies for e-health
applications.
x Systematic conversion of existing applications to
privacy-preserving applications in which privacyaware monitoring code is embedded.

Figure 1. Existing online monitoring approach (User agent is a software agent in a user browser that acts as a client of the application server and captures a
user’s privacy preferences from a user policy (UP)).
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Figure 2. Overall architecture of PPoM framework.

III.

OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

To fulfill the requirements described above, the idea [1]
of the PPoM framework that rigorously protects user privacy
by referring user policies and enforcing them on user side
was proposed as shown in Figure 2. In this paper, we
describe the details of individual services that include the
privacy-preserving online service (PPoM service), user
browser (PPoM browser), and online monitoring tool
(PPoMT).
A. Privacy-Preserving Online Monitoring Service
The problems of existing online monitoring services are
twofold. First, users are forced to choose between two
options: opt-in or opt-out, and not allowed to choose data to
be monitored in fine-grained level. Second, user data are
collected based on the decision of providers. Once a user
gives consent to monitoring (opt-in), all user activities on the
web objects in which monitoring code is embedded are
captured regardless of users’ privacy preferences. None of
existing services considers users’ privacy preferences during
monitoring.
To address the issue of ignorance of user preferences
during monitoring, the PPoM service gathers only authorized
user/usage data that users allow to monitor. By specifying
privacy policies, users determine which data can be
monitored. User policies will be then enforced by the PPoM
service that understands users’ privacy policies and enables
selective monitoring based on user preferences. As for other
monitoring services, we envision a set of service APIs
(Application Programming Interfaces) that can be invoked
by code snippets inserted in the original application code in
order to monitor events or data of interest. The PPoM service
does not capture data that users want to never be monitored.
The PPoM service enables the monitoring code snippets
inserted into the original application program to interpret
user preferences written in the policy language and send only
allowed data to the monitoring code on the server side.
Unlike the existing approach where user data are collected
based on application policies and enforced by the application

itself, users will now be able to choose what data can be
monitored and the user policies will be enforced by a
trustworthy third-party monitoring service.
Using the PPoM service, e-health applications can
guarantee effective protection of user privacy by providing a
way to enforce user policies in a systematic manner rather
than simply providing a written agreement. The concrete
enforcement framework assists both monitoring services and
e-health applications in building better reputations and
accelerates active participation in e-health applications
without concerns about privacy leakage. In addition, it can
be used to compel and enable e-health applications to obey
HIPAA regulations.
B.

Privacy-Preserving User Browser
If an e-health application is trustworthy and both users
and administrators can correctly specify their own policies,
then existing approach may be able to guarantee secure
online monitoring. However, this protection presumes the
application’s honesty and the user’s ability to specify privacy
policies precisely. Let us assume that an e-health application
publishes untrusted policies that differ from its actual
monitoring behavior. Once user’s policies and the
application’s policies are matched, a user will start
interaction with the dishonest application and his browser
will send unconsented data to the application.
However, user privacy must be protected even if a user is
exposed to untrustworthy parties, such as indiscriminate
monitoring/analytics services that conduct online monitoring
in violation of user privacy, naïve applications that do not
have their own privacy policies or dishonest applications that
write and/or enforce their policies dishonestly. To address
the above security requirement, the PPoM-enabled web
browser (in short, PPoM browser) protects user privacy on
the user side. For easy adoption, we implemented a browser
extension that enables existing browsers (e.g., Explorer and
Chrome) to perform following tasks:
1) It presents all user data being monitored by online
monitoring service(s) in web pages: A PPoM browser
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displays all monitoring data and recipients of data on the
screen by analysing source code of web pages.
2) It allows a user to decide which usage and his/her
data can be disclosed: A PPoM browser inspects data types,
data values, and destinations of all outgoing message
according to user policies. If it detects malicious monitoring
that violates user policies, it alerts a user to unauthorized
monitoring. For example, if the user decides to disclose
his/her medical history to a first-party (e.g., an e-health
application website), then a PPoM browser only allows
outgoing messages to the e-health application and blocks
other messages to other entities (such as advertisement
companies or social networking sites) even if the application
does not have its own privacy policy or inserts monitoring
code to collect his/her medical history data.
3) It refines the user’s privacy policies based on
updated user preferences: If a user’ privacy policies are
naïve or incorrect, the proposed approach based on user
policies cannot protect user privacy successfully. However,
It is very difficult for average users to specify precise
privacy policies because it is hard to understand the
correlation between description of user data in privacy
policies and web objects in web pages. To enhance the
proposed PPoM framework, a PPoM browser allows users
to refine their preferred policies by intuitively selecting
what user/usage data can be monitored in web pages.
C. Privacy-Preserving Online Monitoring Tool
As pointed out in Section II.A, it is difficult for non-IT
administrators to have professional IT knowledge and skills
that necessary for trustworthy online monitoring. The PPoM
Tools (PPoMT) helps health professionals by enabling them
to specify privacy policies for their healthcare applications,
and/or to easily convert their existing applications into
privacy-preserving applications that analyze user/usage data
without violating user privacy. While motivated by the needs
of non-IT administrators, this tool could also improve the
efficiency of developers who are required to insert
monitoring code into their applications.
To achieve the purpose described above, the PPoMT
provides the following services:
1) User-friendly interfaces for selection of web objects:
To allow application administrators to intuitively
select web objects to be monitored and specify
privacy policies associated with the objects, the
PPoMT provides user-friendly interfaces for selection
of web objects to be monitored and corresponding
policies.
2) Semi-automatic conversion of existing e-health
applications to privacy-preserving applications: The
biggest obstacle to the use of existing monitoring
services is that they require manual insertion of
monitoring code, often written in JavaScript, into
online applications. Even if a privacy-preserving
policy language and monitoring client code are
successfully developed, they may still remain too

complex for use by users other than IT experts.
Existing website optimizers (such as Optimizely,
Visual Website Optimizer, Loop11, and ABtests)
allow users to improve applications through a visual
editor without manual modification of source code.
However, those tools are mainly focused on page
layout and design tasks, such as changes on
size/style/color/position of page elements (e.g.,
buttons and text). They typically do not have
functionalities to modify existing applications in order
to conduct online monitoring. To overcome this
limitation, the PPoMT allows using online monitoring
and analytics services without needing prerequisite IT
knowledge or skills.
To do so, it is necessary to analyze an application’s
source code. There are two types of web pages, static
web pages and dynamic web pages. Static web pages,
called flat pages or stationary pages, are displayed in
user browsers as they are stored in an application
server, while dynamic web pages are displayed with
dynamically changing web content based on
environmental or user context such as time, user
location, and browsing history. There are two
different approaches to the creation of dynamic web
pages: server-side and client-side. In the server-side
approach, web contents can be dynamically created by
server-side scripting languages such as PHP or ASP.
JavaScript code, once downloaded into a browser, can
also communicate with a server, enabling web
contents to also be changed in a browser by real-time
interactions with a server after the downloading of a
webpage. In the client-side approach, web contents
may be dynamically created by client-side JavaScript.
In case of server-based dynamic web pages, an
administrator needs to enter URLs for each page to
monitor. In case of static pages and client-side
dynamic pages, an administrator can either upload
HTML source code or simply specify page URLs.
Once the source code is obtained, the PPoMT
analyzes HTML source code exactly and then add
intuitive and friendly user interfaces into web pages in
order to enable non-IT administrators to select
monitoring objects and describe corresponding
policies. To support fine-grained privacy-preserving
monitoring in web-object level, each monitoring
object must be uniquely identified. If an e-health
application does not maintain unique identifiers (IDs)
for web objects, the PPoMT must create object IDs
before creating monitoring code.
Once the code modifications are made, e-health
administrators must deploy the modified source code
in their server. In the cases of static web pages or
client-based dynamic web pages, administrators can
easily deploy the updated source code by overwriting
the directory that contained existing source code. In
the case of server-based dynamic web pages, they will
have to manually insert the newly created monitoring
code into a PHP snippet that generates the head part
of each HTML page.
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3) Semi-Automatic generation of privacy policies for ehealth applications: Many online applications have
published their privacy policies to be regarded as a
trustworthy application that cares about protecting
user privacy. Because of the sensitivity of data being
exchanged, it is especially important for e-health
applications to gain users’ trust. However, specifying
a privacy policy is often beyond the ability of most ehealth administrators who may be unfamiliar with
online privacy policy languages. To help them publish
privacy policies for their own applications, the
PPoMT creates the privacy policies for a given
application by gathering all monitoring objects and
corresponding privacy policies that are selected by
administrators.
Each service listed above is implemented as an individual
tool within the PPoMT: the In-page Selector, the Monitoring
Code Generator, the Privacy Policy Generator, and the
Application Converter. The detailed explanations for each
tool are following:
1) In-page Selector: It is a server-side software module
that is capable of generating modified webpages that have
user-friendly interfaces for selection of web objects to be
monitored and corresponding policies and delivering user
selections to the Privacy Policy Generator and the
Monitoring Code Generator. It sends modified webpages to
the PPoM browser of an administrator. By clicking on web
objects that are displayed in the PPoM browser (e.g., a
button, link, text, image, or video), the administrator can

select which objects to monitor without any IT knowledge
and skills. Additionally, he can declare corresponding
privacy policies.
2) Monitoring Code Generator: It generates privacyaware monitoring code by receiving an administrator’s
selection on monitoring objects and associated privacy
policies from the In-page Selector. The generated code will
be varied depending on monitoring services.
3) Privacy Policy Generator: It helps non-IT
administrators who may be unfamiliar with online privacy
policy languages publish privacy policies for their own
applications. Using the Policy Miner, it derives the privacy
policies for a given application by analyzing all monitoring
objects and corresponding privacy policies that are selected
by the administrator.
4) Application Converter: It helps non-IT administrators
to update source code of an existing application by assisting
them in inserting the privacy-aware monitoring code
generated by the Monitoring Code Generator. Once the code
modifications are made, an administrator needs to deploy
the modified source code in their server.
IV.

PRIVACY-PRESERVING MONITORING USING PPOM

For better understanding of how the PPoM framework
protects user privacy during online monitoring and supports
non-IT administrators and users, we present its operation
flows and example use cases in this section.

Figure 3. Operation flow of administrators of e-health applications in PPoM.
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Figure 4. Operation flow of users in PPoM.

A. For online healthcare providers
Let us assume that Alice, a medical doctor, administrates
an e-health application that assesses the impact to people
following exposure to traumatic events. To trace patients’
activities and collect health-related data, Alice wants to
conduct online monitoring on her applications, but it is
impossible for her to use existing online monitoring services
due to lack of IT-related knowledge.
If she uses the PPoMT, she can easily transform her
application into a monitoring-enabled application without
any IT knowledge. For better understanding, let us look at its
operational flow in detail. First, she needs to upload the
source code of her application or enter the URL(s) of the
application’s webpage(s). Second, she selects objects to be
monitored through the user-friendly interfaces generated by
the In-page Selector, and specifies corresponding privacy
policies (Figure 2.(1) and Figure 3.(2)). Third, her selections
are delivered to the Policy Generator (Figure 2.(2a) and
3.(2a)) and the Monitoring Code Generator (Figure 2.(2b)
and Figure 3.(2b)). Forth, the Privacy Policy Generator then
creates the applications’ policies by analyzing selected
monitoring data and policies, while the Application

Converter (which enables the application to perform privacypreserving monitoring by inserting monitoring code
generated by the Monitoring Code Generator into the
original source code (Figure 2.(3) and Figure 3.(4)) produces
the updated source code. Fifth, Alice deploys the created
application policies (Figure 2.(4a) and Figure 3.(3)) and the
updated source code in the application server (Figure 2.(4b)
and Figure 3.(5)).
B. For Users
Let us assume that Bob is one of Alice’s patients. Alice
recommends Bob to use her e-health application every week
to assess his mental and physical health but he hesitates to
use the application due to privacy concern. If Bob uses the
PPoM browser, he may want to use an e-health application
without privacy loss. Towards this, Bob is first required to
specify his own privacy policies and store his policies in his
browser before using an e-health application (Figure 4.(1)).
His PPoM browser then compares his privacy policies and
application policies when he enters a url of Alice’s
application (Figure 4.(2)). If they match, the application
server sends PPoM-enabled pages, which privacy-aware
monitoring code is embed in (Figure 2.(5)(6) and Figure
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4.(3)). As he interacts with the application, the PPoM
browser displays all user/usage data being monitored to
enable users to verify privacy protection during online
monitoring (Figure 4.(4)). If there is no privacy violation, the
privacy-aware monitoring code collects only authorized user
data according to policies of him specified by him for the
sake of himself (Figure 2.(7a)(7b) and Figure 4.(5)). To
ensure enforcement of user policies, his PPoM browser
blocks outgoing messages that violate his privacy policies on
the user side (Figure 4.(6)).
V.

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

As a first step in the development of the PPoM
framework, we implemented a prototype of the PPoM
browser. It analyzes an e-health application’s HTML source
code in which PPoM monitoring code is embedded, displays
a webpage with information about monitoring status, and
prevents privacy leakage by blocking outgaining message
containing unconsented user/usage data.
An example use of the prototype of PPoM browser is
shown in Figure 5. When a user specifies a URL of an ehealth application such as the online weight tracker of
sparkpeople.com, an interaction is initiated. If a user turns on
privacy-preserving mode, a PPoM browser renders a web
page that is sent by an server of Spark People with
information about which data being monitored in that page.

The PPoM browser displays which user data is being
monitored and who is the recipient of the data by using
different-colored check marks. In addition, the types of data
that are being monitored such as HTTP, Clientevents, and
Cookies types of Dynamic data schema are also shown in the
status bar (e.g., Your Goal and An answer to the question,
How Active Are you? in this example).
If the monitoring data are in accordance with the user’s
policy, then the user keeps interacting with the application.
Otherwise, the user can change the monitorable user data and
its disclosure level using one of the following four options:
1) can be disclosed to all parties (green check mark), 2) can
be disclosed to only first party (orange check mark), 3)
prohibited to use/disclose it (red check mark), and 4)
preference is not described yet (no check mark). With the
specific user selection in web object level, the browser
refines user policies and negotiates with the application using
the refined policies. If the negotiation is successful, the
interaction continues, otherwise the browser stops the
interaction with the application. If online monitoring is
acceptable to the user (e.g., based on past usage experience
and/or trust), he/she can turn off the privacy-preserving
mode. Using the PPoM browser, users can easily know what
user data are being monitored and prevent user data from
unwanted monitoring by turning on privacy-preserving mode.

Figure 5. Example use of the prototype of PPoM browser
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VI.

EVALUATION PLAN

To evaluate the successful blockade ratio of the number
of messages containing unauthorized data (c+d in Table I) to
the number of blocked messages among them (c in Table I).
TABLE I.

OUTGOING MESSAGES FROM A PPOM BROWSER
Sent

Blocked

VII. RELATED WORK

a
c

b
d

In this section, we introduce existing work on privacy
protection during online monitoring on both the service
provider side and the user side.

Allowed
Not allowed

In addition, the performance of the proposed privacypreserving monitoring service will be evaluated by
calculating the ratio of the number of all monitoring data
(e+g in Table II) to the number of unauthorized but collected
data (g in Table II).
TABLE II.

plan to create a variety of anticipated privacy policies and
then compare the anticipated policies with resulting policies
that are generated by PPoMT. In Table III, the overall
evaluation plans and methods for each components of the
proposed PPoM framework are presented. As you can see,
we plan to conduct human-subject usability tests in order to
test the user-friendliness of the PPoM framework.

USER DATA MONITORED BY THE PPOM SERVICE
Monitored

Not monitored

e
g

f
h

Allowed
Not allowed

To test the developed tool, PPoMT, we plan to compare a
user’s selections of monitorable data and corresponding
privacy preferences with monitoring scripts or source code
that generated by PPoMT. The correctness of the generated
privacy policies is also required to be verified. To do so, we
TABLE III.

Component

Measure

PPoM Service

Accuracy

A. Provider-side privacy protection for online monitoring
To guarantee secure user monitoring, a few methods have
been proposed by providers of online applications and
monitoring services. Some third-party advertising companies
have voluntarily begun to insert an ‘Adchoices’ icon into
their ads to increase user awareness of online tracking.
However, it has been found that the icon was not very
effective at making users aware of tracking occurrences [21].
As a middleware approach, Privad [22][23] is proposed to
conceal a user’s activities from an advertising network by
interposing an anonymizing proxy between the browser and
the ad network. However, the adoption of a proxy-based
middleware may not be a feasible solution to small-size ehealth applications because of its huge overhead
requirements. In addition, it is useless if an e-health
application requires identifiable user data to analyze
performance of applications at the individual level.

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE PPOM FRAMEWORK

Control group

Evaluation Method

All data collected by existing Percentage of data that can be protected by the
monitoring services
privacy-aware monitoring service
All data collected by existing Percentage of data that can be protected by the
monitoring services
PPoM browser extension

PPoM Browser

In-Page
Selector
PPoMT

Accuracy

Monitored data collected by a Completeness of monitored data displayed by
monitoring service
PPoM browser extension
Ideal user policies

Comparison of ideal and refined policies

Usability

None

Usability survey of PPoM browser

Accuracy

Webpages displayed by
existing browsers

Completeness of webpage display by the In-page
Selector

None

Usability survey of webpages modified by the Inpage Selector

Monitored data without
privacy violations

Privacy violations of monitored data collected by
deployed code

Ideal application policies

Correctness of Policy Miner policies

Usability

Application
Converter

Accuracy

Privacy Policy
Generator

Accuracy
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B. User-side privacy protection for online monitoring
There are two major approaches for privacy protection on
the user side, the browser-based approach and the policybased approach.
1) Browser-based approaches: To protect user privacy
in user side, browser-based approaches have been proposed.
Adnostic [24], a browser extension, is capable of behavioral
profiling and targeting in users’ browsers to select effective
ads while not sending user data to third-party ad companies.
RePriv [25] enables browsers to conduct user interest
mining and only share the resulting encapsulated interests
with third-parties. Both Adnostic and RePriv have only
focused on targeted advertising and/or personalization but
have not considered online monitoring services. As a simple
solution to indiscriminate online monitoring, using opt-out
cookies and/or a blocked-application list have been
recommended. Opt-out cookies are, however, fragile
because they can be easily disabled or deleted by a third
party [26][27]. Setting a block list in a browser can
effectively block malicious applications but currently this
approach blocks any listed application in its entirety and
does not support fine-grained blocking at the data level.
2) Policy-based approaches: As a policy-based
protection approach, Privacy Bird [28] has been proposed. It
is a P3P user agent that reads P3P policies of online
applications and lets users know whether the application
policies and user preferences are matched. If policies are not
matched, a bird icon turns red. A user can get information
by clicking on a red bird icon. However, Privacy Bird is
only able to check the acceptability of application’s P3P
policies, so users cannot check all user data monitored at the
application’s data level. Moreover, it does not support
policy refinement. HummingBird [30] is a privacypreserving online social network system. Unlike Twitter
where all tweets are visible to everyone, it restricts accesses
to tweets based on user-defined access control list (ACL). In
HummingBird, tweeters encrypt their tweets and then the
HummingBird server distributes a decryption key to only
authorized followers. To do so, the Hummingbird client
deals with key management and tweet encryption. However,
it does not encrypt other user data such as user profile and
also is not concerned with user privacy policies at all.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Although many e-health applications enable people to
access healthcare services in easy and convenient way at the
reduced cost, the lack of reliable and effective methods of
privacy protection has been the biggest obstacle to the
growth of e-Health applications. Without a suitable solution,
people keep hesitating to use e-Health applications due to
privacy concerns. To address the privacy protection issue
above, the PPoM framework was proposed as a preliminary
work in order to protect user privacy in both the application
side and the user side. By using the PPoM framework, secure

online monitoring can be guaranteed in the entire process of
online monitoring, and in turn it accelerates practical use of
e-health applications. Towards this goal, in this paper, we
enhance mechanisms for each component in the PPoM
Framework and present a prototype of the PPoM browser as
a first step in the development of the PPoM framework but a
few challenges still need to be pursued in the future:
x Development of the privacy policies to specify
preferences on healthcare data in fine-grained level.
x Development of a privacy-preserving monitoring
service that protects user privacy based on user
policies.
x Development of the PPoMT for non-IT medical
staff.
x Evaluation of individual components and an
integrated framework.
x Field test associated with actual clinical trials.
x Development of a threat model for PPoM and
security test using a threat model.
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Abstract— Medical device software is usually embedded within
the overall system as one of the sub-systems. It needs to be
integrated with other sub-systems such as the electrical and
mechanical for a functional medical device to be developed. In
order to develop a working medical device system through
integrating its sub-systems, the sub-systems’ requirements
have to be derived from the overall medical device system
requirements. The system requirements are continuously
collected, analysed and built from the needs of different
stakeholders such as patients, health professionals and other
companies offering relevant devices, interfaces and software
related to the medical device system under development.
Various regulatory requirements have to be achieved for a
medical device to be allowed market access. We have
developed and piloted a medical device software process
assessment framework called MDevSPICE® that integrates the
regulatory requirements from the relevant medical device
software standards. This paper describes how the
MDevSPICE® framework has been designed to enable medical
device software developers to produce software that will be
safe and easily integrated with other sub-systems of the overall
medical device. We also describe the lessons learned from
piloting MDevSPICE® in the medical device industry and
introduce an agile methodology together with its benefits and
challenges. This paper outlines how MDevSPICE® can be
extended to include agile practices to enable medical device
software development to be performed in a more flexible
manner.
Keywords- medical device software; MDevSPICE®; medical
device risks; medical device software development; agile
methods; agile software development practices.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Safety-critical software systems are increasingly
affecting our lives and welfare as more and more software is
embedded into safety critical systems such as hospital
systems, medical devices, cars and airplanes. New
approaches and international standards are being developed

to ensure the safety of these systems before they are
delivered. The integration of software into the complete
medical device requires particular attention [1].
In order to market a medical device, the manufacturer has
to satisfy a number of regional regulatory requirements
commonly achieved by following international standards and
guidance issued by international standardizing bodies and
regional regulatory authorities. Additionally, in order for the
solution to sell, the medical device also needs to fulfil the
requirements of patients, health professionals and other
medical system interface providers.
To help software companies in the medical device
domain reach regulatory compliance, we have developed an
integrated framework of medical device software
development best practices called MDevSPICE®. This
framework integrates generic software development best
practices with medical device standards’ requirements
enabling robust software process assessments to be
performed while preparing for a regulatory audit. The
“SPICE” in MDevSPICE® reflects its foundation in the
ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE) [2] series of standards for process
assessment. In this paper we describe the validation of the
MDevSPICE® framework that provides evidence of the
importance of traceability between the system and software
levels of development. We also explain how the
establishment of robust interface requirements for these two
levels supports more effective software integration
In Section II, we provide an overview of the regulatory
requirements medical device software development
companies face before they are able to market their devices.
In Section III, we describe the development of the
MDevSPICE® framework. Section IV, outlines the lessons
learned when validating the framework in expert reviews and
in industry through MDevSPICE® pilot assessments. We
also discuss the importance of traceability between system
and software development processes when developing an
embedded medical device software system as it increases the
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safety and quality of the developed medical device. In
Section V, we introduce an agile methodology by outlining
its benefits, challenges and its suitability for medical device
software development. The paper concludes in Section VI
with areas of future research related to agile medical device
software development.
II.

MEDICAL DEVICE REGULATIONS

A medical device can consist entirely of software or have
software as a component of the overall medical device
system. In order to be able to market a medical device within
a particular region it is necessary to comply with the
associated regulatory demands of that region. Two of the
largest global bodies responsible for issuing and managing
medical device regulation belong to the central governing
functions of the US and EU.
In the US, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
issues the regulation through a series of official channels,
including the Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) Title 21,
Chapter I, Subchapter H, Part 820 [3]. Under US regulation,
there are three medical device safety classifications: Class I,
Class II and Class III. The medical device safety
classification is based on the clinical safety of the device.
Class I devices are not intended to support or sustain human
life, and may not present an unreasonable risk of harm. A
thermometer is a Class I device. Class II devices could cause
damage or harm to humans. An example of a Class II
medical device is a powered wheelchair. Class III medical
devices are usually those that support or sustain human life,
and are of significant importance in the prevention of human
health impairment. An example of a Class III device is an
implantable pacemaker. All implantable devices are Class III
medical devices as the surgery required carries with itself
additional high risks from anaesthesia and possible infections
that go beyond the safety risks of the medical device.
In the EU, the corresponding regulation is outlined in the
general Medical Device Directive (MDD) 93/42/EEC [4],
the Active Implantable Medical Device Directive (AIMDD)
90/385/EEC [5], and the In-vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Medical
Device Directive 98/79/EC [6] - all three of which have been
amended by 2007/47/EC [7]. Similarly to the US, the EU
device safety is also based on the clinical safety of the device
embodying similar classifications and limitations, where
Class I in the EU corresponds to Class I in the US, Class IIa
and IIb to Class II, and Class III to Class III.
A further safety classification applies to the software in
medical devices as outlined in IEC 62304:2006 [8], where
the safety classification is determined based on the worst
possible consequence in the case of a software failure. In the
case of failure of software that is of safety Class A, no injury
or damage to the health of a patient can occur. When
software of safety class B fails, injury may occur but it is not
serious or life-threatening. Class C medical device software
is the highest risk and in the case of failure of such software
death or serious injury can happen. Depending on the
functionality of software within the medical device, the
software safety classification may vary from the overall
medical device safety class. When software involves critical
functionality of the medical device, it will carry the same

classification as the device, i.e., Class C software in a Class
III device. The safety classification of software may be lower
but cannot be higher than the overall medical device safety
class, e.g., software of safety Class B, may be embedded in
Class III device but there cannot be software of safety Class
C, in a Class I or Class II device.
Medical device manufacturers in the US as well as in EU
must satisfy quality system requirements to market their
developed devices. In the medical device domain, ISO
13485:2003 (ISO 13485 from hereon) [9] outlines the
requirements for regulatory purposes from a Quality
Management System (QMS) perspective in medical device
domain. ISO 13485, which is based on ISO 9001 [10], can
be used to assess an organization’s ability to meet both
customer and regulatory requirements in the medical device
domain. ISO 13485 does not, however, include requirements
for software development. IEC 62304, which can be used in
conjunction with ISO 13485, does offer a framework for the
lifecycle processes necessary for the safe design and
maintenance of medical device software. As a basic
foundation, IEC 62304 assumes that medical device software
is developed and maintained within a QMS such as ISO
13485, but does not require an organization to be certified
against ISO 13485. Therefore, IEC 62304 can be considered
to be a software development specific standard supplement
to ISO 13485, similar to ISO 90003 for ISO 9001.
IEC 62304 is based on ISO/IEC 12207:1995 [11], which
although a comprehensive standard for software
development lifecycle processes, has effectively been
decommissioned following the publication of the more
extensive ISO/IEC 12207:2008 [12]. Furthermore, other
developments in the ISO and IEC communities for software
development, such as ISO/IEC 15504 [13], have provided
significant additional levels of software process detail to
support ISO/IEC 12207:2008. IEC 62304 is a critical
standard for medical device software developers as it is the
only standard that provides recommendations for medical
device software implementations based on the worst
consequences in the case the software failure causing
hazards. For general medical device risk management, IEC
62304 is used in conjunction with ISO 14971 [14] and IEC
80002-1 [15] that provides guidance on the application of
ISO 14971 for software development.
Since IEC 62304 considers a medical device system to
consist of software as a sub-system, the system or product
level requirements are not included within IEC 62304 but
instead within the medical device product standard of IEC
60601-1 [16]. Due to the increasing importance of usability
of devices within the medical device industry, organizations
should also adhere to the medical device usability
engineering process requirements outlined in IEC 62366
[17]. When the Medical Device Directives were amended in
2007 [6], this defined standalone software to be a medical
device in its own right. Previously, software had always been
seen as a subsystem embedded in a medical device. This
amendment revealed a gap in international standards as none
of the published standards were addressing the concerns for
standalone software as a medical device. Today, IEC CD
82304-1 [18] applies to the safety of healthcare software that
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is designed to operate on general purpose IT platforms and
that is intended to be placed on the market without dedicated
hardware, e.g., iPad applications.
All companies planning to market a medical device in the
United States need to register their product with the US
FDA. Most Class I devices can be self-registered but most
Class II devices require a 510(k) submission. For Class III
devices, a Pre-Market (PMA) submission is needed. To
support manufacturers in addressing the relevant guidance,
the FDA has issued an overview of their guidance documents
for medical device manufacturers and software developers
[19]. The FDA Guidance on Premarket Submissions [20]
provides guidance and recommendation for premarket
submissions for software devices, including standalone
software applications and hardware-based devices that
incorporate software. Premarket submission includes
requirements for software-related documentation that should
be consistent with the intended use of the Software Device
and the type of submission. The FDA Guidance on Off-TheShelf Software Use in Medical Devices [21] was published
in 1999 with the purpose of describing the information that
should be provided in a medical device application that uses
off-the-shelf (OTS) software. Many of the principles outlined
in this guidance document may also be helpful to device
manufacturers in establishing design controls and validation
plans for use of off-the-shelf software in their devices. The
FDA General Principles of Software Validation [22] outlines
general validation principles that the FDA considers to be
applicable to the validation of medical device software or the
validation of software used to design, develop, or
manufacture medical devices. This guidance describes how
certain provisions of the medical device Quality System
regulation apply to software. The scope of this guidance is
somewhat broader than the scope of validation in the strictest
definition of that term to support a final conclusion that
software is validated.
The challenge that software development companies in
the medical device domain face when they want to market a
device is in the adherence to a large number of regulatory
requirements specified in various international standards that
can often become overwhelming. In order to help these
companies better prepare for the demanding and costly
regulatory audits, we developed the MDevSPICE®
framework. MDevSPICE® includes requirements from all
the previously mentioned standards and FDA guidance
documents rendering the task of regulatory compliance much
less complex. Following is a description of the development
of the MDevSPICE® framework that integrates the
requirements from various international medical device
standards and guidance documents with the generic software
development best practices while providing a possibility to
assess processes.
III.

MDEVSPICE® FRAMEWORK

This section describes the development of the
MDevSPICE® process reference model, the MDevSPICE®
process assessment model, the support MDevSPICE®
provides for software and system integration, and the

validation of the MDevSPICE® framework through pilot
assessments in medical device industry.
A. Development of the MDevSPICE® Process Reference
Model
A process reference model (PRM) describes a set of
processes in a structured manner through a process name,
process purpose and process outcomes where the process
outcomes are the normative requirements the process should
satisfy to achieve the purpose of the process. In order to
develop a PRM that integrates requirements from various
standards allowing the processes to be evaluated in terms of
their achievement of their purpose statements, we followed
the format of the process description illustrated in ISO/IEC
24774 [23]. With that in mind, we first mapped and
integrated the requirements from ISO/IEC 12207:2008 and
IEC 62304 into what today is called the PRM for IEC 62304
that also reflects the updates to ISO/IEC 12207 from the
1995 to the 2007 version. A systematic approach of
memoing and constant comparison, which is based on the
principles of Grounded Theory [24] was followed when
developing the PRM, further details of which are to be found
in [25. The Process Reference Model of IEC 62304 was
published in June 2014 as IEC TR 80002-3 [26].
While IEC 62304 describes only the software lifecycle
processes, additional processes should be in place for system
development in the case where software is not embedded as
part of an overall medical device. These additional processes
were derived from ISO/IEC 12207:2008. Design and
development related requirements from ISO 13485 and ISO
14971 were also added to the MDevSPICE® Process
Reference Model. Both ISO 13485 and ISO 14971 are de
facto standards for medical device software organizations.
ISO 13485 requirements are primarily related to system level
processes and ISO 14971 is concerned with risk management
(and therefore aligned with the Software Risk Management
process of the PRM.
The final MDevSPICE® PRM consists of 23 processes of
which 10 are system lifecycle processes, 8 are software
lifecycle processes and the remaining 5 support both the
system and lifecycle processes as can be seen in Figure 1.
The MDevSPICE® PRM was then extended with
additional elements to create a process assessment model
(PAM). The aim of the MDevSPICE® PAM is to provide a
comprehensive model for assessing the software and systems
development processes against the widely recognized
medical device regulations, standards and guidelines that a
software development organization in the medical device
domain has to adhere to. The MDevSPICE® PAM, similar to
ISO/IEC 15504-5 (SPICE) [26], has two dimensions – a
process dimension and a capability dimension. The process
dimension lists three groups of processes from various
models and standards, i.e., systems lifecycle processes,
software lifecycle processes and support processes. Each
process is described in terms of a Process Name, Process
Purpose, Process Outcomes, Base Practices, Work Products
and Work Product Characteristics.
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ISO/IEC 12207 [12] incorporate traceability of risks,
changes and requirements throughout the development
lifecycle. This interaction and traceability of requirements is
a key enabler of subsequent integration, and it has a vital role
to play in raising the safety of medical device software.

Figure 1. Processes of MDevSPICE® PRM

B. Development of the MDevSPICE® Process Assessment
Model
The MDevSPICE® PRM is based on IEC 62304,
ISO/IEC 12207:2008, ISO 14971 and ISO 13485. The
MDevSPICE® PAM then extends this PRM with base
practices and work products, some of the latter also being
normative as they are described in IEC 62304, ISO 14971 or
ISO 13485 as requirements. Where process outcomes are
derived from ISO/IEC 12207:2008, their corresponding base
practices and work products are derived from ISO/IEC
15504-5. Where process outcomes are derived from ISO
14971, their corresponding base practices are derived from
IEC 80002-1. In addition to these sources, FDA guidance on
premarket submissions, software validation and off-the-shelf
software have been added to the informative base practices
where the base practice did not already address the
requirements of the corresponding FDA guidance. Product
safety requirements have been added to the MDevSPICE®
PAM from both IEC 60601-1 and IEC CD 82304-1, while
the usability engineering requirements have been
incorporated from IEC 62366.
The capability dimension of the MDevSPICE® PAM is
derived directly from ISO/IEC 15504 together with the
Capability Levels, Process Attributes, Generic Practices,
Generic Resources and Generic Work Products.
While integrating processes from different standards and
guidance documents for the MDevSPICE® PRM and PAM ,
a focus on the traceability between and within system and
software lifecycle processes was maintained [27]. Both the
FDA General Principles of Software Validation [22] and

C. MDevSPICE® Framework’s support for integration
The MDevSPICE® framework contains key facilities for
integrating medical device software. Since MDevSPICE® is
grounded in IEC 62304, the software sub system
decomposition is consistent with the requirements of IEC
62304, meaning that the language of a software unit, a
software item and a software system is adopted.
A software system is the integrated collection of software
items to accomplish a specific function or set of functions; a
software item is any identifiable part of a computer program;
and a software unit is a software item that is not subdivided
into other items. This software system hierarchy has an
important role to play when a software developer wishes to
decompose a system into parts of varying software safety
classification. A benefit of such decomposition is that those
parts of the software subsystem that are vital for safety (and
which require additional safety activities when under
development) can be isolated until they are later integrated
with the other software components. It is also important that
when the components are integrated that the safety
implications are reflected in test cases that are pre-defined,
then tested and the results are checked to ensure that they
match the expected results. Otherwise sign-off cannot take
place at the various levels – unit tests, integration tests and
system tests.
Integration activities in the MDevSPICE® framework
start by integrating software units into software items, and
thereafter software items are further integrated with each
other (and possibly with other units as well) into the software
subsystem (which in turn is integrated into the overall
medical device system). In other words, there are several
levels of integration and they must take into consideration
the safety implications at each step. It is further the case that
the bi-directional traceability of requirements (including
requirements related to safety) from the product level right
down to the individual software unit level is supported in
MDevSPICE® thus further enhancing medical device
software safety at the integration stage and beyond.
D. Piloting the MDevSPICE® Framework
The MDevSPICE® framework has been validated in
various stages of its development by different parties through
both international expert reviews and industrial trials. The
foundation of the MDevSPICE® PAM, IEC TR 80002-3 (the
development of which was led by the authors), was
published after several iterations of development and
analysis by the standardization working group responsible
for the publication of IEC 62304 (i.e., ISO/IEC SubCommittee 62A, Joint Working Group 3). An international
standard is published only after the national delegates of the
standard’s working group have agreed on every detail of that
standard.
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In addition to working with the international medical
device standards community, the MDevSPICE® PAM has
also been developed together with and analysed by experts of
the Working Group 10 of ISO/IEC Joint Technical
Committee 1, Sub-Committee 7, responsible for the
development and maintenance of the series of process
assessment standards. These standards are currently being
revised from ISO/IEC 15504 series to ISO/IEC 330xx series
of standards. MDevSPICE® framework keeps abreast of
these updates as well as with the updates of any other
standard and guidance document information, which is
contained in the MDevSPICE® framework.
Upon successful completion of international expert
reviews, the MDevSPICE® process assessment framework
was then validated in the medical device software industry
through pilot assessments over the past two years.
MDevSPICE® process assessments were conducted in
different types of organizations: (1) a small software
company wishing to supply software to a large medical
device manufacturer who wants them to demonstrate that
they are capable of developing safe medical device software
and provide the medical device manufacturer with a feeling
that they will not jeopardize the safety of their overall
medical device or the reputation of their organization; (2)
three different assessments (across a 2 year period) were
performed in two different international sites of a
multinational medical device manufacturer who wants to
ensure that they are incorporating best practices within their
software development processes to not only achieve
regulatory compliance but also reduce the likelihood of
recalls through developing better quality and more robust
software; (3) a software development company seeking to
achieve regulatory compliance against IEC 62304 so that
they can become medical device software suppliers; and (4)
a large automotive manufacturer experienced in developing
safety-critical embedded automotive software now wishing
to also develop embedded medical device software.
IV.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM PILOTING MDEVSPICE®

As a result of the MDevSPICE® pilot assessments we
have witnessed different types of needs and challenges that
companies face in medical device software development.
Companies that manufacture medical devices as well as
develop embedded software for their devices, manage
traceability and integration between systems and software
lifecycle processes well. This might be due to systems and
software engineers working closely together in building a
safe medical device where the software developers are aware
of the system risks and requirements.
For companies that develop and supply software to large
medical device manufacturers it can be very difficult to
become aware of the overall system level requirements
including the requirements of end users, e.g., patients, health
professionals and related interfaces, as well as the risks
before the software development project commences.
Medical device manufacturers working on innovative
devices are sometimes reluctant to provide their software
subcontractors with the details of their device design and end
user requirements as this could jeopardize device novelty or

competitive advantage. Yet, the safety risks related to the
performance of medical devices can outweigh such business
risks when the medical device manufacturer has a proper
legal know-how and proficiency about the market needs.
When the system requirements are not provided to the
software developers, the traceability engineering and
integration of the sub-systems of the medical device will be
hindered. Therefore, we would recommend medical device
manufacturers to communicate with their software
subcontractors more openly in order to best support risk and
requirements management throughout their device design –
even if this only encompasses those product requirements,
which are related to the software requirements (and
especially those, which are safety related). Although there is
a potential issue in capturing, managing and changing
requirements throughout the development of a medical
device, the ultimate goal for all device manufacturers is to
have a safe medical device on the market and not risk
liability or damage of their brand as a result of a recall of a
faulty device.
V.

AGILE FOR MEDICAL DEVICE SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

It is generally believed that technology will
automatically improve health care efficiency, quality, safety,
and cost, however, few people consider that technologies
may also introduce errors and adverse events. Nearly 5,000
types of medical devices are used by millions of health care
providers around the world [28]. While this technology
holds much promise, the benefits of the technology are not
always realized due to poor technology design that does not
adhere to human factors, a poor technology interface with
the patient or environment and an inadequate plan for
implementing a new technology into practice [29].
Future trends indicate that medical software and devices
in which clinical decisions will be guided by individual
patient preferences, combined personal and medical data as
well as specific needs and values [30]. In this case,
continuous requirements collection and involvement of
different stakeholders such as patients, health professionals
and interface providers can be seen as essential for the
future success of medical device software development.
However, the development of medical devices that target the
needs of either the patient or the health professional can be
difficult when adopting a traditional, plan-driven software
development approach where all system requirements
should be known at the beginning of the development
process. We believe that agile software development
methodologies could provide support in achieving this
challenge when delivering medical device software. In the
next sub-sections we describe agile software development
together with its benefits, the challenges it presents when
adopted in the medical device domain and a brief
justification as to why agile practices should be integrated
into the MDevSPICE® framework.
A. What is Agile?
In recent years agile software development
methodologies have gained significant interest in the IT
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community with proposed solutions to the problems of
traditional, plan-driven software development approaches.
“It’s a framework, attitude, and approach to software
delivery that is lean, fast, and pragmatic. It’s no silver
bullet, but it dramatically increases your chances of success
while bringing out the best your team has to offer” [31].
Agile software development is a set of principles and
practices used by self-organizing teams to rapidly and
frequently deliver customer-valued software. It follows an
Incremental and Evolutionary lifecycle, emphasizing close
collaboration between the software development team, the
customer, and other stakeholders. It is adaptable,
emphasizing the need to adjust the principles and practices
to fit the context and environment in which the software is
being created [32].
B. Benefits of Agile
A priority of an agile methodology is to “satisfy the
customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable
software” [33]. There are many benefits that an agile
methodology promotes, such as, improved quality,
sustainable development, continuous attention to technical
excellence as well as changing to this sort of approach is
welcomed even late in the development. By adopting agile
practices, the speed to market is improved, supporting the
achievement of competitive advantage in the market.
Agile principles also dictate that “working software is
the primary measure of progress” [33]. Unlike the extensive
upfront planning and heavyweight processes and
bureaucracy required for plan-driven development; agile
development focuses on delivering highest business value to
the customer through: short time-boxed iterations; receiving
and providing fast feedback; collaborating with
stakeholders, making use of self-organizing teams,
embracing requirements changes, balancing up-front and
just-in-time work, and favouring adaptive and exploratory
development approaches [33]. A key factor in the agile
process of system delivery is the close collaboration
between clients (i.e., clinicians, patients and related
interface providers) and developers, which assists decision
making and optimizes the market value of the developed
solution. The client–developer collaboration and the
continuous requirements prioritization are also important
parts of a typical agile requirements engineering (RE)
approach [34].
C. Challenges with Agile Adoption
Despite the abovementioned benefits of agile methods in
software development, the experience reports and case
studies indicate that there are several challenges to adopting
agile methods in the medical device development domain.
These challenges can broadly be grouped into the following
three groups:
1) Challenges in relation to the perceived unsuitability
of agile software development approaches for safety critical
domains because of the conflicts with satisfying regulatory
requirements;

2) Challenges in relation to the tailoring of agile
practices to conform with the regulatory requirements;
3) Challenges in relation to the acceptability of agile
adoption when conflicts occur between executives/high level
managers and development teams.
In this subsection, we are going to address the problems
related to the perception of adopting agile practices for
medical software development and we aim to change this
perception through providing empirical support. We title
each section with a different misconception:
1) Undisciplined nature of agile software development
2) Approaches vs the demands of a highly regulated
medical device development domain:
“Discipline” against “agility” was first used by Boehm
and Turner in 2003 in their book titled “Balancing Agility
and Discipline: A Guide for the Perplexed” [3]. The
traditional software development methods and quality
standards (SW-CMM at that time) were defined as the
disciplined side of the contradiction. They clearly stated that
“agility is the counterpart of discipline. Where discipline
ingrains and strengthens, agility releases and invents” [36].
Ambler, the author of the disciplined agile delivery
approach, states that when “properly executed, agile is not an
excuse to be undisciplined” [37]. High ceremony procedures
of traditional approaches such as formal document reviews
or formal document approval are a sign of bureaucracy rather
than discipline [37]. The misperception of agile being an
undisciplined approach could be due to its empirical nature,
self-organizing teams and an emphasis on less
documentation. On the contrary, agile software development
methods have to focus more on establishing discipline than
other approaches to achieve built-in quality and to remove
the cost of non-conformance in the first instance. Ambler
states that discipline in agile projects is what makes the
difference between successful and unsuccessful agile
adoption [37].
The discipline, which also means consistency is
established in agile software development by people
applying a set of rules and practices. One of the significant
practices of agile software development such as continuous
integration brings commitment and discipline to
development teams. It was stated by Humble and Farley that
when the necessary discipline for this practice is not adopted,
the improvements in quality will not be as expected [38].
Continuous integration requires being disciplined in;
refactoring, ensuring that the mainline is never broken,
coding automated tests, and maintaining acceptance tests
over a long term [38]. Having focused people, trusting and
respecting each other in a safe environment where there is no
hesitation to share ideas or no fear to fail is the start of the
disciplined agile environments [37]. Therefore, the
undisciplined nature of an agile software development
approach is an expression of belief, not an expression of
fact.
3) Documenting the evidence required by regulatory
standards vs little emphasis of agile on documentation:
In medical device development projects, evidence is
required in order to prove that the executed process ensures a
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safe and reliable product. Essential phases of software
development process including requirements, architecture,
design and test phases are recorded in a traceable way from
initiation to release of the product. In the CFR 21:820
Quality System Regulation of FDA, it has been stated that
design and development planning, design inputs, design
outputs, design reviews, design verification, design
validation, process validation, design changes, traceability
and much more have to be established, which means
“defined, documented (in writing or electronically), and
implemented” [3].
One of the four values of the agile manifesto states that
working software is preferred over comprehensive
documentation [33]. This would suggest that following an
agile software development method would not support the
development of sufficient documentation necessary to
achieve regulatory approval or it could be misinterpreted that
an agile approach emphasises “no documentation”. From
either of the perspectives, it would be reasonable to accept
that the documentation required for regulatory purposes
needs to be developed regardless of the SDLC (Software
Development Life Cycle) adopted in the company [32].
It should be noted that plan-driven methods such as the
V-model and waterfall model are well-suited to the
addressing the documentation needs as the SDLC phases and
process outputs are in correlation. Agile software
development methods do not undermine the value of
necessary documentation. In a user story mapping approach,
it is stated that a story-driven process needs lots of
documents to work but those documents don't always look
like traditional requirements documents [39]. Furthermore,
there is also no clear emphasis on traceability of the software
development process either in the agile manifesto or in agile
principles. Evidence obtained from the literature suggests
that documentation and traceability concerns in agile projects
are resolved by managing the artefacts with appropriate
tailoring and using software tools effectively [40], [41], [42].
For example, to ensure that all the necessary documentation
is achieved within a sprint, a person who is responsible for
documentation and support was established as a permanent
member of an agile project at the QUMAS medical company
[41]. This enables both adherence to regulations and
standards without slowing down the process. Also, living
traceability was achieved with the support of the integrated
tools of Atlassian in the same company, which enabled an
accurate snapshot to be provide of the system in real-time.
Rottier and Rodrigues report that a Use Case document
can be used for the validation of the medical product in an
agile project with a supplement to a Software Requirements
Specification (SRS) document, which details non-functional
requirements [43]. Obviously, use of use cases instead of
traditional requirement specifications makes a difference for
Cochlear in terms of agility as it was mentioned. At this
point, the agility level that was achieved with use cases
needs to be evaluated. Manjunath, Jagadeesh and Yogeesh
mention that user stories acquired from customers were
documented in the SRS in another agile medical project [42].
The founders of a user story mapping approach, Patton and
Economy, make an important statement for the use of user

stories as software requirements: “Stories in agile software
development get their name from how they should be used,
not what you write down. If you are using stories in
development and you are not talking together using words
and pictures, you are doing it wrong” [39].
D. Agile in Medical Domain
Based upon the Chaos Report of Standish Group, among
1500 software projects developed between 2011 and 2015,
39% of all the software projects that were developed using
agile software development methods were successful [44].
While agile software development projects were 3 times
more successful than waterfall projects, the ratio of the
“challenged projects” (52% and 60% for agile and waterfall
projects, respectively) cannot be underestimated. Those
challenged projects refer to projects that were delivered with
incomplete functionality, or exceeded the planned budget or
schedule. The ratios present that there are challenges in
relation to adoption and adaptation of the agile practices,
interpretation of the agility principles and mindsets in the IT
and medical community.
The regulatory requirements and audits, that safety
critical projects are subject to, bring more concerns about the
applicability of the agile approaches in the field and increase
the challenges. For Class II and Class III type projects and
some of Class I type projects, the FDA requires formal
approval of most of the steps and items in the SDLC. The
reason why traditional approaches like waterfall or V-model
are being used in medical device domain could be explained
with the rigid predictability and linear flow that the models
present. On the other hand, Sutherland states that according
to the leading research and analysis firms, such as Gartner,
Forrester Research and Standish Group [45], the old style
work characterized by command and control and rigid
predictability is obsolete.
Regulatory issues are not a barrier for the
implementation of agile approaches [46]. It is indicated in a
mapping study [46] that SCRUM practices could be
successfully used in medical device software development.
Similarly, Perline [47] recommends agile methods like
SCRUM for lightweight and proven framework for
managing work in the complex software development
projects like those in the safety-critical domains.
The Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation (AAMI) published a guidance for the use of
agile practices in the development of medical device
software [32]. The report (AAMI TIR45:2012) provides
high level guidance of agile practices, which have been
found useful and appropriate for medical device software
development. The report is a good resource that states major
challenges for the agility implementation such as review and
verification activities, use of documentation, managing the
change, risk and traceability. However, the guidance was
kept at an abstract level.
Evidence shows that agile development approaches in
medical domain are being widely used with proper
adoptions and tailoring [1], [42], [46], [48], [49], [50], [51],
[52]. For instance, it has been indicated that user stories can
be used as an up-front planning technique; iterative testing
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and test driven development to assure that all the software
will be fully tested before releasing; and configuration
management is used to perform necessary traceability
between initial requirements and released solutions [46].
E. How can MDevSPICE® be improved by using Agile
practices
The sequential flow of development processes in the
MDevSPICE® framework might suggest that the V-model
could be best suited for medical device software
development, making the software development process long
and tough on budget, especially when requirements changes
are introduced later in the lifecycle. When integrating agile
practices into the MDevSPICE® framework, the overall
medical device software development process could become
more flexible and faster. It will take some time to gather the
best agile practices that would be most suitable for
MDevSPICE®, but once done – this framework will be a
comprehensive guide to all medical device software
companies.
MDevSPICE®, similarly to international medical device
standards and FDA guidance documents, does not dictate or
recommend the use of any specific software development
lifecycle approach. MDevSPICE® is an integrated set of
regulatory requirements, practices to achieve these
requirements and work products that need to be delivered in
order to be allowed to sell the software on the market. With
the reported and abovementioned benefits of agile methods
in safety-critical software development, a medical device
software development organization needs to select the most
appropriate agile practices that their organization should
follow and integrate them into the development lifecycle
model applied in their organization [53]. It is important for
the medical device software organizations to realize that the
key values of the agile manifesto [33] are not contradictory
but can be aligned to be complimentary to the development
of medical device software, resulting in a quality
management system that produces high-quality medical
device software [32].
VI.

difficult to achieve in environments where device
manufacturers decide to outsource software development
without necessarily sharing all top level product
requirements with the subcontractors. To address this critical
interface, the MDevSPICE® framework incorporates not just
software development lifecycle processes but also the system
level processes. Hence, system requirements that have an
impact on software requirements are identified in
MDevSPICE®, and through the implementation of bilateral
requirements traceability, decisions taken during the
software subsystem development are fed back to the top
level system requirements – thus providing a closed loop for
requirements management, which can help to increase the
overall safety of the device.
In this paper we have argued that agile practices such as
iterative development cycles, continuous integration, sprint
planning
meetings
and
continuous
requirements
prioritization should be tested when assuring the
development of better technology design and technology
interfaces. We have also illustrated the benefits and the
challenges of agile practice integration into traditional
medical device software development. Through providing
empirical support to these challenges we have established the
basis for our future research work in which we will decide
upon the most appropriate agile practices that will be
integrated into the MDevSPICE® framework. We will then
integrate the selected agile best practices into the
MDevSPICE® framework to shorten the medical device
software development lifecycle as well as the time to market
for the resulting medical devices.
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CONCLUSION

Safety-critical domains are characterized by heavy
regulatory demands that companies have to adhere to before
they can place their devices on the market. Regulatory audits
are conducted regularly to evaluate these companies and the
safety of their devices. In order to pass these audits, medical
device manufacturers have to ensure that all regulatory
requirements have been adhered to in the design and
development of each of the medical device subsystems.
In this paper, we have explained the medical device
regulatory requirements and the related standards and
guidance documents. We have described how MDevSPICE®
addresses all concerns regarding regulatory requirements in a
single medical device software framework. The key to
developing this framework was an acknowledgement that the
overall medical device requirements have a direct impact on
the safety of the device, and it is therefore critical that top
level product requirements are fully realized in the software
system and its related requirements. This can be especially
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Abstract— The provision of care to patients has moved away
from episodic acute care due to the increase in chronic
diseases such as diabetes. This has changed the relationship
between the patient and the care team. The management of
chronic disease requires the use of information technology
including networked medical devices to facilitate the
establishment of an ongoing relationship between the patient
and care team. The use of networked medical devices can
provide benefits to patients such as reduced cost of care,
reductions in adverse events and improved care through the
provision of accurate and up-to-date information. However,
the placement of a medical device onto an IT network can
lead to risks to the device. These risks may lead to incorrect
or degraded performance of the device impacting patient
care and negating the potential benefits of using the device.
While, IEC 80001-1 was developed to assist Healthcare
Delivery Organisations in addressing these risks, HDOs
may struggle in implementing the requirements of the
standard. This paper discusses the development of an
Assessment Method that forms part of MedITNet, an
assessment framework that can be used by Healthcare
Delivery Organisationss to assist them in implementing the
requirements of the standard by providing a flexible,
consistent and repeatable approach to assessing the
capability of their risk management processes relating to
networked medical devices. The assessment highlights
weaknesses in the process and can be used as a foundation to
improve these processes. This paper also discusses the
development and validation of the Assessment Method using
Action Design Research.
Keywords- Risk Management; Medical IT Networks; IEC
80001-1; MedITNet; Assessment Framework; Assessment
Method.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper extends the discussion of the development
of the MedITNet assessment method in [1] by extending
the discussion of the pilot implementation of the
assessment method and examining the recommendations
that were implemented as a result of the implementation.
This paper also discusses the expert review of the overall
assessment framework.

The recent downturn in the global economy has led to
an increased focus on ensuring that a high standard of
care is provided to the patient while reducing the cost of
care. Interoperability of medical devices has been
recognised for its potential to achieve this goal [2-4].
Such is the potential that governments have provided
incentives to promote the meaningful use of interoperable
medical devices and Health Information Technology
(HIT), such as Electronic Health Records (EHRs) [5-7].
The use of interoperable medical devices has resulted
from the increased prevalence of chronic conditions such
as diabetes, which has resulted in a move away from
acute episodic care. The management of chronic disease
requires the establishment of an ongoing relationship
between the patient and their care team facilitated by
carefully designed care processes and requiring the
support of information technology [8-11] As a result of
this change, the number of networked medical devices in
use continues to increase [12-14].
A number of benefits of the use of networked medical
are recognised. These include reducing the instances of
adverse events improving patient safety, reducing the time
spent by clinicians manually entering information,
reducing redundant testing due to inaccessible
information, improving patient care, reducing healthcare
costs and ensuring comprehensive and secure
management of health information [15, 16]. These
benefits have resulted in medical IT networks becoming a
critical, integral component of the medical system [17].
However, as medical devices increasingly interface with
other equipment and hospital information systems the
integration complexity of the systems is increased and this
presents additional operational risks [14, 18-20].
Proprietary networks were traditionally used when a
device was placed onto a network. However, these are
being used less with medical devices being designed to be
placed onto the hospitals general IT network. This means
that medical device manufacturers no longer exercise
control over the configuration of the network [21]. This
lack of control can lead to risks potentially resulting in
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unintended consequences outside the control of the
medical device manufacturer. The placement of the
device onto the hospital network creates a new system in
which the device has not been validated [22]. These risks
can result in the incorrect and degraded performance of
the medical device [23, 24] compromising patient safety,
effectiveness and the security of the IT network [25-27].
IEC 80001-1: Application of risk management for ITnetworks incorporating medical devices [28] was
published in 2010 to address the risks associated with the
incorporation of a medical device into an IT network.
However, Healthcare Delivery Organisations (HDOs)
face challenges when implementing the requirements of
this standard [29]. HDOs vary in size and in terms of the
capability of their risk management processes [17, 30]
and the regulatory requirements of the region in which
they provide care differ meaning that the implementation
of the requirements of the standard will vary depending
on the relevant regulatory requirements. The effective
performance of risk management activities requires
interaction between different stakeholder groups. An
understanding of the context of the HDO is also required
in order to manage the identified risks [18, 31]. In
addition, organisational changes are required to facilitate
the necessary level of interaction among stakeholders and
HDOs may be unprepared for this [14] due to the fact that
departments within the HDO typically operate in silos [8].
These challenges make the requirements of the standard
confusing and difficult to implement.
These difficulties in implementing the requirements of
the standard highlighted the need to provide HDOs with
assistance. This research has focused on the development
of an assessment framework which provides HDOs with
a flexible approach to assessing the capability of their
current risk management processes relating to medical IT
networks. The use of the assessment framework enables
communication among stakeholders groups allowing
HDOs to implement the requirements of the standard.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the development of the Assessment Method
component of the MedITNet assessment framework while
Section III described the stages of the Assessment while
the validation of the resultant Assessment Method is
discussed in Section IV. The conclusions are presented in
Section V.
II.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ASSESSMENT METHOD

The Assessment Method described in this paper is one
of three components that make up the MedITNet
assessment framework [32, 33]. In addition to the
Assessment Method, MedITNet contains a Process
Reference Model (PRM) and Process Assessment Model
(PAM). The PRM provides a description of 14 processes,
which address the requirements of IEC 80001-1. The
processes within the PRM are described in terms of the
purpose of the process and the outcomes achieved as a

result of performing the process. The PAM extends the
description of the processes by including a description of
the base practices or activities performed during the
process and the work products used or produced as a
result of performing the process. The PAM also
introduces the concept of a measurement framework or
scale on which the capability of the process can be
measured. The presence of the PRM and PAM within the
MedITNet framework mean that the framework can be
used regardless of the context of the HDO, including the
regulatory environment in which the HDO provides care.
The Assessment Method provides a consistent
approach to assessing the capability of the processes in
the PAM using questions related to each of the base
practices. The Assessment Method can be used as
presented in the technical report or can be tailored for use
based on the context in which the HDO provides care. In
order to tailor the Assessment Method, the HDO can
rephrase the questions that are being asked in order to
address specific aspects of the context in which they
provide care. For example, there may be additional
regulatory requirements for risk management that apply
to HDOs due to the geographical location in which they
provide care. The HDO can either rephrase the questions
to take into account the regulation or may choose to add
additional questions during the performance of the
assessment. Any alterations to questions or additional
questions that are added, must be reviewed against the
relevant base practices in the PAM. The HDO must
ensure that the questions continue to address the
assessment of the performance of these base practices
before making any amendments or additions. This ability
to tailor the Assessment Method addresses the issue of
HDOs providing care within differeing regulatory
environments. In addition, the ability to tailor the
Assessment Method allows HDOs to take into account the
size of the HDO and also the capability of the HDO in
terms of the risk management of medical IT networks. For
HDOs operating at a lower level of maturity, the PRM
and PAM can be used to identify processes and practices
that need to be implemented to achieve a higher level of
maturity. These HDOs may wish to perform an initial
assessment of the capability of risk management
processes using the Assessment Method, which will
highlight areas for improvement. Based on the
assessment, the HDO can then refer to the PRM and PAM
to assist in the definition and implementation of processes
at a higher capability level. The HDO can then perform a
follow-up assessment at a later date to ensure that the
identified improvements have been implementated and
that the target capability level has been achieved.
A. Development Approach
The approach to the development of the Assessment
Method combines the learnings from a literature review
with knowledge of risk management practices in a HDO.
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In order to understand the risk management practices
within the HDO, focus groups sessions were conducted
with risk management stakeholders within a HDO. These
sessions were performed during the Practice-Inspired
Research phase of the Action Design Research (ADR)
process [34] used in the development of the Assessment
Method and also in the development of the MedITNet
Assessment framework. The focus of the Practice Inspired
Research phase of the ADR process is to validate the
findings of the literature review, which is this case
focused on an examination of the risk management of
medical IT networks and the challenges experienced by
HDOs in the implementation of risk management
processes, and confirm that these challenges are
experienced in practice within HDOs. This phase of the
research process is useful in ensuring that the solution, in
this case the assessment framework, will be suited for use
in the context in which it will be used.
B. Literature Review
The Assessment Method was developed following the
development of the PRM and PAM components of the
MedITNet Assessment Framework. During the
development of the PRM and PAM, a literature review in
the area of process assessment, focusing on process
assessment standards was conducted. This literature
review was extended in order to develop the Assessment
Method.
In order to inform the development of the Assessment
Method, a review of Assessment Methods for similar
standards was completed. This review focused on
ISO/IEC 15504-3 [35] and Appraisal Requirements for
CMMI [36] Domain specific including Rapid Assessment
for Process Improvement in Software Development
(RAPID) [37], Express process appraisal (EPA) [38],
Adept [39], Med-Adept [40] and Tudor IT Service
Management Process Assessment (TIPA) [41] were also
reviewed. While this review informed the development of
the Assessment Method, the results of the review were not
sufficient in themselves to develop the Assessment
Method. In order to develop the Assessment Method, the
results of the literature review were combined with the
knowledge gained during the Practice-Inspired Research
conducted as part of this study. This approach allowed the
researcher to take into account the concerns that HDOs
express in relation to the implementation of the IEC
80001-1 standard.
The literature review provided an understanding of the
challenges that HDOs encounter when incorporating a
medical device into an IT network. Each of the identified
challenges was considered when developing the
requirements for the Assessment Method, using a similar
approach to that used by Mc Caffery and Coleman [42]
using criteria for Assessment Methods as outlined by
Anacleto et al. [43]. The criteria were adapted to take into
account the domain in which the Assessment Method will

be used, that is, within the HDO rather than in the context
of software development. The development of the
requirements for the Assessment Method also took into
account the challenges related to the management of risk
associated with the incorporation of a medical device into
an IT network which were highlighted as part of the
Literature Review and Practice-Inspired Research. The
requirements for the Assessment Method were defined as
follows:
 Due to the constraints on resources within
HDOs, the Assessment Method should be
lightweight in its approach and facilitate selfassessment;
 The Assessment Method should be based on the
processes described in the MedITNet PAM;
 Guidance should be provided for tailoring the
Assessment Method for use in various scales of
HDOs and in different geographical contexts.
The Assessment Method should also facilitate
assessments based on conformance with the
standard as well as those seeking to assess the
capability level with which risk management
processes are being performed;
 The Assessment Method should support the
identification of risks and improvement
opportunities;
 The Assessment Method should not assume any
previous knowledge of process assessment on
the part of those conducting the assessment;
 The Assessment Method should facilitate the
development of tool support in the future;
 The Assessment Method should be publicly
available;
 The Assessment Method should encourage a
culture of communication among various
multidisciplinary risk management stakeholders
including those within and external to the HDO;
 The Assessment Method should be validated for
use within the HDO context.
In addition to the literature review and, to augment the
Practice-Inspired Research, members of the Clinical
Engineering team (CE) and the Clinical Informatics team
in a HDO were consulted throughout the development of
the questions for the Assessment Method. This was an
iterative process, which is described in the following
section.
C.

Question Development

The involvement of HDO risk management
stakeholders in the development of the Assessment
Method was considered to be vital. HDOs may use the
Assessment Method in its form within the technical report
and without reference to the PRM and PAM. This means
that the process for conducting the assessment oulined in
the Assessment Method and the questions that are used
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during the assessment must be understandable to a range
of risk management stakeholders.
The Assessment Method assesses against ISO/IEC
15504-2 compliant models, i.e., the MedITNet PRM and
PAM. These models describe processes at the level of the
process purpose, outcomes, practices and work products.
This approach to the development of the Assessment
Method ensures its applicability beyond the HDO
assisting with its development, across varying
geographical and regulatory contexts. The use of ADR
also ensures that all components of the framework are
developed initially based on a combination of the results
of the literature review combined with Practice- Inspired
Research. The resultant components are then validated by
both practitioners in the field and end users. This ensures
that the components are both suited to use in a particular
context and suited for use across a range of contexts. The
development of the assessment questions, which form part
of the Assessment Method, was completed in two phases.
a)

Question Development – Phase 1

During phase 1 of the question development process, a
meeting was held in the HDO with the Principal Physicist
and a Physicist/Clinical Engineer. Both had taken part in
the initial phase of the Practice-Inspired Research and
were already familiar with the provisions of the standard
and the proposed MedITNet framework.
During the previous discussions on the current risk
management practices within the HDO, it was agreed that
the Risk Analysis and Evaluation Process was the main
process relating to the identification and classification of
risks. It was noted during the previous focus groups
session that discussion of the Risk Analysis and
Evaluation process lead to discussion of other aspects of
risk management outside the scope of that process. This
was due to the fact that the discussion of the Risk
Analysis and Evaluation process led to a discussion of the
overall HDO risk management policy and also to a
discussion on the evaluation and subsequent application
of risk control measures. The discussion also revealed
how risk was documented in the HDO. Therefore, it was
decided that questions should be developed for this
process first.
The development of these questions would inform the
development of the assessment questions for the
remaining processes. In order to develop the questions for
the Risk Analysis and Evaluation process, a number of
steps were followed [44]. Firstly, each of the base
practices was reviewed and the participants were asked to
formulate a question that could be used to assess the base
practice being described. The base practices in the PAM
describe the activies that must be performed in order to
bring about the process outcomes and achieve the overall
purpose of the process. To facilitate gaining an
understanding of each of the base practices, each base

practice was discussed in the context of the standard with
the relevant section of the standard being consulted and
reviewed if required. This was useful for the participants
as it provided an understanding of how the requirements
of the standard were expressed in the PAM in terms of
activities to be performed.
Once all participants were clear on the meaning of the
base practice, the participants from the clinical
engineering team were encouraged to think of a “real”
scenario where the relevant base practice had been
implemented in the past. The discussion of the scenario
would focus on how the base practice was implemented in
the context and any constraints that may have affected the
implementation of the base practice. This assisted the
participants in identifying how the requirements of the
standard were and could be implemented in the specific
context of their HDO.
Once the practice had been discussed in context, the
participants were encouraged to formulate questions that
could be used to assess the degree to which the base
practice had been implemented during the proposed
scenario. All questions that were formulated by the
participants were recorded and the participants were
encouraged to rephrase the questions in order to decrease
the number of questions used to assess each base practice.
This was an interative process and resulted in discussions
around how the questions should be phrased. This
discussion was useful as it allowed participants to
examine and understand the terms used in the standard
and ensure that a common understanding of the concepts
related to risk management was established. The approach
outlined in this section was also noted by participants as
being a useful way in which to gain a better understanding
of the standard and the context in which the HDO
provides care. Participants also suggested that this
approach would also be useful in the tailoring of
questions to a specific context as the questions could be
reviewed to see where amendments should be made to
take into account the context of the HDO in which the
assessment is being performed.
The Risk Analysis and Evaluation Process contains
five base practices against which 14 questions were
eventually formulated. This draft of questions was used in
the validation focus group within HDO A conducted as
part of the ADR process. However, the set of questions
(presented in Table I) does not represent the final set of
questions which were developed to be used in the
assessment of this process.
b)

Question Development – Phase 2

During the second phase of the development of the
questions, the questions for the remaining 13 processes
were developed. These questions were developed with the
assistance of the Clinical Informatics Manager (CIM) of
the HDO. The CIM is a former nurse who oversees the
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systems administration tasks of the Clinical Information
System within the Intensive Care Unit. The CIM was
briefed on the research being carried out on the
development of the Assessment Method and was given
the PRM and PAM to review and was briefed on the
requirements of the IEC 80001-1 standard. Following the
development of the assessment questions for the
remaining 13 processes, the CIM was also shown the
questions developed during phase 1 for the Risk Analysis
and Evaluation Process. The CIM was asked to review
and reformulate the questions, as required, for this process
based on their experience of development of the questions
for the remaining processes. When reviewing the
questions related to this process, the CIM and the
researcher rephrased some of the questions to ensure that
they were more closely based on the base practices of the
process. The original set of questions was determined to
be too specific to the context of the HDO in which the
question development had taken place. In addition, some
questions were, on review, considered to be unnecessary,
again being too context specific and were removed
accordingly.

In general, one question was related to each of the
base practices. However, the assessment of some base
practices required more than one question. The CIM was
asked to participate in the development of the questions in
order to ensure that the questions were phrased in a way
that could be understood by various risk management
stakeholders within the HDO. The questions were
developed using the same steps as those outlined in
section C sub-section a). The questions were also
developed based closely on the base practices defined
within the PAM to ensure that the questions could be
applied across multiple HDO contexts and were not
specific to the HDO in which the research was being
carried out.
III.

STAGES OF THE ASSESSMENT METHOD

The stages of the assessment process are illustrated in
Figure 1 and discussed in the remainder of this section.

Stage 1 – Definition of Assessment
Scope
Stage 2 – Conduct Initial Briefing

TABLE I. SAMPLE ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
Base Practice
Summary:
BP.1 - Identify
likely hazards.

Question
Number:
BP.1 Q.1
BP.1 Q.2
BP.1 Q.3
BP.1 Q.4
BP.1 Q.5

BP.2 - Estimate
associated risks.

BP.2 Q.1
BP.2 Q.2

BP.2 Q.3

BP.2 Q.4
BP.3 - List
possible
consequences of
harm.
BP.4 - Record
results of Risk
Analysis and
Evaluation
activities.
BP.5 Implement Risk
Control
Measures.

BP.3 Q.1

BP.4 Q.1
BP.4 Q.2

BP.5 Q.1
BP.5 Q.2

Question:
How do you identify likely safety
hazards for individual devices?
How do you analyse the system as a
whole to identify likely safety hazards?
How do you consider the impact of the
device on the environment?
How do you consider the impact of the
device in terms of effectiveness?
How do you consider the impact of the
device in terms of data and system
security?
Do you have a procedure for estimating
risk?
What approach do you use to estimate
the risk associated with each source of
harm?
What information sources do you use
to estimate the risks associated with
each source of harm?
Are risks reviewed throughout the life
cycle?
How do you identify possible
consequences of harm?

How are risk management activities
recorded?
Are instances where risk estimate is so
low that risk reduction is not required
recorded?
How are risk control measures
implemented?
Are risk control measures implemented
in line with risk management policy?

Stage 3 – Conduct Assessment
Interviews
Stage 4 - Generation of Findings
Report
Stage 5 - Presentation of Findings
Report
Stage 6 - Implementation of
Recommendations

Stage 7 - Reassessment (Optional)

Figure 1. Stages of the Assessment Process

Participants in the assessment process include the lead
assessor, a risk management stakeholder from within the
HDO, who will manage the assessment on behalf of the
Top Management (TM) of the HDO. Focus group
interviews are used during the assessment to ensure
communication among risk management stakeholders. An
additional Assessor (A) may be required to assist the LA.
In addition to sponsoring the assessment, TM will ensure
that Risk Management Stakeholders (RMS) are available
to participate in the assessment. The RMS will be drawn
from a multi-disciplinary team from within the HDO and
will include members of the IT, CE and Clinical Teams
and any other relevant RMS as required. The RMS may
also include participants who are external to the HDO such
as MDMs. The inclusion of participants external to the
HDO is more typical during the procurement phase of a
new system or devices. However, it should be noted that
the IEC 80001-1 standard notes the importance of the
participation of external risk management stakeholders
throughout the life of the medical IT network. The
participation of relevant internal and risk management
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stakeholders is necessary to perform the successful risk
management of the medical IT network.
It should be noted that Stages 1 to 5 above complete
the assessment activities. Stage 6 involves the
implementation of recommendations made during the
assessment. Where a follow-up assessment is required,
stage 7 is performed. A reassessment can be used to
confirm that the recommendations for improvements to the
risk management process have improved risk management
processes as envisaged.
a)
Stage 1
The lead assessor meets with Top Management and
the scope of the assessment is discussed. The system,
which is to be the focus of the assessment, is defined and
the context of the system is understood. At this time, the
availability of relevant risk management stakeholders to
participate in the assessment is confirmed.
b)
Stage 2
The lead assessor meets with relevant risk
management stakeholders who will be taking part in the
assessment to explain the Assessment Method and give
details of what their participation will involve.
c)
Stage 3
The lead assessor conducts focus group interviews
based on the scripted questions with the relevant risk
management participants and evaluates the responses. The
assessor makes notes on the interviews and additional
questions are asked if clarification is required. The
resonses to these questions will highlight areas of
weakness in the risk management process. The
identification of these weaknesses forms the basis for the
findings report that will be generated during the the next
stage of the assessment. Relevant work products are
reviewed at this stage to highlight areas where risk
management documentation may be missing or
incomplete.
d)
Stage 4
A findings report is prepared based on the data
gathered and the weaknesses identified at stage 3. Each
process is reviewed in turn and where relevant particular
strengths and weaknesses are identified based on the
evaluation
and
interview
notes.
Suggested
recommendations are made for actions to address these
issues and to facilitate process improvement are outlined
and discussed.
e)
Stage 5
The findings report is presented. The lead assessor
presents the findings of the assessment. The finding will
generally be reported to Top Management within the
HDO and to relevant risk management stakeholders. It is
important that the findings report is thoroughly reviewed
and tha t recommendations are carefully considered. The

findings report may be refered to during follow-up
assessments and may also be used as a source of
information for the identification of risks on future
projects.
f)
Stage 6
Having allowed time for the contents of the report to
be considered, the findings are discussed and a plan for
improvement of the processes with specific improvement
objectives is agreed. At this stage participants may
schedule a reassement to be conducted at a later date.
g)
Stage 7
The HDO having implemented the agreed
improvements have the option of performing a
reassessment to ensure that improvements have been
implemented and that risk management processes have
improved accordingly.
It should be noted that the interviews conducted
during Stage 3 are conducted as focus group interviews.
The focus group interviews are conducted with risk
management stakeholders. Prior to the commencement of
an assessment, HDOs should ensure that all relevant risk
management stakeholders are identified and are available
to participate in the focus group interviews. Participation
of relevant risk management stakeholders in the focus
group interviews ensures: that a shared understanding of
the concepts related to the risk management of medical IT
networks are understood; that risk management
stakeholders, through the assessment process and
discussion of risks, gain a greater understanding of the
IEC 80001-1 standard, greater level of communication are
established between risk management stakeholder groups
as the assessment process requires that these groups
operate outside of their “silos”.
IV.

VALIDATION OF THE ASSESSMENT METHOD

The Assessment Method was validated from the
perspective of its utility in a specific HDO context. The
validation of the Assessment Method was performed in
two stages. The first involved a pilot assessment
performed in a HDO, while the second stage involved the
validation of the assessment method by the standards
community. Both of these stages of the validation of the
Assessment Method, which were conducted using ADR,
are discussed in this section.
a)
Stage 1- Validation – Pilot Assessment
The first stage of validation consisted of performing
an assessment of current risk management practices
within a HDO context using the Assessment Method. This
phase consisted of a pilot implementation of the
Assessment Method by performing an assessment of the
Risk Analysis and Evaluation process using the questions
from the Assessment Method.
A focus group session took place in the HDO with
participants from various risk management stakeholder
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groups taking part. The assessment allowed for areas of
weakness in the current risk management processes
related to medical IT networks to be highlighted and
addressed. A findings report was provided to the HDO
and a summary of the recommendations is provided in
Table II. This phase of the validation ensured that the
developed questions could be understood by risk
management stakeholders and were suited for use for the
performance of an assessment in the specific HDO
context.
TABLE II. SAMPLE ASSESSMENT RESULTS SUMMARY
BP.1 - Identify likely hazards
Develop a standardised process for the identification of hazards,
including the identification of hazards during the tendering process
Maintain the same level of documentation in the recording of identified
hazards, regardless of when in the lifecycle the hazard is identified
Store information related to risk management in a manner which can be
accessed as an information source for the estimation of future risks
BP.2 - Estimate associated risks
Establish a policy detailing risk acceptability criteria
Formalize and document a procedure for the estimation of risk which
stipulates which risk management stakeholders should be involved
BP.3 - List possible consequences of harm
Consider consequences of harm based on the risk acceptability criteria
Consider consequences of harm based on the risk management policy
BP.4 - Record the results of Risk Analysis and Evaluation activities
Record Risk Analysis and evaluation activities in the risk management
file
Ensure accessibility of emails containing information on Risk Analysis
and Evaluation activities
BP.5 - Implement Risk Control Measures
Establish a process for risk control
Ensure that risk control measures are implemented in line with the risk
control process
Document risks which have been considered so low as not to require
additional risk control measures

A follow-up focus groups session took place nine
months later to review which recommendations had been
implemented. Not all of the recommendations made
during the assessment were implemeted by the HDO [44].
However, the performance of the assessment resulted in
improvement to not only the risk analysis and evaluation
process within the HDO, but participants also reported
improvements in the overall risk management of medical
IT networks within the HDO. Participants also confirmed
that the recommendations, which were made in the
findings report, were considered to be appropriate. Where
recommendations had not been implemented, this was due
to the constraints on resources within the HDO.
Recommendations which had not been implemented at
the time of the follow-up focus group session were
scheduled for implementation at a later date. Participants
had also highlighted the importance of the
implementation of the requirements of the IEC 80001-1
standard in future medical IT network projects.
At the time of the follow-up session, the CE team had
secured agreement from Top Management that a Medical

IT Network Risk Manager would be recruited for an
upcoming medical IT
network project. The
responsibilities of the medical IT network risk manager
role was to be defined based on those as outlined in IEC
80001-1. The agreement to recruit for this position and to
base the reponsibilities of the role on IEC 80001-1
requirements was agreed with Top Management based on
the results of the pilot assessment. The CE team identified
this as a major improvement in risk management
processes as prior to this they felt that the skills required
to perform effective risk management of the network were
not currently present in the HDO. The CE team noted that
the performance of the assessment was instrumental in
gaining Top Management engagement in the promotion
and adoption of the standard. This sentiment was repeated
during an expert review of the overall MedITNet
framework where experts contended that without this type
of assessment instrument, adoption of the standard may
follow a shallow trajectory [44].
The performance of this stage of the validation:
 confirmed the utility of the Assessment Method
in a specific HDO context
 confirmed that the questions used in the
assessment were understandable to various risk
management stakeholders
 confirmed that the Assessment Method could be
tailored for use in various HDO contexts.
 confirmed that the Assessment Method could be
used to provide appropriate recommendations for
the improvement of the risk management process
 confirmed that the use of the Assessment Method
improved
communication
among
risk
management stakeholders
 confirmed that the use of the Assessment Method
may be useful in promoting Top Management
engagement with and promotion of the adoption
of the standard
This stage of the validation process was conducted as
part of the ADR process as part of the “Build, Intervene
and Evaluate” stage of the ADR process [34]. During this
stage of the process “end-users” of the developed artifact,
in this case the Assessment Method, trial the artifact in
the context in which it will be used, in this case in a HDO
setting. The focus of this phase is to ensure the utility of
the developed artifact in a specific context.
b)

Stage 2 Validation – Standards Community

In order to confirm the generalisability of the
Assessment Method across a range of HDO contexts, the
Assessment Method was also validated through expert
review by members of the standards community from the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) SubCommittee 62A and the International Organization for
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Standardization (ISO) Technical Committee 215 Joint
Working Group 7 (JWG7). Members of this group are
drawn from risk management stakeholders within HDOs,
medical device manufacturers and providers of other IT
technology. They are recognised as experts in their field
and represent their country in this capacity. The focus of
this stage of the validation is to ensure that the
Assessment Method can be used across multiple HDO
contexts, regardless of the regulatory environment in
which the HDO operates. During this phase of the
validation the Assessment Method was circulated to
members of JWG7 for review. The Assessment Method
was circulated with the MedITNet PRM and PAM and
members were invited to make comments on any aspect
of these components of MedITNet. The review by
members of this group resulted in a number of changes to
the Assessment Method including the provision of sample
templates that could be used by HDOs during the
performance of an assessment and in the preparation of
the findings report for circulation to Top Management of
the HDO.
Table III presents the approach adopted for reviewing
the comments. Each of the comments was assigned to one
of the four categories listed in Table III and addressed
accordingly. All comments were discussed during the
comment resolution meetings and resolution was based on
the expertise of the JWG7 group which included
representatives
from
HDOs,
medical
device
manufacturers and providers of other information
technology. As the Assessment Method had been
previously validated in a trial assessment, the comments
received from JWG7 were largely editorial in nature and
did not result in changes to the questions within the
Assessment Method. In total, 298 comments were
received related to the Assessment Method. A large
number of duplicate comments were received. This was
due to one reviewer who raised a comment for each
instance of a particular issue, leading to a large number of
comments being duplicated.
During the comment resolution period, a total of 298
comments related to the Assessment Method were
received from members of JWG7. During an initial
review of comments 202 comments were found to be
duplicate comments and an additional four comments
were deemed to be not applicable. Therefore, those 206
comments required no changes to be made to the
Assessment Method and have not been included in the
following analysis of comments. An initial review of the
remaining 92 comments was completed.
While a large number of the comments received on the
Assessment Method were small wording changes, some
of the comments required changes to the overall structure
of the technical report. These changes included the
following:






Assessment stages were listed before a
description of each stage was provided
Assessment questions were removed from the
description of the stages of the Assessment
Method and placed in the annex of the
Assessment Method.
Templates for conducting the assessment
including a sample question template and a
findings report template were also developed and
placed in the annex.

These changes were suggested to improve the
usability of the Assessment Method and facilitate
performance of both conformance and capability
assessments and as such were made to the Assessment
Method. The Assessment Method developed as part of
this research along with the MedITNet PRM and PAM
were published as ISO TR 80001-2-7, a Technical Report
in the IEC 80001-1 family of standards [45].
TABLE III. COMMENT REVIEW APPROACH
Comment
Category:
Duplicate

Editorial
Comments

Wording
Comments

Not
Applicable

Review
Approach:
Multiple comments received related to each instance of a
specific issue.
Comments are addressed based on the decision relating
to first instance of the comment
Editorial comments are those that address the structure
and flow of the technical report.
Editorial comments are accommodated when they
improve the structure, understanding and usability of the
document and do not impact IEC 80001-1 requirements.
Agreement is by consensus
Wording comments relate to the wording or terms used
within the technical report and include grammatical and
typographical errors.
Wording comments are accommodated when they
improve the structure, understanding and usability of the
document and do not impact IEC 80001-1 requirements.
Agreement is by consensus
Comments which are received that do not require any
update to the Assessment Method. Examples of these
comments include a statement of abstention or approval
of the

The performance of this stage of the validation:
 confirmed the utility of the Assessment Method
in a range off HDO contexts. This was possible
due to the composition of JWG7 with members
being drawn international experts representing a
range of risk management stakeholders
 confirmed that the questions used in the
Assessment Method were understandable to
various risk management stakeholders
 confirmed that the structure of the Assessment
Method was appropriate for use across a range of
HDO contexts.
 confirmed that the questions used in the
Assessment Method are suited for use or can be
tailored for use across a range of contexts.
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This stage of the validation process was conducted as
part of the ADR process, again as part of the “Build,
Intervene and Evaluate” stage of the ADR process [34].
During this stage of the process “pratitioners” in the field
of the developed artifact, review the artifact in terms of its
ability to be generalised and used across a range of
contexts, in this within differing regultory environments
in which the HDOs provide care. Practitioners from
JWG7 reviewed the Assessment Method, as well as the
PRM and PAM.The focus of this phase is to ensure the
utility of the developed artifact(s) across a range of
contexts.
In addition to the review by members of JWG7, a
focus group session was conducted with a selection of
experts from the group. These experts were asked to
comment on various aspects of the overall MedITNet
framework. This again was conducted using a
“Practitioner Review” approach as part of the ADR
process [44]. The reviewers were asked to comment on:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

The utility of the assessment framework
The usability of the assessment framework for
self-assessment of risk management processes
within a Healthcare Delivery Organisation
The scalability and generalisability of the
assessment framework
The coverage of the requirements of IEC 800011 by the MedITNet framework
Suggestions for improvements to the assessment
framework

While the comments discussed the review focused on
the overall MedITNet framework, a number of comments
related to the Assessment Method specifically.
During this session experts reported that the use of the
Assessment Method and specifically the assessment
questions resulted in risk management stakeholders
having a greater understanding of the requirements of the
IEC 80001-1 standard. The expert noted that being asked
questions related to specific requirements of the standard
gave participants in an assessment a greater understanding
of the requirements than they would have gained by
reading the standard alone [44]. It was also noted that, by
having a means to assess the capability of the risk
management processes, Top Management understood the
weaknesses in the current processes and had a better
understanding of why adoption of the standard was
important.
The performance of an assessment and the subsequent
improvement of risk management processes also provides
Top Management with a means to ensure that the benefits,
which were intended to be provided to patients through
the use of networked medical devices, were realised as
expected. The experts also noted that the definition of the
requirements of the standard at the level of processes in
the PAM enabled the assessment questions to be tailored

to take into account of the context in which the HDOs
provide care. Experts further noted that the Assessment
Method questions are beneficial as a starting point but
noted that most HDOs would need to tailor the questions,
not only based on the regulatory environment in which
they provide care, but also based on the maturity level of
the HDO in which the assessment is being performed.
One expert taking part had been involved in a trial
assessment in a different HDO to the one in which the
trial assessment was performed. The expert noted that,
while the questions in the Assessment Method are directly
related to the base practice that is being assessed, these
were rephrased during the assessment to use more open
ended questions which were more appropriate to the
context of the HDO being assessed. The rephrased
questions did not focus as directly on assessing whether
the base practices had been implemented but rather were
phrased in a more open way that prompted a more general
discussion of overall risk management processes before
targeting the base practice in question.
Experts also noted that the requirements of the IEC
80001-1 standard had been covered in the MedITNet
framework and also noted that the approach taken in the
framework was consistent with the approach taken in IEC
80001-1. The experts noted that an improvement may be
made to the framework following more trial
implementations. These implementations may be able to
provide guidance on how the framework could be tailored
based on the maturity of the HDO. Experts also suggested
the inclusion of a document map within the framework
and suggested that a mapping from the Assessment
Method questions back to the requirements of the
standard may be helpful.
The performance of this stage of the validation:
 confirmed the utility of the MediITnet
Framework including the Assessment Method in
a range off HDO contexts. This review served as
a final “expert” and “enduser” review of the final
version of the MedITNet Framework
 confirmed that the usability of the framework
across a range of HDO contexts and maturity
levels
 confirmed that therequirements of IEC 80001-1
had been covered in the MedITNet framework
 gathered suggestions from improvements to the
MedITNet framework
Each of these validation phases was performed
iteratively as part of the ADR process and changes
suggested by each phase of the validation were
incorporated into the next version of the Assessment
Method and the overall MedITNet framework.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

While IEC 80001-1 takes steps to address the risks
associated with the placement of a medical device onto an
IT network, HDOs may face challenges in understanding
and implementing the requirements of the standard. The
MedITNet framework has been developed using Action
Design Research in order to assist HDOs in addressing
these challenges. The use of ADR ensures that the
MedITNet Assessment Framework, including the
Assessment Method, provides a consistent, repeatable and
tailorable approach to the assessment of the capability of
risk management processes related to the management of
medical IT networks. An assessment of these processes
can highlight weaknesses therein and can be used as a
foundation for an improvement of risk management
processes. The use of ADR ensures that the framework
that was developed can be used in a specific context but is
also suited for use across a range of HDO contexts.
Effective risk management of medical IT networks ensures
that the potential benefits of networked medical devices
are realised while ensuring the safety of the patient is
protected, the effectiveness of the device is assured and the
security of the data and system are preserved.
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Abstract – The article addresses the society problem of the
perception of individual loneliness in the cohort of elderly
people. The researchers conducted empirical research by
recorded interviewing a cohort of female and male people
between the age of 65 and 99. The researchers postulate that
the feeling of solitude is an opportunity to reveal the relational
needs of individuals. They question the opportunity of a
technical mediation in an emotional situation. Is it possible to
consider approaches that are not limited to functional aspects?
This work is integrated in the field of anthropology
communication as defined by F. Martin-Juchat and B.
Galinon- Mélénec. These approaches consider the body as a
medium. The studies focus on the singular message that it
leaves in its environment. The researchers highlight the unique
aspects of communicative experience. The research method
examines the interactions including the use of social networks
on the web and the significations. The researchers postulate
that relational developments correlate to certain life events,
e.g., war, death, retirement. Their investigative work focuses
on the elderly with the collection of autobiographical
testimonies. They have formalized an interpretative grid from
an extended approach of the "situational and interactionist
semiotics" developed by A. Mucchielli. This grid was used as a
tool of analyze. The relationship to the other people brings a
sense of material and emotional security. They have shown that
the construction of the relational environment includes a
strategic and creative dimension. They concentrated their
investigations on the mediation of relational creativity. They
rely on works on the biography of C. Delory Momberger and
they established a model of mediation. They propose a model
called "relational biography". This approach highlights the
way the person builds its relational environment. It highlights
the emotional and bibliographic part of the action. It takes into
account the experience lived in its fictional dimension. This
research highlights a relational mode with the object which
contributes to the inscription of the person in the reality and
participle in the relational feeling of satisfaction. In the
situation studied by ageing, it allows to establish the necessity
of taking into account the creative dimension of the relation as
the esthetics of the everyday life. The old age is marked by
breaks in the route of life that accompany intense phases of
identity reorganization. The researchers suggest developing a
bibliographic approach from the object as a media of
evocation. The fictional object favors the conditions of the
reorganization of the relational environment. The media like
digital networks is integrated in the model like an extension of
human being and relational space. It is a research in-progress.

Keywords - loneliness; strategy of relations; emotional social
network; age; friendly.

I.

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

A.

Felling lonely and infrastructure
The article takes back the communication “Loneliness
and Relational Biography-Affective communication” [1].
The medico-social sector is subject to numerous changes
and problems. In this context, there are two aspects that we
wish to explore and connect, even though they seem unrelated at first. On one hand, the health sector, led by the
goals of streamlining services to the population, explores the
development of individualized and modeled benefits,
provided remotely through digital technologies in the
context of the e-health with the approach of patients’
pathways. On the other hand, the social sector whose
demand is increasing in terms of compliance with standards
of hygiene, safety and care, is moved by the increasing
isolation situations that mainly affect marginalized people,
because of their health status, their age, or their social status.
It appears that the infrastructure that offers many
opportunities for communication and security cannot
resolve the development of a feeling of loneliness for a
growing part of the population. The paradoxical aspect of
this situation raises issues pertaining to the humanities. It
seems conducive to questions that fall within the field of
social innovation in terms of communication sciences. The
suffering caused by loneliness disturbs. It emerges in a
society characterized by the diversity of its technological
possibilities of communication: mobile phones, digital
social networking, mails, Web 2.0, etc. and by its
individualism, according to P. Flichy and the “connected
individualism” [2].
It challenges the institutions. Indeed, E. Durkheim [3]
demonstrated the consequences of the transition from a
traditional to a modern society. In a traditional society, the
family ensures the protection of individual. In modern
society, the concept of family disappears and the State may
support or not the vulnerable individual's protection
according to common standards. According to S. Paugam
[4], the institutions contribute in reality to the emergence of
this loneliness. They use intervention models that tend to
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dehumanize the relational practices perceived only as
"services".
B.

Socialisation and relational tensions
The question of the loneliness is for the society the
opportunity to wonder about the relational needs for the
individuals and the possibilities of answering it through
approaches that are not limited to functional and pragmatic
aspects. These questioning require to take into account the
components from the relation to the other one in its active
dimension "as experience of the communication" to resume
the terminology of Louis Quéré [5], by integrating his
emotional and emotional forms. Norbert Elias [6],
demonstrates the interdependence between the individual
and the community. He underlines the necessity for the man
to communicate to assure his survival through the collective.
He highlights the physiological and biological potentialities
of the man such as the word that allow him to strengthen his
relation with others and his survival. Through the relation of
the man with the other one is formed a report of
membership in the collective underlined by A. Honneth [7].
The other one is perceived as an object of the social. He
offers the opportunity to the individual to experiment its
relation to the collective and to negotiate the report between
his identity peculiarity and the cultural standards of the
community to be integrated. The construction of the relation
can be considered as a social knowledge. This knowledge is
the object of a learning of psychic nature that according to
D.W. Winnicott [8] develops from the childhood in a natural
process of detachment between the baby and her mother.
The tension led by the distance allows the child to become
aware of his intimate being and to consider in the same
movement her mother as a subject and not an object at his
disposal. D.W. Winnicott underlines the importance of
solitary times that offer to the child then the adult the
opportunity of return on himself and the desire of new
meetings. The emotional sharing is an essential component
of the relation. Its biological nature dresses a vital
importance for A. Damasio [9]. He describes a process of
emotional regulation that allows the individual to react to
his environment. In the description of a behavioral
adjustment of the individual in real situation, A. Damasio
adds a description of the internal processes of regulation that
participate in the self-awareness. It emerges from the report
between the emotion and the feeling. It ends in an awareness
that develops through a double movement of identity
reorganization. It pulls an identity transformation that
allows to answer the biological and psychic necessity of a
preservation of one. The relation in the other one generates a
psychic energy that finds its origins in the biological body
and pass by a process of awareness of the feelings. These
feelings depend on the sociocultural environment of the
person and on its history. The constructed dimension from
the relation to the other one fluctuates between need and
desire. It is established in a duality between autonomy and
dependence that expresses itself for P. Ricoeur [10] and P.

Malrieu [11] through the narrative of its life. Through the
narrative account of oneself, the person highlights its
questioning in the way she invests the reality. C. Delory
Momberger [12] observes the increase of the narrative of its
life in the modern society in particular by means of the
digital social networks. She considers that this behavior
testifies of the solitude of the people confronted only with
multiple social questions. Her approach is shared by B.
Spiegler [13] and M. Maffesoli [14]. They hypothesize that
a new sociability is made visible by networks. The use of
the digital social networks compensate for the absence of
recognition of the emotion in the modern society.
C.

Communication and relational engagment
In the field of the sciences of the information and the
communication, the question is a matter of the ethics.
According to E. Illouz [15], the modern society considers
communications tools as opportunities of economic
development and leans on the mass media as the media of
promotion. Nevertheless, the digital social networks let
appear behavior of exchanges that give great emphasis to
the personal expression. A. Casilli [16] observes that the
social networks develop social learnings and that their use is
considered as a "continuum" of the everyday life. He
specifies that the digital social use of networks does not
seem either to increase the feeling of solitude or to reduce it.
The limits of networks live for M. Doueihi [17] in the
modelling of the exchanges. For M. Doueilhi, the
socialization of networks is restricted to the social roles. It
joins in a logic of capitalization of the resources that does
not take into account the emotional part of the relations. G
Simmel [18] demonstrated by means of the structural
sociology that the composition of the relational
environments reveals distinctive forms among that the
relations for two, "dyades", are next to community circles.
For C. Bidart [19], these forms testify of the importance of
the emotional relation. The individuals make choices and
categories in their relations. They constitute a distinction
between the relations of group and affective relations as the
friendship. M. Mauss [20] considers the friendly relation as
a "complete social relationship". She is freely chosen and
mixes social gratitude and emotional commitment. O.
Renault [21] underlines that Aristote observes from the
Antiquity, the moral value of the friendship. According to P.
Ricoeur, it allows man to recompose his understanding of
his environment through a phenomenology of desire. P.
Ricoeur distinguishes a permanent form of personality,
"selfhood", around that are developed changing identities. P.
Ricoeur emphasizes man's anxiety in front of these
continual identity changes. He needs to reassure himself by
searching for clues of permanence. According to P. Ricoeur,
friendship is "a promise in time of a self-preservation."
The relational theories show the necessity for the
individual to compose a relational environment. It develops
in a report of desire and need that involves identical and
emotional aspects. It tells a search for safety and for
assertion of one in the relation to the other one. It is built on
the basis of distinctions. They build themselves gradually
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and end in an emotional commitment. It rests on the
confidence and passes by modes of emotional exchanges.
The relation develops little by little through transformations
of life and the identities in evolution underlined by C.
Bidart. Within the framework of our reflection, we wish to
envisage approaches that can take into account the
emotional part from the relation to the other one. It is a
factor of satisfaction, in the sense of the "flow" described by
M. Csikszenmihalyi [22]. He considers it as a psychic
energy that results from a balance between the current
action and the potentialities of the actor. We are particularly
interested in the phases of transformations that reveal
tensions and relational imbalance. Our objective is to rest
the question of the mediation such as she is invested by the
sciences of information and communication under the angle
of the intervention of a technical device to envisage a model
adapted to our observations.
II.

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

In the field of Information and Communication
Sciences, our approach is in the course of the anthropology
of communication and in particular with reference to the
emotional communication as defined by F. Martin-Juchat
[23]. She perceives the emotional body as "moved" by the
emotion. F. Martin-Juchat highlights the lack of studies on
this emotional dimension, in the field of science of
information and communication that is shared between two
conceptual approaches. The first concerns the question of
the interpersonal relationship and considers the body in
terms of signs verbal and nonverbal. This approach refers to
the work of F. Saussure and of the Invisible College of Palo
Alto. The second highlights the manipulative attempts of
mass media. In both cases, the receiver is not considered in
its ability to act as if he had not feelings. According F.
Martin-Juchat, the receiver's action must be considered as a
media. She proposes to put the "emotional body" in the
heart of the communication device like a media.
The current of the anthropology of communication
highlights the paradigm of "man-trace that B. GalinonMélénec [24] defines as follows: "the human is an
anthropologically man-trace in the sense that it is both a
trace builder and a trace producer. " She questions herself
on action of communication highlighted by Habermas
(1987). She considers the verbal expression (speech,
writing) as an indicator of the "meaning" of the
communication action in its dialectical dimension between
internalization and externalization. The central issue of the
approach revolves around the objectification of human
thought and body. The body is perceived in the community.
It is designed sensorily. The separation between the body
and the reality is an artifact because the body lives in its
reality and his reality is constituted by the body. B. GalinonMélénec writes: "When the body lives, he smells, he sees,
he moves even when it is stationary. The flesh constantly is
tested by the interactions of man with his environment. The

separations between inside and out, emotional and
cognitive, are artifacts. "The interpretation of the "meaning"
of the footprints or traces, verbal or non-verbal left by man's
actions in reality gives him the opportunity to access the
understanding of his action. The individual is seen in his
etymological dimension (from the Latin "individuum",
"what is indivisible") of uniqueness. The report to another is
established in a process of objectification and the
confrontation with the other builds the identity of the
individual. The unity of the subject is "still on trial" through
interaction and involves regular work of reconstruction and
transformation. The body is seen as "a way to exist," it is
studied by searcher from his footsteps. These traces are left
in real or virtual spaces. Sung do Kim [24] highlights the
mediation dimension of places that organize the flow of
material and immaterial exchanges. The methodological
issue stressed by B. Galinon- Mélénec involves taking into
account the analog dimension of the interpretative work of
traces. Our approach takes as reference the paradigm of
"engaging communication" to the meaning of F. Bernard
[25]. The concept of commitment is used to demonstrate the
link between the action and the meaning given to action.
The commitment depends on the situation. The "engaging
communication" is based on the action as a mean of change.
The identification is integrated in the processing of change
through the action.
These theoretical approaches orientate our research
method. We consider communication actions as singular
productions of the person in reality. They become relational
objects used as expressive media. They reveal the human
inscription modes into reality. The media in this sense is
seen as an additional space that reveals the communication
actions. Mediation is used as awareness means and supports
the exploratory process.
III.

RELATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

The researchers highlighted the existential challenge of
relating to others. They want to study how the person asserts
his existence through the relationship to another. They
established three questions. With the first question they have
attempted to theoretically clarify how individuals build their
relational environment. Their second question concerns the
meaning that the person gives to its communication
activities. Indeed, they consider the person as the driving
element of the relation that is established. Their third
question deals with the transformation and is particularly
relevant with regard to their subject. The question is to
identify the impact of the changes in the relationship and the
uses of reorganization of the relational environment.
From those questions, they studied the relational
dynamics of the elderly in order to highlight their mode of
action, the uniqueness of their subjective experience and
confirm temporal and spatial changes. The ageing is a stage
of life that seems to reactivate interrogations about the
relationship to another.
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A. Relational dynamics characteristics in old age
Building on the contributions of sociologists and
gerontologists, the researchers find that the old age estimated at the retirement age - is a period marked by many
transitions and changes. V. Caradec [26] and P. Pitaud [27]
observe that the elderly person is faced with a multiplicity
of events and breaks. These changes are due to recurrent
affective losses, changes in material and economic living
conditions, a decline in physical abilities, often affecting
motor skills and the initial conditions of life. The old age is
a particularly intense period of identity reorganization. The
life changes impact the modes of socialization of the person.
C. Bidart emphasizes socialization change with age with a
tendency to build proximity links and to keep more distance
in the relation. She notes the need to more moments of
intimacy. For gerontologist M. Billé [28], these times of
intimacy and relational distancing correspond to the need
for "interior narrative work." The elderly need to remember
the past to ensure a temporal continuity at their life and
preserve a consistent and positive image of their life. The
collected items highlight the intensity for the elderly from
an internal contradiction between autonomy claimed as
singularity and social integration as assimilation and
dependency. The researchers understand through the
transformations described that during the retirement are
developing events. Those events can be felt as an
accumulation of loss and grief. The activity of the elderly is
not an economical necessity normalized by the job. It
depends on a determination that seems related to the desire
to assert its autonomy, to assert them as active and alive.
The aim is to remove the scary specter of the final
dependence.
B.

Method of collecting and interpreting data
The researchers chose to proceed by biographical
interviews. The biographical interview allows the collection
of data revealing the subjectivity of relational experience. It
can be used as a means to train the person to take action.
The approach that they consider analytic allows us to focus
on the speech of the person. As stated by C. DeloryMomberger, the biography enables a work on the self
images that precede action. The researchers agree with this
approach that considers the individual as an agent of his
own socialization by the action. This method of data
collection takes into account the "emotional body". C.
Delory-Momberger notes that it is the place of biographical
investment. The researchers have collected 15 hours of
recording stories of friendship of fifteen women and men,
aged 65 to 99 years. As researchers, their goal was to
highlight the words collected. Didier Demazière and Claude
Dubar [29] observe that the empirical research work that
uses the interview must use a method of analysis. It is
necessary to establish comparative tables and explain its
translation procedures. Thus the word becomes knowledge.
The emerging theory should not be a simple data formatting,
but must be the result of the comparison of these data. The
aim is to highlight a process common to several behavioral
phenomena and accompany them with information. This
approach encourages reflection through a data aggregation

and translation through explicated categories. The categories
are "a structured symbolic world" that tells the speech. The
analysis involves exceeding these categories and concepts
by theoretical tools described by the researcher. Thus,
analytical posture passes successively by several categories,
natural, emerging, conceptual and abstract. To analyze the
biographies, the researchers used categorization method
proposed by A. Mucchielli [30] through situational and
interactionist semiotics. A. Mucchielli raises the question of
social identification. He writes: "Identify the other is a
judgement for define him in a specific context. Identify
others is a means to give a meaning to my "being" situated
also in a context." This method allowed us to establish a
frame of reference from a categorization that we have
defined. These categories form "interpretive frameworks' of
intentions and needs of the actor, its reference standards, its
positioning in relation to other actors, quality of
relationships in a historic, temporal and sensory setting. The
meaning is defined in a constructivist perspective and shows
a schematic representation of the operation of the
phenomena studied.
C.

Results

The following table shows an extract of the
interpretative grid. The researchers highlight three aspects
common to all the interviews. They find that relational
environment evolves according to life events. Relationships
are always built on the same pattern. This pattern is
established from emotional factors related to values and
beliefs. It shows the specific needs of each person and his
way of composing relations through the choice of
communication spaces and rhythms of interactions. The
researchers established a grid from distinctions between the
components of the relationship and the relational modes of
action that we have identified. The grid looks like the model
below.
BOARD I:

EXTRACT INTERPRETATIVE GRID
Categorizations
Biographical
frame

D.

Boarding school
Work
Marriage
Death

A.

Childhood
Studies
Work
Travels
Marriage
Death

N.

War/Childhood
(holocaust)

characterization of the
relationship

Compensatory mode
and selective
strongly linked to the
stages of change and
emotional traumas

Adaptive mode and
links marked by
complicity siituational
Links with family
friends
Friendship is a family
value

Selective mode
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New Year's
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Categorizations
Biographical
frame

Marriage
Accident
loss)

(vision

characterization of the
relationship

marked by mistrust,
emotional distancing,
sharing the difficulty,
Classification of
friends by period

Methods
activation

taking account
of disability

Using this method, the researchers have defined the
criteria for analysis. They compare the action patterns of
people and their interpretation. The action patterns are
defined by how they use the resources of their environment,
and the spaces in that they organize their time. The study
reveals identity and biographical aspects.
D. Determinations of the congruence of factors in the
composition of relations to others
All the evidence confirms a match between the emotional
state and the manner that the persons build their
relationships. Loneliness appears in stages of life related to
an upheaval. Some have experienced affective breaks (or
professional breaks, but most have experienced a feeling of
loneliness from events related to advancing age, retirement,
deaths of spouses and health problems. The reorganization
of the social environment is common to all. It comes along
with a strong determination expressed in a very voluntary
way. Most of the time, the collective brings protection and
validation. The contribution to the collective is imperative.
The elective friendships often stemming from these
collectives do not exceed 2 or 3 people. The meeting
becomes established in an empathic way. The particular
attraction for a person is expressed through personality's
elements dependent on qualities such as the beauty, the
kindness, the intelligence, etc. The relation is strengthened
through exchanges based on the friendly listening, the
shared gaiety, the common activities. They are perceived as
gifts. The notion of gift seems different between the sexes.
The men express the values that they bring to the other one:
transmit, allow other one to develop, to protect. The women
express an expectation of mutual protection or conceive the
exchange from shared values. The sharing of centers of
common interests or common values is determining.
Finally, the anchoring in the territory is essential. He
expresses himself in a recurring way. The relation in the
territory is identity, bibliographic and relational. The district
is particularly quoted by the Parisian. Age is quoted most of
the time. He expresses himself by a consciousness of time
and of the life story and the anticipation of the losses of
physical abilities.
E.

Relational strategy and relational creativity
This work shows two components of the experience of
communication that it can be distinguishing in terms of

relational strategy and relational creativity. Those
distinctions design a model of mediation adapted to the
relational needs for the individuals. The researches observe
that the person builds its relation through plans of actions
that pass by an operational effectiveness in the reality and
are common to all. These actions obey a relational strategy.
The relational strategy leans on real or virtual spaces of
mediation. They define the relational strategy as a
construction of relations leaning on the resources of the
reality. The relational creativity depends on the sense that
the person gives to its actions. It transfigures the reality.
These elements of creativity depend on a personal relational
history that gives a coherence to the current relation. The
relational creativity is of the interpretation by the person of
its relations. It has a nature of identification and idealized
image of one according to values. It integrates a symbolic
perception of the reality. The reality establishes breaks that
put in tension the person. The reorganizations are lived in an
identity way. They participate in an emotional regulation
and generate a feeling of satisfaction. The researchers
perceive dependence between the events of life and the
appearance of new relationships. The person builds its
relation in time. The events impact on his relational
environment. Therefore, there is a relational biography.
Each phase change appears to activate a clean relationship
strategy to each person and builds on perennial patterns
The relational strategy and the relational creativity are
closely imbricated. The person makes a classification and
tells for example: "my friends from before” according to his
report with his history and to the way he perceives his old
age: it concerns the disappearance of friendships: "of my
generation has disappeared ...", "we were ten friends... we
are no more than two". It expresses itself by the regret of the
bonds of the past by comparison with those present: "Yes I
have had really good friends, it was great ... today, it is
different." It indicates a feeling of loneliness evoked on the
mode of a battle to fight, "for not to be alone, you have to go
out! ". Classifications depend on elements of identification
established on the basis of emotional elements and of
elements of social standardization through values such as
the value placed on friendship, beliefs and expectations.
They direct the sympathies or antipathies. They provide data
on the image that the person has of itself in an idealized
form. The relational choices appear homogeneous,
standardized, selective based on distinguishing elements of
social status, age, etc. The interactions are located in social
contexts and spaces that have a symbolic value as: schools,
companies, unions, associations of hikers, etc. They
reinforce the value of belonging.
The relational commitment is linked to an idealized
image of one but it is established according to the
immediate needs for each. The emotional factors determine
the level of commitment in the relationship ex. "When they
suffer, I suffer." They compose an imaginary of the
relationship: "I wanted to have news from him because it
was my first love". The person creates, in this case, an ideal
relational environment that is considered like a game. This
is particularly noticeable when the person uses digital
communication media. "I am in relation to a community of
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artists". The exchanges are organized according to
temporality of pragmatic order, as the definition of a date of
meeting, but also symbolic. It takes the form of ritualized
interactions whose rhythm varies among individuals: annual
exchange of holidays wishes, weekly meal, evening
conversations on Skype, etc. They take singular forms
appropriate to the needs of the person such as sharing of
activities or friendly moments, or its values: "to give is my
life ..." etc.
The information collected shows activation of affects in
the implementation of the social network and the
importance of biographical and identity work that is
developed. The experience through the implementation of
the relationship strategy own to everyone and the relational
creativity appears as the essential element of identity’s
reorganization.
The relation in the other one does not have a harmless
nature. It coincides with a stage of life and takes sense for
the person through an event. The relation in the other one is
lived as an effective registration of one in the reality. It is
about a reality perceived through the subjectivity. It consists
of objects, spaces and temporality to that the person gives
sense through its personal history. Other one acquires a
status of object in this composition of the reality. The
relation is a creative expression of one in the reality through
the otherness. The search underlines that it is not so much
the way we communicate with the other who matters but the
way the other one confirms our existence. That is why the
hypothesis is to grant a singular place to the relational
creativity and to envisage the opportunity of a mediation.of
it. The objective would be to facilitate the imaginative
report towards the other one.
IV.

THE NOTION OF FICTIONAL OBJECT

The difficulty of the questioning is to determine a way
of highlighting the subjective part from the relation to the
other one. Is it possible to show what belongs to the domain
of the close friend? How to envisage a mediation of the
imaginary part of the relation?
It is important for the researchers to define the
imaginative process that is established in the relation with
the other one. The put in perspective of this process appears
through the elaboration of a relation that they described the
characteristics and that they identified through an
interpretative bar.
A.

The fictional créativity in the relation to the other one
They lean on surrounding areas of G. Bachelard [31], J.
Schaeffer [32] and G. Simondon [33] to study the relation in
its report of sensitive immediacy with the object.
G. Simondon postulates that a person can be considered
as an object. The object in its materiality and corporeality
interests us as object of exploration and object of dialogue
with the reality. According to G. Simondon, the object is the
opportunity for the person of an imaginary and driving

exploration that is of the playful and generates of the
inventiveness. This exploration answers a need to solve a
problem posed by the reality.
The person finds in this action the opportunity to reveal
and strengthen its feeling of one, to assert its desire and to
express an intuition as a life force. The imagination allows
the individual, as J. Schaeffer demonstrates it, to negotiate
its report in the reality to transform it as one pleases. The
imagination is a skill.
G. Bachelard highlights the epistemic value of the
imagination and J. Schaeffer considers it as a fictional skill.
G Bachelard describes a relational experience elaborated
through the interiorized image revealed in the contact of the
object.
G. Simondon and J. M. Schaeffer show that the
imaginative function is borrow of myths transmitted
socially. They facilitate the dumping in the reality. G
Simondon introduces a distinction into the process of
elaboration with the objective reality between the symbol,
the image and the imago. It considers the imago as an
intermediate stage that allows the individual to act in the
reality to transform it in a creative way.
The relational creativity bases on the constitution of an
object that possesses in him a fictional dimension because it
is perceived through the imagination of the person. This
imagination is fed by the history of the person. The
momentariness of the relation with the object of election is
possible through symbols and feelings. The otherness adds
to this subjective projection the division of common
feelings.
The relation develops in the time and corresponds to the
perception of the friendship evoked by F. Guattari [34] as
one " a weaving " that he qualifies as "Third World". The
relation passes by a singular approach of co-elaboration and
joins in a history built for two. The fiction is fed in a joint
way by the reality and its interpretation and develops by a
temporal and spatial process that strengthens it. We hold
two aspects of this composition, the dumping and the
exploration.
On one hand, the object calls out. It generates an internal
dialogue made up of images and symbols stemming from
the imagination and nourishing of cultural references. The
person seems friendly through common affinities that are
like "idem".
On the other hand, the person is perceived in a way
distanced as an object of the reality with that a
communication makes a commitment in an exploratory way
on the basis of a subjectivity mixture of images and intimate
and socialized symbols. In this relation, the reality is
transformed.
The relation takes sense in its biographic dimension.
This story builds itself from two movements. These mental
movements correspond to two times. We observe a
movement of exploration and a movement of immediate
apprehension. First engages a work of transformation, the
second activates a sensation.
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The following board distinguishes these two aspects:
BOARD II : FICTIONAL COMPOSITION
OBJECT
Exploration
Immersion
(transformation of the
(questioning at the time of
reality and construction of
the meeting and the
the relationship)
dialogue)
shared image
symbol one/other
SUBJECT
The fictional composition leans on a strategy of anchoring
in the reality but rests on a creativity that amplifies the
relational experience lived between two people. The relation
in the other one acquires a density through the shared
fiction. This fictional dimension develops around three
complementary elements, the historicity, the imagination
and the inventiveness. The imagination feeds on shared
symbolism, on identification, on idealized image, on
identical evolutions. It assures an office of one and seals the
relation. The feeling of solitude appears when the relation
loses its creative meaning. The object of election does not
fill any more its role of emotional questioning and the
relation does not have the means any more to be invested in
an exploratory way. The fiction diminishes and loses its
capacity of "tonic effect".
B.

The relation in the other one as the experience of the
body
The fictional dimension from the relation to the other
who develops in a dialogue between subjectivity and reality
is of a process of immediacy. In the field of the
communication, O. Galibert [35] uses the term "relational
anthropology" to indicate the relation to the other one in
subjectivity. The notion of identity is studied through the
dialogue that develops on the basis of a reciprocity. He
suggests using the term of "person" as the one who appears
in the relation to the other one. The self-awareness does not
precede the communicative activity, it is the result. The
relational anthropology does not distinguish the subjectivity,
the otherness and the relation but considers them as a whole.
In reference to E. Levinas [36], O. Galibert considers that
the experience of others passes by the body and writes: "
The presence in the other one calls out to me ". Other one is
arrested not in a reflexive way but as experience. This
experience calls an "ethical" responsibility because contrary
to the relation in the thing, the vulnerability of other one
moves me in "native way". Our work of bibliographic
collection highlights a dialectic of the relation. In a
functionalist way, J. Caune [37] describes this dialectic as a
"sensitive mediation". It passes by the institution of a
"captivating" word fed by shared references and by common
experiences. J. Caune defines the relation as a "breach" that
is as an interstitial space that gives way to the perception
subjective as experience of one and sensitive experience for

the understanding of the social standards. He distinguishes
this space, of the "contact" the stake in that is the balance
between the closeness and the distance and of the "link" as
the participation in the community by material, symbolic
and imaginary links. We consider that the link testifies in its
material dimension of the relation. C. Delory Momberger
observes in the narratives of life the emergence of the "faces
of one" in "the action" within spaces defined by their
materiality and invest by the interpretation of the subject.
C.

Materiality and relational creativity: the object of
dialogue
In its fictional dimension, the presence of other one can
pass in transit by a realized object. G. Simondon tells that
the intermediate space allows explorations through concrete
objects that D.W. Winnicott considers as "transitional
objects" universal. In this notion of object of exploration, G.
Simondon adds "the intermediate object" perceived through
the memories. G. Bachelard describes the intimate
perception of the object in the place of residence. He
underlines that the imagination generates a feeling of
happiness from the harmless. The process is short-lived and
orders. It develops through the subjectivities fed by the
history of the subject. It is about a story in movement that
implies transformations and fixations revealed by G.
Bachelard. He underlines the historic density concentrated
in the contact of the object. We observe that the elderly
continue to maintain strong relations with people died in a
silent dialogue and through objects. The object establishes a
particularly perceptible shared dialogue through the work of
art. J. Schaeffer demonstrates the implicit understanding of
emotional and symbolic nature that develops between the
creator and the receiver by means of the object of art. The
pleasure is into a symbolic and poetic complicity shared by
common cultural references or by feelings. N Alter [38]
underlines that the object is a symbolic gift that consolidates
the relation. J.M. Schaeffer distinguishes three aspects of the
fiction, the "mimesis", the "representation of volitional
states" and the creativity. He defines the mimesis as "a
learning by modelling " that allows the individual to shape
his behavior to that of the group for a better cohesion. The
representation of volitional states corresponds to the way the
individual is going to adapt himself to the reality while the
inventiveness and the creation, on the contrary, adapts the
world from an interiorized representation. In the process of
communication that develops by means of the work of art,
the creator gives a shape to the object on the mode of the
mimesis while the receiver perceives the object in a creative
way in an immediate echo. R Barthes [39] underlines that
without the imaginative contribution, the photography could
have that a morbid effect in its temporal fixedness.
According to him, the photo testifies of a reality but through
a painful fixedness of last moment. The photo livens up
only through the emotional projections of the receiver.
This movement of perception corresponds to the
immersion. The person is invaded by an emotion activated
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by the object. This emotion depends of its personal story of
life. The object is perceived as a "bait" in the sense of G.
Bachelard, that generates and amplifies, according to J.M.
Schaeffer, our "emotional skills."
D.
Mediation of the relational biography
The consideration of the singular relational creativity
pulls a modification of the mediation. The objective of the
mediation would be to participate in the highlighting of the
fictional object. G Simondon underlines that the project
always proceeds of a simplification of the initial imaginative
moose. He considers that the intervention of an object of
dialogue between the transmitter and the receiver is a
relational structure "tertiary sector". The intervention of the
third as mediator always reduces the imaginative dimension.
As such, C. Delory Momberger considers that the support
by the biography proceeds of a "shaping" by the word of the
reality lived by the narrator and the "direction" of this
reality told by the practitioner. For G. Simondon the
relational inventiveness is already a mediation in itself and
she can thus lean on an "instrumental mediation". The tool
is perceived in its anthropological dimension such as
defined by A. Leroi Gourhan [40] as a display of the human
capacities. B. Spiegler underlines that he participates in a
reification of moment. He names: "tertiary retention" this
status of object of the media that keeps the registration of a
gesture. In this context, the realization ensures the
continuity of the idea. The technique the limits of that we
identified by the modelling possesses intrinsically this
arrangement in the repetition and in the memory if only in
his conception. The project spreads through the possibilities
of the technical system. This registration is perceived as a
track that can give rise to the interpretation in an
understandable way. Within the framework of paradigm of
the man-track, the track of the relational gesture passes by
an object or by a space. For B. Galinon-Mélénec, the object
considered as a track acquires a value of indication. For
Sung do Kim [24], the track is a way for the individual "to
mark" its space and to establish a membership. He
underlines new practices of writings "situated and located"
that he considers as private and public scriptural tracks.
They express a new relation to the memory because each is
a "cultural producer". According to him, all these tracks
make up one "ambient commons" or "ambient
consciousness" that participates in the constitution of an
increased "reality". The space is increased by the imaginary
interpretations of each through the flows of information and
by exchanges. P. Lévy [41] underlines that spaces are
invested in a way abstracted through the expression of
movements. The space is not a decoration but it is
established through the human experience. According to A.
Cassili, the interpersonal media make visible a set of
dialogues and of relations perceived as a "continuum" of the
everyday life. The interpersonal media compromise for P.
Levy the "fourth space" of exploration and exchanges that
train a "cosmopédie". P Lévy considers that the cyberspace
exists only through the interactions. The cyberspace is

topographic and kinetic. This space, according to P. Lévy,
tells a singular creativity that questions the model of the
mediation through the expert. For P. Lévy, the relations in
this space are an immanence because each is responsible for
it. P. Lévy considers that the human sciences have to take
into account the multiplicity of the processes of
interpretation generated by these interactions.
The bibliographic approach perceives the track in its
projective dimension. The moment is registered in the
unique and singular route. The biography that we name
"relational" takes for track "rundowns" of the gesture
relational as anchor point in the reality and the subscriber in
a temporal continuity. The relational biography is interested
in the emotional echo of the track in the "real-life" body. It
strengthens the relational creativity through an interpretation
of the action in the reality perceived through the fictional
and subjective dimension. It has for objective to offer the
conditions of an elaboration of a relational environment
piloted by the subject. The goal is to be capable of taking
into account the creative dimension of the elaboration from
the relation to the other one in its emotional dimension. It
would be a question then of developing the objective
outlines of a dynamic scenario of the relation as the "history
in movement".
V.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This research concerns loneliness in the relationship to
another. The researchers question the appropriateness of
technical mediation in situations of loneliness. They search
highlighted reveal two crucial needs for the human being
related to safety and self-awareness. These needs are
expressed through communication with the external
environment composed of other people. This constitutes the
means for a person to validate their existence through
recognition and to strengthen their feeling of protection. The
relation that takes shape in the form of mutual identical
projections is transformed into attachment when the reliable
feeling evolves and strengthens. This reliable feeling comes
along with the certainty of a common cultural belonging that
expresses itself through shared activities and symbolic
exchanges. This process consolidates the commitment in the
relationship.
The experience of communication is perceived as a
construction. It develops on the basis of choice and of
classifications that the structural sociology highlighted.
Every relation corresponds to a level of commitment. It is
defined according to identical stakes on that depends the
self-awareness. The strong links contributes to strengthen a
positive self-awareness based on the mutual identification.
The aspects of identity are expressed through emotions and
feelings. The self-awareness answers a desire of selfidealization through values that direct the emotions.
The feelings are the mainspring of the composition of
the relational environment because they play beforehand a
role in the choice of selected people.
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The theoretical contributions of the sociology and the
psychology, allowed us to adapt to our subject of search our
interpretative railing. The study of the bibliographic
testimonies of the elderly highlighted the way the person
recomposes its relational environment in a phase of
transformation further to a break in its life. The researchers
emphasized the friendly relation considered as a symbolic
relation of the report between the peculiarity and the
standard. They observe that the relational composition
depends on actions in the reality. They have a strategic
dimension and a creative dimension. The relationship
strategy composed of the elements highlighted in our study
shows the importance of the building of the relationship as a
sensitive experience level. The relational creativity develops
in the meeting with the other one perceived as an object of
stimulation. The history of the relation participates in this
creativity. The relation evolves during the relational process
between the people. It constitutes a story made up of events
of that the meeting with the person is a part, and is
characterized by the importance of the moments and shared
activities. From this point of view, the story of the relation
can be the object of a biography characterized by the
ascendancy of its emotional contents. The experience of the
communication reveals a fictional dimension. The fictional
dimension depends on the imagination. The imagination
allows the individual to accommodate the reality to its
expectations. It contributes to the inventiveness. The
communication stimulates the creativity. Other one is
perceived as an object with that to enter into a relationship
generates a tension. The relational balance requires the
appeal to the personal imagination. A. Damasio
demonstrated how the perception of the object pulls a
process of internal consciousness likened to a social
knowledge. The fiction is objectified in the reality. She can
move on an object perceived as transitional support or as
object of dialogue. Within the framework of a question
about opportunity of a mediation, the researchers are
confronted with the questioning of B. Spiegler and G.
Simondon on the simplifying dimension of the media as the
"tertiary retention” in its transposition of a polymorphic
reality. They observe that the object through the feeling that
it inspires to the person contributes to a validation of its
existence in the present reality. So, the capacity of
reification of the present moment of the technical mediation
observed by B. Spiegler can contribute to underline this
capacity of the man to register his intimate history in the
present real-life experience. From the functional approaches
but also in reference to the phenomenological approaches,
the researchers propose a model. They qualified it as
“relational biography”. The relational biography consists of
a work of specific singular interpretation of the actions and
the meanings in the context from the relation to the other
one. The media is perceived as a space of mediation. It is
used in its dimension of memorization of the track perceived
as relational gesture and the shaping of the relational
environment. The track and the shape are "baits" of the
experience of the communication. The mediation appears as
a way to strengthen the experience of communication as

assertion of one and registration in an "increased" reality
that participates in the "history in movement".
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Abstract—The StayCentered Project at Technische Universität
Chemnitz aims for assisting air traffic controllers in stressful
traffic situations. Therefore, we are seeking to comprehend air
traffic controllers’ principles of operation within the dyadic team
structure. First exploratory research revealed insights into air
traffic controllers’ practices, their information processing (mental
models), potential stressors, and related emotional effects. This
paper discusses the results and the implications for air traffic
controllers’ work in general and the StayCentered project in
particular.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

In our paper ”‘Aircraft in Your Head: How Air Traffic Controllers Mentally Organize Air Traffic”’ [1] we presented first
results on air traffic controllers’ practices, their information
processing (mental models), potential stressors, and related
emotional effects. These were collected during semi-structured
interviews and observations at the facilities of the German
air traffic service provider DFS in Munich and Langen. The
observations were limited to experiences with the P1/ATCAS
air traffic management system. As there is a second air traffic
management system (VAFORIT) in use at DFS Deutsche
Flugsicherung we decided to conduct further observations.
This article discusses the expanded results and their implications to the StayCentered project. In the first sections we will
introduce the air traffic controllers work, outline related work
in research, describe the interfaces currently in use at Deutsche
Flugsicherung and introduce the StayCentered project and
our goals. Section IV outlines the methods used to gain the
findings that will be discussed in Section V. The following
sections relate findings to the project context in terms of the
future mental and emotional model as well as future interfaces.
Section VIII summarizes and concludes the paper.
II.

T HE W ORK OF AN A IR T RAFFIC C ONTROLLER DYAD
AS A P OTENTIAL S TRESSOR

German airspace is divided into sectors of differing size
and form. By traveling on an airway an aircraft passes several
sectors. In the state of normal operation, a dyad of two air
traffic controllers is responsible for such a sector. Both have
access to task relevant information, such as radar data, weather
reports, and flight schedules. Within the dyad, the air traffic

controllers take different roles: one (executive) is responsible
for the communication with the pilots using spoken traffic
commands over the radio, while the other one (planner) is
coordinating the acceptance or handover of flights from or
to other sectors. This is necessary, since each sector has
its individual operation of flight-levels and is generally only
accepting flights within a certain flight-level threshold in order
to keep a smooth vertical alignment between adjacent flights.
While arranging the handovers, the planner is also responsible
to verify the communication between the executive and the
pilots and to intervene, if necessary. Therefore, the division
of responsibilities is not just depending on team coordination
regulations but on a good internal communication and a
transparent work situation. Expediting and maintaining orderly
traffic flows, without infringing separation minima, can be
characterized as the main goal of air traffic controllers’ work.
However, the adherence to strict separation standards for safety
reasons sets nonnegotiable rules that act as constraints [2, p.
341]. The combination of these two characteristics results in a
demanding work, especially because air traffic controllers have
to make most of their decisions in a narrow time frame [3] [4].
Due to the characteristics of their work and the general limitations of the human ability to process information, air traffic
controllers often experience time pressure [2, p. 339] that can
lead to a stress response. A stress response is the activation
of several physiological systems on the affective, cognitive,
neural, endocrinal, and muscular level [5] when individuals are
facing a stress inducing stimulus (stressor). However, stress
is not per se a negative state, since the evaluation of the
stressor depends on the interplay of the situational demands
and the abilities of the individual to cope with the situation [6].
Since time pressure is a situational characteristic in the daily
work of air traffic controllers, the occurrence of negative stress
and its emotional and psychological consequences (short term:
anxiety, despondence, anger, cognitive impairments; long term:
fatigue, health issues, depression) is likely (see for instance
[7] [8]). Therefore, the reduction or rather avoidance of stress
inducing situations is an important goal in the daily work of
air traffic controllers.
III.

STATE OF THE ART

Within this section we will have a brief look on related
research on modelling human emotions as well as on worload
and emotion sensitive user interfaces. We will consider the
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state of the art in practice and, thus, describing the current
workspace of a German air traffic controller.
A. Modeling Emotion
Albeit our own research within the domain of modeling
emotions via the simulation of the real world scenarios [9]
[10] [11] [12], there are numerous other attempts of calculating human emotions. The range of applications in this field
varies greatly. For example, the correct pronunciation of text
to speech software depends on the software being able to
carry affective states [13], and the ability to correctly identify
human affective states might even increase social amicability in
human-robotic-co-existence [14]. In order to compute affective
states, emotions are viewed as values within the dimensions
of either valence, being positive (good emotions, e.g., joy) or
negative (bad emotions, e.g., fear, disgust) as well as the energy
provided to fuel an emotion by stating a factor for arousal
(high or low, the subject being either excited or calm) [15].
Analysis of emotional states in human subjects lead to the
conclusion that there is a correlation of self-reported arousal
and the activation of the sweat glands, leading to a higher
level of electronic conductance (galvanic skin response - GSR).
Since there is no correlation regarding the direction of the
valence, the GSR is a valid indication of the arousal level and
thus can be used as an objective measure [15] [16] [17]. The
objective measurement of a valence, however, is right now only
possible by implementing the Facial Action Coding System
as proposed by Ekman [18], since other measurements like
fMRI or fNIRS studies yielded varying results [19] [20]. Main
points of criticism about the modeling of human emotions,
however, are the missing experimental validation of models
and the sheer complexity of different psychophysiological processes involved in establishing a certain emotional affect [21].
As Marinier and Laird point out, established computational
emotion models either rely on appraisal theories and the stepby-step analysis and predictions of reacting to an event to
compute a corresponding emotion. Since these events can be
compared to self-reports and objective measurements like the
aforementioned skin conductance [22] they are exceptionally
well suited for a valid implementation. Neural Networks, on
the other hand, attempt to model brain activities related to
the emergence of emotional affections which can be linked
to actual observable processes as they happen inside the
brain [23] [24] and could be evaluated using brain imaging
techniques.
B. Emotion and Workload Sensitive User Interfaces
The detection and simulation of the humans emotional and
cognitive state is quiet useless without an adequate system
reaction. Emotion and workload sensitive user interfaces are
key issue of a whole research area (affective computing [25])
and are present in a multitude of areas of application. They are
widely considered within intelligent tutoring systems. Ranging
from piano teaching systems, increasing difficulty,when the
students workload is low, [26] to emotion sensitive systems
that support learning of the Japanese language by adapting the
difficulty of tasks to the emotional state of the student. The

effects of emotion and motivation on learning performance are
a well known relationship within educational research. [27]
So, within the last decade there was plenty of research done
on emotion sensitive tutoring systems. An overview can be
found in [28] and [29]. Even in application areas crucial to
safety there is a trend to affective system support: a minimal
invasive surgery robot controlled through a speech interface,
initializing safety feedback loops, when negative emotion is
detected in the surgeons command [30]; a mobile robot on
exploration tour with an astronaut, that reacts on the astronauts
anxiety level by assisting with hints or by triggering an alarm
and hurrying to the astronaut [31]; or a simple application that
redirects incoming calls to the mailbox, during high workload
in driving situations [32]. Emotion and workload sensitive
interfaces in air traffic control are mainly part of the so called
adaptive automation research. Within adaptive automation the
tasks are dynamically allocated to the system and the human
controller. Thus, it is expected to counteract the out-of-the
loop performance problem and the loss of situational awareness [33]. Parasuraman et. al compared a workload adaptive
Automation with an non-adaptive and a reverse workload
automation. They found an improved performance within the
workload adaptive situation [34]. According to Langan-Fox et.
al there is a huge corpus of research on measuring workload
and situational awareness in the area of air traffic control [35].
In projects like NINA - Neurometrics Indicators for ATM
[36] workload measurement and the development of workload
adaptive interfaces are/were investigated. So far, emotions were
rarely considered for triggering adaption within the air traffic
control context. We are seeking an adaptive user interface
sensitive to workload as well as to emotional and air traffic
situation aspects.
C. The Layout of an Air Traffic Controller’s Workspace
We had the chance to observe controllers at three control
centers of the German air traffic service provider DFS. The
systems and the available visualizations and tools in use differ
between control centers. Working spaces in Langen and Munich (Fig. 1a) were comparable using the P1/ATCAS system,
whereas in Karlsruhe the VAFORIT system is used (Fig.
1b). This section outlines obvious similarities and differences
between the controllers workplaces.
What tools have these work spaces in common? Every
controller is working with a radar screen, that is showing
a top-down view on the sector. Each aircraft is shown as
a little icon (square) followed by some dots, indicating the
aircraft’s former positions. Each target is accompanied by a
label, showing the most important information (an example
is shown in Fig. 2). (Semi-)Static sector characteristics as
beacons, airways or restricted airspaces may be shown or
hidden. Tools for distance measurement on radar screen are
available and direction vectors of aircraft (a function of time
adopting constant ground speed and direction) are displayable.
Additional screens show on demand additional data, as aircraft
properties, meteorological data, or a status display. The status
display is a tool for communicating the own stress level to
other controllers and the supervisor. For further communication
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Figure 1. The air traffic controllers workspace at the air traffic control centers in Munich (P1/ATCAS system) and Karlsruhe (VAFORIT system). The major
differences regard display polarity and the presence/absence of digital flight progress strips. (Sources: DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH).

with other controllers and pilots each workplace includes a
phone and a radio communication equipment.

Figure 2. An aircraft target on a radar screen. The label shows callsign,
groundspeed, flight level and rate of climb/descent. The history indicates the
speed and the aircraft’s tendency.

There obviously are differences in workplace design. The
radar display of the VAFORIT system has positive display
polarity. This means, in contrast to a negative display polarity,
that dark symbols are shown on a light background (Fig. 3).
With positive display polarity, there are less changes in pupil
dilatation, because the secondary screens have nevertheless
positive display polarity and surroundings are also rather light.
With a work place design, that needs less adaptions between
light an dark, there is less eyestrain [37]. Furthermore, a
positive display polarity provides better legibility of small
letters [38].

Figure 3. Example for negative (left) and positive display polarity (right).

The main difference between the systems is the use of flight
progress strips for displaying flight plan data. The advantages
of paper flight progress strips, digital flight progress strips and

systems without strips were discussed since the 1990s. Vortac
and Edwards et al. recommended, after analysis on flight
progress strip activities, an automation of these, in order to
decrease controllers effort [39] [40]. Albright et al. investigated
the contollers operation methods, while paper flight strips are
missed [41]. They found that there was a gain in time due to
the loss of strip marking, but that the presentation of flight
plan data on every flight at a time was perceived as more
informative. Scince then, systems with digital flight progress
strips have been developed [42] [43] as well as systems without
any flight progress strips. In contrast, MacKay advises against
replacing paper strips [44]. They take advantage of visual
and tactile memory, they are flexible, reliable and support
cooperative work due to their physical presence and visual
forms of interaction. The advantages of automation bring the
necessity of electronic flight strips about, while the reliability
and the whole functionality of paper flight strips should be
kept [45]. A possible back door would be the use of augmented
flight progress strips. Hurter et al. combined in their system
Strip’TIC the advantages of the digital and the physical world
[46] [47]. In Munich and Langen air traffic controllers are
facing digital strips shown on a screen lying on the desk and
edited by a digitizer pen. (Fig. 4). The air traffic controller

Figure 4. Digital flight progress strips of the P1/ATCAS system at DFS
Deutsche Flugsicherung. Each aircraft is referenced by its callsign. Data as
flight plan and cleared flight level is provided by texts. The arrows at the
upper left corner indicate the overall direction of the aircraft’s route in 3
dimensions. (Source: DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH)
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in Karlsruhe has the possibility to access flight plan data via
extended labels on the radar screen. Thus, making the use
of flight progress strips (nearly) redundant. This difference
is resulting in slightly different routines in the air traffic
controllers ways to reach their goals. Thus, making different
aspects of their work observable. There are further quite small
differences in interfaces, e.g., a different visualization of the
status display, but a complete analysis of them goes beyond
this section.
D. The StayCentered Project
Typically, the work of an air traffic controller involves
managing various flight routes, aircraft, and altitude as well
as air speed differences. Additionally, meteorological data,
technical maintenance activities or, in rare circumstances,
emergencies can occur at any given moment and require swift
and correct reactions by the controller. As air traffic controllers
often work in dyads, in order to have an inherent corrective at
all time and to provide redundancies, the StayCentered project
at Technische Universität Chemnitz aims for enhancing the
already high security standards of air traffic controllers, and for
identifying as well as for offering assistance within cognitive
stressful flight situations. Therefore, the dyadic team structure
has to be analyzed comprehensively: both their voiced interactions between themselves and with the pilots within their
controlled airspace. The goal is to be able to identify human
error potential in voicing commands, interpreting visual data
representations and to identify limits in cognitive processing
capabilities. The resulting model of a working controller dyad
is then used to simulate the emotional and cognitive state of the
dyad in regards to upcoming air traffic some hours in advance.
For example, planned but delayed flights (e.g., a sandstorm
in Dubai and a thunderstorm in Moscow) will lead to an
increased number of aircraft in their destination sector. Flight
control management would then be able to split sectors and to
call in additional controllers in order to keep the workload
at a comfortable level. In addition, the controller stations
themselves already offer the possibility for the controllers to
signal an increased workload. However, the implementation of
the projects biophysiological measurements would allow for
an objective and immediate feedback to the controllers about
their current cognitive state and troubleshooting capabilities
[48], as well as for a workload regulation [49]. Therefore,
the galvanic skin response, facial action coding, body posture, vocal properties, eye movements and pupil dilation are
recorded and used to infer an emotion valence, arousal level,
and cognitive load [50]. The paper at hand presents a set of
initial exploratory studies. The identification of parameters to
the emotional model as well as issues for an emotion sensitive
user interface in this context were possible.
IV.

M ETHODOLOGY

To assess whether or not an air traffic controller experiences
stress and the associated negative emotions, it is necessary to
fully understand how the controller is receiving and processing
the crucial information and how this is converted into practical

actions. Since it is not possible to gain insight into the information processing objectively from the outside, it is necessary that
the air traffic controllers verbalize their cognitive processes.
For this purpose, we used semi-structured interviews outside
the work situation to gather general information about how air
traffic controllers experience work-related stress and how they
cope with it. Among others, we let them describe exceptional
situations, which were especially demanding, how they solved
them, and how they felt afterwards. Furthermore, we used the
thinking-aloud approach in interviews to get a basic understanding on how air traffic controllers process information.
We confronted them with a typical radar screen printout. The
sector and scenario were unknown to the participants. There
was a situation containing 8 aircraft described, a mid term
conflict of two aircraft with same heading and differing speed
and a lateral conflict of two aircraft with opposite heading,
but vertically divided. We asked them to evaluate the given
flight situation regarding the salience of important information
as well as the order, in which critical data are perceived and
processed. Additionally, we observed the air traffic controllers
during their work at the level of moderate participation,
allowing us to ask specific questions. Here, we also used the
thinking-aloud approach to get information and explanations
about certain actions and events. The observation under real
working conditions is especially important since cognitive and
emotional reactions are known to be a combination of person
and situation, and thus only the inclusion of the given situational characteristics allows for a meaningful interpretation
of the data gathered in the interviews. We decided to use
this combination of methods in an exploratory approach in
order to get the information of the air traffic controllers as
authentic and natural as possible. Expressing thoughts, ideas
and considerations in their own words in an actual work
situation as well as in the reflecting, meta-cognitive form of an
interview appears to be the adequate methodical approach for
this kind of research problem. The data was collected between
February and April 2015 at the facilities of the German air
traffic service provider DFS in Langen and Munich and in
August 2015 at the center in Karlsruhe. To assure a sufficient
variability in the data, we interviewed and observed experienced and novice air traffic controllers likewise. Altogether,
we collected data of N=37 air traffic controllers (age: 18 to
57). 21 of them are used to the ATCAS system and 16 to
the VAFORIT system. Since the evaluation of the air traffic
controllers’ work requires a basic level of expertise regarding
the work station, work processes and air traffic, all researchers
received an introduction to the air traffic controller’s work by
an expert of the DFS before data collection. Since recording
audiovisual material is problematic due to security reasons,
all interviews and observations were recorded by pen and
paper. For the purpose of the analysis, all data was coded
and categorized. Due to the exploratory nature of the research,
we did not follow a standardized coding scheme. Instead, we
tried to identify all relevant factors regarding the cognitive
and emotional constitution and experiences of the air traffic
controllers in relation so the given work situation.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the air traffic controllers mental situation
representation and its sources. Access to flight plan data depends on
interface design.

V. F INDINGS AND D ISCUSSION
By fulfilling their daily tasks, air traffic controllers face
highly demanding situations. They need to process plenty
pieces of information simultaneously that are arriving on
multimodal channels (primarily auditive and visual). Based on
this information, controllers have to make quick and reliable
decisions to ensure safety of the aircraft, and thus people,
under their control. We were able to identify procedural,
communicative and emotional aspects that form the controller’s
course of action.
A. Procedural Aspects
Procedural aspects deal with the mental organization of air
traffic by a controller. This includes their work organization,
their information processing and their internal representation
of the flight situation. In order to ensure save and fluid traffic
flows the air traffic controller has to have a good overview of
the air traffic situation. Thus, he constructs and continuously
updates a mental representation that is mainly based on flight
plan data, the controllers experiences and internalized knowledge on sector characteristics. This representation includes
more than just the current situation but also a prediction future
air traffic situations. The controllers stated that their prediction
reaches about 3 minutes into future in order to proactively
control the traffic. The current situation, as shown by the
radar screen, is continuously cross-checked against the mental
representation (Fig. 5). In the whole process of building and
updating the internal representation and cross-checking the role
of the radar screen differs between systems. This depends on
the place where flight plan data is presented. In a system
with digital or paper flight progress strips the radar screen
is rather a secondary tool that is used for cross-checking. But
the inclusion of flight plan data into radar screen makes it the
most important tool for the air traffic controllers work. We also
asked the controllers to describe the structure of their mental
representation. While in literature mental representations of
air traffic situations are often described as somewhat three
dimensional models [51] [52], our controllers explicitly stated
that they do not build up a three dimensional model of the
situation. They described it as two dimensional, similar to the
radar display that is expanded by a variable indicating vertical

layers. Other studies revealed that air traffic controllers [53]
[54] and already controller students [55] do not necessarily
build up a three dimensional mental model. Each of them
develops an individual mental structure to represent the three
dimensional data over time. In situations where the controller
first constructs his representation (e.g., during a handover)
he has to consider flight plans as well as current positions.
The first variable controllers focus on, while scanning the
radar display, is altitude information and whether an aircraft
is climbing or descending. After this, aicrafts heading and
position are considered and lastly, ground speed gives a hint on
the existence of a potential conflict. Likewise, Rantanen et al.
identified in their experiments [2] altitude as the information
that is processed first for conflict detection. Mogford et al.
emphasized altitude and heading as the most important information for air traffic controllers situation awareness [51]. In
standard situations, when a flight strip appears that represents
an airplane that is about entering the sector soon, the controller
is first looking for the route the aircraft is tending to take and
at which flight level. For first conflict detection, the controller
is checking overflight times at the fixes. If overflight times
are overlapping ten minutes to the ones of another flight he
marks a potential conflict. When the involved aircraft appears
on the radar screen, the controller is checking a second time
for the conflict and then improving gradually the quality of
his prediction about a potential problem. First, he is estimating
vertical and horizontal separations according to his experience
(rule of thumb). He can use distance measuring tools provided
by the system on the radar screen, but he is also able to do
exact calculations using mental arithmetics, if necessary.
The observation of the air traffic controllers working these
differing systems revealed some interesting aspects about the
controller routines. Although the VAFORIT system can be
operated without any flight progress strips, there is still a
digital representation of them shown in an additional screen.
All controllers stated that they do not need these strips. Nevertheless, they used them. The functionality of flagging a strip
was still used as a reminder for oneself or the team partner.
By sorting the strips by the cleared flight level the controllers
gained an overview of the vertical situation in airspace. This
fact shows the importance of the altitude information once
again. There are small arrows on the flight progress strips
in Karlsruhe, that indicate from which roughly direction the
aircraft is arriving and where it is going (in 3 dimensions).
These are also used by the controllers for an overview of
movements. Furthermore, the number of flight strips is also
an indicator for the amount of work coming up in the next 10
to 20 minutes. This is often influencing the controllers decision
on allowing directs or the like. At some point during the air
traffic controllers work (e.g., while considering a request) it
is necessary to check the current position of an aircraft, that
isn’t visible in the current map excerpt, shown by the radar
screen. In Munich and Langen it was observed, that controllers
started zooming and moving the map while scanning the map
with the eyes for this aircraft. In Karlsruhe the controllers
used the functionality of showing the aircraft’s intended route
and thus, they found the target more rapidly. Controllers
also stated that there are situations where the information is
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needed whether the handover to a following sector has passed
successfully. This is also an information that was accessed
through the flight progress strips in both of the systems.
Another clearly observable point in between systems is the
importance of handwritten notes. While in the P1/ATCAS
system free strip marking can be used for communication with
the team partner, there is no corresponding functionality in the
VAFORIT system provided. But some controllers used pen and
paper for writing notes, as a reminder for themselves or their
team partner.
B. Communicative Aspects
The air traffic controllers work is a highly cooperative
work. There is long term (e.g., with the team partner) as
well as short term (e.g., with pilots) cooperation necessary
to ensure save air traffic. Our communicative findings take
the communication partners and the communication channels,
as well as the controllers perception of cooperative groupings, into account. In order to figure out with whom the air
traffic controllers affiliate themselves we asked them for the
term ’team’. When we initially used the word team within
the context of air traffic controllers, we had the air traffic
controller dyad in mind. However, the air traffic controllers
understanding of team covers more than initially assumed.
On the one hand, they used the term when speaking about
all the air traffic controllers responsible for German airspace
and adjacent sectors. When recognizing a potential conflict
situation that would happen in the neighboring sector, but could
be prevented or already solved within their own sector, they
would do so. When recognizing a conflict situation within
an other sector, they would warn the responsible controller.
When recognizing that controllers responsible for an adjacent
sector have high traffic load and they are stressed, they try
to keep further traffic away from that sector or try to avoid
more stress for their colleagues by organizing the flights in
their own sector in a way that makes them easy to handle in
the next one. This understanding of a team is also supported
by the fact that air traffic controllers are on a first-name basis
with each other. On the other hand, the term team was used
while talking about the air traffic controllers organizational
entity. In German air traffic control centers, there are groups
of air traffic controllers that are responsible for several neighboring sectors. These sectors share borders and in times of
low traffic load they can be combined. Each controller out
of this group has the admission to work on every position
within these sectors. Thus, each of the controllers will at
any time constitute a dyad with any controller out of this
group. Beyond these affiliations there are further cooperation
necessary. We identified the following cooperation partners and
the communication channels in between. An overview is shown
in Figure 6. Short-term collaboration with pilots consists of
speech over radio using predefined terms and routines in order
to minimize the number of misunderstandings. If suitable
equipped, there is also the possibility to send text messages
to the aircraft. This is not yet common, but controllers like
the decrease of misunderstandings in numbers about it. The
supervisor communicates to the controllers through the display

•
•
•
•

speech
handwritten notes
marking flights
gestures

another team

•
•
•
•

phone
face-to-face
status display
text messages

•
•
•
•

duty roaster
phone
face-to-face
status display

air traffic controller team
• radio
• text messages

pilot

supervisor

Figure 6. Overview of communication partners and channels. Beside
cooperation within the dyadic team, the executive gives instructions to pilots
and the planner coordinates handovers with the other sectors planners. The
supervisor is responsible for the duty roaster and sector splitting.

of a duty roster. Change requests, rapid updates, and the like
are communicated via telephone connection. But it has been
observed that both sides are often leaving their place, going
to and talking to the other one about these concerns. Most of
the communication is happening within the dyad responsible
for a sector. Both, the executive and the planner have to
build up a shared mental picture of the situation and keep
it updated. In order to do so and to solve potential conflicts,
they communicate using gestures (pointing gestures to guide
the others attention onto the screen, sometimes they are also
using the other ones mouse), the flagging of flight strips (to
highlight potential conflicts), and handwritten notes (either on
digital flight strips or an extra sheet of paper), but speech
remains the dominant communication channel. Nevertheless,
both verbal and nonverbal communication within the dyadic
team are crucial to good cooperation. The importance of
nonverbal communication (strip marking and observation of
the partners actions) additional to speech was also highlighted
by Soraji et al. [56]. In times of high traffic load, controllers are
sitting up straight, speaking concisely about traffic concerns.
In times of low traffic load they are more relaxed and they are
chatting with each other and the surrounding controllers. For
coordination in between sectors, the planner is talking to other
dyads via telephone, except for the ones sitting spatially near to
him, they are addressed directly. Similar to the communication
with pilots, this cooperation is guided by regulations and routines. Additionally, in Karlsruhe controllers have the possibility
to submit their requests via text messages. They like about it,
that they do not disturb the other controllers line of thought
at a specific moment. Another tool for controller to controller
communications is the status display also called Geneva traffic
light. This display shows a color (green, yellow, red) for each
sector with green being the default color for normal traffic
load. By setting this color, controllers can communicate their
current workload to other controllers and to the supervisor.
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The status display was introduced due to controllers wishes
to communicate their stress level. The visual presentation
differs between systems. However, the status display is rarely
used. Some controllers do not even recognize it as a tool for
communicating their stress level, but as a tool for getting an
overview of the sectors that are opened or combined. The status
display is experienced as neglected. Most air traffic controllers
have no clue when to switch the color to yellow and if they do
they feel as if the other controllers ignore their stressed state.
However, in the case that they are really stressed then there
is often no time left for remembering to switch their status to
red.
C. Emotional Aspects
Regarding the emotional aspects of an air traffic controller
and their impact on work results, there are numerous factors
involved. Since we want to assist the controllers in stressfull
situations in order to prevent negative emotional and psychological consequences, one focus was to identify the stressors
in the air traffic controllers work. During interviews the air
traffic controllers mentioned three main stressors:
High Traffic Load
The crucial factor for traffic load is the number of
aircraft under control. However, the resulting workload goes beyond the sheer number. The structure of
the airspace and standard routes as well as directions
of the aircraft have an impact on perceived complexity. Plenty of vertical movements, as in approach
sectors and sectors in the lower airspace, and lots
of crossing trajectories increase the probability for
potential conflicts.
Unexpected Events in the Airspace
Since air traffic controllers tend to have a detailed
picture of upcoming events, unconsidered events
may cause additional load, since they often require a swift reaction while simultaneously adding
a unknown variable to their calculations. Usually,
these are events that are neither listed in nor logical consequences of flight plan data. Initially, we
considered emergency flights as unexpected things
causing stress because air traffic controllers have
to clear the way for them. However, most of the
emergencies will already be marked in the actualized flight plan by the pilots. Thus, they can be
regarded as expected traffic with a higher priority,
making them just another variable in the air traffic
controller’s mental model. Even closures of single
airports are not surprising, because every flight has
an alternative destination stated in its flight plan.
However, an unplanned aircraft calling in or flights
within their sector boundaries, which are not under
their control, are stress inducing factors. Hence, a
pilot who forgot next sectors frequency, just asking
for it once again, may cause more confusion than
emergencies, because the controller already deleted
the associated flight strip and thus also removed the
flight and callsign already from his mental model.

Malfunction of Equipment
Generally, the air traffic controller is dependent on
his equipment. Without radar display the controller
has to rely on the pilots following his instructions
without any misapprehensions. Without flight plan
data, the controller would loose the ability to proactively regulate air traffic. Still, air traffic controllers
emphasized especially malfunction of the radio as
problematic. Without the ability to communicate
with the pilots the air traffic controllers are completely incapable of action. They do not know about
pilots’ plans and are not able to forewarn them of
an upcoming danger. For these reasons there are for
each system independent fallback systems in use at
DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung.
Other Things Indirectly Being Relevant
For efficiently building their mental picture, air
traffic controllers rely mostly on their experiences
and internalized information, such as standard routes
and sector borders. If controllers are returning after
a period of absence (e.g., illness or holidays), they
perceive their work as more demanding, due to
changes in standard routes, sector boundaries, or
agreements. Also, other impact factors like general well-being, mood, private problems, etc. were
mentioned by air traffic controllers to influence the
work performance. Therefore, personal factors often
change the perceived demands. According to the air
traffic controllers’ experience, the same taskload can
be experienced differently.
These results on potential stressors align with the five most
stressful items found by Brink [57]. South African air traffic
controllers rated the number of aircraft, extraneous traffic,
unforeseeable events, peek hour traffic and limitations, and
reliability of the equipment to be most stressful factors out of
a questionnaire with 20 items.
Emotional aspects within the air traffic controller’s work
include awareness of own sentiments and awareness of the
emotional state of others. Generally, controllers stated that
there are no crucial emotional situations. Sometimes private
problems cause the controller to “concentrate a little more”
but usually they know how to act out of them. After a critical
situation at work they are in need of someone to talk to. Often
they prefer talking to their colleagues about it. Except for the
controllers wish to do so, they have to visit Critical Incident
Stress Management sessions by regulations. During follow-up
discussions some other situations were identified. Air traffic
controllers said they are feeling proud, after managing a tricky
situation smoothly. They have a sense of delight, when pilots
thank them for satisfying their wishes (e.g., a direct). During
long periods of low traffic the predominant sense is boredom.
The most important indicator for the others emotional state is
the sound of their voice and their choice of words, especially
during communication using telephone or radio. Succinct answers indicate elevated concentration. During communication
with their spatial neighbors, gestures and poses can be accessed
additionally for emotional awareness.
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VI.

I MPLICATIONS TO THE M ODEL

From a psychological point of view, it is not surprising that
the mental and emotional states of air traffic controllers are
influenced by personal as well as situational characteristics.
However, without a detailed analysis of the air controllers
work, it is impossible to specify the relevant variables and
their parameter values. Based on the collected data we are now
able to consider precise variables in our model. Regarding the
situational aspects, the number of aircraft as well as their flight
characteristics are the main aspects for potential workload, and
of course the available time is also relevant. Further research is
necessary to identify the concrete relationship between those
variables. However, it is already clear that there is limit on
how many interactions can take place between the air traffic
controller and pilots, because every interaction takes several
seconds. Considering the well-known relationship between
arousal and performance on difficult tasks [58], such as the
work of an air traffic controller, we assume that the optimal
efficiency lies far below the physical limit of interactions.
It has still to be determined how to express the comfort
zone of air controllers by an index. One potential solution
is the indication of interactions per minute with the option to
weight interactions depending on the situation’s complexity.
The model requires two kinds of critical values for the index
that signals a possible overload: One is relating to situational
peaks, which can be understood as episodes of high workload
in a rather short time frame. The other one is applying to longer
periods of time with an increased workload that is higher
than the optimum but lower than the situational peak. Both
kinds of overload can result in mistakes, incorrect decisions
or just slower reactions and must be prevented. Even though
German air traffic controllers can be considered a homogenous
group of specialists who are able to work under pressure,
the critical values must be personalized due to differences in
personality related factors. Our data suggest that many typical
personality variables affect the work of air traffic controllers,
such as mood, alertness, work experience, private problems,
absence due to vacation, or sickness, etc. The main problem
for the consideration of those variables is their problematic
measurement: Many of them are only available to the air
controllers themselves, and even they are not always able to
fully specify all factors that might influence their performance
or to quantify them. Furthermore, many of those variables
are changing on a daily basis, even though they should not
fluctuate that much. Therefore, the personality factors can be
used to improve the index based on the situational variables.
Simply put: The critical values can be adjusted depending
on how an air traffic controller feels - if this information is
available - or based on objective information like the absence
of a controller for several weeks, which lets him experience
the work as more demanding during the first days of his
work. For a short-term evaluation of the air controllers state,
additional diagnostics will further improve the determination
of the personality variables influence. Additionally, a crossvalidation and combination, respectively, with psychophysiological parameters, eye-tracking, voice characteristics, facial
emotion expression as well as poses and gestures will also

help to classify flight situation regarding their complexity. For
instance, a more complex problem will result in longer times of
fixation on the involved flights, an increased skin conductance,
shorter voice-commands, a straighter body position and a stern
facial expression. Therefore, our model must take many variables into account, some global and some situational. Things
become even more complicated, since the air traffic controllers
are usually working together as a dyad. The model has to
take into consideration not only the individual parameters, but
also the specifics of the team. The same flight situation in
a sector might result in excessive demands for one dyad but
present an acceptable challenge to a team of veterans. This
additional set of team related variables complicated the model,
since questions about the structures and relationships between
all the variables contained in the model are not fully answered
yet.
VII.

I MPLICATIONS TO THE I NTERFACES

One of the main goals of the StayCentered project is to
identify and to offer assistance within cognitive stressful air
traffic situations. Current interfaces have to be rethought in
order to give access to the identified and simulated mental
and emotional states. The StayCentered interfaces will be
designed to give decision support to the supervisor, to facilitate
cooperation, and to adapt with respect to the controller’s
current state and overall supporting the controllers routines
and mental models.
At the moment the supervisor’s decision upon splitting up
a sector is done by consulting workload predictions, mainly
based on the expected number of aircraft, and on the air traffic
controllers demands. The StayCentered supervisor interface
will present the simulation’s forecasts over time. Anticipated
stressful or tedious situations should be visible at a glance and
supporting decision making on resolving these situations.
As described, cooperation and communication are crucial
elements of the air traffic controllers daily work. These communicative situations shall be supported by the interfaces. It is
still an open point why controllers tend to leave their place for
consulting their supervisor in situations of low traffic. This is
a potential risky situation. There should be adequate ways of
communication. The controllers workspace should be designed
in such a way that the actions of one controller are clearly
visible to his partner in the dyad. Thus, we are expecting to
support the creation of a shared mental model and enhancing
communication. The most obvious advantage of the StayCentered system is that the status display can change its color
automatically and providing an objective measurement on the
controllers stress level. However, also the displays presentation
could be enhanced. Currently, each sector is represented by a
colored button (green-yellow-red) on a secondary screen. This
part may also be hidden by some other information. Additional
short textual remarks for the sectors in stressful situations
are available. A permanent visible graphical presentation of
this information (possibly integrated into radar screen) would
make it accessible at a glance. Another important feature of
nowadays interfaces is the possibility to generate reminders,
either through flagging of flight strips or through handwritten
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notes. This feature of communication shall be kept in some
way. Additionally, notes can also be used for personal work
organization and reminders.
The interface adaption with respect to the controller’s state
applies to the interfaces at the controllers workspace. The
information presentation is independent of the controllers emotional and communicative state, his workload, and the complexity of the actual flight situation. However, the importance
of information objects differs from situation to situation. We
are currently conducting a survey to identify these differences.
A positive effect of an automation degree adapting on the air
traffic controllers workload was already presented by related
work, e.g., [34] and [59]. Also, visual adaption of the interfaces
has been investigated [60]. But an adaption on emotional state
is still an open point.
StayCentered controller interfaces will consider the identified state of the controller as an indicator for the chosen
representation. We want to pay special attention to situations
of low traffic load, because in these situations controllers
often feel bored. Since boredom has a negative impact on
their attention, we want to consider these situations within the
design of the adaptive interface as well. Good user interfaces
support the user’s mental models and their procedures. Recent
research on air traffic controllers’ interfaces often considers
three-dimensional and even stereoscopic radar displays (e.g.,
[61] [62] [63] [64]). According to our data, the controller’s
mental model of a flight situation is not necessarily threedimensional. Therefore, we would prefer a two-dimensional
representation with an implicit coding of altitude information.
The interface should allow for stepwise adaption of conflict
prediction to the required accuracy. Thus, it should also support
distance measurement methods at a different granularity. The
controllers need a good overview of vertical and horizontal
movements in their sector. Furthermore, they need quick access
to data about aircraft, not yet visible on their current radar
view. Allover the air traffic controllers would be glad to have
access to their own workload predictions. In order to have a
more precise prediction that they can use for doing decisions
upon pilots wishes. Thus, this information should be included
into the controllers interfaces.
VIII.

plan data. For checking the current situation, information
is processed in the following order: altitude, climb/descent,
horizontal position, heading, and speed on ground.
The order of information processing should be reflected
within the user interfaces, as well as the structure of the
air controllers mental model. Identified forms of communication should be supported, especially visibility of the partners actions. Workarounds, which are currently used by the
controllers, should be included into future interfaces. The
automatic recognition of the air traffic controller’s workload
and emotional state allows for further improvement in the
workflow.
Our findings suggest that sufficiently modeling the cognitive
and emotional states of air traffic controllers requires the
inclusion of many variables regarding the individual controllers
as well as the dyad and the current workload. The next steps
in the process of model building are the identification of other
relevant variables and generally their measurement and further
processing. Even though we already know that cognitive and
emotional states can be recognized using our multidimensional
approach, the relationships between the variables still needs
further research. Possible methodological approaches include
the recording of actual or simulated work sessions in combination with post-hoc interviews in order to identify critical
or demanding situations. By comparing the measurement data
with the information given by the controller, we can identify
typical patterns that signal stressful episodes, which can be
used in our model.
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